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Airtronics is the best.Our competition has proved it.
Now that 1991 is almost here, 

a lot of R/C manufacturers are finally beginning to follow Airtronics' lead. 
Some of them are introducing equip
ment that will operate in the 1991 
narrow band environment We think 
it's about time!

I x f s  C le a r  T h e

First In The Industry
We know a lot about 1991 

environments. Airtronics was the first major R/C system manufacturer to 
introduce 1991 capable R/C systems. 
We were also the first and for a long 
time the only, R/C manufacturer to have our 1991 systems independently certi
fied to meet all the AMA guidelines.

In fad, since 1988, all Airtronics' 
advanced FM and PCM aircraft trans
mitters and compatible Gold Label Super Narrow Band Dual Conversion 
receivers have been independently tested and certified as meeting and 
exceeding every AMA and RCMA 
guideline and specification for narrow 
Band R/C operation in 1991 and beyond.

Flight-Proven 1991 Technology
In a word, our systems work. 

Airtronics aircraft systems consistently 
provide "glitch free* operation in the 
most demanding narrow band envi
ronments, whether it's modeler to 
modeler interference, or outside 10 
KHz pager interference.

We also offer a low-cost R/C system upgrade service to convert your present Airtronics' AM or FM 
transmitter and receiver to 1991 AMA 

ideline specifications and operation, 
provide modelers with an afford

able alternative to expensive product replacement and obsolescence.

We Care About The Modeler
VWre helping advance the sport 

of R/C modeling through excellence in 
our equipm ent Airtronics continues to 
develop new products and technology 
to keep us ahead of the competition. 

We not only invest a great deal
of time and money in product devel
opm ent we also work to inform and educate modelers about the complex
ities of 1991 specifications and claims. 
We believe that knowledgeable, 
informed modelers will intelligently choose the best equipment available.

In the race to develop reliable narrow band 1991 R/C systems* every
one else is following our lead. Despite all the claims and confusion, Airtronics 
still sets the standard in R/C quality, 
technology, and 1991 performance.

We Set The Standard.
AIRTRONICS m
11 Autry, Irvine, CA 92718 (714) 830-8769



New
A C E S  A N D  W IN G M E N  II . Morris. Over 600 photos, 
dozens in color, and 55 paintings enhanced a 
remarkable historical coverage of the 8th Air Force'S 
exploits in Europe during Vtorld War II It combines 
recollections, stories by 13 combat pilots, and official 
documents recently declassified to produce a 
panorama of the air action. Much other data including 
group histories of all 15 of the 8th AF Fighter groups, 
plus Ihe 354th group of the 9!h AF. Aces lists, and a 
chronology of 8th AFS major events. 256 pas., 81/2*
x 11*. sfbd. ______ __________ 12398 $ 3 9 .9 5
A T T A C K  O N  Y A M A M O T O , Glines. Am eric's 
code-breakers intercepted a message in 1943. 
telling of Japanese Admiral Yamamoto's flight 
fro m  one base to  another, and used the 
o p p o rtu n ity  to  a ttack and shoot down the 
Japanese aircraft. It was the longest intercept 
mission in wartime history, one that became a 
classic, elim inating a powerful enemy leader. 
More than just the mission story, the book is an 
attempt to confirm  which allied pilot actually 
shot down the Jap leader. 288 pgs., IIL, 6* x 9*.

W A R  P A IN T  A m e ric a n  F ig h te r  Noae A r t  Fro m
W o r l d  W a r  II  a n d  K o r e a , Cam pbe ll & 
Campbell. The book w a rb ird  enthusiasts 
have been w a itin g  to r i  Over 1 ,000 rare 
w a rtim e  pho tos captu re  the nose art of 
Am erica 's W orld  War II figh te rs  pin-ups. 
cartoons, kill markings and sharks teeth. It's 
all here. 1.040 ill.. 60 in color, hdbd.. 10 1/4*
x 11 3/4*. 208 pgs......................3186B $ 3 9 .9 5
R E C R E A T I O N A L  F L Y I N G , Taylor. Aimed at 
the new category of pilots, the recreational 
licensed  flye r, th is  book fea tures the 
spec ific  regula tions, requirem ents and 
lim ita tio n s  on where, when and which 
aircraft can be flown. Offers easy-to-follow 
g u ide  fo r  o b ta in in g  the  re cre a tio n a l 
certificate. 37 line drawings. 288 pgs., 6* x 
9*. hdbd....................................3133C $ 2 4 .9 5

T H E  S P E E D  S E E K E R S . Thomas G Foxworth Ho* 
back in print! A magnificent volume that is the 
definitive history of air racing and speed record 
attempts in America. Great Britain. France and Italy 
between 1919 and 1926. This is the story of men. 
the machines and the battles for supremacy that in 
only sx years saw the airplane* capacity tor speed 
J "  .lavishly illustrated Hdbd.. 1 Γ  x 9 3/4*.double.
770 photos.
T H O M P S O N  T R O P H Y  R A C E R S . Huntington. The

Si  and planes of America's Air Racing Glory 
1929-1949. A wonderfully thorough book 

pcs behind the scenes drama, racing action, 
and a discussion of engines ol each era. From hot 
homebuilts to stripped down warbirds with the 
incredible stories of such famous ships as the 
GeeBees. Bill Odom's P-51. Begin the Beguirte. and 
the Howards. Folkerts, Lairds, and much more. 200 
photos. 192 pgs.. 8 1/2* x 1 Γ .  sfbd 

2984c $19 95
G E E  B E E .  T h e  R E A L  S to r y  o f  th e  C ra n rille  
B r o th e r s  s o d  T h e ir  M a r v e lo u s  A ir p la n e s
Hallke. To the tuffs, II»  Gee Bees represented 
power, speed and Ihrills. Designed by Ihe Granville 
Brothers (GB.'s). each plane had its own mystique. 
Book portrays each model, its oltimes tragic career 
and Ihe famous pilots who llew and raced them. Λ 
must lor the air-racing historian. Over 200 photos, 
17$ pgs., 8 1 /2 ’ *  I f ,  hdbd
.... .................. ................................4700C $ 2 4 .9 5
O N E  B A Y  IN  A  L O N G  W A R , Ethell and Price. 
M ay 10, 1972, the  launch  day o f 
"Llnebacker'-a highly classified huge-scale 
Navy and A ir  Force s u rp ris e  ope ra tion  
resum ing  U.S. bom bing  ra ids on North 
Vietnam. Records firsthand account ol 100 
eyewitnesses, analyzes cockpit recordings ot 
330  s o rtie s , and em ployes 65 new ly 
declassified photos, maps and drawings. 240 
pgs...............................................4500D $ 1 8 .9 5
M O S Q U IT O  L O G , McKee. An in-depth look at 
one o f W orld War It 's  most fam ous and 
versitile  aircraft. Packed lu ll o f fascination 
first hand accounts o l what It was like to tty 
the Mosquito and pilots' experiences inside 
and outside the cockpit. An exciting book on 
the M osquito fo r warb ird  enthusiasts and 
aviation buffs. Hdbd., 7 1/4’ x 9 t /2 '.  208 
pgs., 105 ill................................ 3194B $ 2 4 .9 5

C U T A W A Y  A I R P L A N E S  O F  W W 1I. A collection 
o f 29 m agn ificen t cutaw ay d raw ings of 
fighters and bombers o l WWII. Each aircraft 
is  on a fw o -p ag e  spread  a long  w ith  a 
co m p reh e ns ive  anno ta ted  gu ide  to  Ihe 
assembly and the working parts. Includes P- 
38, P-47D. P-51D. Hellcat. Corsair. Zero. 
Spitfire, ME 109. FW 190, B-17G. B-25. B- 
24J, B-29, and more. 62pgs.. 8 1/2" x 1 Γ , 
sfbd.................................................2988C $ 9 .9 5
P I L O T  M A K E R : T H E  IN C R E D IB L E  T - S ,  Ohlright 
& Ethell. A defin itive  w o rk  covering Ihe 
design, development, evolution & deployment 
of this famous trainer. Extensive coverage ol 
Naval SNJ. USAF AT-6. RAF Harvards. the 
many variants, combat & training uses, and 
o l course those countless humorous stories 
Over 200 pho tos, 144 pgs.. 7 ' x 10 '.

i n u m j t

Dramatic New VideosLAV ID EO  U D X A K Y

%ter Aces[F IG H T IN G  C O L O R S  G lo ry  D a ys  o f U . S . A ir c r a ft 
M a r k in g s  1 9 3 0 - 1 9 9 0 , Dorr. A look at Ihe 
markings, insignia and nose art ot the combat 
t ig h te r. Once b rig h t, v iv id , sp lashy co lors  
decorated these planes, gave courage to their 
pilots and evoked tear in the enemy. Today these 
markings have given way to drab, low visibility 
paint schemes so the combat pilot can hide in 
the invisibility of the vast sky. But occasionally a 
pilot dabs on a few splashes of brightly colored 
paint even on today's high-tech jets. Sfbd., Θ* x 
10 1/2*. 128 pgs,. 80 color ill. Books shipped 
4/15/90............................................ 3187B $ 1 9 .9 5
W A R B IR D S  W O R L D W ID E  D IR E C T O R Y , Chapman 
and Goodall. A truley monumental compilation 
of the whereabouts and previous ownership of 
warbirds known to exist throughout the world. 
Notations indicate model aircraft, serial number. 
N-number. location and dates of ownership of 
each. Thousands o l lis t in g s . W on de rfu l 

[reference volume, a must for warbird buffs. 100 
'photos, half in color. 321 pgs.. 6‘ x 8*. sfbd.

GIANTS
· Χ Β 7 θ
V a lk y r ia iLOCKHEED

W A R B I R D  C H E C K O U T  # 1 0 . Runn ing  tim e  1 hour 50 m inu tes. 
" H o w  To F ly  T h ·  B - 1 7  Flying F o r t r a t * ."  This is a comprehensive pilot 
tra in ing film  made by the Army. A ir Force and the Boeing Airplane 
Company for training new pilots about to enter combat w ith the B-17. 
Walk w ith  the pilot as he doew his pre-flight. Sit in the cockpit as he 
checks all systems, runs up the engines and takes off to perform flight 
operations - Leam emergency procedures - Lose /4  engine on take-off or 
p u t out a f ire  on / 4  eng ine. (B & W 1 hou r 28 m inu tes .) 
“ Fo rtre s s  In  T h e  S k y ."  Story of the B-17 Flying Fortress from design 
concept, engineering, to production Witness early test flights and tty off 
to combat in "Glamour Girt" (Color 22 minutes)................. V8077C $ 29 .9 5

ONE DAY IN A 
LONG WAR

T H E  R E D  B A R O N  The compelling story of Germany's WWI Ace of Aces. 
Manfred Von Richthofen, w ith 80 kids. His daring leadership of Jasla II, 
the "Flying Circus." downed 644 Allied planes. Personal interviews of 
Jasta II and allied pilots. WWI aerial footage, dogfights and crashes, and 
re-enactment ol the Baron's last combat and the controversy surrounding 
his death. It's all here. Color & B&W. approx. 60 minutes, 5 star rating by
VIDEO CHOICE magazine......................................................... V8727C $ 2 9 .9 5
F I G H T E R  A C E S  O F  W W I I . Return to 1943 w ith four Aces of the 357th F.G. 
ot the Mighty 8th. their own stories, their gun-camera-footage. Not a 
Hollywood re-creation, but T h e  Real Stuff. These are the pilots who 
changed the course ot WW II as they escorted American bombers deep 
Into enemy territory and stayed to challenge, and defeat, the best the 
Luftwaffe had to offer. 47 minutes. VHS only......................... V8714 $ 1 3 .9 8

G IA N T S  O F  L O C K H E E D . The SR-71 is your fantasy? This video begins with 
nearly a halt hour o l exquisite ground and aerial views of the incredible 
(old) Blackbird. Scene alter scene shows off this trip le  sonic, turbo
ramjet powered aircraft, built two decades ago. but still the hottest thing 
in the skies. Are you a Herkybird nut? The next segment portrays the C- 
130 in all its glory. Then witness the awesome abilities of the C-141 
Starlifter and the mighty C-5 Galaxy as they power their way across 
co n tin e n ts  w ith  m assive loads. A ll co lo r. 70 m inu tes .

C O V E R IN G  M O D E L  A I R C R A F T : R /C H a n d b o o k ,
Peacock. Covers model skins and their effect 
on performance, from  traditional oiled silk to 
h igh-teck film s. Includes how to  fin ish  and 
detail the model. 64 pgs., 80 III., sfbd., 7* x 9
1/2*.................  ........ 3195C $ 9 .0 5

M O U L D I N G  &  G L A S S  F I B R E  T E C H N IQ U E S : R/C 
H a n d b o o k , H o l l a n d . Covers easy and 
a ffo rd ab le  techn iques  to  make y o u r own 
canopies, cowlings, fuselages, and wing skins. 
How to build a home vacuum-form machine, 
heat formed plastics, make composite spars, 
strenghten structures, rubber moulding, casting 
and superior finishes. 64 pgs., 80 III., sfbd., 7* x 
9 1 !7 ................................................. 3193B $ 9 .9 5

T H E  A V I A T I O N  C A R E E R S  O F  I G O R  S I K O R S K Y ,
Cochrane, Von H ardesty  & Lee

CUTAW AY
aircraft of
W O R L O W A R T V 4 0

.4902D $ 1 9 .9 5
F I F T Y  G L O R IO U S  Y E A R S : P I C T O R I A L  T R I B U T E  
T O  T H E  D O U G L A S  O C - 3 ,  Pearcy.

V8766E $ 3 2 .9 5 3009C $ 2 2 .9 5hardbound.

B * 7 0  V A L K Y R I E . America's first Mach-3 bomber. Rare vintage scenes of 
ro llout in 1964, firs t flight. Inflight scenes showing vapor tra ils from  
Hying in its own shock wave. Watch In awe as this unique mammoth 
o b |e c t cyc les Its  w ln g tip s . opens Its  a fte rb u rn e rs . 60 
minutes.......................................................................................V8774E S 3 2 .9 5

T H E  A IR S K O W  The most spectacular performances o t the US Blue 
Angels. Italian Freece Tricotori. Canadian Stnowbirds plus the Brazilian 
and French national aerobatic learns as the perform at the Canadian 
Abbottsvord International Airshow. Take your seat in the cockpit ol the 
world 's tastes! and sexiest aircraft as they swoop and soar wingtip to 
w ingtip. Wilness exhibitions ot the Harrier, Tomcat, Concorde and SR-71
Blackbird 60minutes A  R E V I E W E R 'S  C H O IC E .................. V8979N $ 1 9 .9 5

T A K E O F F S  A N D  L A N D IN G S  M A D E  E A S Y  A very intense In-cockpit review 
o l the proper techniques lo r regular, crosswind, short and soft field 
landings and takeoffs. John King Hies you through each one and Martha 
King recaps the flight w ith added details. Includes taildragger takeoffs 

------------ —  '  .V8375E S 3 9 .0 0

P U T N A M  S E R IE S
G E N E R A L  D Y N A M I C S  A I R C R A F T  A N O  T H E I R  
P R E D E C E S S O R S  S IN C E  1 9 0 9 . Afcgg A. Putnam 
Book Provides a background, not only on Genera 
Dynamics, but on a range ol manufactures no 
longer in existence. From Gallaudel. Dayton- 
Wright. Consolidated. Thomas-Morse. Hall. 
Stinson, Vultee, Barkley-Grow and Convair. to the 
General Dynamics ol today. A valuable reference tor 
the historian. 300 photos. 384 pgs.. 5 1/2' x 8
1/2'. hdbd..... ............   3396C $ 4 2 .9 5
B O E I N Q  A I R C R A F T  S I N C E  1 9 1 6 . Bowers
..................................................3397C $ 3 5 .9 5
G R U M M A N  A V I A T I O N ,  F ranc lllon
...................................................... 3395C $ 3 5 .9 5
S H O R T S  A I R C R A F T  s in c e  1 9 0 0 , Second Ed..
Barnes.........................................3398C $33.95
S U P E R M A R I N E  A I R C R A F T  s i n c e  1 9 1 4 ,  
Revised Ed., A ndrew s & M organ
...................................................... 3399C $ 29 .9 5
C U R T I S S  A I R C R A F T ,  1 9 0 7 - 1 9 4 7 ,  Bowers 

3383C $34  95
U N IT IE D  S T A T E S  M IL IT A R Y  A I R C R A F T  n lic e
1 9 0 9 , S w anborough  & Bowers

J A C K  N O R T H R O P  A N D  T H E  F L Y I N G  W I N G ,
Coleman........................................... 4450A $ 2 4 .9 5

R E V O L U T IO N  IN T H E  S K Y , Allen.....3490C $ 2 4 .9 5

C I E R V A  A U T 0 G I R 0 S : T h e  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f
R o ta ry-W in g  F li g h t , Brooks......... 4354C $ 3 5 .0 0
T H E  P I P E R  C L A S S IC S , Christy.......4208A $ 1 1 .9 5
C E S S N A  15 0  &  1 5 2 , Clark............. 1141A $ 1 2 .9 5
C E S S N A  1 7 2 ,  Clark........................ 1140A $ 1 2 .9 5
T H E  P I P E R  IN D IA N S , Clark........... 4213B $ 1 6 .9 5
T H E  L U S C 0 M B E  S T O R Y , Swick.....4913D $ 2 2 .9 5  
B E E C H C R A F T :  S T A G G E R W I N G  T O  S T A R S H IP ,
P hillips ....................................... 2012AAD $ 1 5 .9 5
W I N G S  O F  C E S S N A :  M O D E L  1 2 0  T O  T H E
C IT A T IO N  III, Phillips................. .2011AA $ 1 3 .9 5
T H O S E  I N C O M P A R A B L E  B O N A N Z A S ,  L a rry

and landings. 60 minutes.Action
PILOT MANUALS

Reprints of olTical USAF tra in ing manuals.

........... 1401B $8.95 b -25............................1410B $12.95

........... 1402B S8.95 B-26.........................1411BS14.95

........... 1403B $8.95 B-29.........................1412AAS12.95

........... 1404B $8.95 F-SF.......................... 1413B $9.95

........2006AA$14.95 FM-2...........................1414B$12.8S

........... 14058 $9.95 AT-S.........................................1415B $8.95
--------- 14068 $9.95 Spitfire ................................... 1416B $4.95
............. 1420B $9.95 Hurricane.............................. 14178 $4.95
............ 1407B $9.95 Moequito................................1418B $4.95
.......... 14088510.95 M e262....................... 14198 S9.95
.......... 1409B $12.95

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

n e w  IN -A C T IO N
T -2 8  T R O J A N  In Action..................4117A S 7 .8 5
U -2  S P Y P L A N E  In Action...........4111A S 7 .9 5
0 -1  B IR O  D O G  In Action.................4112A $ 7 .9 5
T -6  T E X A N  In Action.......................4122A $ 7 .9 5
T B O  D E V A S T A T O R  In Action......... 4133A $ 7 .9 5
F 0 K K E R  O R . 1  In Action............ 4134A 5 7 .9 5
F 8 E  B E A R C A T  In Action.................4135A $ 7 .9 5
S 2 F  T R A C K E R  In A c tion ................. 4136A $ 7 .9 5
M IG  2 3 / 2 7 F L 0 G G E R  In Action....4137A $ 7 .9 5
T Y P H 0 0 N / T E M P E S T  In Action...... 4138A $ 7 .9 5
F J  F U R Y  In Action ..........................4139A $ 7 .9 5

-4362C $ 4 9 .9 5
L O C K H E E D  A I R C R A F T  e in c e  1 9 1 3 , Francillon

3 3 7 7 C  5 2 9  95
M C D O N N E L L  D O U G L A S  A I R C R A F T  « i r i c u
1 9 2 0 , Francillon....................... 3384C $ 3 9 .9 5
J A P A N E S E  A I R C R A F T  O F  T H E  P A C IF IC  W A R ,
Franclllon................................... 3158C $ 2 1 .9 5
G E R M A N  A I R C R A F T  O F  T H E  S E C O N D  W O R LO  
W A R , S m ith  &  K a y .............................. 3 1 5 7 C S 3 9 .9 5
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O N  TH E C O V ER
World Champion (1988) Formula 1 Grand Prix race car 

(McLaren) driver, Ayrton Senna, of Brazil, with Leo O'Reilly's 
quarter-scale Laser 200, in Australia. Aryton is a devoted R/C 
flier, with a large and varied stable of aircraft, including 
pattern, scale and float planes. He learned to fly in just four 
flights! Photo by Leo O'Reilly.

Insert photo is of Midway Models' Sensoar, reviewed by 
Dave Garwood, on page 18.
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Soon to be near you.

In the past, only pilots w ho flew  40 sized aircraft 
could experience our powerfu l ASP engines. 
Well, no longer. We are proud to  introduce 
three new engines in tw o  larger sizes to  the 
ASP line-up.
For those w ho fly  models in the 60-65 range, we 
have tw o engines - the ASP 61 FSR ABC aircraft 
and the ASP 61 FSR Ringed helicopter. W ith 
features like powerfu l Schnuerle porting, one 
piece steel crankshafts, tw in  ball 
bearings, and easy to operate 
carburetors, both engine com pare 
favorably to other sixty sized 
engines on the market. The 
aircraft version utilizes a ABC 
piston/cylinder assembly fo r 
extrem ely high power. All ABC 
ASP engines use cylinders which 
are only chrom e plated on the 
inside. This allows the heat 
bu ild -up to  dissipate easier which 
prolongs the life of the engine.
The helicopter version has ringed 
piston. W hile not as pow erfu l as 
an ABC, it is much easier to start;
a real plus in any helicopter.
A large, deeply-finned cylinder head is 
standard.
Our new 91 FSR ABC is the biggest ASP yet. It is 
not ju s t a bored out 61, but an entire ly new 
design.

N ew  eye-catching packaging!

•  P o w e rfu l Schnuerle p o rtin g !
• Twin b a ll bearings  -  n o t bushings! 
• N e w  carbureto r design!
• B acked by an experienced  fac to ry  

service dep artm en t

A ll A S P  a irc ra ft engines  
com e com plete  w ith  a 

carburetor and m uffler.

A ll A S P  helicop ter  
engines com e com plete  

w ith  a deep-finned  
cylinder head and  

carburetor.
ASP engines are a registeredig

tradem ark o f W orld Engines Inc.

WORLD ENGINES INC.
8960 Rossash Road. Cincinnati. Ohio 45236/1288 

Phone: (513) 793-5900 .  Fox (513) 793-7337

. ASP engines are available exclusively 
through World Engines dealers worldwide



(g Lu£- MODEL AIRPLANE CLEANER
SPRAY ON — WIPE OFF! 
ECONOMICAL TO USE!

Cleaning up a greasy, dirty model airplane after a flying session is one aspect of the hob- 
^ a t isn’t really much fun. In fact, it can be a real pain in the elbow! After years of trying 

different soaps, solvents, and miracle cleaners, the Sig Factory Fliers came up with an 
ec°nomical “ home brew” formula that really cleans off the crud. Simply spray on and 
wipe off! BLUE MAGIC AIRPLANE CLEANER cuts through dirt and oil for a quick clean 
UP· It safely removes messy exhaust residue without harming painted model finishes or 
Plastic iron-on coverings. Leaves your models clean and shiny with no streaky residue. 
At last, here is an effective product designed exclusively for cleaning model airplanes at 
the flying field that is non-hazardous, non-flammable, biodegradable, odor-free, and inex
pensive! BLUE MAGIC is 100% guaranteed to do the job. Available in handy spray bottle 
and economical refill sizes.

KEEPS YOUR MODELS LOOKING GOOD!
BLUE MAGIC CLEANER WITH DELUXE TRIGGER SPRAY BOTTLE
AC-001 16 FL. OZ. (1 P T .).........................................................$2.95

BLUE MAGIC CLEANER REFILLS
AC-002 16 FL. OZ. (1 P T .).........................................................$1.50
AC-003 32 FL. OZ. (1 Q T .).........................................................$2.50
AC-004 64 FL. OZ. (Half Gallon) .............................................. $3.50

PLASTINAMEL
A HIGH-GLOSS PAINT FOR FOAM ARF MODELS

LAS NAMEL is a special slow-drying enamel that is safe to 
paint directly on molded foam parts. When used as directed, it 
will not attack and melt the foam like most all other types of paint 
will do. Perfect for use on all-foam ARF-type models or on the 
molded foam wing of a SIG COLT, KLIPPER, SUPER SPORT, 
or SCAMP.

SIG PLASTINAMEL
4 O unce ............................ $3.29
8 O unce............................ $5.49

PLASTINAMEL THINNER
8 Ounce C a n .................... $2.95
Pint Can ............................ $3.75

SAVES WEIGHT — SAVES TIME — SAVES MONEY
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES:
y* Low Solvents Make It Safe To Paint Directly On Foam 
y* No Sanding or Other Surface Preparation Necessary 
^  Brushes On Smoothly Without Thinning 
s  High Solids Provide Excellent One-Coat Coverage 
^  Completely Fuel Proof
y> Provides a Smooth, High-Gloss Finish That Keeps Foam Model Parts 

Looking Nice
„  Also Adheres Well To Metal. Plastic. Fiberglass, or Wood Parts

C o lo w

*

All prices subject to 
change without notice.

WHITE
RED
LIGHT BLUE 
YELLOW

BLACK 
ORANGE 
DARK BLUE 
GREEN

SIG MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PH: 515-623-5154 FAX: 515-623-3922 Toll Free Orders: 1-8(

. . .  Montezuma, IA 50171
-800-247-5008 For Complete SIG Catalog - Send $3.00



When you install an O.S. FP Series engine in 
your R /C plane, boat, or car, you also install the 
performance, quality, reliability, and value that 
only O.S. provides. To gel the most enjoyment 
from your R /C model, an O.S. FP engine can't 
be beat!

Reality that changes perception.
Every FP engine is designed to change your 

perception of sport engine performance. They 
are specially designed for easy starts and m ini
mal break-in. Schnuerle porting supplies extra

power rarely found in sport engines. R/C versions 
include efficient barrel carburetors and control- 
line versions feature venturis with extra-long 
needles. Expansion-style mufflers with adjust
able exhaust positions are also standard. These 
high-caliber features, combined with a fantastic 
price, make FP engines the best value for the 
sport modeler.

Accent on value.
A wide variety of FP engines are available to 

suit your personal modeling needs. R /C and

control-line fliers will find engines ranging from 
the new. 10 FP ABC up to the popular .40 FP. 
The brand new . 10 FP comes in R/C control
line. marine, and buggy versions which all fea
ture ABC construction. Another new addition to 
the FP series is the . 15 FP. available in both R /C 
and control-line versions. Boating enthusiasts 
can find marine power in the unique .20 FP-M.

O.S. always delivers what the sport enthusiast 
desires: a great performing engine that's highly 
reliable, all at a great price -  in short, real value. 
O.S. FP engines -  the perfect choice for the 
sport modeler.

R v a l u e  E x p e r t s

FP Series



Whenever we gel together w ith a group of 
members of the model airplane hobby in
dustry... and w ith the number of trade shows 
we attend, as exhibitors and/or producers, 
this is quite often throughout the year... the 
subject of the conversation most always gets 
around to the question of where the hobby 
is going.

Our own conclusion is that, in many re
spects, the hobby has just about gone the full 
circle, and we must now determine what is 
ahead for the second lap.

First o f all, by saying it has gone the full 
circle, we're recalling the way things were 
when we "discovered" the hobby in the 
early 1930s. At that time, hobby shops were 
few and far between, and nearly all but a 
fortunate small percentage of modelers who 
lived near an existing source of materials, 
had to order their supplies by mail. Early 
magazines such as Flying Aces and the 
vintage Model Airplane News carried page 
after page of ads for nothing more than raw 
materials; balsa sticks and sheets, prop 
blocks, music wire, nitrate dope, glue, tis
sue, silk, bamboo paper, washers, thrust 
bearings, etc., and maybe a kit or two.

As the hobby rapidly grew in the mid and 
late 1930s, many more hobby shops opened 
up, new manufacturers appeared, and exist
ing model companies grew in size to meet 
the increasing demand. Much of this new 
demand was created by several manufactur
ers of small, inexpensive stick and tissue

"Name These Modelers." Another gem 
from the late Bev Smith photo collection. If 
you know who they are, we re also curious 
about the trophy and the approximate time 
frame. Earliest postmarked correct answer 
wins an Uber knife set.

BILL NORTHROP

(Above) Fine example of a 1/4-scale Gipsy 
Moth built from the editor's plans 
(No.6771) by C.M. Reinisch, Thousand 
Oaks, California. Dry weight with O.S. 120 
Surpass four-stroke is an ideal 16-1/2 
pounds. Finish is Imron paint. Flies scale 
speed at one-third throttle, does honest 
loops and hammerhead stalls. Total flight 
trim amounted to three clicks of right 
rudder. (Right) Reinisch incorporated 
scale folding wings on his Moth. Note jury 
strut installed for folding, to keep wings in 
alignment. One-third scale plans now also 
available (No.2892).

rubber powered models, such as Megow, 
Comet, Guillow , Scientific, joe Ott, etc., 
who did their part by cranking out millions 
o f kits and marketing them in every possible 
outlet available; from major department 
stores and hobby shops in big cities, to the 
hardware stores, 5 & 10 cent stores, drug 
stores (whoops, pharmacy), newsstands, 
small hole-in-the-wall hobby shops, and 
even gasoline stations! This easy access to 
inexpensive model kits was undoubtedly 
the greatest single factor in bringing model 
airplanes to the attention o f youngsters in 
every walk o f life throughout the U.S. There 
was no need to push them into the hobby, it 
was literally stuck in their faces, no matter 
where they looked! (You want to solve the 
"jun ior Problem?" Figure out a way to bring 
that era back!)

By the later 1930s the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics had been formed, the model 
ignition engine was in common use, and 
major industry, such as the Plymouth auto
mobile company, the New York M irror 
newspaper, Texaco O il Company, and oth
ers, became involved as sponsors of huge 
annual competitions as well as specific 
events. By the time the U.S. entered World 
War II, model aviation was a thriving indus
try. W ith the shortage of raw materials be
cause of wartime priorities, and most o f its

customers in uniform and their "spare time" 
somewhat occupied, model manufacturers 
closed down or changed over to production 
of materials for the war effort. Many of the 
pilots in W orld War II had cut their teeth in 
aviation through their exposure to and their 
experiences in building and flying model 
airplanes during the "Golden Era" of the 
hobby.

Nearly all activity in the hobby, up to 
WW -II, was free flight, but as the modelers 
returned to civilian life, control line, and 
then radio control came into the act, and the 
hobby industry immediately picked up where 
it left o ff in 1941-42. As full scale aviation 
developed rapidly through the necessities of 
gaining m ilitary advantage during the war, 
the awareness of aviation in any form was a 11 
the more acute to the general public, and 
particularly to the returning veterans. More 
and more hobby shops blossomed in the 
post war years, and the hobby marketing

|UST AT PRESS TIME, IT WAS 
LEARNED THAT WALT SCHRODER, 
FOR MANY YEARS A MODEL MAGA
ZINE EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, DIED 
ON JUNE 4,1990, AT THE AGE OF 83.
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ADVICE FOR THE PROPWORN—BY JAKE

industry grew just as rapidly and became 
much more competitive.

Now inflation raised its ugly head, and 
naturally, the cost of model airplane items 
became swept up in the tide. In addition, 
radio control, with its mystical aura of being 
able to control a model airplane from the 
ground w ithout any visible connection, 
began to draw more adults, who could 
better afford the higher cost of the equip
ment, thus accelerating the proliferation of 
costly products, and generally raising the 
entry level cost of the hobby. As far as 
industry was concerned, stick and tissue 
model kits were of no more interest because 
of the relatively small profit margin and 
difficu lty o f finding mass marketing outlets.

W ith so many new and expensive items to 
keep in stock in order to meet the broaden
ing demands of the buying public, it became 
increasingly difficult for the inexperienced 
hobbyist-turned-merchant to keep the doors 
open to his small shop. The inevitable ap
pearance of the mail order discount houses 
also added to the difficulties. W ithout the 
merchandising skills and/or the financial 
stability to compete w ith the mail order 
business, smaller and weaker hobby shops 
began to disappear.

So... as we commented in the second 
paragraph, the model airplane hobby seems 
to be completing the circle... we're coming 
back to where we started; a few good hobby 
shops scattered throughout the nation, par
ticularly in the big cities, and the depend
ence on mail order to fill the needs of those 
whoare not w ithin reach of the good sources 
of supplies. But there are many obvious 
differences in the hobby between 1930 and 
1990.

On the plus side, there's an uncountable 
continued on page 62

CORRECTION
In our story on the Schneider Cup Reen

actment at Lake Havasu, which appeared in 
the May issue, we inadvertently left out a 
paragraph dealing w ith sponsorship dona
tions from Scale R/C Modeler, as arranged 
by its editor. Norm Goyer. Sponsorships are 
a major factor in the success of any large 
model event, particularly for its premier oc
casion, and should not go unrecognized.

COMBINED ISSUE
As many readers are aware. Model Builder 

deliveries have been running late for the 
past few months. This has been primarily 
due to a switching over process we are 
making to computerized production. The 
final step is a combining of the July and 
August issues to put us back on schedule.

It is important that our subscribers realize 
this does not affect the number of issues of 
M odel Builder they are to receive. All sub
scriptions are automatically advanced one 
month to make up for the combined issue. In 
other words, if your subscription was due to 
expire w ith the December 1990 issue, it w ill 
now expire w ith the January 1991 issue, 
etc., etc.

Dear Jake:
How come you never write about R/C 

model cars and, in particular, offroad rac
ing? You one of those airplane snobs w ith no 
interest in cars?

"Wheels" Cottermann in New York 

Dear Wheels:
On the contrary! I am a veteran offroad 

racer. Not intentionally, but o ff the road, 
nevertheless.

Jake
• ·  ·

Dear Jake:
My dog chases model airplanes, espe

cially when they're taxiing. Would I be 
legally responsible for damages if he ever 
got a hold of one?

Worried in Westport, Connecticut

Dear Worried:
Most definitely. The law places fu ll re

sponsibility for animals' actions upon their 
owners. A recent court case from Placerita 
Canyon, California provides an excellent 
example.

Dr. Frank and Mrs. Mary Poulan lived in 
a fourth floor apartment with a patio bal
cony. They owned a fourteen-month-old 
Weimaraner named Bubbette. On March 
15, 1990, Frank was sitting out on the bal
cony tossing McDonald's french fries to the 
dog. In the bottom o f the bag, he came 
across a burnt and shriveled french fry re
ject. W ithout thinking, he pitched it over the 
railing. Bubbette leaped after it.

The 80-pound dog landed on a Lam- 
bourghini four stories below. The lawsuit for 
damages to the car was decided in favor o f 
the plaintiff, and the Poulans had to cough 
up $20,000 for repairs.

They now live in a ground floor condo 
and keep tree moss as a pet.

Jake
• ·  ·

Dear Jake:
W hy is the steering wheel in an airplane 

called a yoke?
Garth in Gaithersville

Dear Garth:
I thought a yoke was the yellow part o f an

egg-
lake

Dear Jake:
Yoke, not yolk! Yoke, as in oxen.

Garth Again

Dear Garth:
I d idn 't know oxen la id eggs.

Jake
• ·  ·

Dear Jake:
I'm a big fan of aircraft racing, past and 

present. I love to read about the heyday of

national and international racing in the 
1930s.

Recently, I came across an obscure 1935 
racing journal translated from the original 
Italian. The issue had an article about clan
destine observations of the secret flight tests 
of a new Polish racer under development. 
Apparently called the Seversky R-29 "Sea 
Slug," the mid-wing floatplane had an inline 
16-cylinder engine and was destined for the 
Schneider Cup races. The reporter who 
covertly observed the fl ight testi ng esti mated 
the sleek aircraft was capable of 300 knots 
DMS.

I have never seen this terminology before. 
What does the "DMS" mean in the aircraft's 
velocity estimate?

Racing Reader in Racine

Dear Racing Reader:
Down a M ine Shaft.

Jake
• ·  ·

Dear Jake:
Why are air-to-air combat encounters 

called "dog fights"?
Curious in Colorado

Dear Curious:
In much the same way that miners take 

canaries down into the mines w ith them to 
check for poison gas, the earliest aviators 
used to carry dogs with them to monitor 
oxygen depletion as altitude increased. The 
theory was that i f  the dog passed out, the 
p ilo t w ould descend to a safer altitude.

In W orld War I, however, it was discov
ered that the dogs actually had more altitude 
andg-load tolerance than the human pilots. 
So it was frequently the case that the dogs 
had to take over the controls after the p ilo t 
passed out. When aerial combat became 
part o f the war, therefore, more often than 
not it was the dog doing the flying. Hence 
the name, "dog fight."

It is a little  known fact that the oft debated 
downing o f the Red Baron was actually 
accomplished by a Canadian Airedale, while 
a Schnauzer was at the controls o f the infa
mous Triplane.

Jake
• ·  ·

Dear Jake:
Do the crews of the B-2 Stealth Bomber 

have to maintain silence like the old subma
rine movies on TV? You know how if some
body dropped something or sneezed, the 
sub's location would be given away and 
depth charges would start falling. Is the B-2 
like that?

Nesmond in Nevada

Dear Nesmond:
As far as I know, depth charges are not a 

threat to the B-2, so I don't think silent 
continued on page 64
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Another new kit from Ace, 
the Extra 230, available in 
three different sizes.

A
ce R/C heads up our new products 
column this month with the an
nouncement that they have pur
chased R/C Extra's, the company 
previously owned by |im and Ruth Van Loo, 

and w ill be producing that company's ex
cellent line of Giant Scale kits under the Ace 
R/C banner. As part of the deal, Jim Van Loo 
has joined the Ace staff and w ill be respon-

Ace R/C’s new Clipped-Wing Taylorcraft in 1/4-scale, formerly kitted by R/C Big 1/3-scale Weeks Special, new from Ace R/C. 
Extra's.

TOJ Can Am car body in 1/10-scale from Associ
ated.

sible for getting kit production up to speed, 
quality control of Ace's entire plant line, 
new products, public relations, and so on. 
It's going to be a while before these new kits 
are up to full production speed, and there
fore availability is going to be limited for the 
next several months. However, Ace is ac
cepting back orders... so get your order in 
now!

Here is a quick rundown on the new Ace 
kits formerly manufactured by R/C Extra's:

• Clipped-Wing Taylorcraft in 1/4-scale. 
This is a sport scale replica of the ship flown 
by popular air show performer Duane Cole, 
w ith performance to match. Specs: 90-inch

Three new types of spiked tires from Associated.

Associated’s silicone 
shock oil, In five 

different weights.

8 JUIY/AUGUST 1990

span, 1300 square inch w ing area, about 12 
pounds ready to fly, and power can be a .90 
to 1.5 two-stroke or 1.2 to 1.6 four-stroke. 
Suggested retail is $219.95.

• Weeks Special in 1/3-scale. It looks a lot 
like a Pitts, but the full-size Weeks Special is 
an original design by Kermit Weeks, an 
outstanding U.S. pilot who has done very 
well w ith it in world-class aerobatic compe
tition. The model features a semi-symmetri- 
cal airfoil, and an especially w ide track 
landing gear for easy ground handling. This 
is the same design that Dave Brown used in 
the 1988 Tournament of Champions. Specs: 
72-inch span, 1650 square inch wing area,



Powermaster's specially blended Golden Break- 
In Fuel.

Novel shoulder-supported transmitter tray made 
by L.A.W. Racing Products.

flying weight around 15 pounds, and sug
gested engines are the ST-3000, Quadra 35- 
40, etc. The kit lists at $289.95

• Extra 230 in 25%, 30%, and 33% scales. 
The full-size aircraft is one of the most 
potent aerobatic machines ever built. U.S. 
pilot Clint McHenry has won a number of 
W orld Aerobatic Championship titles in his, 
which is the one modeled in the photo
graph. Specs for the three model sizes range 
as follows: 72-1/4 to 96-inch span, 858 to 
1300 square inch wing area, 9 to 17-1/2 
pounds, and power requirements for a .61 
two-stroke on up to 2.6 cubic inches or 
more. Suggested retail prices are $189.95,

Big Challenger Robin is the latest kit from Ikon 
N’wst.

The GB-5RX Speed Globutton (left), new from 
Twinn-K.

$229.95, and $239.95 respectively. These 
last kits differ from the Taylorcraft and Weeks 
Special in that those two are of built-up 
construction, whereas all three of the Extra 
kits make use of balsa sheeted foam compo
nents in the wing and fuselage. Also, fiber
glass wheel pants are supplied with the 25% 
Extra kit but are separate options for the 
other two sizes.

All o f the new Ace kits come w ith rolled 
plans, step-by-step assembly manuals, 
formed aluminum landing gear, and fiber
glass cowls. To help with scale documenta
tion, special photo packages are also avail
able as an option; write or call Ace for 
details.

From Ace R/C, 116 W. 19th St., P.O. Box 
511, Higginsville, M O 64037; (816) 584- 
7121.

• ·  ·
Those readers who are into R/C car racing 

w ill want to check out the new 1/10-scale 
TOJ Can Am car body just released by 
Associated Electrics, Inc. Priced at $18.00, 
the TO] recreates the detail of the original 
winner, including the smooth, aerodynamic 
lines designed to hug the ground and cross 
the finish line ahead of everyone else.

Associated's 100% pure silicone shock 
oil has proven that it w ill not thin out in hot 
weather or thicken up in cold. Because it 
maintains its viscosity, it works reliably in 
the cold morning qualifying, yet won't thin 
out in the heat of the day for the mains. 
Comes packaged in two-ounce bottles of 
your choice of 10 wt., 20 wt., 30 wt., 40 wt., 
and 80 wt., for $3.50 each.

Lastly, Associated has three new offroad 
rear tires for Yokomo and RC10 cars, all 
retailing for $11.00 per pair. On the left in 
the accompanying photo are the Pin Spike 
tires, and in the middle are the Pyramid 
Spikes. Both are made to fit two-inch diame
ter wheels; both are good all-surface spike 
tires, and both types are offered in soft, 
medium, and hard compounds. On the right 
are the Directional Cut Spike tires, which 
can be reversed to increase or decrease 
traction on hard, packed surfaces. These are

XL-R-8 CA accelerator, new from Powermaster.

made in soft and medium compounds only.
From Associated Electrics, Inc., 3585 

Cadillac Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
• ·  ·

Powermaster Products has recognized the 
need for a fuel specially brewed for model 
engine break-in, and as a result has an
nounced its new Golden Break-In Fuel, 
concocted by well-known engine expert 
and Model Su/Wercolumnist, Stu Richmond. 
The people at Powermaster feel this product 
has had more extensive field testing than 
any fuel currently available. Works equally 
well in two- and four-cycle engines. Golden 
Break-In Fuel comes in 1/2-gallon plastic 
bottles and includes a 32-page instruction 
booklet written by Stu himself, describing 
proven break-in methods for all types of 
engines.

Also new from Powermaster is "XL-R-8" 
accelerator for CA glues. It's available in 
two-ounce spray bottles and eight-ounce 
refills, works w ith all brands and types of 
CAs, and is said to be considerably less

station.
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The Shuriken .05, 
an ultra high 

performance 1/2A 
engine now In 

production by BV 
Competition 

Engines.

Peck-Polymers’ '‘Genesis" 
hand-launch R/C flying 
wing glider.

expensive than other similar products cur
rently on the market.

For more info, contact Powermaster Prod
ucts, Inc., 7807-H Telegraph Rd., Monte
bello, CA 90640; (21 3) 887-0801.

• ·  ·
We've all seen those European style trans

mitter support trays that hang from your 
neck by a flexible strap. An outfit by the 
name of L.A.W. Racing Products has come 
out with a variation on that theme by offer
ing a transmitter tray with solid aluminum  
straps that go up and over your shoulders, 
eliminating that annoying tug on your neck. 
The transmitter itself rests on a plate made of 
something called "Komatex," which is a 
very strong closed-cell PVC material that 
w ill not conduct static electricity, the neme
sis of today's computer radios. The transmit
ter is positioned and securely retained to this 
plate by means of adjustable brackets and 
by a retention spring with a positive-lock 
safety clip.

The tray in the photo appears to be a 
beautifully made unit, w ith a black Komatex 
base plate and red anodized aluminum parts. 
It should hold lots of appeal for those who 
truly appreciate nice equipment. No price 
was quoted, but you can get this and availa
b ility  information from L.A.W. Racing Prod

ucts, 1229 Capitol Drive, Addison, IL 60101; 
(708) 543-2030.

• ·  ·
Half-A fliers take note! Twinn-K has added 

the new Clobee GB-5RX Speed Globutton 
to its line of button-type competition glow 
plugs. Whereas the other Globee plugs have 
a .050-inch bottom flange thickness, the 
new 5RX has a .080-inch flange (check the 
photo; the difference is obvious) that can be 
easily trimmed on a small lathe to adjust the 
volume of the combustion chamber as you 
see fit. Like other Globee plugs, the 5RX 
retains the unique flat-wound spiral coil 
element and exclusive glass-to-metal high 
temperature seal that has proven so success
ful in all-out competition.

The folks at Twinn-K advise that they're 
more than happy to answer your general or 
technical questions about glow plugs, either 
by mail or over the phone. W rite Twinn-K, 
P.O. Box 31228, Indianapolis, IN 46231, or 
call (317) 839-6579.

• ·  ·
For you Giant Scale buffs, Ikon N'wst has 

a 98-inch replica of the Challenger powered 
Curtiss Robin that looks like a real beauty. 
The main difference between this and the 
OX-5 Robin is the cowling; otherwise, they're 
pretty much the same airplane.

Ikon's prototype Challenger Robin was 
equipped w ith a .90 four-stroke, which they 
admit is really more power than the 14- 
pound model needs. Throttled back, though, 
the model is said to be a slow, realistic 
machine, and a real joy to fly. Outline-wise, 
the Robin is very close to scale and uses the 
scale airfoil. The kit includes pre-cut wood 
parts, pre-bent wire, an extensive hardware 
package, and inked plans.

Available at your favorite hobby shop or 
direct from Ikon N'wst, P.O. Box 306, Post 
Falls, ID 83854; (208) 773-9001.

• ·  ·
Peck-Polymers is an outfit best known for 

Peanut Scale and other small F/F model kits, 
but they do have a couple o f sport R/C kits as 
well... the latest addition to which is the 
"Genesis" flying w ing glider designed by 
and developed over the last three years or so 
by Keith Schwemmer. At 59-inch span and 
346 square inches it's just the right size for 
AMA Class A (hand launch) competition... 
or for leisurely tossing around the local park 
on a calm morning, or light-wind slope 
soaring, or even launching w ith a mild high- 
start.

The Genesis uses elevons for pitch and 
roll control, w ith rudder as a recommended 
option for smooth, coordinated turns. De
tailed in the eight-page construction manual 
are three different ways to achieve elevon 
mixing; by using a sliding servo, electronic 
mixing (this is the best and lightest), and by 
mechanical mixing using a Du-Bro mixer 
(not included). Plans are full size, all balsa 
and plywood parts are die-cut, and a com
plete basic hardware package is supplied. 
There is plenty o f room in the fuselage, but 
mini or micro servos should be used to keep 
the flying weight down to 10-12 ounces for 
best performance. We had a Genesis kit 
here at the MB  office for a short time before 
sending it out for review (coming soon), and 
it did indeed look like a very nice package.

From Peck-Polymers, P.O. Box 710399, 
Santee, CA 92072; (619) 448-1818.

• ·  ·
Half-A fliers who are really serious about 

competition, be it F/F, C/L or R/C, are gonna 
go absolutely nuts for this next item. RV 
Competition Engines, headed up by FredBig Cessna 206 Stationair is the latest plans offering from Wendell Hostetler.
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Baldwin and Jim Van Arsdall, is introducing 
a new 1/2A powerplant called the Shuriken 
.05, the first production engine to come 
along in years... at least as far as we're 
aware... that could pose a serious threat to 
the Cox Tee Dee .049, which has been the 
dom i nant engi ne for 1 /2 A contest work si nee 
time out of mind.

As the photo shows, the Shuriken is a 
beautifully sculptured piece of work with 
modern, rakish lines. O f special note to you 
machinist types is that the crankcase/cylin- 
der, the main body of the engine, is ma
chined from a single piece of 2024 T-3 
aluminum bar stock, then anodized red. 
Barstock engines as a rule generally come 
out quite heavy, but that doesn't seem to be 
the case here because the finished weight is 
listed at only 2.25 ounces. Other features 
include Schnuerle porting, ABC piston and 
cylinder liner, a steel wrist pin connecting 
the conrod to the piston, dual ball bearing 
crankshaft, and the new Globee GB-5RX 
button-type glow plug. A special wrench is 
provided that is used for removing the glow 
plug retainer, removing the backplate, and 
tightening the prop. No screwdrivers or 
conventional wrenchesare needed... which 
is a good thing, because you know that 
sooner or later they'd slip and screw up that 
beautiful anodized finish!

Performance? On 50% nitro, 27,500 rpm 
with a 6x3 prop. This can go up to 32,000 
rpm on 70% nitro w ith a single-blade 4x3 C/ 
L speed prop. W ith the optional tuned pipe, 
the quoted rpm can go as high as 40,000. 
The engine is priced at $200 plus shipping.

The first production run of 600 Shuriken 
,05s was to begin in April and orders were 
already starting to pile up. If you want to gel 
on the list, your initial order should contain 
only a 25c stamp (no envelope) so you can 
be advised when your order is getting near 
the top. Fred and Jim emphasize that you are 
to send no money until your order is ready 
to be filled. BV Competition Engines, 1163 
Country Club Road, Indianapolis, IN 46234; 
(317) 271-6650.

• ·  ·
The latest plans offering from Wendell 

Hostetler is a 26% scale version of the 
powerful Cessna 206 Stationair, priced at 
$29.50 postpaid for the two 42x96-inch 
sheets and a three-view drawing. The fin
ished product is a real biggie with a span of 
120 inches, length of 82 inches, 2080 square 
inches of wing area, and an all-up flying 
weight of 25 to 27 pounds.

As w ith other Hostetler plans, some ac
cessories are available for your conven
ience; in the case of the Cessna these are the 
cowl, windshield and curved rear windows, 
nose gear, formed aluminum main gear, 
plans for 60-inch Edo type floats, and cus
tom retracts for those floats if you want to 
build them in amphibious form.

The Cessna 206 drawings can be ordered 
from Wendell Hostetler's Plans, 1041 Heath- 
erwood Lane, Orrville, OH 44667. If you'd 
like to find out about the other plans he 
offers, an SASE w ill bring full particulars.

The "PRO-kopter," a 
.60 size training 
helicopter from

Robbe's wild R/c autogyro, called the "Whopper".

Dave Brown has a couple of new items 
you should know about. The first is "Lectra 
Lite" wheels, ultra-lightweights designed 
especially for electric powered models, 
where excess weight can't be tolerated. The 
lire itself is made of a durable low-bounce 
foam, mounted on a light plastic hub. Lectra 
Lite wheels are 1/2-inch thick and are of
fered in 1 -3/4, 2, and 2-1/4 inch diameters, 
for list prices of $3.50, $3.75, and 54.00 per 
pair respectively.

A lso from  Dave Brown is the 
"Pour'n'Pump" fuel pumping station con
sisting of an empty one-gallon metal can 
w ith one o f the popular Six Shooter manual 
pumpsalready attached, fo r$21.95. All you 
need do is pour in your favorite fuel and 
you're ready to go. The fuel can w ith fittings 
may also be purchased separately for those 
who already have a Six Shooter pump.

From Dave Brown Products, 4560 Layhigh 
Rd., Hamilton, OH 45013; phone (513) 
738-1576.

• ·  ·
Robbe Model Sport has announced two 

new models that w ill be of particular interest 
to rotary w ing fanatics. First is the "PRO- 
kopter," a .60 size training helicopter made 
in Europe by Heim and based on that 
company's "Pro-Mechanik" mechanics in
troduced last fall. The helicopter's airframe 
appears to be quite simple and light. Ac
cording to the press release, the structure

consists basically o f the Pro-Mechanik as
sembly mounted on a molded plastic keel 
which serves as a mounting platform for the 
baseplate and the tail boom. Because of this 
design, all control linkages are short and 
direct for crisp control response.

One of the most unusual and interesting 
rotary wing flying models to come along in 
years is the Robbe/Schluter "W hopper" 
autogyro which, as the press release states, 
is an excellent introduction to rotary wing 
flight for the experienced airplane pilot. It 
appears to use a complete Schluter helicop
ter rotor head assembly, cyclic pitch con
trols and all, and is equipped w ith an en
gine-driven prerotator to bring the rotor up 
to speed before takeoff. The Whopper uses 
a standard five-channel radio w ith no spe
cial mixing required. Best of all, most of the 
Whopper's parts are already in the Schluter 
helicopter line, which means that should 
you need them, replacement parts w ill not 
be hard to come by.

We wish we could give you a more de
tailed description o f these neat machines, 
but the press releases we received were 
almost completely devoid of any technical 
information. W e’d bet, however, that the 
folks at Robbe would be more than happy to 
answer any questions you might have. 
Contact Robbe Model Sport, Inc., 180 
Township Line Road, Belle Mead, N| 08502; 
phone (201) 359-2115. MB
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BY AL ΑΜΑΝ

CA P R O N I-M O R O N I C2 "S C U D " 
EXPERIMENTAL FIGHTER

Most asked for ("demanded" might 
be a better word), has been a profile 

of yet another rare and almost unknown 
aircraft by the mullitude of scale and stand
off scale buffs who've tired o f building Cubs, 
P-51s and other ho-hum lookalikes.

My mail reads pretty much the same. 
"Give us something different we can sink 
our teeth into," has been the cry from Big 
Bird lovers in all parts of the world. Proof 
that your pleas did not fall on deaf ears is in 
the puddin,' and now, after untold sleepless 
days and weeks of diligent research I'm 
proud to present all known information, 
including an official sketch (sorry, no 3- 
views are known to exist), of the C2 "SCU D."

"When the tide of war turned against it, 
Fascist Italy turned w ith the tide. The C2, or 
SCUD, was the direct result.

"The engineers of Aeronotico Piccolino 
Albagano Blari Quattori in Turin were 
charged with designing an aircraft o f mod
ern fighter type that could, should word 
come in midair of yet another change in 
Italian allegiance, instantly reverse course 
and become part of the now friendly force.

"Thus the unique two-engine configura
tion, central cockpit with swivel-seat and 
dual controls facing fore and aft. Time for 
the SCUD (for "Scuderia con curso il tra- 
vaia,'or Turncoat') to switch directions and 
sides was something less than two minutes 
from a top speed of 265 knots. According to 
Air Force consultants this still is a world's 
record.

"This performance criterion was never 
tested, much less met, since pilots refused to 
attempt it—except on the ground w ith an 
ambulance close by. It was reported (al
though never verified) that one pilot did take 
the sole SCUD prototype aloft but, once 
airborne, decided to visit his mother in

Good-looking 1929 Stinson SM-1F Detroiter was scratch 
built by Bill and T.J. Webb. With a seven-foot span and only 
a 6-1/2 pound flying weight, it s a slow, realistic flying 
machine with a Saito 65.

Doc Mathews' prototype of the Big Bingo. Uses 
an ST-2500 with CH ignition, Davis Iso-Mounts 
and a Soundmaster muffler. A great flier and very 
quiet. Ace R/C will have a kit for it soon.

Salerno and wrecked this unique craft while 
crash-landing on a nearby beach.

"The SCUD was painted gold by artisans 
formerly employed in the upkeep of the 
Sistine Chapel. A remarkable feature of the 
plane, considering its fighter designation, 
was its total lack of armament. The designers 
successfully resisted all attempts to ruin its 
unbroken lines w ith ugly guns." 
POWERMASTER FUELS

I first became familiar w ith Powermaster 
about a year ago when I needed fuel for my 
K&B .65 Sportster. A few o f the local diehard 
fliers recommended it and, since the price 
was right, I bought a case. It appears to have 
been a good buy because the Sportster has

been deliriously happy runningon this juice.
What I d idn ’t know at the time was that 

Powermaster a Iso makes other kinds of fuels, 
like their 1/4 Scale and ST (Super Tigre) 
Special brews— both of which I've since 
tried and found to be excellent mixes. My 
well-used Super Tigre 2500 loved the ST 
Special and the 1 /4 Scale stuff worked equally 
well in a 2.6 Sachs.

For more info about their fuels, contact 
Powermaster Products, 7007-H Telegraph 
Road, Montebello, CA 90640, (213)887-0801. 
RECHARGEABLE SCREWDRIVERS

After years of listening to other guys tell 
how happy they've been w ith their recharge
able screwdrivers, I finally gave in and took 
advantage of a Christmas sale. And now, 
after four months of use, I can't imagine how 
I ever got along without one of them thar 
contraptions. However, as handy as it is, I've 
often wished that my screwdriver could also 
double as a drill... that is, w ithout having to 
buy those special and expensive hex-shanked 
drill bits.

W ell, it seems that fellow club member 
)im M iller must have been reading my mind 
because at a recent club meeting he showed 
me the 1-1/4 inch chuck he'd adapted for 
use w ith his rechargeable screwdriver. Like 
most good ideas, it's simple, just silver-sol
der a hex-shaped bit to a chuck and you can 
use your screwdriver w ith any size drill bit.

I also had a 1-1/4 inch chuck laying 
around doing nothing so I pressed it into
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speed. We estimated the weight of a seven- 
foot model to be seven pounds and entered 
the other information. The results were: 
good sport flying ability, a max speed o f 55 
mph and a stall speed of 13 mph.

"Next we drew up plans for a standoff 
scale model and began construction. I had 
opted for rudder, elevator and throttle, so

service. Asmaller chuck, if available, should 
work fine. I think a largerchuck might prove 
to be a bit too heavy and unwieldy. 
F IN D IN G  THE "R IG H T " AIRPLANE

Too many beginners make it unnecessar
ily hard on themselves by learning how to fly 
w ith the wrong type of airplane. Going 
hand-in-hand with being too small, the plane 
is also usually too fast, which does nothing 
to help build self-confidence.

Bill Webb ran into this when he switched 
from gliders to powered aircraft. I'm pre
senting his letter in the hope that others 
facing the same problem w ill be encour
aged to consider scratch-building a bird 
that's tailored more to their needs. Here's 
Bill's story:

"Although I've been flying for 15 years 
I've just recently started flying powered 
planes. Gliders were my thing.

"In 1988 my son TJ and I built a Bridi 'B ig 
B’ and installed a Quadra 35 up front swing
ing an 18x6 prop. As you can see by the 
picture we altered the kit a bit in appear
ance. The plane flies very well and TJ loves 
it.

"However, with my eyesight and slowed- 
down reflexes it flies too fast to suit me. I 
wanted something that would fly and glide 
slower.

"I talked w ith many modelers and came to 
the conclusion that everyone flies rockets.' 
I had a good Saito .65 FS and wanted to use 
it, and since I love older planes something 
from the Golden Era seemed like it would 
suit me very well. Well, in the Encyclopedia 
o f Civil Aircraft I found the plane for me: a 
1929 Stinson SM-1F Detroiter.

"T| and I began to scale the plane to see 
how big we could build it using the Saito .65 
for power. We had a computer program for 
aircraft design. Feed in engine rpm, weight, 
design type (trainer, sport, low-wing, etc.), 
and wing area. The computer w ill then spell 
out max speed, flight possibilities, and stall

Kerry Hurt provides a good size comparison tor his 
big P-38, designed by Bill Baker. She moves right 
along with twin ST-3000S up front.

Be the first on your block to build a quarter-scale 
model of the obscure and unique Caproni-Moroni 
C2 "SCUD" fighter. Text tells all.

Here’s a modification that will let your recharge
able screwdriver do double-duty as a drill. Some 
brazing or silver soldering is required. See text.

the wings built fast w ithout having to fuss 
w ith ailerons. The wings were built to plug 
in and use working struts. The center section 
and rib caps were sheeted w ith 1/16 balsa 
and the 1 /4x 1 /2 ba Isa spa r was shear webbed. 
Covering was MonoKote.

"Next came the fuselage. I used 3/16 
square longerons and cross-bracing and lots 
of 1/64 ply gussets. Assembly of the two 
sides included three frames, one at the fire
wall and one each at the leading and trailing 
edges. These were 1/8 lite ply edged with 3/ 
32 spruce, the balance was 3/32 balsa also 
gusseted at all points. A second firewall o f 1/ 
8 ply was epoxied in place and the fuselage 
sheeted w ith 1/64 ply from firewall to wing 
trailing edge. The result was an extremely 
strong yet very light unit.

"Tail feathers were 1/4 square balsa and 
made to bolt onto the fuselage, which had 1/ 
8 lite ply doublers where needed. Next we 
installed the radio, keeping everything as 
near to the CG as possible. Bare-bones it 
balanced at the CG but covered it needed 
two ounces o f weight way back in the tail 
section. We used a pump so the engine 
could get fuel easily. Final all-up weight was 
6.5 pounds. The cowl was hand made using 
a shaped foam plug and covered w ith fiber
glass.

"Tj is the test p ilot for Webb R/C. After a 
few taxi runs to check out ground control, he 
headed her into a light breeze at 1/3 throttle 
and after a short 50-foot run she lifted off 

continued on page 64
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BY COL. HURST BOWERS

T
hat famous statement o f Winston Churchill that 
never have so many owed so much to so few, could 
be paraphrased to apply to the boxy old Fairchild 
Model 51. Its pioneer work w ith air mail opera
tions, early domestic scheduled airline service, route sur
veys of Latin America's future airways, photographic work, 

bush flying, and a host of other tasks, made possible what we 
consider routine in civil aviation today.

For years I have seen this aircraft pictured in its various 
roles in pioneer aviation, and its only noteworthy character
istic was simply a lack of any prominent feature. It was just 
one of those old cabin monoplanes which were so prevalent 
during the late 1920s and 1930s, but there was something 
different. Its lack of flamboyance made accurate identifica
tion difficult and locating drawings was almost an impos
sible task, but I acquired such a fascination w ith this ancient 
machine that I resolved to model it. After all, here incorpo-

FAIRGWLD
Just an old cabin 

monoplane, but when 
American aviation was 

making its mark in 
the“Classic Era” , this 
ship always happened 

to be around. It’s a 
triple-threat model, too.
With little modification, 
it can be built for radio 
control, free flight rub
ber or free flight gas.



(Top) A perfect example of the statement, "Glamour is not in beauty alone,” the Fairchild 51 was just 
another boxy monoplane, and a perfect example of the simple, rugged, and functional aircraft that 
dominated the Classic Era" of the 1920s and 1930s in America and in the Canadian bush country. It 
just begs to be doubled in size, with a live radial up front. (Above) The author and designer, and now 
curator of the AMA Model Museum, Col. Hurst Bowers with his '51'. The metal scale prop returns to its 
job as letter opener when it's time to fly. Original was powered with a Cox .09 “J-5." If you're interested 
in 2" or 1/4-scale plan blowups, let us know.

rated into one basic airplane was one of the 
most perfect examples of "Aeronautica 
Americana" to lie found.

I started w ith a j. Triggs painting done for 
the Phillips 66 Historical Aviation series, 
which features a Fairchild 51 in the livery of 
Colonial A ir Service plodding along over 
the Mohawk Valley. From there I found a 
gold mine of data in The Antiquer, a maga
zine published by the Antique Airplane 
Association, and in US. C iv il Aircraft (Vol. 
4) by loseph |u|>tner. Shortly afterward I 
located a "real live machine" in storage 
which I was permitted to study and photo
graph. Armed w ith this material I was able to 
develop the drawings accompanying this 
article, which are to a scale of one inch 
equals one foot, giving the model a 44-inch 
wingspan. Although 100% accuracy is not 
claimed, the drawings are reasonably accu
rate and certainly adequate for stand-off 
scale. Although my model is powered with 
a Cox .09 and stressed for radio, it is suffi
ciently light to be flown in free flight scale, 
and with a few minor weight saving changes 
here and there, it could even be flown on 
rubber power. How's that for versatility? Just 
like the prototype.

Now let's get underway and start putting 
pins into the workboard. The construction is 
quite conventional, so I w ill not burden you 
with how to connect stringer x to upright y. 
Instead, I w ill only touch on the areas where 
a brief explanation is necessary. First, study 
the drawings and note that the basic fuse
lage frame to be constructed on the plan is 
outlined w ith small "v" marks. The bottom 
third of the fuselage under the cabin is 
formed by the formers, as shown on the 
cross section views of stations 2, 3, and 4. 
Covered with hard 1/32-inch sheet balsa, 
this makes a clean and very strong structure 
as well as being quite light. You w ill note 
that the longerons are 1/8 square spruce. 
This is the secret of the weight and strength 
of this model. Although you may substitute 
balsa here, my recommendation is to find 
some good Sig spruce and use it... you 'll like 
it.

The landing gear is simple and functional, 
as well as being scale. I made the shock 
struts from telescoping aluminum tubing 
with small ballpoint pen springs inside, and 
strips o f paper to represent collars on the 
outside. This, along w ith the W illiams Broth
ers 3-1/8 inch Old Time Scale wheels, goes 
to make the landing gear highly accurate. 
And while speaking of W illiams Brothers, 
use their one-inch scale Wright J-5 cyl inders 
to make up an engine to camouflage the 
powerplant you use. Here is where the 
ingenuity of the builder comes to play, but 
w ith a little time and effort you can produce 
a real masterpiece. If you can't spare the 
time, just hide your engine behind a thrust 
plate under a drag ring, and you w ill still 
have a scale version, for some owners did 
add these innovations.

The wing and tail are conventional and 
should present no problems. I built my tail 
outlines from 1 /8-inch reed purchased in 
the basket weaving department at the local

craft shop. You younger builders w on't be 
familiar w ith this material, but at one time, 
reed or bamboo was the standard stock for 
curved wingtips, tail outlines, etc. I would 
recommend the laminated balsa method 
which I have shown on the plans, however, 
as reed w ill not retain its form nearly as well, 
and has a greater tendency to warp.

You may use anything from Japanese tis
sue to the new press-on, heat-shrink materi
als for covering, but I used silk, for it just 
seemed the thing to use on a model of this 
vintage and construction. Pick any color 
combination and chances are it was used on 
a prototype. I used the old Army A ir Corps

olive drab and yellow for I understand sev
eral o f these Fairchilds were used as military 
transports. I have been unable to verify this 
but I like the old Army colors so much I used 
them anyway. The Colonial version was all 
silver w ith black lettering, numbers and 
details. This was also true of the version used 
by PANAGRA, except the lettering and 
numbers were green.

For R/C flying, any o f the new light radios 
are excellent. This model would also fly well 
on pulse rudder if kept light and (towered 
w ith a good .049 engine. Whatever you use, 
it w ill be a slow, stable replica of this ob
scure, but outstanding aircraft. MB
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BY STU RICHMOND

TH E M ATAS 2 .5  CUBIC C E N T IM E T E R  R A C IN G  G LO W
VITAL STATISTICS

3-1/16 inches long to the prop driver, 1-5/8 
inches across the mounting lugs, 2-1/2 inches 
high to the top of the cylinder head. Weight is a 
relatively heavy 9-1/4 ounces for 2.5cc, which is 
.15 cubic inch displacement.
U N IQ U E  FEATURE(S)

Engine is made in Lithuania, a small Baltic 
country that's just declared independence from 
the Soviet Union. The Soviet/Lithuania discord is 
currently in world headline news. Engine is 
100% machined from barstock.

The Lithuanian MATAS 2.5cc racing engine is truly one of the modeling world's rarities. Machined 
entirely from bar stock, which accounts for its rather heavy 9-1/4 ounce weight.

agazine publishing is a com pli
cated cycle, so it's very hard to 

i determine when this particular 
l Engi ne O f The World w ill appear 

in print. But as this is being typed the small 
country of Lithuania has made its 1990 
declaration of independence from ihe Un
ion of Soviet Socialist Republics. It has 
declared that it is again a free democratic 
republic... and the newspapers and national 
television are full of news about how this 
declaration sits poorly with the Soviets and 
their President Gorbachev.

Yesterday the Soviets shut o ff the flow of 
crude oil to this Baltic Sea country that's 
roughly the size of our West Virginia. The oil 
is processed in Lithuania's largest commer
cial industry, a refinery built by the Soviets, 
and then pumped back around USSR as well 
as providing the only gasoline supply for 
cars in Lithuania. Today the Soviets cut the 
natural gas back to less than a 20% flow, and

the factory that makes this month's engine 
has got to be durn cold in the April winter 
frigid climate— there's only enough gas for 
cooking.

Not sointheU.S.A.,butelsewherearound 
the world the 2.5cc (.15 cu. in.) size engine 
is the most sought-after and most useable 
size for model aircraft competition due to 
FAI team racing and free flight categories. 
Our AMA's Executive Council meets in 
Reston this coming weekend, and on the 
agenda is the subject of the U.S.A. curtailing 
major expenditures (about $150,000 each 
year) to form FAI teams and send about 200 
or less aeroniodeiers to international com
petitions. W ith the near-collapse of the 
Communist system I'd like to see the world's 
modelers join into AMA membership.

But off the soapbox and on to the MATAS. 
This is an extremely rare model engine that 
was sold in the Soviet Union for 52 rubles 
and ultimately found its way to my collec

tion. The U.S. dollar value for this unrun 
engine is something over $250. Every piece 
is machined from barstock to give the strong
est model engine possible. Either for heat 
dissipation or for prettiness, the engine is 
almost entirely black. The prop driver has a 
peculiar yellow plating characteristic of 
Soviet nuts and bolts, and the carburetor is 
unpainted aluminum w ith a black oxide 
needle valve and brass fittings. The engine 
appears in none of the collectors' journals 
and books. It is known o f and spoken of, but 
few modelers outside the Soviet system have 
even seen a MATAS— that's how rare it is! It 

continued on page 68

The glow plug gasket Is the only gasket In the 
entire engine. Each MATAS engine is first run at 
the tactory, which is why the combustion 
chamber area ot the head is slightly darkened. 
Stu's engine has not been run since it left the 
tactory.

Engraving on the bottom of the crankcase gives 
the name, the displacement and the price: 52 
Rubles, a very expensive engine by world 
standards!

The drum intake valve (center) features an angled 
insert pressed into the bore that, in theory at 
least, deflects the incoming fuel mixture toward 
the cylinder bypass ports.

The Schnuerle transfer ports are plainly visible in 
this view with the head off and the piston at 
bottom dead center. Excellent internal fits make 
up for the rather rough outside finish.
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R E V I E W

HOBBY HORN 
SENSOAR

BY DAVID GARWOOD

T he Hobby Horn "Sensoar," designed 
by Bob Sliff, is a two-channel, two- 
meter polyhedral glider suitable for 
beginning builders and fliers. The 
model is well designed, easy to build, pretty 

to look at, and impressive to fly.
I first saw the Sensoar fly on a slope 

soaringtriptoCapeCod. I liked theairplane's 
attractive appearance and graceful flight, 
and I decided to build one. This article is 
really the story of two Sensoars, the first 
constructed by my friend Rudy Coletti and 
the second by me.
KIT CONTENTS

I was pleasantly surprised to find the kit is 
available from Hobby Horn for a mere $ 18. 
For this modest price the kit contains all the 
balsa, plywood and spruce parts needed to 
build the model. Hardware, covering mate
rial, and adhesives are supplied by the 
builder. W ing ribs are machine cut as are the 
fuselage sides, formers, doublers, curved 
w ingtip parts, and other small parts.

The kit includes two sheets of full-size 
rolled plans, and an eight page instruction 
manual which contains building, trimming 
and flying tips useful to those who are new 
to R/C gliders. According to the plans and 
instructions, the Sensoar can also be built as 
a motorglider, launched by electric or .049 
gas power.
CONSTRUCTION

Detailed building instructions are given 
in a logical sequence. Construction uses 
traditional materials and common adhe
sives, and I believe most builders w ill be 
comfortable with the process.

The builder begins by pinning the wing 
center panel parts to the building board and 
assembling the pre-cut ribs to the leading 
edge, trailing edge and bottom spar. I used 
CA glue for the ribs and spar shear webs and 
aliphatic resin (tan carpenter's) glue for the 
top spar because a little longer working time 
is needed.

The w ing outer panels are assembled in 
the same manner, and the pre-cut parts 
provided for the rounded wingtips save 
substantial time over making them yourself. 
The tip panels are joined to the center panel 
w ith pre-cut plywood parts, installed with 
epoxy. The result is a light, strong open 
structure, and the wing is completed by 
sanding and covering.
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(Above) Two Sensoars, built by our author and 
his flying buddy, Rudy Coletti, make a pretty 
picture as they fly gracefully in formation. Photo 
by Jim Harrigan. (Right) Dave’s Sensoar was 
finished with transparent MonoKoted flying 
surfaces and painted fuselage. Those tapered, 
curved wing tips may take a little longer to build, 
but they sure look great in the air! Photo by 
Paula Garwood.

The stabilizer/elevator and fin/rudder are 
built like the wing, by pinning parts over the 
plans. Again, pre-cut rounded parts for the 
curved tips are provided. I used CA glue for 
wood assembly, epoxy to install nylon 
hinges, then covered the wing and tailfeath- 
ers w ith transparent MonoKote.

Fuselage construction is straightforward, 
and consists of installing longerons along 
the edges of the pre-cut fuselage sides, in
stalling formers and doublers, and gluing 
the rear sides together using the plans as an 
alignment guide. The bottom sheeting and 
nose block are glued in place and the con
trol rods and servo mounts are cut and 
installed. Again, CA glue was used for small 
parts and tan carpenter's glue was used for 
larger parts where longer working time is 
needed. I used a hot-melt glue gun to secure 
the control rod outer tubes, but I believe 
epoxy andspecialty adhesives w ill work too.

When the top sheeting is installed and the 
hatch is fitted the fuselage is completed. The 
final finish on my fuselage is two coats of 
spray primer and one coat of spray enamel, 
sanding between coats.

Final assembly of the airframe consists of 
installing and aligning the tail parts and 
connecting the control rods.

The only portion of the construction se
quence I found confusing is that the plans 
appear to show the trailing edge of the fin 
and the trailing edge of the horizontal stabi-



The Sensoar kit Includes two sheets ol rolled 
plans, machine cut wing ribs, formers, fuselage 
sides, doublers, curved wing tip parts, and other 
small pieces. Hardware is not included. The 
eight-page instruction manual includes building 
and flying tips.

lizer intersecting. It's as if two sticks are 
shown occupying the same space, and the 
instructions do not clarify the situation. 
Rudy's approach was to cut the fin stick; 
mine was to notch it. Both solutions worked 
out fine in practice.

I built my Sensoar in 26-1/2 hours over 11 
evenings. Rudy finished his in less than a 
week. My cost to construct the model was 
$41.40, not counting adhesives, paint or the 
radio. The components of this total are the 
kit ($18), two small control horns (55 cents), 
hinges ($1.30), Sullivan 506 control rods, 
which included Sullivan metal clevises 
($3.50), a towhook (95 cents), two small 
screws (10 cents), and two rolls of Top Flite 
transparent MonoKote ($17.00). 
CONSTRUCTION M O D IFIC ATIO N S 

I made four changes to the construction 
procedures given in the instruction manual, 
based on watching Rudy's Sensoar fly. His 
model needed five ounces of nose weight to 
balance, and his fuselage cracked more 
than once in front of the wing during hard 
landings. Note that Rudy's model flies fine,
I just thought that if I could lighten the tail to 
reduce the nose weight required, and

The three wing panels are constructed sepa
rately, flat on the building board over the plan 
sheet, and assembled later.

The horizontal and vertical stabilizers are built up 
from 3/16 balsa stock. At left, the longerons are 
pinned to the balsa fuselage sides while the glue 
hardens.

Construction is pretty much complete at this 
point. Remaining tasks are wing assembly, fitting 
the fin and horizontal stab, and installing the 
servo mounts and control linkages.

Radio is mounted as far forward as possible, but 
one ounce of nose weight was still required to 
get the ship to balance. See text for the author's 
thoughts on how to lighten the tail.

strengthen the forward part o f the fuselage, 
then I would have an improved airplane.

Two changes were aimed at reducing the 
weight of the tall. The first was to substitute 
smaller balsa stock for the trailing edge of 
the rudder and elevator. The second was to 

continued on page 72

Rudy Coletti launches his Sensoar for a trim 
flight over Fisher Beach in Wellfleet, Massachu
setts. It's a great light wind slope soarer, suitable 
for beginners.
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P
attern returns to the pages o f Model 
Builder! Mr. Bill Northrop has asked 
me to carry the semi-sacred (and no 
doubt dangerously fuel soaked) 

Torch of Aerobatics forward into the '90s. 
Fortunately, I have an excellent medical 
plan which includes burn coverage, so I was 
overjoyed at the opportunity to oblige. 
Barring unforeseen tragedies o f cosmic 
scope, this column w ill be here each and 
every issue, just as regular as the price on the 
cover. The only exception w ill be if Mr. Bill 
decides to preempt me for room to cover the 
Third Inter Galactic Space Free Flight 
Champs (R/C assist allowed for retrieval 
only) or something similar at some time in 
the future.

First columns by brand new columnists 
are traditionally time for introductions. This 
is boring stuff, but mostly obligatory, so feel 
free to skip this paragraph if you like. I wish 
/ could! A good many of you hard core

married to a wonderful lady who competes 
in the new Expert Turnaround class. I get to 
build, fix, and trim  a lot of airplanes because 
of this, and I've gotten pretty good at all of 
the above out of necessity. I like cats, dogs, 
soft late summer evenings, and the color 
yellow. I paint almost all of my airplanes yel
low. I dislike cold and rainy weather at con
tests, mid-airs, flat beer, CA glue spilled in 
my flight box, and people who mess up my 
transmitter trims. All this is probably more 
about me than you really need to know, but 
I feel it's important for you to know that I 
share some of your concerns, like about the 
transmitter trims. And you probably don't 
care much for mid-airs either, or spilled CA, 
or flat beer, especially in that particular 
order on a cold and rainy day at a contest. 
This offic ia lly ends the introduction. On to 
the more important stuff.

Before we dive headlong into things, 
however, I would like to make a plea for let-

pattern types out there already know me, 
since I've been writing a column in the K- 
Factor for over a year now. The K-Factor is 
the monthly newsletter of the National 
Society of Radio Controlled Aerobatics, 
which is the AMA recognized special inter
est group for Pattern. If you are interested in 
pattern and aren't yet a member of the 
NSRCA, you are definitely missing out on a 
bunch of good things. Send 20 bucks to Suzi 
Stream at 3723 Snowden Ave., Long Beach, 
CA 90808, and join up. Suzi is the Treasurer, 
and can be trusted w ith your money. Tell her 
I sent ya.

For those of you that don't know me, well, 
you w ill soon enough. O ff and on, I've been 
modeling since about 1955, and I've played 
w ith free flight (rubber, gas, and scale), 
control line (mostly stunt), and for the last 
decade or so, radio control. At present, I am 
a regular competitor in FAI F3A, and I am

(Lett) Rick Allison's prototype of the "Cursor," now being kitted by RC City. It's state-of-the-art throughout, a low mid-wing design with a thin airfoil and 
fairly sharp leading edge, and a large stab set on the thrust line. A very efficient and mean looking ship, especially with that four-blade prop! (Right) "Bogie " 
is the brainchild of Roy Speights. Note the placement of the wing and stab in relation to the thrust line. Photo by Buck Boyonton.

Top Canadian flier, Ivan Kristenson, flew his "Summit 111” at the '89 Nats. 
This view clearly shows the long tail moment and very large tail surfaces 
that typify modem turnaround designs. Don Passey photo.

Don Passey's flight line shot taken at the '89 Nats reveals quite a few 
taildraggers, as well as an almost total absence of exposed tuned pipes.
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Another kind of "ULTIMATE," The mechanically supercharged O.S.. FS-120 Surpass SP, first four
cycle model aircraft engine so equipped. Supercharger provides 40 percent power increase over 
standard FS-120 with pump, and only adds 5.11 oz. Now in production, but hand machined and as
sembled. Take a number!

have written two or three of these columns 
before you read the first one, and the sooner 
you ship me something, the sooner I'll be 
able to stop working so hard! Seriously, 
writing in a vacuum is no fun, so drop me a 
note. The address is at the end of the col
umn. Thanks.

As part of my preparation to write this co l
umn, I did a little review work. Actually, I 
just started out to read a few old Model 
Builders, but you know how these things go, 
and before I knew- it, I was hip deep in reor
ganizing my entire magazine collection, 
which is fairly extensive. Looking through 
the old mags was quite a nostalgia trip, and 
I couldn't help but be impressed by how far 
pattern hascomeand how much haschanged 
since the early '80s; specifically since about 
1083 or so. When you are living through 
such a significant period o f rapid change, it's 
sometimes difficult to get a feel for what's 
really happening, no matter how hip and 
aware you think you are at the time. Either 
you are generating change or racing to keep 
up w ith those who are, and there just isn't a 
lot o f time to ponder and reflect. Only when 
you're able to look back at where you've 
been do you clearly see what the dynamics 
of the situation were. I'd like to share a short 
look back at the recent past w ith you. I think 
you might find it as interesting as I did. The 
facts are a matter Of record; the opinions and 
conclusions are all mine.

For much of the 1970s and right along 
into the '80s, pattern flying and pattern 
plane design remained pretty much status 
quo. True enough, engines were gradually

ters and photos from all of you around the 
country. I believe that a column like this 
works best as an interactive thing. I'm not 
talking about sending in blow-by-blow  
contest reports, but rather about keeping me 
informed as to all the trends, tricks, tips, new 
designs, modifications, new products, new 
sources for old products, and general inno
vations that active pattern people keep in
venting and/or digging up. Plus, all o f us 
enjoy pretty pictures of brand new airplanes. 
Send it in and let me do my best to let eve
rybody else know about it, and while you're 
at it, let me know about what you would like 
to see in the column. Your good quality 
35mm color prints are just fine for magazine 
reproduction. Because o f the lead time 
necessary in the publishing business, I'll

Largest model port in the world, the Utah Salt 
Flats. Brett Forsberg, Steve Rojecki, and Larry 
Lutton (I to r) try out the flats after an eight-year 
absence because of high lake level. Dick 
Hanson photo.

Our new columnist's wife, Joan (love those 
dimples!), with her Dirty Birdy in years gone by. 
Note the high aspect ratio wing with blunt 
leading edge, exposed exhaust system and the 
obligatory nose wheel. Pattern ship design sure 
has come a long way since then! Photo by 
Johnnie Johnson.

getting better, as were radios. Good hard
ware, like tuned pipes and retracts, was 
becoming more available. There were a few 
exotic experiments going on then, as there 
alwaysare, but by and large, airframe design 
was fairly static. The Prettner Anhedral Stab 
was the innovation of the decade, joe Bridi's 
Dirty Birdy design remained a competitive, 
up-to-date airplane in almost all the classes 
for well over 10 years. It wasn't at all unusual 
for a guy to use not only the same design, but 
the very same airplane for five or six seasons 
of competition, w hile  advancing through 
several skill levels!

If anything at all was evolving, it was the 
level of complexity of the average pattern 
bird. Starting w ith retracts and tuned pipes, 
we worked our way into fuel pumps, in
flight mixture controls, nose wheel brakes, 
flaps, pull-pull hardwareand adjustable pitch 
props. Fiberglass fuselages and foam wings 
became standard equipment, and all real 
pattern airplanes were covered with glass 
cloth and painted. The planes o f the era 

continued on page 74

The new Ultimate 10-300 from Carl Goldberg 
Models, designed by Dave Patrick. Span 54 
inches, area 980 sq.in., weight 7.5 - 8.5 lbs., 
power; .60 two-cycle. .90 -1.20 four-cycle.
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BY GARY DANFORD
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If you’re handy with a soldering iron and enjoy a 
bit of a challenge, you can update that old radio 
system with Ace R/C kits to 1991 status for less 

than the cost of a whole new radio.

Completed system In front of scratch-built 
Newport 28C built from Nick Ziroli plans.

T
he radio frequency changes that 
take effectin 1991 are causing me 
and are going to cause most mod
elers some heartburn. I don't pre
tend to understand all the technical require
ments but understand enough to know that 
I need a new radio if I intend to do any flying 

next year.
I have been looking at new radios since 

the inception of the new rules. Every radio I 
decided on fell into one of three categories: 
I either couldn't afford it, it wasn't "1991" 
approved, or wasn't available configured 
the way I wanted it.

W hile at the Davenport Iowa Club swap 
meet, my flying partner, Mike Smith, pur
chased two old radios. The owner made it 
clear that both were not working properly 
and were not usable. Both contained out
dated technology, were not working, or 
were on the old "forbidden" frequencies. 
One, a six-channel Kraft, and the other, a 
Tower Hobbies, hadn't been used for a long 
spell and the previous owner was correct, 
neither was economically feasible to repair

or to have upgraded. But for the swap meet 
price we could find a good use for them.

W hile reading the Ace R/C catalog I picked 
up at the Chicago Hobby and Trade Show, 
I noticed that in the experimenters section, 
Ace was advertising their "Tx Electronics" 
Part No. 11G307 in kit form for $69.95 and 
their "Model 91 Rx Kit" for $79.95. It re
quired only a short conversation with my 
local dealer, a little negotiation over price 
for the components, and a plan was coming
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purchased at a swap meet.

^ 1 Ml
RF Module Installed In case. Also note dual rate 
switches Installed.

Completed encoder board with wiring Installed.

together.
The old Kraft was chosen for the project. 

It appeared to me that the main compo

nents— gimbals, antenna, case, switches, 
and most of the servos— were in usable 
condition. The only problem was the out
dated electronics in the transmitter and the 
outdated receiver— relatively small but 
important parts. My only problem was build
ing the kit which, to quote Ace R/C, "If you 
have the ability and patience to build a 
decent model airplane, you can put together 
an Ace kit (given the right tools and assum
ing you read the instructions)." Since build
ing things is what I like to do, and consider
ing that a couple of planes I've built cost as 
much or more than the Ace components, I 
was convinced. A call to Ace R/C and after 
a short conversation w ith Mr. Tom Runge, I 
was convinced my plan would work. The 
only bit o f encouragement needed was 
received when Mr. Runge assured me that if 
I got into deep trouble, they would bail me 
out. W ell, needless to say, that small bit of 
encouragement was all I needed. I ordered 
the kits.

I ordered the Transmitter Electronics kit 
and the Model 91 Receiver kit plus a half- 
dozen Deans connectors. W hile waiting for 
the kits, I started cleaning up the old radio. 
The old switches, gimbals, antenna, batter
ies, etc., were removed from the old case. It 
was scrubbed with a good detergent, cleaned 
w ith alcohol and painted w ith grey Hobby 
Poxy. If the radio you wish to convert has a 
plastic case, you can purchase a new case 
for less than $10.00.

When scratch-building a radio you can 
add, change, or modify the radio configura
tion or function locations of any of the 
components of the radio. This is also the best 
time to add any "Gee W hiz" components. 
The flexibility afforded by this type of con
version is the ability to change or add any 
option or modify any feature of the radio. 
However, keep in mind that it requires care
ful advance planning. For instance, the 
placement of the retract switch or whether 
or not to add programmable push buttons, 
exponential rates, coupled aileron/rudder 
mixing or an electronic mixer for the "V " tail 
Bonanza all have to be decided beforehand. 
The cost is less than $ 12.00 for each sub-kit.

The instructions mention several items 
necessary to operate a Silver Seven Encoder/ 
Transmitter that should be mentioned at this 
time. The antenna length has to be 39.5 
inches long. The new transmitter electronics 
operate on 9.6 volts and the potentiometers 
have to be 5K or 10K for the sticks and 1.5 
to 5K for the trims. These items could present 
some obstacles for the conversion but none 
are insurmountable.

W hile waiting for the paint to dry, I first 
removed from the old Kraft circuit board 
some components not supplied w ith the 
new kit. They included the on-off switch, 
antenna lug, and charger plug. I then re
mounted all usable components and did 
atest fit o f the new decoder circuit board, RF 
module and dual rate switches to determine 
placement. The only new parts not supplied 
by the kit were the dual rate switches.

As soon as a general placement of these 
continued on page 78

Completed transmitter with back cover removed.

Completed receiver board with large filter very 
visible.

Completed decoder, with servo wiring installed.

Completed aircraft receiver before final 
assembly.

After...completed system after '91 approved 
conversion.

the encoder board as per the instructions 
furnished by Ace. They enclosed a guide full 
o f helpful hints on electric circuit board
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FRESNO SOARING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL SPRING SOARING MEET

A s many of you have told me to avoid 
"contest reports," I w ill not bore 
you w ith blow-by-blow accounts 
of this contest, which used to be 

called the Dr. Pepper Classic. Rather, I took 
some notes on field observations and mod
eling tips which I hope w ill be more profit
able for you.

Although I was present at the FSS contest, 
I was unable to attend both days, April 7 and 
8. As it turnsout, several guys told me, "You 
didn't miss much Saturday. It was very windy, 
heavily overcast, and it even rained a bit." 
Bad as the weather was on Saturday, it was 
beautiful when I arrived on Sunday. Cloud 
streets from horizon to horizon reflected the 
heavy thermal activity which was present 
below.

The Dr. Pepper Classic 
has become the Fresno 
Classic Soaring Contest 
(now in its ninth year). 

Lots to offer the serious 
competitor; excellent 

flying site, central 
California location, ca
tered meals, on-field 
camping, and a hard 
working host club.

The "Brickyard," as the Fresno field is 
called, isanold, no-longer-used adobe brick 
factory. At one time 3.5 m illion bricks could 
be seen drying in the sun here. The field 
changed hands recently, so the brick makers 
no longer make mud and straw bricks there. 
However, years of brick production have 
resulted in a hard, very flat surface, like a 
clay tennis court which is unyielding to 
balsa or even fiberglass models.

One unlucky O ly 650 flier unw illingly 
demonstrated the hardness of the Brickyard. 
He experienced radio interference near the 
launch area and watched helplessly as his 
plane did a near-vertical 100-foot dive into 
the dirt. The wings were shattered, but 
somehow the fuselage escaped serious 
damage. The divot was only about 1-1/2 
inches in diameter and 3/4 inches deep!

Don't discard your popsicle sticks! Use 'em as 
canopy hold-downs, per Arana’s Chameleon.

Jerry Arana flew this sleek-looking two-meter 
(foreground) to fourth place in the class. His 
Unlimited Chameleon SE came In 11th. See text 
about the latter.

Jerry's Chameleon SE features easy-connect 
servo connectors built into fuselage and wing 
root. Note big diameter wing joiner tube, first 
seen in pattern ships.

If you've been scared off from attending 
this meet in the past because you've heard 
about the tough field, pay attention. Over 
the past year, the new owner of the Brick
yard has allowed the FSS to install a sprin
kler system and grow a soft, grassy landing 
area. The FSS did have to bring in the top soil 
and fertilizer, but the payoff was worth the
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investment. The FSS fliers now have a nice 
place to land as well as a superb place to fly. 
The field is flat, has no trees or telephone 
poles nearby, on-field camping is allowed 
for the big contest, and the lift is usual ly very 
good.
W H A T THE GUYS WERE FLYING

At this meet there was a greater ratio of 
polyhedral sailplanes to aileron sailplanes, 
a kind of trend-reversal. Plentiful were the

Mack the Knife has nothing on Art McNamee's 
soarer. sporting rubber "shark's teeth” and fish- 
fin skid behind two hook. No roll-out, no flip- 
overs (see text).

Genesis flying wing designer Keith Schwemmer 
gave his Airtronics Cumic a straight wing with 
spoilerons. Looks and flies great!

AirtronicsCumics and Cumic Pluses, Cumic 
variants, Sagittas, and Olys. There were lots 
of Pierce Aero Paragon variants and Gem- 
inis. There were Larry Jolly Pantera variants 
and Cheetahs. Flite Lite Composites' Fal
cons were also present in good numbers as 
well as the Dodgson Windsongs and/or 
Lovesongs. Many of the standard wood kit 
sailplanes were modified, some of them 
greatly, and many new building techniques 
were being used.
BETTER MOUSETRAP DEPARTMENT:
1. ARANA CHAMELEON SE

terry Arana of Santa Cruz, California, flew 
his Chameleon SE design as he did at the 
Visalia meet covered here in my January 
1990 column. As promised then, I am going 
to share a few "laetter building" tips w ith you 
as they were explained to me by Jerry.

Jerry's Chameleon SE is based on the 
Falcon 880 fuselage, but w ith a modified fin. 
Jerry cut his own foam cores using the 
ubiquitous Selig 3021 airfoil. The flat, con
stant chord center section wing panels (with 
flaps) were mated to tapered tip panels 
featuring ailerons and elliptical wing tips. 
Arrow shaft hinges were built into the trail
ing edge control surfaces to cut drag (see 
illustration), and the flaps and ailerons were 
driven by four internally mounted Airtronics 
401 M icrolite servos for direct, slop-free 
linkages. An Airtronics Vision radio was 
employed to do the mixing chores.

The nice thing about Jerry's arrow shaft 
hinges is that they are easily removed and 
installed. The wooden plugs which guide 
the central pivot wire through the metal 
hinge posts are beveled (like tiny funnels) so 
that the wire is easily centered in the hole.

To get a concentric bevel in the small 
wood dowel plugs, Jerry says to first chuck 
them up in a drill press. Set up a Dremel 
Moto-Tool w ith a small, high speed router 
bit. Turn on the drill press and the Dremel 
and hold the Dremel bit at a 45 degree angle 
to the axis of the dowel. Gently carve out a 
cone shaped depression. W ith the dowel 
still turning in the chuck, use a small, hand
held pin vise w ith a drill bit the same size as 
the music w ire pivot to drill a hole through 
the center axis of the dowel. Check for the 
wire's fit in the hole and increase the hole 
size if too much friction is felt. Keep it as 
small as possible, however, or excessive 
slop in the ailerons or flaps may result.

Another hot tip w ill make spars and jo in
ers easier to build into a foam core wing. 
Jerry used an aluminum tube joiner in the 
Chameleon SE (.049-inch wall, 3/4-inch
O.D.) which was about 18 inches long (I 
d idn't measure its length). You can plainly 
see this joiner in the photo. Inside the rela
tively thin-wall tube joiner is inserted a light 
pine or hard balsa dowel which keeps the 
tube from crushing under the heavy loads of 
typical soaring flight. This can be removed 
and replaced with combinations of lead 
ballast and wood dowel to increase wing 
loading to suit w ind conditions.

The wing spar o f Jerry's Chameleon SE is 
your average garden variety PVC sprinkler 
pipe (3/4-inch I.D.). The aluminum joiner

Myles Moran really modified his Panfera. Looks 
like a Larry Jolly Cheetah now, with S3021 airfoil, 
flaps, ailerons, and more (see text).

Myles uses a 1/4-inch carbon fiber rod for stab 
pivot pin. Will be last thing to break, if ever! 
Gemini MTS-style stab is plenty beefy too, and it 
doesn't flutter.

(3/4-inch O.D.) fits perfectly inside, making 
wing joining a breeze.

To make the overly flexible PVC spar stiff 
and strong, Jerry first used 50 grit sandpaper 
to rough up the top and bottom of the pipe. 
Then, he bonded carbon fiber strips to the 
top and bottom as you would over a balsa 
shear web. Although I d idn't ask, I would 
imagine Jerry used pre-cured, pre-impreg- 
nated carbon tow strips and a slow curing 
cyanoacrylate adhesive or maybe even Pic's 
Plastic-Stic or Pacer's Plasti-Zap. I ran some 
test samples of this kind of PVC/CA bond,

Myles cuts drag (possibly) and saves wear 
(probably) on aileron or flap pushrods. Molded 
plastic fairings taped in place under wing.
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Bobby McGowan 
(seen at Visalia meet) 
took first in Unlimited 

at Fresno. Says 
Falcon 800 (100" 

span) is easier to land 
at a slight sacrifice in 
thermal performance 

over the 880 (112" 
span).
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and it prevents flip-overs (and zero-point 
landing bonuses) in heavy winds.
3. MYLES M O R AN  CHEETAH VARIANT

Myles Moran is the ultimate expert at 
repairing broken aircraft. Not because he 
crashes a lot, but because he collects "total
led" models. (I also think he collects jigsaw 
puzzles!) I doubt he has bought a new 
model sailplane in years!

One of his latest acquisitions was a Larry 
lo lly  Pantera fuselage and rudder. To these 
fragments he added a set of Pierce Aero 
Gemini MTS stabs (which his club has been 
adopting as a standard design), and his own 
set of cut foam core wings (Selig 3021, of 
course). An Airtronics Vision radio does all 
the fancy mixing.

continued on page 83

Paragon lost tip panel when joiner snapped on 
hard winch launch. Model was under control all 
the way to a rough (but safe) landing, with 
generous amounts of right rudder and a light 
touch on elevator.

would think Mark Allan could supply you 
w ith a set. Write to Flite Lite Composites, 
P.O. Box 311, Windsor, CA 95492.

What this connector allows is instant servo 
hookup when the wings are mounted com
pletely onto the joiner tube. Either tape or 
some kind of strong spring should be used to 
hold the wing panels together firm ly, or a 
servo disconnect could possibly occur. The 
four pins are adequate for two separate 
servos, even though at first glance two ser
vos would normally require six pins. This is 
because you wire up the servo extension 
harness so that both servos share the red (+) 
and black (-) pins. Keep the two signal wires 
for the two servos independent and on their 
own separate pins.

Finally, Jerry uses good οΓ popsicle sticks 
as canopy hold-downs. The simple setup is 
self-explanatory (see the photo). A ll you do 
is mix up some epoxy and micro balloons, 
blob it on both ends of the canopy, and stick 
on the wood sticks so they hang off about 1/ 
4 inch. The sticks lay flat against the canopy 
(without being shimmed up for the fuselage 
thickness). To attach, simply slide the 
canopy's rear stick under the rear of the 
fuselage's canopy opening far enough to 
clear the overhang of the front stick. Slide 
the canopy down and forward so that the 
front stick slides under the fuselage's front 
lip, and it's done! It takes two seconds, max. 
Cheap, simple, fast, and effective.
2. ART McNAMEE FALCON 880

One of the many Flite Lite Composites 
Falcon 880s present belonged to Art Mc- 
Namee. Art used the popular "shark's tooth" 
type land i ng skid at the nose of h is plane, but 
he also had a small fishy-looking fin just 
behind the towhook. This beefy plywood 
and fiberglass skid serves two functions. 
First, it protects the delicate buried-in-the- 
wing micro flap servo from gear damage on 
hard, flaps-down landings by raising the rear 
of the wing far off the ground. Second, it 
pushes the nose down in a landing. This 
reduces the wing's angle of attack relative to 
the free stream of air to a negative figure. The 
wing then creates a down-force which pushes 
the landing skid into the ground even harder,

Ed Holder likes his new Airtronics "Image." Per
formance and value are typical Airtronics. This 
new kit is finally available.

and provided the CF is sanded lightly and 
only tapped free of dust (not wiped down or 
handled w ith fingers), it worked quite well.

Also of note was Jerry's Falcon 880-like 
servo lead connectors which stick out of the 
w ing (see the photo again). This connector 
has unusually long, wide pins and female 
jacks. I don't know where you would find 
such a four-pin connector, but they should 
be a replacement part for Falcon 880s. I

Keith's Cumlc wings slide onto joiners built into 
removable root fairing or center section, which 
bolts down. Tape cleans up the airflow and holds 
wing snug to the fuselage.
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BY SCOTT STAUFFER

JET TRAILS AT

T he 36th Annual Toledo Expo was 
held on April 6, 7, 8 at the Toledo 
Sports Arena. There were over 200 
manufacturers, dealersand distribu

tors on hand, displaying their wares. Ap
proximately 10 ducted fan manufacturers 
were present at the show (More on them 
later). There were seven jet aircraft on static 
display in the main hall.

Bob Violett models seemed to be the big 
winners of the show as far as jets are con
cerned, taking home three awards. The first 
w inner was lerry Caudle, of Metropolis, 
Illinois. He took First Place in Sport Mono
plane w ith his black and copper Aggressor 
X. He also won the Best Painted Finish 
award. I was told by a friend of jerry's that 
the black and copper paint scheme was 
done by Jerry (who paints real aircraft for a 
living) and that the graphics and lettering 
were done by Jerry's son, a graphic artist. 
The finished product was immaculate, and 
was all decked out w ith Violett accessories, 
such as gear doors, etc., and was equipped 
w ith a Futaba 1024 radio.

First Place in M ilitary Stand-Off Scale 
went to Terry Nitsch, of Columbus, Ohio, 
w ith his Violett F-86 Saber. The plane was 
equipped w ith fully operating gear, doors, 
drop tanks, and featured some aluminum 
access panels. Terry used K&B Epoxy paint 
and what seemed like thousands of rub-on 
rivets to produce a truly scale looking air
craft. Other aircraft entered in M ilitary Stand- 
O ff Scale included an F-104 Starfighter

Ι κ η η ι
jr r r tr i

We don’t have the space here to list all the superlatives that apply to Jerry Caudle’s Aggressor X; 
suffice to say he took home very well deserved first place awards for Best Sport Monoplane and Best 
Painted Finish.

entered by Pat Defilippi'sand AldoCuerrter, 
from Arlington Heights, Illinois. This Master 
Fly kit model featured an Italian paint scheme, 
flaps, leading edge slats, and very nice 
cockpit detail. Power was provided by a 
Byrojet/Rossi 81 fan system. Pat Webb en
tered a very nice Byron F-16A Mod III. I 
spoke with Pat about the aircraft and he 
informed me that it was patterned after the 
Croup Commander's plane of the 906 TFC 
at Wright Patterson AFB. The paint was 
provided by the USAF and is of the correct 
M il Spec, numbers. It's all flat except around 
the gun area, which was sprayed with clear 
to ease cleaning (the Commander is very 
picky on how his aircraft looks). Other fea
tures included O.S. 91 engine, retracts and 
M CA pilot upgraded to the rank of Colonel.

First place in Military Stand-Ofl Scale went to 
Terry Nitsch’s immaculate F-86 Sabre. See the 
May ’90 issue ot MB for a review of this Bob 
Violett kit.

There was a large 1/5.5 scale Cessna/Cita- 
tion I I550 RB entered in scale by Jerry Keller 
and Dave Escobar. The power was provided 
by two O.S. 91/Dynamax systems mounted 
on pods. It weighed 32 lbs. and had a 114 
inch wing span. It was 102 inches long and 
used an Airtronics radio and 10 servos. 
Construction was fiberglass and end-grain 
balsa.

One of the most original planes entered 
was a plane called the Thunder Jet. It kinda 
resembled a sporty F-4. The plane was de
signed and built by Ed Dobias of North 
Blomsted, Ohio. Construction was mostly 
balsa with fiberglass duct work and used an
O.S. 91/Dynamax fan. Ed claims it w ill fly  
off grass even though it weighs 14.1 pounds. 
Top speed is 150 mph and Ed says it flies 
great.
W HAT'S  NEW

Bob Parkinson Flying Models, has re
cently released two new ARF kits; the Fun-
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Pat Defilippis and Aldo Guerrier teamed up on 
this impressive F-104 Starfighter, built from a 
Master Fly kit. Features a Rossi ,81/Byrojet fan 
combo and operating slats and flaps.

in construction of the Barracuda kit. It sells 
for $25.00 and is approximately two hours 
long.

By now, you all must have heard about 
Bob's new Eagle Supreme. It's basically the 
same size as his now famous Reagle Eagle, 
but w ith more molded parts for a more scale 
appearance. Some of the new molded parts 
include; a completely molded nose, drop- 
tanks, and molded cockpit detail. The plane 
is also stressed for Bob's new 90 tractor fan, 
which is specifically designed for the new 
90 size engines. Speaking of engines, Bob 
has just made a deal w ith Rossi USA to 
handle their complete line of engines, pipes, 
headers, and accessories. This includes all

Supply, about their new Fangine 100. He 
told me that the engine is producing about 
14-3/4 lbs. of thrust at 24,000 rpm. At that 
rpm it consumes 3.9 ounces per minute of 
fuel and weighs 3.5 lbs. The fan is five inches 
in diameter and is o f one-piece construc
tion. It contains 40% carbon fiber and util
izes a 1-3/8 inch spinner. It w ill retail for 
$470.00. Coming soon is an 85-inch long 
true scale T-38 Talon w ith single fan and 
bifocated exhaust. You should be able to see 
this plane fly at the upcoming Sacramento 
Fan Fly. Now available from Yellow is an 
ARF F-16 completely built and patterned for 
$850.00. There is an accessory package 

continued on page 85

No question about the authenticity of the colors on Gary Webb's Byron F- 
16; the Air Force supplied the paint, the same stuff they use on the big 
ones!

Big Cessna Citation II is the combined effort of Jerry Keller and Dave 
Escobar. Uses two O.S. ,91/Dynamax fans, spans 114 inches and weighs in 
at 32 pounds. We'd guess it to be a very fast and smooth flying model.

Charlie Lines used Mark Frankel plans to produce this attractive 1/6-scale 
Learjet 35A complete with flaps, retracts and spoilers. Power is two Rossi 
,65/Dynamax fan setups.

i k . ____________________________________________
Not many individuals are into designing and scratch building their own 
ducted fan models, but Ed Dobias is an exception. He's quite pleased with 
the performance of his “Thunder Jet," which is built mostly of balsa and 
sports an O.S. ,91/Dynamax power system.

fan Trainer and the Funfan Saber. They are 
constructed of vinyl plastic and have foam 
core wings. Bob claims you can put them 
together in about eight hours. They feature a 
removable engine/fan package. This allows 
the power unit to be moved from plane to 
plane w ith very little trouble. It uses a 45-61 
size engine and 5-1/2 inch fan. The fan is 
mounted up close to the intake, so no starter 
extension is necessary. Suggested retail price 
is around $229.00 with fan. Bob has also 
released a new construction video. This one 
features a step-by-step comprehensive guide

Rossi engines for cars, boats, helicopters, as 
well as all aircraft engines. I w ill be ware
housing and distributing these engines for 
Bob here in the U.S., so if you need an 
engine, give us a call! We w ill be offering 
special engine package deals.

I spoke w ith Ron Kemp, of Yellow Aircraft

Jet Model Products, headed up by ducted 
fan pioneer Tom Cook, produces a kit for 
this Starfire II, one of the current crop of 

ultra high performance non-scale jet 
models. See text for a description of some 

of Tom’s new hardware items.
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Ready for an ARF ducted fan? Ron Kemp shows us Yellow Aircraft's new F· 
16 that is supplied completely built and painted as you see it here. An 
engine/fan/retracts package is also available. More in text.

Bob Violett's Aggressor II, done up in a very pretty white and yellow USAF 
scheme. It's one of the most popular non-scale high performance fan 
models around.

The newest kit from Bob Violett Models is this F-16, which features an 
unusually high amount of prefabrication—details in text.

The Bob Parkinson Flying Models booth was jampacked with airplanes. 
From left are the Regal Eagle Supreme, Barracuda, Blue Hornet, Fun Fli F-15 
Eagle 40, Vector Eagle and the new ARF Sabre.

Yellow Aircraft's big F-14 Tomcat takes up darn near the whole table. Glass 
and foam construction, 83 inches long, 88 inches In span, 26 pounds, two 
O.S. ,91/Dynamax fans. Do the wings swing in flight? We're afraid to ask!

K&B's new .82 size ducted fan engine is offered with your choice of a 
regular head for tractor fans or a heat-sink head for pushers. Shaft 
extensions are included with both.

Century Jet Models has expanded its product line by adding these very 
nicely made scale retracts, which boast chrome steel oleo struts and 
stainless steel scissors.

FREE DM)
For « ROSSI . i l  
FNOINt ζ  PIPE

)f»C£ To LMJ
The ARF Sabre from Bob Parkinson is made of molded vinyl plastic. Bob 
claims it can be built in about eight hours.
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STEINBERG

A
 great many model airplanes are in
troduced to the public these days, 
most of which only arouse a pass
ing interest among those who build 

and fly R/C models. After a short time they 
fade from the scene, only to be replaced 
w ith something newer and perhaps more 
different. And so it goes, a constant proces
sion of products, most of which are destined 
only for a limited acceptability and a quick 
demise. In today's rapidly changing, fast- 
paced world, this seems to be the rule with 
almost everything manufactured on mass 
production assembly lines, be they articles 
of clothing or sports cars costing up to six 
figures. However, once in a w hile a manu
facturer strikes it lucky, and one of his prod
ucts captures the fancy of the public. Such 
merchandise achieves long lasting success 
by becoming a classic, something to be 
revered and treasured, and in this category 
we find Rolex watches, Bugatti automo
biles, and Piper Cub aircraft.

Among those few model airplanes which 
have attained some semblance of immortal
ity can be counted the Astrohog, the Kaos, 
Das Ugly Stick, and the Senior Falcon, to 
name just a few. Unfortunately, ARFs haven't 
been around long enough to establish which 
w ill and which w ill not become perennial 
favorites. As of this writing, however, one 
ARF model seems destined to go on indefi
nitely, and that is the Royal-Air 40T, by 
Royal Products. When I reviewed this high
winged intermediate trainer in an early 1989 
issue of MB, I was impressed enough to 
select it as the "ARF of the year for 1988," 
and I am gratified to see that its popularity 
continues and is still growing to this day. It 
is my prediction that this is one model which 
is expected to become a standard in its field, 
ranking as a milestone in the annals of the 
Almost Ready to Fly trainer class.

Since that time, Royal has been industri
ously working to introduce even more ARFs 
into their product line, and recently they

(Below) Chuck Thompson shows us the parts 
that make up the latest ottering from Royal 
Products. It can be called the Easysoar," 
"Powersoar," or “ Electrosoar," depending on 
whether you fly it as a glider or with gas or 
electric power. It’s this month's featured ARF.

(Above) Lee Zimmerman displays the futuristic 
F/F ARF from Cox Hobbies, aptly dubbed the 
"Space Probe." Description in text.

have brought forth a trio of glider-type models 
which are intriguing, to say the least. Royal 
refers to them as the "Sailplane Series," and 
the first of the three versions available is 
called the "Electrosoar." This airplane is 
furnished w ith a high power Mabuchi elec
tric motor, folding prop, spinner, and wiring 
harness. The second version is called the 
"Powersoar," and is intended for gas power. 
Lastly, the "Easysoar" is offered as a conven
tional unpowered sailplane to be used with 
a high-start, a w inch, or as a slope soaring 
glider.

As an avid ARF enthusiast, I pride myself 
on being somewhat lazy when it comes to

Here's Chuck about to... chuck... 
the Powersoar for its first test glide. Note 
the belly mounted single wheel.

Even with three servos installed, there's room to spare in the Powersoar 
fuselage.

Chuck chose to build the Powersoar version and installed an Enya .09 R/C. 
Anything from an .049 to a .10 can be used.
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flying, so I chose to review the Powersoar 
version. It was my original intention to in
stall a Cox Queen Bee .074 throttled engine, 
but after delegating Chuck Thompson to do 
the assembly, he determined that the C.G. 
demanded a bit more weight in the nose, so 
we ended up installing an ancient Enya .09 
engine. Let's let Chuck tell us about it in his 
own words:

"The Royal-Air Powersoar is, as the name 
implies, a gas powered sailplane, distrib
uted by Royal Products, 790 W. Tennessee 
Ave., Denver, Colorado 80223. Actually, 
three different kits are produced: the Electro
soar, which iselectric powered; the Easysoar, 
which is a slope or thermal machine w ith a 
soft nose cone in place of power; and the 
Powersoar.

"O ther than weight, all three have the 
same specifications. The following apply to 
the Powersoar: Wingspan is 66-1/2 inches, 
area is 495 square inches, and fuselage 
length is 40-1/2 inches. The model is in
tended for engines in the .049 to .10 range, 
and a two or three-channel radio may be 
used. The weight range is listed as 35 to 40 
ounces, and it is built completely of balsa 
and plywood. Our completed Powersoar 
weighed in at 32 ounces, for a w ing loading 
of a light 9.3 ounces/square foot. We pow
ered our model w ith an Enya .09 R/C engine 
w ith throttle control. The radio was Royal's 
mini receiver and Ace micro servos, all this 
making up a very neat package.

"The Powersoar is, of course, an ARF. The 
wing is built up as are the tail feathers and 
fuselage. All are covered w ith an attractive 
shrink film, as are most ARFs these days. The 
rudder and elevator come out of the box 
hinged and ready to install.

"Following detailed instructions found in 
a bound, comprehensive, 56-page instruc
tion book, we proceeded to join the wing 
halves, then completed the fuselage, and 
finally installed the vertical and horizontal 
tail surfaces. No problems were encoun
tered, and everything was easily put to
gether. Included in the kit were pushrods for 
the rudder and elevator, and wire for the 
throttle. A single, center-mounted nosewheel 
was also included, as well as a fuel tank. The 
hardware package was unusually complete, 
and nothing was omitted.

"The model was completed in a very short 
time at the workbench. We checked the 
balance, verified the radio range, and hand 
glided the Powersoar a couple of times prior 
to its first power flight. We were gratified to 
see that it had a flat and stable glide, so we 
fueled her up, started the engine, and hand 
launched the model at full throttle. The 
climb-out was steady and uneventful, and 
we circled w hile continuing to clim b until 
the 80cc tank ran out. At this point sufficient 
altitude had been gained to be in thermal 
territory. After riding a few weak thermals, a 
routine landing was made. One must be 
careful to adjust the prop to stop in a hori
zontal position, as the first two landings did 
break a prop each time.

"A ll in all, I found this to be a fun model, 
easy to assemble, and a pleasure to fly."

From the European firm of Roga Technik comes this 
big quarter-scale J-3 Cub in RTC (ready to cover) 
form. Top quality construction, says our author.

With an all-up wing loading of 9.3 ounces per 
square foot, the Powersoar is easily capable of 
soaring flight in mild thermal lift—something 
most power R/Cers never get to experience.

Once again, we are indebted to Chuck for 
his efforts in helping us evaluate this model. 
As I was in on the flying end o f it, I do have 
a few of my own comments to add. After 
breaking a couple of props on landing, we 
located an old nylon prop, and that ended 
our problems, as no further breakage was 
encountered. As for the belly-mounted 
wheel, it was a great help in accomplishing 
smooth landings, and prevented any scrapes 
or damage on the fuselage bottom. Unfortu
nately, the wheel is only used for landings, 
as the prop is far too close to the ground for 
power takeoffs, so hand launching is man
datory.

A word here on power pod thrust lines 
seems to be in order. A great many powered 
gliders carry their motor pods above the 
wing saddle and are made to be removable. 
The advantage here is that the glider can 
easily be converted for use on a winch, a 
high-start, or for slope soaring. The disad
vantage is that the high thrust line usually 
requires a good deal of trim for the climb, 
and another radical trim change for the

glide. W hi le this system prevents prop break
age on landings, the pod sticking up into the 
wind does provide a great deal of drag, thus 
detracting from the airplane's performance. 
Placing the engine in the conventional nose 
location, as in the Powersoar, does preserve 
the aerodynamic qualities of the model, but 
as previously discussed, tends to be hard on 
props (except in electric powered gliders 
which use folding props). However, such a 
glider iscommitted to use of power, as quick 
removal of the engine is not practical. So a 
lot of thought has to go into where the 
engine is to be placed on a glider.

I feel that this glider is not suitable for a 
rank beginner, as it flies quite fast due to its 
sleek and streamlined lines. However, for 
the more experienced R/C pilot, it is a really 
high performance machine, able to scoot 
from one thermal to another in a minimal 
amount o f time. I also felt that the addition 
of a third servo to control the throttle was 
really not of any significant use. All that is 
necessary is to achieve enough altitude to go 
thermal hunting, and at that point the engine 
is no longer needed. Furthermore, there is 
little reason for controlling engine speed if 
the plane cannot be landed w ith the engine 
running. About the only use we had for the 
extra motor control channel was to cut the 
engine run at the height of the climb. This 
could have been done just as easily by 
lim iting the amount of fuel in the tank, or by 
rigging an engine cutoff to full down eleva
tor control. One other way to lim it the 
engine run would be to install a non-clunk 
tank and going into inverted flight to starve 
the fuel flow to the engine. I liked the 
Powersoar because it drew upon my flying 
skill and because it rewarded me w ith out
standing performance.
NEW RELEASES FROM COX

About a year has passed since Cox Hob
bies, Inc. announced their new Fairchild 
2Aircraft Company during the 1930s and 

continued on page 88
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BY ELOY M AREZ

verything always looks impossible tor
_  the people who never try anything."
*  Those are the words of one Jean-Louie 

ll fc n  Etienne, co-leader of a group of six 
men you may have heard about, the ones 
who walked and dog-sledded their way 
across Antarctica, upon their arrival at their 
destination March 3, 1990, 3,741.1 miles 
and 221 days after their departure. Unfortu
nately, the U.S. media did not see fit to cover 
this historic event in the manner that it 
deserved; in contrast, TV viewers in Europe 
and Asia were even lucky enough to see the 
group as they crossed their self-designated 
finish line at a Soviet research station.

There w ill probably be a book, a must on 
my reading list, though I w ill suffer through 
every footstep and every "Mush"— nobody 
hates cold and cold weather like I do! Still,
I love adventure even more and have fond 
memories of my own Antarctic travels, even 
though they were done in the relative com
forts of a Douglas C-124 which, though prop 
driven, far exceeded the speeds of even the 
fleetest team of huskies. We shared the cold 
though, as once down past 60 degrees south, 
we would don full survival gear and turn off 
the cabin heat, the idea being that in case of 
a serious in-flight emergency we might be 
too busy otherwise and find ourselves down 
on the ice in our short sleeves— not recom
mended at 50 below! Antarctica is an expe
rience, best described by another earlier 
explorerthere, Robert Scott, who in hisdiary 
wrote about it as "Great God! This is an 
awful place."

Pardon the digression from the subjects 
you normally encounter here in EC— but I 
like that opening statement, feeling as I do 
that the model building hobby provides one 
of the few modern pastimes in which most of 
us can try new things, even impossible things. 
It is definitely one o f the few interests one

can have in which he is more of a doer and 
less of a watcher. Our country is populated 
mostly by watchers— check the numbers of 
sports fans that crowd stadiums and TV 
screens w atch ing so-called "spectator 
sports." Now, what is so sporting about 
being a spectator? W ouldn't it make more 
sense to spend more of our allotted time 
doing something ourselves, rather than 
watching someone else do something?

So, if you haven't started that scale job 
that you'd like to build, or only sit in the pits 
watching the others racing, because it looks 
impossible, keep in mind that it is so only 
because you have never tried it!

The Tournament of Champions is just 
around the corner. Again! How time flies. In 
connection with that popular event, I have 
also seen some ads by a company in Florida 
who advertises that twelve of the twenty 
contestantswill beflyingairplanesthal it has 
built. I am familiar with the design and 
construction of these airplanes, and there is 
no doubt that they are tops in their class— 
but being of the old school, a true modeler 
who builds what he flies, I am more im
pressed by the same type of "modeler." Oh,
I know that our ranks are now swollen with 
model fliers, as opposed to model builders, 
but still, model airplane competition used to 
include the building and adjusting of the 
model, and I for one would like to have seen 
it remain that way. I really don't think I am 
alone in feeling this way, and feel that more 
of us would have a greater respect for the 
contestants were they competing with their 
own creations.

Then too, isn't it more of a victory when 
you do win with your own airplane?

O ff the soapbox for this month, let's get 
on to things electronic! First subject is not a 
new one, dealing with one of the space-age 
miracles that has made its way into our

This pretty lady is sharing with us her new 
sweatshirt. It (the shirt, not Sylvia) is one of the 
R/C oriented items, including T-shirts and some 
great full-color posters, all available from Your 
Business, 1334D Benson, Upland, CA 91786; 
(714)985-2552. Write or call for a brochure and 
pricing. Great stuff!

model construction: carbon fiber. The use of 
carbon fiber materials, either in molded 
sheet or in its basic threadlike form, can add 
a tremendous amount of strength to a model 
structure, w ith a very low weight penalty. 
Elowever, carbon fiber is electrically con
ductive, and in some cases has been known 
to cause erratic R/C system operation. The 
same sort of thing can happen as occurs in 
models w ith a lot of metal parts. In certain 
Iransmitter-to-airplane relationships, the 
metal either shields or reflects the radio 
signal, momentarily blanking out the re
ceiver and giving you a couple of those 
breath-stopping glitches.

There is now an alternate material avail
able, which w ill give the same strength-to- 
weight results, but w ithout the possible 
problems, as it is a non-conductive material. 
It is not really new, just newly and readily 
available for model building projects. It is 
Kevlar, the material which in woven form is 
used in the manufacture of bulletproof vests. 
It is now available in its raw filament form 
from K&S Engineering, a substantial quan
tity costing only $1.49.

The Kevlar filament is recommended for 
strengthening w ing spars, where it isclaimed 
to add as much as 200% strength. Obvi
ously, its application in such instances is 
practically unlimited, in everything from 
Quarter Scale to Peanuts. There are a couple 
of cautions to be observed however. The

This diagram shows how to wire up a 4069 Hex Inverter I.C. for use as a pulse inverter, which will let 
you run a negative pulse servo (such as a Pro-Line) with a positive pulse receiver. One section is used 
for each channel, with separate inputs and outputs, and common voltages from receiver to servos.
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Voltage divider type ot stick-to-electronic 
encoder circuits used in many of today's 
transmitters, also described in June’s text and 
omitted by mistake.

Single and six-channel servo buffer circuits 
described in June “ Electronics Corner” and 
omitted by mistake. Useful to maintain control 
signal ampli-tude with long extension leads.
Only one section labeled on 1C, other connec
tions in text.

material is composed of extremely fine fi
bers, and the instructions advise you to be 
extremely careful in handling it, as it can 
break off and "float around like cathair." 
That last word threw me, until I deciphered 
it to be "cat hair"! Nonetheless, I know that 
carbon fiber is stiff enough to embed itself in 
flesh and is almost impossible to remove. I 
don't know if Kevlar fibers are individually 
strong enough to do this, but I don't plan to 
research the problem. My recommenda
tions are not to handle it w ith bare fingers, 
and to use nose and eye protection while so 
doing. Overkill? W ell, maybe so, but as the 
old saying goes, better safe than sorry.

Older servos is the subject of a letter from 
Richard Boutillette, of Buchanan Dam, 
Texas, who tells us: "I find myself (and I'm 
certain others do likewise) with the need to 
update my old equipment. So I've got a 
bunch of servos from old equipment and 
need to try to find out which (if any) can be 
salvaged and used with the new gear!

"Specifically, I have a new Aristo 5 Ch. 
PCM. The older servos consist of Kraft KPS 
15 ll's. Royal Super Sports (based on the old 
D&R mechanics) and several Pro-Line 70 
Series servos. I get the impression that the 
Kraft items can be made useable by replac
ing the w iring and plug to match the Aristo 
items. I believe the same situation prevails 
for the Royal SS servos.

"N ow  as to the Pro-Lines, I know they 
were originally set up to receive a negative 
going input pulse (I have a scheme of these 
items). Are they amenable to and readily 
converted for use with the Aristo rig? I'd 
appreciate it if you might find time to offer 
your advice and opinion on this conversion 
activity. If perchance there has been a run
down on this subject in your column I'd

appreciate info on the month and year!"
W ell, a quick reference to my handy- 

dandy subject index (see EC May '90) re
veals that yes, I have discussed the subject 
before— in October 1984. Since almost five 
years have passed, I guess I can discuss it 
again without being accused of being repe
titious. Besides, there have been some new 
developments since then.

First off, irrespective of pulse polarity, 
there are some known cases of incompati
b ility  of older servos w ith some of the newer 
receivers, in some cases, much newer ser
vos that those that our friend in Texas men
tions. For example, the Futaba R129DP 
receiver w ill not accept all of the previously 
delivered Futaba servos, resulting in quite 
noticeable instability around center. If you 
experience this, the servos can be updated 
by Futaba—be sure to explain the situation 
in your letter. I do not know of any similar 
problems w ith the Aristocraft PCM receiv
ers, but due to different impedances be
tween the units, the same thing can be 
expected tooccurat least in some instances.

Now, the Kraft and Royal servos being 
positive pulse input devices w ill probably 
work w ith Richard's new receiver. If insta
b ility  is noted, I don't know of a quick fix to 
the servos themselves, but the cure would 
be the addition of a servo buffer device such 
as described in our )une issue. The negative 
input pulse Pro-Lines, assuming that they 
are three-wire units, are another story, but 
still usable. Actually, there are three pos
sible solutions.

Two o f them require the installation of a 
pulse inverting circuit between the receiver 
and the servos. Method #1 is Ace R/C's 
solution—the Pulse Inverter, available ei
ther assembled (14G18C ® $3.30) or in kit 
form (14G18 @ $2.30) just for this purpose. 
The inverter makes use of an NE 544 IC, 
mounted on a small PC board with all other 
required components and wiring. You have 
to provide the proper connectors, and a 
separate unit is required for each channel.

If you like to do it all yourself, you can go 
w ith #2: assemble your own pulse inverter 
around a 4069 Flex Inverter Integrated Cir
cuit, which requires only the application of 
the proper voltages, available from the re
ceiver servo outputs, and "in " and an "out" 
connections. The diagram included shows 
all o f the necessary connections: use one or 
as many of the six individual sections as 
required. A small Radio Shack printed cir
cuit board, No. 276-159, can be used to 
mount the IC and all its associated wiring.

My choice is #3, simply the complete re
placement o f the electronics with a modern 
amplifier, such as Ace R/C's 14G25 (Bantam 
Servo) or 14G25R (Midget Servo), available 
as a kit for only $10.75. You gain not only 
the elim ination of all those extra connec
tions and wiring, but in the case of the 
Proline servos, a twenty year gain on tech
nology. Now my best advice: Don't take any 
of the advice just offered!

Why? Let's think about this now! W hile 
ordinarily, my general advice is against 
purchasing cheap R/C equipment, the poor-
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est quality off-brand imported servo you can 
buy is going to be far superior to these older 
ones in design and w ill not have corroded 
feedback pots contacts or gummed-up 
motors w ith worn-out brushes. Even brand 
name servos can often be bought for less 
than $20, and off-brand cheapies for less 
than $10. There is a large investment o f time 
and money in any airplane now flying, and 
before I would trust its life to a twenty-year- 
old servo I would want to put in a new 
motor, new pot, new harness, and new 
electronics— everything but the plastics, a 
modernization which w ill actually cost more 
than a complete new servo.

I have a need to save money on my hobby 
also. For example, I use the lower nitro 
fuels— I don't race any more! I use slow 
setting epoxies, which actually are better 
because they have time to penetrate into the 
wood. But to me, saving money on R/C 
equipment can often be false economy. The 
most ragged Ugly Stik in the country is worth 
more to its owner than a servo. O r an old 
battery pack.

1991 is almost upon us. No, this is not a 
hint to make your New Year's reservations 

continued on page 90
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HE M D&TS CONTEST
I heard a cute little technical prob

lem the other day which w ill be a 
good one for you clever technical 

readers to think through. The question, in 
simple terms: Could a wind-propelled land 
vehicle, w ith a propeller-type w indm ill me
chanically connected to the wheels, travel 
directly into the wind, and could it travel 
downwind faster than the wind?

Figure 1 shows how our unique vehicle is 
configured. This "car" can be shifted into 
any gear ratio desired between the w indm ill 
and the wheels. It is known that iceboats can 
travel faster than the w ind crosswind (that is 
called "reaching," in case any o f you land
lubbers didn't know). But even excellent 
iceboats and sailboats can't go directly into 
the wind or go faster than the w ind velocity 
downwind. That would violate a few laws of 
physics, but our w indm ill-carrying land 
vehicle may be a different beast.

The first reader to give me the correct 
answers and explain why these answers are 
true w ill receive a ten dollar check through 
Uncle Samuel's postal service. No phone 
calls please. If I receive two or more correct 
answers in the same mail the prize w ill be 
split. I trust that any of you who may have 
heard this problem and the answers w ill 
disqualify yourselves. I w ill announce the 
winner(s) in a future column and explain the 
answers.
SCALE CONVERSIONS

There has been considerable confusion 
on how little airplanes relate to big air
planes. I have addressed a bit o f it, in the 
past, in my promotion of size-independent 
"W ing Cube Loading" in place of the usual 
wing (area) loading, which has the disad
vantage of varying with scale.

Those of us who like to study the technical 
aspects of our hobby are sometimes curious 
about, or need to know, other scaling con
versions. Here is a slightly-abbreviated list 
of the various theoretical relationships, which 
I am borrowing from Darrol Stinton's excel
lent text. The Design o f the Airplane, pub
lished by Van Nostrand Reinhold.

Note that I added W ing Cube Loading and 
Displacement Loading to the bottom of 
Stinton's list. The dimensions o f W ing Cube 
Loading are ounces over feet cubed, but 
these "cubic feet" don't represent any actual 
volume, since the third dimension used is 
the square root of wing area. WCL equals 
weight in ounces divided by wing area in 
square feet to the 1.5 power.

In my previous articles I pointed out that 
both weight and displacement are cubic 
functions of size, therefore displacement 
loading is a constant w ith changing scale. 
But as you can see by Stinton table, power 
varies as the seven-halves power of scale. 
Therefore power loading is not constant 
w ith scale. Confused? I hope I’m not. 
PAINT IS AN INSULATOR

You know it and I know it, but I still had 
problems because of it. I usually install the 
servos and then paint the model, to m ini
mize the chances of damaging the finish. If 
I was going to spray paint next to servo leads, 
I would mask the servo connectors before 
painting. I underestimated the distance that 
overspray can travel and stick, however, 
and how it can penetrate small openings. 
On one airplane I had radio trouble twice, 
and in each case traced it to a very light and 
essentially invisible dusting of spray paint 
on connector pins. In one case it was the 
switch connector pins, and in the other, the 
pins on the aileron servo in the wing. Be
ware! Acht nehmen! Akht! Attention! Atten- 
zione! Akta Dig!
M ECHANICAL "EXPO NENTIAL" DEVICES

In the April column of MD&TS I talked at 
length about unfavorable and favorable 
nonlinearity in R/C control systems, and 
proposed a do-it-yourself device which 
replaces a conventional servo arm to give 
favorable nonlinear control similar to the 
electronic "exponential" control available 
on some transmitters. I built several of the 
device shown in that column and played 
w ith them on the workbench, but I had not 
flown one when I mailed the column to 
Model Builder. Subsequent testing of the 
device convinced me that there was too 

much danger of the link
age becom ing d iscon
nected under flight loads, 
so I quickly rushed a warn
ing toMB, which was stuck 
into the column.

The fix turned out to be 
easy. The original version 
required a spring to keep 
the pushrod engaged and 
that spring had to be ex
cessively strong before I 
would trust it. The revised 
"safe" version is shown in 
Figure 2. The slots are 
closed so the pushrod 
cannot disengage, and no

—

Unit____________
Length
Area
Volume, mass & force 
Moment
Moment o f inertia
Velocity
Acceleration
Angular velocity
Angular acceleration
RPM
Power
Power loading 
W ing loading 
"W ing Cube Loading" 
"Displacement loading"

Conversion______________
scale
scale squared 
scale cubed
scale to  the fourth power 
scale to  the fifth  power 
the square root o f scale 
constant
1 / the square root o f scale 
1/ scale
1 / the square root o f scale
scale to  the 7/2 power
1 / the square root o f scale
scale
constant
constant

spring is required. I have built and tested this 
version, and it works OK, but we can do 
better yet. The problem w ith this one is that 
it is a bit tricky to make w ith neither binding 
nor backlash.
MODEL PRODUCTS' "LINE DRIVE"

You may recall that in April I discussed 
"Line Drive," a device marketed by Model 
Products Corp. It is an attachment, consist
ing of a drum and light steel cables con
nected to a pushrod fitting, to put on a servo 
in place of the customary arm. This gives a 
linear output instead o f the usual unfavor
able trigonometric output. By this I mean 
that the angle that a conventional servo arm 
assumes at the ends of its travel gives a lower 
rate of control surface travel than is provided 
near the neutral position. We would like just 
the opposite. We need to have relatively 
insensitive controls near neutral so we can 
fly very smoothly w ithout any tendency to 
over-control. On the other hand, for aero
batics, we need rapid full control-surface 
throws. Line Drive corrects the unfavorable 
nonlinearity of a conventional linkage, but it 
doesn't go the desired further step of provid
ing favorable nonlinearity, as transmitter 
exponential does.

I prefer to fly w ith exponential, whether 
electronic or mechanical, instead of dual 
rates, because dual rates complicate our 
flying, requiring us to adjust our reflexes to 
two different rates, and to take a thumb off a 
stick and blind ly find the dual-rate switches. 
I'm pleased to see that I have support. Otey 
Howe and Eloy Marez, in his "Electronics 
Corner" column in the March issue of this 
magazine, expounded the virtues of expo
nential. The mechanical devices I'm de
scribing can give you equivalent favorable 
nonlinearity w ithout an expensive transmit
ter which provides exponential (and other 
bells and whistles which you perhaps don't 
need).

Dick Remington's (Model ProductsCorp.) 
Line Drive unit is a nice little device. As it is 
now manufactured, Line Drive is linear, but 
it can easily be made favorably-nonlinear, 
like exponential! I have converted a Line 
Drive unit to exponential and have built 
several similar units of my own which are 
also nonlinear. The trick is shown in Figure
3. Dick's Line Drive has the servo shaft at the 
center of a circular drum which carries 
cables to the pushrod. By simply moving the 
shaft o ff center, as shown, the device be
comes nonlinear, yet retains all the advan
tages of this neat concept.

I chatted w ith Dick Remington by phone 
today. He points out that the linear Line 
Drive imparts no lateral motion to the 
pushrod at the servo, which allows a nar
rower slot for the pushrod to pass through on 
some aileron installations. That is not a 
problem in most o f my installations. The 
exponential-type action is more important
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to me. Dick said he w ill change the Line 
Drive literature to point out that these units 
can be mounted off center to gain exponen
tial. The amount of nonlinearity could even 
be made adjustable, as it is with electronic 
exponential.

In the meantime, to make your own 
nonlinear drum-and-cable-type device, turn 
or find a narrow plastic pulley about 1 -1/2 to 
1-3/4 inch diameter. (Line Drive isn't now 
manufactured large enough for optimum 
pushrod travel in my opinion.) Drill a hole 
through the pulley (drum) which is large 
enough in diameter to accept the hub of a 
standard arm for the servo you intend to use. 
The location of this off-center hole w ill 
determine the amount of nonlinearity you 
w ill get. W ith the hole located as shown in 
Figure 3, the nonlinearity is about 1.4 to 1.

Saw off the side of the drum opposite the 
off-center hole. Shorten or cut off any excess 
legs of the standard arm, put it through the 
hole, and attach it to the drum with screws. 
Procure about ten inches of strong flexible 
non-stretch cable or cord. Both Dick and I 
have used stranded steel cable about .015- 
inch dia. Some fishing leaders are OK.

D rill a small hole into the groove near 
each end of the pulley flat spot, so you can 
thread the cable through the holes with 
enough bends in it to keep it from slipping 
after completion. The two ends of this length 
o f cable wrap around the drum in opposite 
directions and are attached under tension to 
a special long pushrod end-fitting. The tricky 
part is to get the parts properly arranged and 
hold them wh i le one secures the cable tightly 
for zero backlash.

I used short brass tubing sleeves over the 
cable and rod ends and soldered them on. 
Line Drive uses staking and set screws. The 
pulley-groove radius should be close to the 
radius of the pushrod end, to keep the unit 
aligned so the cable doesn't unwrap from 
the drum.

If you understand all o f this description 
and it doesn't scare you, you are qualified to 
build one. This device w ill improve the 
quality of your aerobatic flying significantly. 
I like the flight response of mine very much. 
It is 100% reliable and trouble free, and 
weighs only a fraction o f an ounce.
THE INVERTED RUDDER-TURN 
AN O M ALY

Most of us who fly inverted are using 
aileron-equipped airplanes. Ailerons work 
the same way inverted as they do upright, 
but did you ever think about what a rudder 
does when the plane is inverted? "Right 
rudder" w ill become left rudder if the plane 
is upside down, and the plane should turn to 
the left instead of to the right. Right (meaning 
"correct") and wrong!

The rudder w/V/deflect to the left as viewed 
from the ground, but an inverted model 
w ithout ailerons w ill turn to the right when 
given "right" rudder. I have flown such 
models inverted and that is what happens. 
The rudder inputs are normal; only the ele
vator inputs must be reversed for inverted 
flight. The anomaly yielded to analysis, and 
I think I have seen it in print elsewhere, but 
I can't give you a reference.

We need to go into the "as-viewed-froms" 
a bit before we go further. In a manned 
airplane flying inverted, if the pilot applies 
right rudder the plane w ill yaw to the right as 
he sees it, since he is inverted along w ith the 
plane, but it w ill yaw left as seen from the 
ground. An R/C pilot is seeing from the 
ground, so an inverted R/C plane w ill yaw 
left when given right rudder.

You may have noticed that R/C models 
w ithout ailerons usually have considerable 
dihedral. The dihedral isn't there just to 
make them more stable, it is there to make 
them turn. Rudders produce yaw, but a 
yawed airplane w ith the wings level turns 
only very slowly. To get normal turns we 
must roll the airplane and then use up eleva
tor to increase the lift, so the lateral compo
nent of lift pulls the airplane around the turn.

But, how can we roll an airplane w ith no 
ailerons, in order to make it turn? W ecan do 
it w ith the rudder. The rudder of a plane with 
no dihedral w ill produce chiefly yaw, but if 
the plane has significant dihedral we get a 
lot of yaw/roll coupling.

Why this is true isn't d ifficult to under
stand. You may recall that dihedral has two 
purposes. One is to produce roll stability. If 
one wing gets above the other the dihedral 
w ill make it effectively shorter than the other 
wing in the horizontal plane, so the high 
"short" w ing w ill have less lift and w ill drop 
back down to level where it has the same 
effective length and lift as the other wing.

continued on page 91
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R E V I E W

MULTIPLEX 
mc3030 RADIO

BY ELOY M AREZ

The many-(eatured Multiplex mc3030 transmitter, 
shown here with the long sticks recommended 
for the European tray-supported style of flying. It 
is fully programmable to your individual model 
and flying style.

If  you are the kind o f modeler who buys 
his radio equipment by the pound, i.e., 
the cheapest that you can find, you 
probably don't want to read any farther. 

My advice to you is to total up your losses in 
airplanes due to "bargain" radios, and re
consider whether you might be better off in 
the long run with R/C equipment of higher 
quality. If you can then concede that relia
b ility  and inexpensive are not synonymous, 
allow  me to introduce you to the Multiplex 
Company and its Profi mc3030 R/C system.

Multiplex is a West German concern, and 
has been producing R/C equipment for the 
modeler for close to thirty years. In the 
interim, it has come from the admittedly 
crude devices of those early days to some of 
the most sophisticated and expertly designed 
and built equipment now available. It is just 
as obvious that Multiplex has not evolved 
into a mass market company. Its philoso
phy, even in its home country, seems to be 
that there are Mercedes 600s, and there are 
Volkswagen "Beetles." You see both of them 
on the German autobahn, but there the 
resemblance ends [Though Multiplex equip
ment is high in price as well as quality, it has 
a large following in Europe where it has 
performed consistently for many years with 
frequency spacing as little as 10 KHz while 
we in the U.S. were still flying w ith 80 KHz 
channels and long before the words "nar
row band" were of any consequence to the

American R/Cer. Though a lot of us knew of 
Multiplex and its excellent reputation for 
years, the equipment did not become avail
able in thiscountry until 1985, when Beemer 
R/C, still the sole importer, distributor, and 
service facility, was established in Phoenix, 
Arizona. This company carries not only 
Multiplex R/C systems, but also the varied 
line of model kits, primarily sailplanes, for 
which the parent company is also famous.

Now, for the Profi mc3030! This report 
w ill focus primarily on the transmitter, since 
the airborne equipment is the same as sup
plied w ith the Multiplex Royal MC, the 
subject of our report in the May 1986 MB. I 
can attest from personal experience as to the 
reliability of the PCM-DS receiver and Profi 
servos— mine have performed flawlessly all 
that time. I appreciate the fact that Multiplex 
has seen fit to stay w ith a successful design 
rather than offer a "new and improved" 
version annually.

The Profi mc3030 is a nine-channel PCM/ 
PPM transmitter, of the so-called "com
puter" type; its operation is accurately con
trolled by a user-programmed microproces
sor. More about that later. It is, by U.S. 
standards, a large transmitter, being de
signed for the European tray-supported style 
of flying. Its actual dimensions are 9-3/8 
inches wide by 8-7/16 inches high by 1 -5/8 
inches thick. In comparison to another trans
mitter style, this makes it 1-11/16 inches

wider, 2-1/16 inches higher, but 1-3/16 
inches thinner than the nine-channel Futaba 
1024 transmitter. Weight-wise it is almost 
identical, actually weighing only one-half 
ounce more, at two pounds fifteen ounces. 
It is furnished w ith two twist-off control stick 
ends, one of 2-5/8 inches height for thumb- 
and-forefinger tray supported flying, and 
one of 1-1/4 inches height for thumb hand
held operation. As an option, the long sticks 
can be fitted w ith pushbutton switches 
mounted on the tips for auxiliary channel 
operation. The antenna is mounted in a ball- 
and-socket assembly which can be set for 
best angle and then locked in place with an 
externally located screw. Remember that 
the most efficient antenna angle is perpen
dicular to the ground. W hile this can be 
somewhat awkward w hile flying, at least a 
45 degree angle is recommended and w ill 
be better than the straight-out angle gener
ally seen. The antenna is removable and a 
lock-in holder is available on the rear of the 
case.

The transmitter case is completely plastic, 
of what appears to be a fiber reinforced 
material, in a dark grey matte finish. Quite 
professional looking w ithout being in the 
least bit gaudy! A further example of the 
mechanical quality of this unit is the use of 
what I consider the epitome of toggle 
switches: U.S.-made C&K flat-handled 
switches which I know are quantity priced at
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(Right) The Menu Tree as programmed into the 
3030 and accessed through the eight-button 

keyboard. Extremely easy to understand and to 
follow. (Below) Charger connections to multi- 

contact socket on mc3030 transmitter, to be used 
with chargers such as Ace R*C variable chargers.

about five bucks each. The feel of the handle 
in your fingers and the solid "c lick" as the 
switch is operated tells you that you've got 
mechanical quality in your hand. No skinny 
handled, w ishy-washy w orking cheap 
switches here!

In the middle of the transmitter, between 
the gimbal assemblies, are four slider type 
controls. You are partially correct in assum
ing that they are auxiliary channel controls. 
This type of control should be appreciated, 
as I know that few fliers like the switch or 
rotary knob operated controls found on the 
majority of transmitters. However, two of

9  E  3  Q
Ed L. U  l£j

All transmitter programming is done with these 
eight clearly marked keys; inputs are displayed 
on the large LCD at the top of the Tx case.

The easily removable rear cover reveals a 
modern, uncluttered interior. In addition to the 
electronic programming, the transmitter can be 
tailored mechanically to suit individual prefer
ences.

STATUS

MENU t

TRAVEL-REVERSE I

X
MEMORIES

TIMER

CONTROL

COMBI · SWITCH

MENU 2

OPERATING
PERIOD

TEACHER

COPRELATE

CONTROL
SERVO

USR- MIX
DRAG-SWITCH

MENU 3

PPM/PCM

these levers, the inner two, have another 
unique and very useful function. They are 
not really channel controllers, but are actu
ally a reference point for the outer two, 
which are in fact the channel levers. The 
inner levers can be positioned as desired by 
pushing them outwards towards their com
panion channel lever and moving them to 
any desired position. When flying, to arrive 
at a predetermined control position, it is 
only necessary to move the channel lever 
parallel to the reference lever— no need to 
take your eyes o ff your airplane or to search 
for a desired control amount!

The battery in the mc3030 consists of 
only six cells, yet it is capable of producing 
more than enough RF energy for its intended 
purpose. This is basically the same battery 
and RF circuitry used in the Royal MC, and 
as I stated earlier, I have found that system to 
be completely reliable. There is a difference, 
though, between this transmitter and both 
the Royal MC and all other transmitters that 
I know of. This one is powered by the new 
Sanyo SCE 1700 mAH capacity cell, for 
which an operating time of over eight hours 
per charge is claimed. When in itia lly turned 
on, the digital display includes in its basic 
information the battery voltage in both a 
digital (for hundredth volt accuracy) and 
analog (for instant readability) form. The 
latter is a series of bars, which for a full 
charge extend to the extreme right side of the 
screen, lessening in number as the voltage 
diminishes. An accumulative operating 
period timer also appears on this initial 
display, which can be reset at any time and 
can be used as a measure of either the 
elapsed time since charging or the day's 
activities. Either w ill give one an excellent 
indication of the safe remaining flight time. 
If that isn't enough, included is a built-in 
battery monitor which emits an audio signal 
when you are down to 15 minutes operating 
time. And if you are extremely insensitive to 
warnings, you can install an emergency 
back-up battery, which is automatically

switched in when the primary one dies 
completely, giving you an additional 15-20 
minutes. Even this latter safety device is 
provided w ith a safety device; a red LED 
which normally illuminates to indicate a 
power on condition goes into a blinking 
mode to indicate you are operating on back
up power!

Seems one can't use the transmitter bat
tery as an excuse anymore, doesn't it? Seri
ously, don't overlook the fact that all these 
features are far from being gimmicks; they 
provide useful information. Additionally, 

continued on page 92

Only the outboard two of the four linear slides in 
the center of the Tx are used for auxiliary 
controls; the inboards are positionable to 
provide a reference point while flying.

The on-off switch, the serrated plastic tab at the 
top, is completely immune to inadvertent or 
accidental operation. Note also the high-quality 
flat toggles for auxiliary operations.
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BY MITCH POLING

I
 did not have space in the last column to 
discuss five of the ten connectors pre
sented in the table. Now is the time! The 
five remaining connectors and meas

ured resistances were the Adams (0.45 mil- 
liohms), the Sermos (0.28 milliohms), the R/ 
C Prep (1.18 milliohms), the Deans two-pin 
connector (1.03 milliohms), and my own 
design homemade connector (0.30 m il
liohms).

The Adams style connector is quite popu
lar in Europe. It was marketed in the U.S. for 
awhile by Les Adams. It is gold plated, and 
very well made. It is also sold in some 
electronic stores. The shanks are hollow, 
and the wire is flow soldered into the shank. 
The overall size is a little large, about one 
inch long when plugged together. It does not 
have a housing; heat-shrink tubing is used 
for insulation. Since it does require more 
room, it would be best in larger planes.

The Sermos connector came out the best 
in the tests, and it is a very unique design. 
The contacts are silver plated. A leaf spring 
in the connector housing forces the contact 
faces together very strongly. This is the 
connector that is preferred by many fliers 
and car racers for high power installations. 
It has made an excellent reputation for itself. 
If you wish to disassemble the contact and 
housing, however, it is quite a job. There is 
a special tool that makes iteasier; I think C.S. 
Systems, 31 Perry St., M iddleboro, MA 
02346, (508)947-2805 might have it. The 
wire is flow  soldered into the shank, and you 
must be careful that no solder gets past the 
shank area into the contact area. If that 
happens, the contacts w ill not mate fully, 
and the resistance w ill go up. The contacts 
are not male/female, so polarity is created

(Above) Mitch Poling's homemade power con
nectors are ultra simple, being made from hobby 
shop brass tubing, but they outperformed all of 
the commercial connectors Mitch tested except 
the Sermos. Small and light, too. (Below) This 
month's colum tells how to polarize Deans 
connectors to prevent accidental backwards 
hookup.

Practical electric powered R/C helicopters are 
here at last, folks. Horst Wiederhold (left) and Kai 
Reuter demonstrated their Graupner Star 
chopper during a recent meet in Bad Nauhweim, 
in West Germany. Power is a 355-5 Plettenberg 
colbalt motor on 24 cells. More in text.

by locking the housings together to make a 
single plug unit. You can rotate one housing 
90 degrees on its axis to make an even more 
definite polarity. The ridges molded in the 
housing w ill accommodate this rotation for 
one side o f the connection, but not the 
other, which must be glued w ith CA glue. 
The total size of a single connection is 3/ 
8x1-5/8x3/8 inches, which is bulky, espe
cially in smaller models. CS Systems and 
others sell the Sermos plugs.

R/C Prep markets a connector that is 
popular for offroad cars. It is a clever design, 
w ith wide flat contacts, is gold plated, and 
quite small. This plug was a big surprise, in 
that it did not do nearly as well as I had 
expected it to. It has lots of surface area, but 
that d idn't seem to help. I worked on this one 
to try to make it better. I increased the 
contact pressure, and even solder coated 
the faces to see if that would make a differ
ence. Nothing made any major change, so I 
am really mystified about what is going on. 
It is about as good as the Deans two-pin 
plug.

The Deans two-pin plug is the "old faith
ful" I have been using for years. It is very 
small, easy to solder, and is gold plated. I use 
two pins per line, so the usual plus and 
minus plug w ill use four pins. The Deans 
plug relies on a gap between the first and 
second pin to establish polarity. On earlier 
plugs this gap was not much different from 
the regular pin spacing, so it was possible to 
get connections reversed. Deans widened 
this gap considerably a couple of years ago, 
so now it is not possible to accidentally

reverse connect the four-pin plug. The Deans 
are used for offroad cars— obviously some
one registered some complaints! I prefer to 
polarize by using two female pins and two 
male pins as shown in the photo. It is easy to 
pull two pins from a four-pin connector with 
needle nose pliers. Since Deans come in all
male or all-female blocks, conversion means 
pulling two pins from each block and insert
ing them into the other block to give a plug 
block w ith two female pins together and two 
male pins together. I use the male pins for 
the plus lead from the battery and polarize 
all other connections accordingly. This type 
of polarization also evens out the use of 
male and female pins. Before I went to this 
system I always had a surplus of female pins 
and a shortage of male pins. This was be
cause I have a lot o f motors, which in my old 
system used male pins. The Deans plugs are 
available from Ace R/C.

Last, but not least, the homemade con
nectors came out very well, better than any 
connector other than the Sermos. These 
connectors are simple, easy to make, and 
inexpensive. I made them out o f a generic 
brand of brass tubing, 3/16 and 1/8-inch 
outer diameters. K&S brass tubing would do 
as w e lI. The smaIler diameter tube fits inside 
the larger one w i th just enough clearance for 
an easy fit. I cut 7/16-inch long pieces; the 
smaller tube is the male fitting. See the 
photo. The w iring is soldered to the outside 
of the female connector and to the inside of 
the male connector. Alternatively, the male 
could be made longer, about 5/8-inch, and 
the extra length used as a shank. The wire
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could then be soldered on the outside of the 
male connector as well. The insidediameter 
o f the male tube is large enough to accom
modate up to 12 gauge wire. I used a K&S 
tubing cutter to make the connectors; this 
makes a very smooth cut. It does leave a 
ridge inside the tubes, which has to be filed 
down w ith a small round file. I sand or file 
the inside of the female connector and the 
outside of the male connector to clean off 
the oxidation layer, which w ill cause extra 
resistance. (Since these connectors are not 
plated, this w ill have to be done periodi
cally.) Squeeze the female connector slightly 
w ith pliers so that the connectors fit firm ly. 
This is a matter of feel; too hard and the 
connectors w ill be difficult to take apart, too 
light and the resistance w ill go up. Finally, I 
use heat-shrink tubing to make a neat cover
ing and protect against shorts: 1/4-inch 
diameter heat shrink is ideal for the female, 
3/16-inch for the male. I let the heat-shrink

Graupner unveiled several new products at the 
recent Nuremberg Toy Fair, one of which is the 
“Chili" (who comes up with these names, 
anyway?), a high-performance motorglider for up 
to 16 cells.

lap over the end of the female connector 
about 1/16 inch before shrinking, this w ill 
then shrink down to cover the cut end. The 
heat-shrink on the male is there to cover the 
wire and does not overlap onto the male 
connector surface. This means you have to 
pull on the wire on the male to take the 
connection apart. If this is a problem, make 
the male longer with a shank, as mentioned 
before. The connection when finished is 
about the same size as the two-pin Deans 
(about 1/2 inch long), but with a contact 
resistance that is less than a third as much. 
The cost per connection is about 20 cents! 
So there you have it, an inexpensive and 
efficient connector!

I think from this experience with connec

The new Fokker E-Ill Eindecker from Graupner appears to be very close to scale, although no such 
claims are made. Span is 53 inches, for up to eight cells.

tors that the factors that matter are: surface 
area (the more the better); pressure of the 
contacts (the more the better); and plating. 
|ohn Sermos told me that silver plating beats 
gold plating in high current applications. 
The Sermos connectors are silver plated. 
This data makes me think John is right. The 
gold plated connectors in my data did not do 
as well as the Sermos connectors, or even as 
well as some of the unplated connectors. 
The advantage of gold is that it is mainte
nance free, it does not oxidize. Silver and 
unplated contacts should be cleaned occa
sionally.

I did an unplanned experiment on contact 
pressure. I accidentally squeezed the home
made female connector a little more than 
usual. The resulting connection was very 
tight, and difficult to pull apart. But the 
contact resistance dropped to 0.23 m il- 
liohms! That is the lowest value I have seen 
for any connector in these sizes. W ell, there 
you have it, and now you too can evaluate 
connectors.

I decided to check out fuse losses w hile I 
was at it. I used the automotive plastic spade 
lug type fuses, w ith spade lug type holders. 
I measured the voltage drop by sliding the 
wire insulation back from the connection to 
the spade lug, then clipping on the voltmeter 
probes. The table shows the resistance val
ues for the fuses in milliohms:

Fuse Milliohms
10A 13.3
15A 6.7
20A 4.6
25A 3.3
30A 2.6

The spade lugs on the fuses were sanded 
before measuring to make sure the resis
tance was minimum. Nevertheless, these 
values are high compared to connectors. In 
fact, if the Sermos or homemade connectors

are used, the fuse w ill represent over half of 
the connection losses. My recommendation 
is to avoid the use of 10 or 15 amp fuses; use 
a 20 amp fuse or larger. The 20 amp fuse 
should protect even the 020 size motors. 
Using current squared times resistance, the 
loss in a 10A fuse at 20 amperes is 5 watts, 
which is considerable. It is 2 watts for a 20A 
fuse, and 1 watt for a 30A fuse, which is a lot 
more acceptable. You can om it the fuse 
altogether, but that is a risk that is unaccept
able to most fliers. W ith no fuse, you stand 
a strong chance o f having a fire if the plane 
crashes. What happens is that the insulation 

continued on page 96

Graupner’s new “ Elektro Junior" is well suited to 
beginners because of its relatively slow flying 
speeds. Takes up to seven cells.
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(Above) GMP's new 30-size "Viper" should be 
available by the end of summer. It uses a unique 
fiberglass pan for the lower fuselage, clear 
canopy on top. Will retail for about $400. (Left) A 
close-up of the Viper's innards reveals a forward
facing engine, belt drive transmission, belt drive 
tail rotor, and straight linkages from the servos 
to the controls. Rotor head will be an all-metal 
piece similar to the GMP Elite, but smaller.

(Above) The latest offering from Miniature 
Aircraft USA is called the "Triumph," designed 
expressly for all-out FAI competition. Features 
the very best of everything, and sports a white 
gelcoated fiberglass fuselage. More details in 
text. (Right) Details of the power train used in the 
Triumph. Features push-pull controls throughout 
and a forward-facing engine mounted on rubber 
dampers. Mechanics are assembled in a special 
jig at the factory.
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For the next few months, we w ill delve 
into various aspects of hel icopter pri n- 
ciple and theory. In the August 1989 
issue, we explained in detail the tech

nical reasons why helicopters are more dif
ficult to fly than airplanes: One, because of 
predicting translational motion from rota
tional motion requires four orders of time in
tegrations in the pilot's head; two, to control 
a helicopter successfully, the pilot must 
simultaneously manage six unstabledegrees 
of freedom. Model helicopters are even 
harder to pilot than full-size helicopters 
because small flying objects have a shorter 
reaction time constant. In the January 1990 
issue, we discussed helicopter stability the
ory, during which we explained the stability 
benefit o f having a Bell-H iller stabilizer bar, 
also known as a flybar. This month we w ill 
discuss helicopter control theory, and ex
plain why a flybar is useful from a control 
theory standpoint. For follow ing months, 
we w ill continue w ith model helicopter 
acoustic theory, explain the physical mecha
nism of how rotor blade noise is generated, 
and discussoptimal airfoils for model blades, 
horizontal stabilizer sizing and angle, etc.

As usual, before we delve into the heavy- 
duty stuff, let's look at some o f the new 
model helicopters and accessories on the 
market. Just coming off the press are GMP's 
30-size Viper and Miniature Aircraft Sup
plies' Triumph. Triumph w ill be the flagship 
of MAS. It w ill cost $1499 apiece! Whew! 
But, Triumph w ill come already assembled 
and built by Ted Schoonard himself. A ll the 
Triumphs w ill be built in a jig, therefore, 
they w ill all come out identical. A special 
gelcoated fuselage that looks like a mix 
between a Jet Ranger and an Aerospatiale 
Squirrel is included in the kit. The model 
features belt drive transmission, 9.45 gear 
ratio (but three other gear ratios are avail
able), carbon graphite composite frames, 
double push-pull for all controls, gyro and 
tank located at the c.g., torque tube tail 
drive, rubber mount engine, and many other 
features. The list o f features that Ted sent me 
covered a whole page. Maybe he ought to 
just list the features as an ad. It looks mighty 
impressive. The most interesting line was 
that all Triumph buyers w ill have a private 
serial number, and you must provide this 
number when ordering Triumph parts, and 
a private toll-free number w ill be provided 
to Triumph customers. The pictures shown 
were sent to me by Ted Schoonard. From the 
descriptions and pictures, the mechanics 
seems impeccable. We w ill let you know 
more details in the future. By the time you 
read this, Triumph w ill be available.

Even though GMP and MAS work inde
pendently, the 30-size Viper looks almost 
like a scaled down version of the Triumph. 
Viper also has a front facing engine, servos 
located all over the side frames, fuel tank



Century Import's 3-Dimension R/C Helicopter 
training stand can do away with a great deal of 
the grief (and expense) of learning to fly R/C 
helicopters. It allows the model to rise, yaw, and 
translate, and simulates free flight quite well.

Here you can see that the supporting plate is 
mounted on four rubber dampers to allow the 
model to tilt. This is very important, otherwise, in 
order to move sideways, the rotor head will tilt 
too much and cause excessive stress on the hub.

New products from Century Imports include a 
precision blade pitch gauge and Black Shark 
tuned pipes and headers. Nice looking parts, eh?

located near the c.g., and belt drive trans
mission. But the Viper only costs a third as 
much (retails for around $400). Triumph is 
aimed at becoming the ultimate 60-size FAI 
machine, while Viper is aimed at becoming 
the king o f the road of 30-size helicopters. 
Viper is designed as a high quality, high 
performance mini helicopter that offers more 
aerobatic capabilities than existing 30-size 
models. Everything is made in the U.S., and 
mostly o f metal construction. A metal m ini- 
Legend Elite rotor head w ill be supplied. It is 
identical to the 60 Elite rotor head, except it

is about half the size. CMP says Viper's 
precision mini Elite head w ill also fit Con
cept 30, Shuttle, and other 30-size helicop
ters. The frames w ill come in a beige color. 
In the future, other colors, such as yellow, 
pink, white, etc. w ill be offered. Legend's 
belt drive tail rotor system is used. The 
landing gear is very unconventional. It uses 
an aluminum plate in place of the normal 
struts. The web looks like Mr. Sensui's heli
copter used at the W orld Championships. I 
saw the Viper when I was on a trip to 
California last month. I did not get to fly it 
because it was still in the prototype stage. 
But, CMP says they w ill send their first kit to 
us for a review. How nice. Now I just have 
to find time to build it and test it. (Last time 
I counted, I have built 33 helicopters, and 19 
planes. And I estimate that since 19731 have 
dumped at least $15,000 in R/C modeling. 
That's more money spent on hobby than on 
dates! Does your w ife or girlfriend com
plain?) Stay tuned, we w ill give you our 
usual 10-page review w ith lots of handling 
quality evaluations, and w ith hair shaving 
close-up photos.

A few months ago, Century Import, in San 
Jose, California, sent Ray Hostetler and me 
a Century 3-Dimensional Helicopter Train
ing stand. Ray reported his results in the 
December 1989 RCM. Basically, he seemed 
to be very pleased w ith it. As I already know 
how to fly R/C helicopters, I gave mine to a 
local beginner to use. It took about three 
hours to assemble. Then we mounted his 
GMP King Cobra on it. We concluded that 
it provided very good simulation of a free 
flying helicopter. The beginner and I both 
liked it very much. The unit retails for $ 199. 
If two or three people get together and 
purchase one unit and learn on it, then it is 
definitely worth it. It could save you one or 
two crashes. Later, it can be used again for 
learning nose-in hover. This 3-dimensional 
training stand allows the model to rise ver
tically, yaw freely, and tilt fore/aft or left/ 
right. The swinging arm is spring loaded, so 
the helicopter only has to lift its own weight.

Century Import also sent us a new, ano
dized black tuned pipe system (called Black 
Shark Tuned Pipes). The picture shows their 
tuned pipe, new pitch gauge, and transmit
ter cases. The black anodized exhaust sys
tem looks very nice. They match the black 
anodized frames on Hirobo, Kalt, GMP, 
Schluter, and X-Cell helicopters. In the let
ter, Century says these black anodized tune 
pipes and headers are custom made for 
them, and are similar to the Hatori pipe 
design. Three header configurations are 
available: left side side-exhaust for Schluter 
helicopters and Kalt Excalibur, right side 
side-exhaust for CMP, X-Cell, and Kalt 
Cyclone, and rear exhaust header for CMP, 
X-Cell, Kalt, and Hirobo. The U-shaped 
pipes are $64.95. The headers are $36.95 
each. For more information call Century at 
(408) 436-1325.

W hile we are talking about exhaust sys
tem, Kevin DeShazer, at KDI in Seattle, 
mailed me a very interesting gadget that he 
is now starting to sell. Kevin is the one who

For a real touch of professionalism, get yourself 
one of the single or double transmitter carrying 
cases from Century Imports. Priced at around 
$70 and $100 each respectively.

The modified GMP Prohead on the author's 
Cobra is a good example of the Bell control 
system. Note that no flybar is used; cyclic
controls go from the swashplate directly to the 
rotor blades. See Figure 2 also.

The Hiller control system as used on the GMP 
Rebel. This design uses a flybar, and only one 
control rod is needed from the swashplate to the 
flybar. Cyclic control inputs will rotate the flybar 
to change the angle of the Hiller paddles. Refer 
also to Figure 3.

designed and manufactures the transmitter 
tray and power grip starter unit that we 
showed in "Over the Counter." His new 
product is a rubber bladder unit that at-

Our columnist has been the fastest kid on his 
block ever since he installed a Rossi 60H ABC 
and tuned pipe in his Schluter "Magic!" Definitely 
not for the faint of heart!
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on my Magic. Boy, that thing is like a rocket! 
The Rossi is expensive and takes a long time 
to break in. It has so much compression, I 
have to loosen the glow plug to start the 
engine. Once the engine gets started, I tighten 
the plug. It is not the engine for the average 
flier. But if you want gusto at any expense, 
then this Rossi is it. It retails for $399 and 
comes w ith a matching tuned pipe that has 
a swinging header which allows the pipe to 
fit almost any helicopter. The specifications 
says it has 1.95 hp. After flying it, I certainly 
believe so. My Magic with the Rossi 60 flies 
even faster than when I used the Enya 80H. 
However, the Rossi 60 costs almost $100 
more than the Enya 80H. Note, my Rossi is 
the three-port design 60H. By the end of this 
year, Rossi w ill be out w ith a new five-port 
60H which has even more power! Probably 
an even higher price tag, too.

We tached my Magic, and noticed the 
head speed was 1700. This means the Rossi 
was turning at 17,000 (Magic has 10:1 gear 
ratio). Rossi is truly a powerhouse. But it 
requires diligence in breaking in and setting 
up. The Rossi is perfect for people who like 
to fly flat out fast! W ith increased forward 
speed, my Magic does beautiful axial rolls. 
The Enya 80H may be great for the heavier 
Magic w ith Jet Ranger fuselage. The 80H 
puts out more torque, which allows running 
at lower rotor rpm and higher collective 
pitch. Lower rpm reduces cyclic control 
sensitivity and thus more scale like han
dling. Scale model helicopters also sound 
more scale w ith lower head speed, because 
human ears perceive tonal qualities by the 
frequency o f the sound. The frequency 
content of rotor noise is exactly proportional 
to rotor rpm. As real helicopter main rotor 
rpm is around 450, and model rotors turn at 
1500, their sound characteristics are quite 
different. By reducing model rotor rpm, it 
would sound more like real helicopters. We 
w ill talk more about my Magic w ith these 
two engines in my Magic update.

My Rebel is flying very well, in spite of the 
engine. It is an extremely stable helicopter. 
This is because the soft flapping head gives 
soft cyclic response. The fixed-pitch design 
gives it 100% Bell-H iller stability mixing 
ratio. And, the hingeless nylon rotor head 
design helps eliminate teetering slop and 
dead-band that exist on traditional pivoting 
teetering head designs. However, the verti
cal control response o f a fixed pitch design, 
like the Rebel, w ill always be slower than 
any collective model. My suggestion is to 
make sure that you buy a decent 45 size 
engine, or a top quality 40 size engine. A 
good 45 is ideal. You should definitely avoid 
a 50 size engine; it w ill be too much. The 
cheap 40-size engine that I have in mine just 
doesn't quite do the job. W ith a 45, the 
Rebel makes an inexpensive and stable first 
helicopter. My friend, Jim O'Brien, has an 
airplane 45 engine in his Rebel, and his flies 
great. I w ill have to put a 45 in mine, then do 
some pylon races w ith him. Make sure you 
buy a rate gyro, any inexpensive one w ill 
work fine. Any low-cost airplane radio w ill 
work great, too, but just don't buy an el

taches to any regular airplane or heli muffler 
to quiet it down further. The rubber bladder 
has many small holes. The principle is 
somewhat similar to a gun's silencer. The 
one he sent me was for 40-45 size engines. 
He also has one for 60 size engines. Kevin 
says these rubber silencers w ill cause very 
little power loss, sometimes have even 
showed minute power increase. I plan on 
putting mine on a Concept 30 or on my CMP 
Rebel. I w ill do some flight tests and let you 
know the results next time.

The weather is finally getting nice on the 
East Coast. W ith Daylight Saving Time I can 
put in some flying after work, then go back 
to work again after dinner. I am very fortu
nate to have a nice, big grass flying field right 
where I work, at the University o f Maryland.
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This sequence of 
photos demonstrates 
the Concept 30's 90% 
Bell-Hiller mixing ratio. 
Tilting the flybar 10 
degrees relative to the 
rotor shaft will change 
the main rotor blade 
pitch by 9 degrees. The 
flybar may tilt relative 
to the shaft because of 
an outside gust or the 
pilot's cyclic input. 
Note that the 
swashplate is level in 
all three photos.

The field is remote from all the buildings and 
parking lots, so it makes a quiet and safe 
flying paradise for me. Besides building a 
new 60-size X-Cell custom, I have been 
putting many flight hours on my Magic, 
Excalibur, and Rebel. I need to start practic
ing FAI on my Concept because Model 
Builder and Kyosho are sponsoring the first 
30-size only helicopter contest. As Model 
Builder's heli columnist, I should be there, 
so I might as well compete in the FAI class. 
This w ill be my first FAI contest, and I 
probably w ill get blown out of the sky by 
veterans. People ask me how I have time to 
do research, work on a PhD degree, build 
models, fly them, write articles, and still 
watch some TV? W ell, I just don't sleep!

I have recently installed a Rossi 60H ABC





R E V I E W

KALT EXCAUBUR 
HEUCOPTER

BY JAMES WANG

B
ecause o f the tremendous amount of 
information that we w ill cover, this 
review w ill be in two parts. This 
month I shall discuss the flying quali

ties, crash-worthiness, and features o f the 
new Kalt "Excalibur" helicopter. I w ill also 
get into air and ground resonance. Next 
month I w ill complete the review by discuss
ingsetting up of the Excalibur, programming 
the JR PCM-10 for the Excalibur, the JR-120 
gyro, and performing aerobatics w ith the 
Excalibur.

Let's make this review terse and succinct. 
(That was the objective.) I give the Excalibur 
two thumbs up! Yes, I really like it. Last 
month we reviewed the Kalt "Cyclone II," 
which has the same K-5 main rotor head as 
the Excalibur, however, I would not give the 
Cyclone two thumbs up. The Cyclone has 
an air resonance problem and the collective 
pitch mechanism has slop. There are three 
ways of getting around Cyclone's resonating

1) very nice handling qualities in calm 
weather, 2) very high quality parts, 3) it is the 
easiest 60-size contest helicopter that I have 
ever assembled. However, it is not an inex
pensive kit. It retails for $999.99. Replace
ment parts are not the cheapest either. For 
example, the plastic canopy costs $51.99.

(Above) The Excalibur 
shows oft its clean lines 
while in a rock-stable 
hover. It's an expensive 
machine, to be sure, but 
it's also one of the best 
performing .60 size 
helicopters available.
James Just loves it.
(Right) The Excalibur uses 
the same molded K-5 rotor 
head as the Kalt “ Cyclone" 
reviewed last month. The 
machine's aerobatic 
capabilities are further 
enhanced by the JR PCM- 
10H's stunt trim feature and 
reverse tail rotor mixing.

problem; we w ill go over them later when 
we discuss the air resonance phenomenon. 
Even though Excalibur uses the same K-5 
rotor head, it does not exhibit the same air 
resonance because it has different natural- 
body frequencies.

The three reasons that I likeExcaliburare:
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But, if you are an intermediate or expert flier, 
then you w ill appreciate this helicopter. I 
usually do not recommend that beginners 
start out with expensive, 60-size contest 
models because they require more diligent 
setting up, and the instructions are usually 
not geared toward beginners. However, for 
the above mentioned three reasons, I would 
not hesitate recommending that a beginner 
start out on the Excalibur. The only draw
back is that it costs more than other 60-size 
models on the market.

I have read other reviews on the Kalt 
Cyclone which said the Cyclone can be 
made into a great hot-dogging machine by 
purchasing an extra 60-size engine mount, 
add a tuned pipe, get a new 60-size cooling 
shroud, buy a new Excalibur bearing mixer 
and swashplate, etc. But why bother? You 
w ill end up spending a few hundred dollars, 
and the Cyclone would still not match up to 
the Excalibur! Leave the Cyclone to the 
beginners for whom it was designed. The 
Cyclone may cost half as much as the Excali
bur, but there is twice as much slop every
where. The bottom line is, you get what you 
pay for, and a helicopter does best at what 
it's designed for. The Cyclone is a robust and 
easily assembled machine. It may be fine for 
beginners, but I felt it inhibited me from 
flying to my full potential. (I like to fly fast 
and smooth and do some hot-dogging, too.) 
The Cyclone in stock form w ith a 50 is 
definitely not a hot-dogging machine, while 
the Excalibur is capable of doing more than 
I am presently capable of doing. The Excali
bur is unique in the sense that il is docile 
enough for the beginner, yet it can perform 
any aerobatic maneuver that experts may 
demand.

Furthermore, as the pilot gets better, he 
becomes more fastidious and demanding. A 
beginner probably doesn't care if there is 
vibration in the tail boom as long as the 
model can be airborne, while a non-begin
ner may spend hours to eliminate any m in
uscule vibration or microscopic bubbles 
forming in the fuel tank. Therefore, non
beginners w ill really appreciate the smooth
ness w ith which Excalibur operates. But, if 
you are a beginner and w illing to spend 
twice as much as for a Cyclone, then I also 
recommend the docile flying Excalibur for 
you. It's your decision.

In addition to my own Excalibur, I have 
flown two other Excaliburs. They all had 
extremely smooth running mechanics and 
were very docile to handle. The handling is 
almost like an overgrown Concept 30; very 
predictable, and instilling confidence. In 
calm weather, it is probably one of the best 
flying 60-size helicopters; stable and fast. 
We have clocked the Excalibur w ith a radar 
and it did 70 mph at full blast. However, on 
w indy days, the handling qualities fall off 
dramatically. It also loses penetration on 
w indy days. I rate Excalibur as one of my 
favorite 60-size machines if the weather is 
calm. (This is compared to Magic, X-Cell, 
Champion, Legend, Competitor, Stork, and 
Heim.) I would pick the Excalibur as my 
contest machine. However, if the wind gets

over 10 mph, then I would pack it up and fly 
one of the other 60 machines.

As a full-size helicopter engineer myself,
I strive to design real helicopters that w ill be 
stable on calm and w indy days. But some
times it just doesn't come out that way. A 
great design involves 80% engineering, but 
still needs 20% luck and 'feeling' by the 
designers. There are just too many coupling 
variables involved, such as shaft height, 
fuselage inertia, radius of gyration, boom 
length, rotor flap stiffness, lag hinge loca
tion, Delta-3, Delta-4, Bell-H iller stability 
mixing ratio, control mixing ratio, fuselage 
shape, fin area, airfoil shape, control setup 
kinematics, etc. It usually takes 10 years 
from the first sketch made to the first com
mercial batch delivery of a new full-size 
helicopter design. A third of the research 
and development process is devoted to fl ight 
tests and refinements. Note, typical model 
helicopter designs only take one year from 
sketch to production because models have 
many less design variables and less stringent 
handling requirements.

The systematic layout of Excalibur indi
cates that Kalt designers must have done 
their best to achieve a great flying machine. 
Everything is neat and clean. They just 
happened to end up w ith an extremely nice 
machine on calm days, and slightly less 
stable in w indy days. That's just how the 
design ended up. On a scale of 100, I still 
give Excalibur a 90. (I have yet to fly any 
helicopter worth 100 points.) By the way, 
helicopter gust response is an area on which 
many helicopter industry experts are still 
working. Two of my colleagues have done 
their PhD work on analyzing gust response 
problems, but no one has yet to offer a 
panacea to drastically improve helicopter 
handling in gusts. The reason is that just 
analyzing the problem theoretically to ac
count for every variable is already a form i
dable task. Only after the gust response 
mechanism is completely understood, can a 
sure cure be offered. Delta-3 feedback seems 
to be the most viable solution so far. 
Excalibur's K-5 rotor head does have about 
15 degrees of positive Delta-3 angle. In the 
future, I w ill have to buy new K-5 blade 
holders and modify them to increase the 
Delta-3 to at least 30 degree and see if the 
gust response improves. These experimen
tations cost time and money, and I just don't 
have the time or money to do everything at 
once.

I w ill now tell you about some experi
ments that I did conduct. The kit does not 
come w ith any flybar weight. I added a set of 
CMP flybar weights on mine and noticed 
the handling became even more docile, yet, 
w ithout degrading the aerobatic capability. 
I highly recommend adding a set of flybar 
weights. If you live in a w indy neighbor
hood, or you are a beginner, two sets of 
flybar weights can be added to make the 
Excalibur extremely docile.

There are two holes on the K-5 rotor 
head's Bell-H iller mixing arm. The head 
comes w ith the pitch link connected to the 
hole on the right, which gives about 90%

Kit contents all laid out for inspection. Main and 
tail rotors come factory assembled. James says 
the Excalibur is the easiest .60-size heli he has 
ever put together.

Close-up photo showing the standard Kalt side 
exhaust muffler, which fits the recess molded 
into the canopy. Very quiet, but delivers less 
power than the tuned pipe.

Side frames are black anodized 2mm thick 
aluminum and have ridges stamped into them for 
added strength. The Excalibur rates an "A" for 
crashworthiness; see text.

Servo tray is molded plastic, which really speeds 
up assembly. Note that our author has tied the 
servo wires together very neatly—he was not 
expecting to crash!

Bell-H iller stability mixing ratio. (In this 
month's "Chopper Chatter" column we 
explain Bell-H iller ratio.) I have tried mov
ing the ball and link to the other hole which 
reduced the ratio to about 80%. The result is 
slightly more sensitive control response, but 
a very slight, but noticeable, decrease in 
inherent stability. Therefore, I suggest that 
you leave the rotor head untouched.

There are also two holes on the scissor
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The clever self-aligning clutch mechanism used 
on the Excalibur. On the right Is the cooling fan 
and flywheel. A special tapered nut is supplied 
which automatically centers the flywheel. The 
starting shaft (left) is connected to the clutch 
itself (not shown) through a universal joint, 
which eliminates the painstaking task of "dialing 
in" the parts to get them in perfect alignment.

Just one example of the Excalibur kit's high 
quality is the roll control bellcrank, a metal 
casting that pivots on ball bearings. Position of 
the steel ball for the link can be adjusted to five 
different positions.

Beautiful workmanship is evident in this close-up 
of the tall rotor gearbox. Most model helicopters 
have the pitch control bellcrank fixed to the
gearbox. The Excalibur's pitch control bellcrank 
sits on an arm that can pivot, which gives better 
kinematics for smooth pitch change action.

mixing arm. The kit comes w ith the ball and 
link connected to the inner hole. I have 
experimented moving the ball and link to 
the outer hole. This resulted in increased 
collective throw and pitch and roll cyclic 
throw (more Bell action). Total collective 
travel increased by two degrees. I tried this 
because I wanted to fly inverted. But, again, 
I have changed the ball and link back to the 
original factory position, because moving 
the ball to the outer hole accentuated the 
slop in the system. Therefore, leave the kit 
alone, and do not modify anything. After all 
the experiments, I found that the model flies 
best in the original form! W ell, this is the 
reason for reading my reviews, I spend time 
to check things out, so you don't have to 
mess around and waste time!

Excalibur does beautiful, large round 
loops. It is my favorite looping machine.

Magic does very nice tight loops, but Excali
bur does better 100 foot diameter loops. 
Excalibur maintains nearly constant speed 
through its loop, too. It also rolls very nicely. 
This may be because the )R PCM-10 radio 
that I am using is set up to mix in right tail 
rotor when collective pitch goes below zero 
degree (PCM-10 is the only helicopter radio 
on the market w ith this feature). Normal 
helicopter radio ATS mixing would con
tinue to mix in more and more left tail rotor 
as collective stick is reduced. When collec
tive pitch goes below zero degree, normal 
radios continue to mix in more left, which is 
wrong. The tail rotor's purpose is to counter
act the torque due to the main rotor's drag. 
The main rotor's drag decreases as pitch is 
reduced. At lower main rotor pitch, less tail 
rotor thrust is needed. But, when main rotor 
blades go into negative pitch, drag increases 
again, thus tail rotor thrust should increases 
accordingly. So far, only the |R PCM-10 
does this increasing tail rotor thrust correc
tion when main blades go into negative 
pitch. The )R PCM-10 allows the pilot to fine 
tune the helicopter, thus the tail rotor can
cels out the main rotor torque at any collec
tive setting. This helps the Excalibur perform 
beautifully straight loops without any nose 
yawing tendency. Combined w ith its good 
longitudinal cyclic response, 100-foot d i
ameter loops are very easily done w ith the 
Excalibur. W ith PCM-10's proper tail rotor 
mixing, it also eliminates yaw during rolls.

Another thing that helps my Excalibur 
perform beautiful loops and rolls is using the 
stunt trim setup on the |R PCM-10. Again, 
PCM-10 is the only heli radio w ith stunt trim 
feature. Stunt trim feature allows the pilot to 
program the radio to automatically kick in 
any amount of cyclic pitch trim and tail rotor 
trim when hi-idle I or 2 is switched on. For 
example, the preferred procedure is to hover 
w ith hi-idlesoff, then switch on hi-idle 1 for 
forward flight, and hi-idle 2 for aerobatics. 
For people who know how to do forward 
flight, you should have noticed that if the 
model was trimmed perfectly for hover, 
then left tail rotor, left cyclic, and forward 
cyclic have to be fed in simultaneously to 
achieve straight and level forward flight. 
W ith PCM-10,1 programmed in 5% left tail 
rotor, 5% left cyclic, and 3% forward cyclic 
for stunt trim. Thus, as I flip  the hi-idles, the 
radio w ill automatically activate the stunt 
trims to make the model fly forward straight 
and level by itself. The advantage is that now 
the entry into any aerobatic maneuver w ill 
more than likely to be level and straight. You 
only need to concentrate on performing the 
aerobatic maneuver, rather than also trying 
to maintain a straight entry.

The PCM-10/Excalibur combination al
lows beautiful axial rolls to be performed. 
Mine is set up w ith +10 degree collective 
and -10 degree collective. There is sufficient 
negative pitch to allow  the model to clim b 
inverted during the middle of a roll. The 
model is very predictable, thus I got carried 
away last Sunday. I started doing rolls at 100 
foot altitude. Then, on every pass I went 
down 10 feet. When it was at 50 foot alti

tude, I made a bad entry into a roll, it was in 
a slight dive. I thought; no problem, the 
model has plenty of negative pitch, I could 
always feed in extra negative to bump it up 
during the inverted portion. W ell, that day 
the wind was howling at 20 mph, and I was 
doing the roll down wind, and I was using 
idle-up 1 instead o f 2. My idle-up 1 did not 
have enough throttle for inverted climb. 
Therefore, if the ground was one foot lower, 
I would have made it. I have not crashed a 
helicopter for two months, and this was a 
surprise. W ell, here is where the crash-wor
thiness evaluation o f the review comes in.

Yes, it deserves an Ά '  for crash survivabil
ity! There were only five damaged parts. My 
fellow  flier commented that I just don't 
know how to crash. When he crashes, he 
always totals the model. We were extremely 
surprised to discover the major damage was 
a broken w indow  screen, which is the clear 
part o f the canopy. The actual body of the 
canopy was undamaged. Fortunately, Kalt 
sells the w indow  screen by itself ($16.00). 
Both vertical and horizontal fins were 
snapped o ff (another $15.00). The plastic 
seesaw on the K-5 rotor was broken ($ 11.00). 
A seesaw ball bearing was also sheared off. 
There was a dent in the tail boom, but it is 
useable. The ma in rotor shaft was bent about 
30 degrees ($ 11.99). Aside from these items 
and my pride, the helicopter survived the 
crash very well. The side frames did not 
bend. The molded landing gear struts are the 
best available. If you need replacement 
landing struts for your Legend or X-Cell, get 
the ones for the Excalibur. You w on 't regret 
it. Cyclone II also has the toughest nylon 
struts in the world. For beginners flying other 
brands of helicopters, I recommend buying 
a set of Cyclone II landing gear and struts. It 
is just as tough as that of Excalibur, but with 
w ider stance to prevent tip-over.

Another thing that I like about Excalibur's 
landing gear design is that the front and rear 
struts are very far apart. This helps strengthen 
the landing gear system.

Now that the Excalibur has passed the 
crash-worthiness test, let's examine the kit 
features. The instructions are very easy to 
read because there aren't that many words. 
Rather than having wordy instructions, there 
are large drawings on every page. Further
more, the main rotor head and tail rotor unit 
were both factory assembled. The servo tray 
is molded, and there isn't much to build. For 
these reasons, I think the Excalibur can be 
built by beginners w ithout difficulties. It 
took me 15 hours to build the model, and 
another five hours to inspect and set up the 
model. My friend, Andrew Sutton, in Cali
fornia, built his in six hours.

At first, I thought the canopy and fins were 
too flimsy, because the canopy is made of 
ABS plastic instead of the common clear 
plastic as used by all other manufacturers. 
W ell, after the crash, I think the canopy is 
very sturdy. There was a lot of mud on the 
canopy, which indicates the canopy did hit 
the ground. The clear windshield was shat
tered, but the canopy did not crack at all.

continued on page 97
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5. Sal Fruciano submitted this photo taken in 
1948 of Frank Zaic holding his "Hurry Up" 
Wakefield design. See text for a report on Frank's 
current activities.

4. A real rare one! It's a Henry Struck “Two-In- 
One" combination gas/rubber model. Original 
power was a Baby Cyclone; this one flies with an 
Ohlsson 60.

7. Here are Frank Zaic and his wife, Carman, 
taking in all the action at the 1979 World F/F 
Champs at Taft. Fruciano photo.

W
ell, the contest season on the 
West Coast is now in full swing, 
with five meets having been held 
starting in February. Some of 
the SAM Chapters have sent little or no 

contest information, so this editor has had to 
draw on reports from various SAM Chapter 
newsletter editors.

The biggest meet, of course, is the opener, 
the Southwest Regionals, held February 10
Ι 1 at Eloy, Arizona. This year marks the 
fortieth annual held in the Phoenix area with 
O.T. F/F, O.T. R/C and R/C Soaring events 
being held at three different sites. Those who 
think about staging an annual every year 
w ill get a shock at how flying sites seem to 
evaporate over the years, the S.W.R. have 
been held in Cactus Airport, Lukes Aux. 3, 
Buckeye Airport, and now Eloy, Arizona.

As reported by Bob Angel, SAM 26 news
letter editor, great weather was the order of 
the day. The only fly in the ointment was the 
Civil A ir Patrol closing the airport to model 
flying! Dick Bringgold was equal to the 
problem and promptly moved all flying to 
another site four miles away.

Some photosare inorder. The first is of Eut 
Tileston's flying wings as seen in Photo No.
1. Two sizes are seen, 1/2A Texaco and 
Class A. Flying these models is something of 
a black art when the model is viewed head- 
on. You only see a line and very little fuse
lage. However, Tileston has been practicing 
long enough to the point that his 1/2A Tex
aco model is very competitive. Photo No. 2 
is a shot of Tom Empey, the SAM 49 news
letter editor, seen w ith a Brooklyn Dodger. 
Although shot at jean, Nevada, the back
ground o f Eloy, Arizona is quite similar. The 
weather was quite comparable w ith about 
75 degrees and no drift. A feather could 
have dropped straight down! Tom didn't 
w in but he had his share of fun.

Credit for a well-run meet should go to 
Gordon Davies and to Dick Bringgold, who 
was the prime mover in restoring this meet 
to its former place of prestige.

Big winners were )oe Percy (overall high 
point champion), along with Tom and Frank 
jozwiak, Gerald Martin, Murvil Lipsey, Don 
Blackburn, and Jack Elrod. The Texas boys 
really cleaned up this time!

The other outstanding meet of this early 
contest season was the SAM 26 Spring Annual 
held at Taft, California. This meet, ably run 
by Bob Angel, Don Bishop, and Robby 
Robinson enjoyed tremendous weather, with 
moderate temperatures, gentle breezes, and 
great booming thermals.

W ith the Sweepstakes Trophy up for grabs, 
Don Bekinswasequal tothetaskand nabbed 
it for the third time. Photo No. 3 shows Don 
w ith a Hermes "Hayseed." This clean de
sign is a real w inner in the hands of Don, 
exhibiting a tremendous clim b and superla
tive glide. The good guys make it tougher for

1. Two sizes of the Gross Flying Wing, as built by 
Eut Tileston tor 1/2A Texaco and Class A L.E.R. 
Don't dismiss them as mere novelties—these 
things really perform.

2. Tom Empeys Torp 29 powered Brooklyn 
Dodger features unique pull-putt cable controls 
made of dental floss (unwaxed) for the ultimate in 
light weight. Seems to work OK so far. although 
one line came off a servo at the SAM Champs 
and he could only make right-hand turns.

3. Sweepstakes winner at the SAM 26 Annual for 
the third year in a row was Don Bekins. shown 
here getting his Ohlsson 60 powered Hayseed off 
for yet another max in Class C.

6.Frank Zaic seems to be thoroughly enjoying 
himself at the 1955 World F/F Champs at Wiener- 
Neustadt, Austria. Photo by Sal Fruciano.
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8. Steve Bennett of Duncanville, Texas, is one 
heck of a prolific builder, turning out ten 
complete models in twelve months! And not a 
Lanzo Bomber in the lot, much to our columnist's 
delight.

9. Only a couple of copies of the Schumacher 
“Josephine" have shown up so far. Joe Percy, of 
Ft. Worth, Texas, feels the model has lots of 
contest potential and is building this one for O&R 
60 power.

10. Texas flier Gerald Martin (left) got a chance to 
meet and talk with original Playboy designer Joe 
Elgin at the Jean, Nevada SAM Champs.

11. Not all Old Timers are built just for competi
tion. Ted Andrews did a beautiful job on his 
Beilanca Skyrocket, which appeared in a 1938 
issue of Mechanix Illustrated.

the rest of us all the time!
Also seen in the photo is Dave Steinel of 

SAM 00 w ith his Ohlsson 60 powered Comet 
Clipper that always places. Holding the 
model is SAM 21 prexy, Dave Lewis. Lewis 
has turned out to be a tremendous shot in the 
arm for SAM 21 as he not only runs the club, 
but does an excellent newsletter!

Bob Angel, who also doubles as the 
newsletter editor of SAM 26, put out an

interesting report on the contest. Rather than 
a general description of the meet w ith ac
companying results, he did a "blow-by- 
blow" report; that is to say, each event was 
individually described for action, flying, and 
interesting commentary.

W hile wandering around the field, this 
writer had the luck to run into a rare one, a 
Henry Struck "Two-in-One" combo gas and 
rubber design as seen in Photo No. 4. Unfor
tunately, we d idn 't get the name o f the 
builder, but it is truly a pleasure to see 
something other than a Lanzo Bomber!

The Struck model appeared in the |une 
1936 issue of a little-known publication 
known as M odel A ircraft Builder. This 
magazine, which was a successor to Model 
Aircraft Engines (lasted slightly over a year) 
was picked up by the Polk brothers and was 
jaublished forabout eight issuesduring 1936. 
Betcha didn't know that Irwin Polk was a 
publisher!
FRANK ZAIC O.M.T.

Last issue, when we featured Frank Zaic 
as a famous old-timer personality, we were 
extremely short of photos. W ouldn't you 
know it, no sooner had we committed the 
column to print than we received a flock of 
interesting pictures from Sal Fruciano. In 
retrospect, it is absolutely amazing how 
Zaic has kept his interest for over 16 genera
tions. This ranges from the late twenties to 
1990. To completely cover Frank's interests 
would require another yearbook.

Some of the photos sent us are not suitable 
for reproduction, however, we are fortunate 
to have a shot taken in 1948 showing Frank 
with his latest effort called the "Hurry Up." 
Photo No. 5 shows that Zaic has been and 
still is interested in Wakefield designs, both 
old and new.

Even when he d idn't make the Wakefield 
Team, Frank's interest was such that he 
either got the ap|)ointment as Team Man
ager, or failing that, as a very interested 
supporter. Photo No. 6 is an excellent ex
ample of what we are talking about as this 
pic shows Frank Zaic at the W orld Champs 
at Wiener-Neustadt, Austria, in 1955. A 
look at the background gives a good indica
tion of the interest the Wakefield event 
generated by that time.

As reported last issue, Zaic has been living 
in Northridge, California for the past twenty 
or so years. It was only natural that the 
W orld Champs held at Taft in 1979 would 
draw the attention of Zaic.

As can be seen in Photo No. 7, Frank Zaic 
is seen w ith his wife, Carmen, enjoying the 
weather, models, and com petition. O f 
course, Frank was always involved, being a 
judge on the International Competition 
Committee set up to process and review all 
models for conformance to specifications.

Frank was also involved w ith the New 
Zealand Wakefield team. As Frank says, "It 
was like a family reunion when we greeted 
our New Zealand friends when they arrived 
in the United States early in October. They 
came to help and cheer the New Zealand 
team com|ieting in the International Model 
Meet at Taft. Their schedule was very tight,

12. Art Peterse and the late Carl Goldberg, 
pictured here at Toledo with Art's R/C version of 
the Comet Sailplane, one of Carl's many designs.

13. A good choice for the Commercial Rubber 
event is the Dietrich “ Convertible" as copied here 
by Mark Sexton of Seattle, Washington.

14. Eric Clutton, who imports P.A.W. diesel 
engines into the U.S., is a staunch supporter of 
the Old Timer movement. He uses a Merco 
conversion in his big R/C Flying Quaker.

something we could understand, so that we 
could not have them with us for more than 
a day and a dinner. However, we were able 
to gossip at a greater leisure after meeting 
them again at the contest. In correspon
dence w ith  Martins and Malkins, they 
mentioned they had a grand time and prom
ised to come again real soon and see more 
of the States."

Frank has been retired for quite some time 
and the best way to describe his activities is 
to let Frank himself tell it:

"Retirement is gradually being accepted 
as a norm. It takes a w hile to realize it 
requires a new perspective, adjustments, 
outlook, and acceptance of certain facts. 
Perhaps the major effort one should make is 
to establish a routine to fill the day in a 
satisfying way. The first activity after break
fast should be one you can enjoy without 
feeling guilty. It w ill give you something to 
anticipate as you fall asleep the previous 
night. It may be nothing else but sitting 
down to catch up w ith magazine reading, 
and/or watching the morning TV. And, if the 
night was restless, you may doze off peace
fully. I also find I tend to be more cautious 
while active. I let dollars do my tree-topping
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or shingle relaying now. No more of those 
days when physical exhaustion simply meant 
a bit more push to get there. One can still be 
devilish, but no need to be dare-devilish! 
Since state of health is a major preoccupa
tion to those of us in the 'c lub ,' I am taking 
advantage of the blood-pressure check of
fered by the local Sr. Citizen Center. It is 
surprising how much better one feels know
ing that all is well. Did complete two books. 
One is a print o f the American Boy issues 
w ith Model Plane series way back in 1928. 
The other book deals w ith mechanics and 
physics o f model aircraft. Also, had one 
class in o il painting which I enjoyed, but 
found that it needs total absorption to do it 
properly. The books and oil just did not 
m ix."

Lucki ly for modelers, Zaic devoted enough 
time to publish the books for our edification 
and enjoyment. (How about those fancy 
words?)
ENGINE OF THE MONTH

Again, we are pleased to present another 
engine so kindly lent to this writer by Bob 
McClelland. This month's article concerns 
the Pee Wee as designed, developed, and 
marketed by the Dallaire Brothers of De
troit, Michigan.

The Dallaire Model Aircraft Co. (started 
by Frank and Joe) started as a garage opera
tion as did most of the early model manufac
turing firms. As Karl Spielmaker pointed out 
in his excellent article on the Dallaire en
gine, Frank developed the Pee Wee by 
"fooling around"; loosely translated, this 
means a lot of hit and miss in the method of 
development.

In spite of discouraging results, Frank was 
able to produce a suitable running engine by 
concentrating on the inside finish rather 
than the exterior cosmetics. The early ex
perimental engines were machined from 
solid bar stock. It was not until one Dallaire 
employee, a kit packer attending Henry 
Ford T rade School, made up a set o f detailed 
drawings that casting patterns for the crank
case, cyl inder, intake tube, and bypass cover 
were made up for the engine named the Pee 
Wee.

Now Frank could do some experimenting 
as the castings were solid w ith no coring. 
Influenced by the crop of small engines then 
starting to emerge on the market, Frank 
came up w ith the "Pee-Wee" w ith a 1/2- 
inch bore and 9/16-inch stroke. All this work 
was done in I he garage behind Frank's home 
in 1937.

The first national notice the Pee Wee 
received was from the advertisement ap
pearing in the April 1938 issue of Model 
Airplane News. The mailing address given 
was Frank's home at 10140 Crocuslawn 
Ave., Detroit, Michigan. Later on in 1939, 
the manufacturing facility was moved to 
9830 Wyoming Street.

The first engines were produced in small 
amounts to match the incoming orders. It 
must be noted at this time that Frank Dallaire 
was the exclusive manufacturer of the Pee 
Wee. It was not until sales began to clim b 
that Frank had to farm his work out to Ward

D A L L A I R E  ” P E E  W E E *

S C A L E

Marvin and other interested neighbors.
In the March 1939 M.A.N. issue adver

tisement, the bore of the engine was changed 
from 1/2 to 9/16 inch to get more power. 
Business was really booming for the Dal- 
laires as they produced kits, sawed wood to 
size, produced most all o f the balsa wheels 
seen in the kits of that era, and made the Pee 
Wee.

Towards the end of 1939, another Marvin, 
Marvin M iller, who was now producing Pee 
Wee engines for Dallaire, started making 
changes so that eventually the Pee Wee bore 
little resemblance to the original design. The 
higher rate of production prevented Marvin 
from test running all engines as was Frank 
Dallaire's custom. Engines were now only 
spot checked. In addition, the high amount 
of zinc in the castings caused crankcase 
leaks, further contributing to poor compres
sion and poor running characteristics. For 
this reason, it was during late 1939 that 
Frank Dallaire turned over all manufactur
ing rights to Ward Marvin.

When advertising again resumed, the Pee 
Wee now sported the name of Marvin. These 
1940 models can be easily spotted with their 
spoked fin cylinder head much resembling 
the GHQ engine. W ith the advent of World 
Warll,advertising ceased after January 1941. 
Marvin engines were produced after the 
war, but that is another story.

When the Pee Wee engine was first adver
tised, the price was set at $ 14.50 complete 
w ith coil and condenser postpaid. The origi
nal advertisement announced the following 
specifications: Bore 1/2 inch, stroke 9/16 
inch (giving about .11 cu. in. displacement, 
the later 9/16-inch bore increasing size to 
a bou t. 14). General dimensions were 3-1/4 
inches height, length 4-3/8 inches, with a 
weight of 7-3/4 ounces. The engine was 
rated at 3,500 rpm with a 10-inch propeller.

As noted before, the cylinder and piston 
were cast iron w ith a bar stock crankshaft 
running on a bronze bearing. The crankcase

15. O.T. control line is gradually catching on in 
some parts of the country. This little rocketship 
is called the ‘•Dreamer,” built for O&R 60 power 
by Glen Allison, Mesa, Arizona.

16. Very clean lines and excellent flying charac
teristics are noteworthy features of the 
"Hayseed,” designed by the late Carl Hermes. 
Shown here is Don Hughes' 7-Cell Electric R/C 
version.

and carburetor were aluminum alloy sand 
castings while the gas tank was machined 
from solid bar stock w ith a cone-shaped 
bottom.

It was natural that Dallaire would put out 
a complimentary model airplane kit for this 
engine known as the Pee Wee Speedster. 
This complete kit sold for $3.75 and fea
tured a wing span of 54 inches. Complete 
model was 24 ounces ready to fly.

In closing off this article, it is of particular 
note that replica Pee Wee engines are cur
rently being made by Karl Spielmaker, 4690
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Burlingame SW., W yom ing, M ichigan 
49509. Price w ill be considerably different! 
ONE M A N  SQ UADRON

Received a most interesting letter from 
Steve Bennett, 431 Longworth, Duncan
ville, Texas 75116 enclosing Photo No. 8 
showing that Steve did indeed build ten 
models in one season. According to Joe 
Percy, this "one man squadron" should be 
building Lanzo Bombers (ugh) if he wants to 
win.

A quick look at the photo reveals the 
following models: Comet Clipper, Super 
Buccaneer, Scientific Streamliner, Bucca
neer Standard, and two which appear to be 
a Mike and Miss America. This somewhat 
approaches this writer'scollection, who says, 
"The winner is the guy who dies with the 
most airplanes."

Steve also sent photocopies of newspaper 
clippings and a souvenir program of a Fort 
Worth Gas Model Association meet held 
June 25,1939. The meet enjoyed excellent 
newspaper coverage w ith no less than four 
photos covering the page (and showing Steve 
at 13 years of age).

The most interesting item was the Flying 
Program which is something to consider 
nowadays in this era o f "gotta w in " type of 
competition. According to the program, the 
first event was the Appearance Contest run 
between 9:30 and 10:00 a.m. A mass line
up would be staged and the best-looking 
model selected. The only requirement is 
that the model must make a successful offi

cial flight.
Event No. 2 was the Duration Event from 

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Then lunch from 
12:00 to 1:00 p.m. followed by flying to 
2:30 p.m. Finally, Event No. 3 was held 
(similar to the LAGMAA type precision meets) 
wherein the model was judged for described 
maneuveringcharacteristics before the flight. 
A half hour was allowed, 2:30 to 3:00 p.m.

Then the resumption of endurance flights 
as Event No. 4 was held until 5:00 p.m., and 
awarding of cash prizes at 5:30. Probably 
the most spectacular event was No. 5, held 
between 5:00 and 5:30 p.m., where all 
models are lined up. On launch signal, 
engines are started and the first one passing 
over an imaginary downwind line is de
clared the winner.

N ow don 'tte ll me that isn't fun! W ecould 
take a few pointers from these old meets! 
MORE FT. W ORTH

Following the letter from Steve Bennett, 
this writer received a missive from Joe Percy, 
2100Gumm Road, Ft. Worth, Texas 76134, 
enclosing several photos of his latest proj
ect, a Schumacher "Josephine."

As can be seen in Photo No. 9, this project 
is still in the bare bones state. Joe sez he sent 
the photo to prove the Texans do build other 
models besides the Lanzo Bomber. Joe feels 
he is the first in the USA to build a Josephine 
while acknowledging that Merv Buckmas- 
ter, Australian Airborne editor, built the first.

Joe is quite enthusiastic about the poten
tial o f this model. Well he should be as it is

patterned somewhat after the successful 
"Ethy" design by Schumacher. The model 
wascreatedforCharlie Pottol, fellow member 
of the Cloud Dusters, to handle the power of 
a Thermite .60.

Just recently this writer presented a set of 
plans to Charlie, a recent member of SAM 
21. Really knocked his hat off! This writer 
w ill be very interested in hearing how these 
models perform.
MORE A N D  MORE TEXAS

W hile on the Texas kick, another letter 
came in from Gerald Martin of 127 Avenue 
F, Hereford, Texas 79045 enclosing a photo 
taken at the Jean, Nevada SAM Champs.

Photo No. 10 shows Gerry on the left in 
the company of his idol, Joe Elgin, Playboy 
designer. Believe it or not, Joe is still active, 
giving full credit to the Old Timer movement 
for reviving his flagging modeling interest.

I believe we mentioned it before, but 
Gerald takes this writer to task for castigating 
modelers who build nothing but Lanzo 
Bombers. Gerry feels the Bomber is well 
qualified under the present rules. He also 
says there are designs that w ill outperform 
the Bomber but they are more complex to 
build.
SAM 4 HI-JINKS

Karl Spielmaker, aka "The Great Bearing 
Von Spielmaker," "Krazy Karl," and others, 
writes an extremely humorous newsletter 
from which we have extracted the following 
entitled "Three times and out."

"I have just built my third Mercury Bullet

The REAL how-to maga
zine on all types of mod
el boats and ships; R/C, 
steam, electric, sail, rac
ing, sport, static and 
operational scale. Also 
construction articles on 
all types, with full-size 
plans and patterns avail
able, complete with re
print of building instruc
tions.

Name

SUBSCRIBE NOW (Starts with next published issue). 
U.S. O nly (includes APO and FRO): One year(4 issues) - $13.95

Tw o years(8 issues)-$26.75
Overseas(also Canada and Mexico): One year on ly-$21.45 includes 
postage & handling. Payment must be in U.S. funds, drawn on a 
U.S. Bank. r .

Address

C ity____________________________________State_____________ Z ip_________________

Visa or M/C No. (Add 5%} ___________________________________ Exp. Date_________

BACK ISSUES A V A ILA B LE  - Lim ited supply. $4.00 per copy. U.S. add 50d per
copy, outside U.S. add $1.50per copy fo r shipping. 

U.S. BOAT & SHIP MODELER, 898 West 16th St., Newport Beach, CA 92663
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model for the slag engine event. To justify 
the building of a third model takes a little 
telling.

"Looking for some ideas for a model, I 
rummaged through old Model Airplane 
News magazines and ran across the Mer
cury Model Airplane Co. ad. They adver
tised a Mercury Bullet kit and an early 
Pioneer Brown 'slag' engine for the un
heard-of price of $8.95. The package deal 
was offered w ith coil, condenser, timer 
(extra), propeller, and has balsa wheels. 
Wotta deal!

"I purchased a set of plans from John Pond 
and built Mercury #1 powered by a Rogers 
.29 Slag. I couldn't wait to fly it so I did my 
test flying on the farm. The model glided 
over the barn. I ran (yes, I ran!) but quickly 
stopped when looking at the herd. Were 
these bulls? Enlisting the aid of the kids on 
the farm, we proceeded to rescue the model. 
Too late! The curious cows had walked all 
over my pretty yellow Mercury Bullet. The 
model somewhat resembled a No-Cal model.

"Undeterred, I built #2 Mercury and 
covered it yellow. This time, I flew it at the 
R/C field. Model flew real nice, but not great 
as the slag engines were not known for high 
power output.

"At the 1988 SAM Champs at Lawrencev- 
ille, Illinois, I again encountered a site sur
rounded by corn and potato patches. On the 
third flight the model dropped into the corn. 
W ith five of my friends, we hunted for 
several hours, no luck! I saw where it dropped

but how do you spot a yellow plane in the 
corn?

"Later on that year, the NFFS and SAM 57 
held their Champs at Lawrenceville. I asked 
Bob Edelstein to check up on the missing 
model. Bob did find the model! But, in the 
harvest, the model went through a corn 
picker with only the solid material showing 
up: engine, motor mount, ignition parts, and 
timer.

"Some guys learn the hard way. I have 
now built #3 Mercury with a Genie Slag 
engine that hopefully w ill last the 1990 
season. I have learned to stay away from 
cows and corn fields. Oh yes, this model is 
yellow colored too." (Ed. Note: Some guys 
never learn, let alone the hard way.)
OLD TIMER INDOOR CHALLENGE

Ed Lamb, who has been promoting the 
Old Timer Indoor movement, reports the 
1989 season is now over and Mark Sexton is 
again the champion. Ed stresses this trophy 
is open to all O.T. enthusiasts. Ed Lamb of 
15911 S.E. 42nd Place, Bellevue, Washing
ton 98006, has this to say:

"I want to make it clear that any club in the 
region can run the O.T. Challenge and par
ticipants in any of these contests can earn 
points toward the Old Timer Championship 
award. All I have to have is a copy of the 
contest results signed by the Contest Direc
tor. A couple of other clubs around the 
country are picking up on the O ld Timer 
Indoor idea. The Topeka Model Aircrafters 
Club is running an event for Baby ROG

using rules similar to ours, and they may 
extend to other O ld Timer indoor types in 
the future according to lack Koehlar, presi
dent and newsletter editor for the "TOP- 
MAC" club. The other club giving thought to 
the idea is SAM 56 in W ichita. Their latest 
newsletter talks about it and asks if I w ill 
send a copy of our rules. The answer is yes—  
and I'll be happy to send copies to anyone 
else who sends me a S.A.S.E."
READERS WRITE

Been looking for a spot to use Photo No. 
11 of a Bellanca Skyrocket built by Ted 
Andrews, 5345 S. Langley Road, Langley, 
W A 98260.

This beauty was built from the plans (from 
Pond, natch!) appearing in the Mechanix 
Illustrated 1938 Annual by Fred Tuxworth. 
This 80-inch wingspan model featured a 
complete knockdown system as the photo 
in the article clearly proves. Fred wasableto 
carry it in about the same space as a large 
suitcase.

Ted has done a beautiful job of finishing 
theCoverite covering using Rustoleum paint. 
Not many modelers have tried this but an 
excellent article on its use appeared several 
years ago in R/C Flying Scale magazine. No 
question about the finish! Note how well 
cowled the O.S. 61 4/C engine is. Hard to 
spot where the engine is!
EAST COAST ECHO

Don't get too many photos of East Coast 
action, but Photo No. 12 sent in by Art 

continued on page 102

A CUT 
ABOVE

Precision cutting instrument outlasts the competition by ten to one.
The Uber Skiver was designed to meet the precision require
ments ot photofabrication, m icrocircu itry, graphics arts pro
duction, etc., and as such becomes the perfect cu tting  tool 
fo r the discrim inating modeler. —

ONE -

"SISSS-
•  Long Life Stainless Steel Blades
•  Rear Draw Bar Clutch
•  Instrum ent-Quality Materials
•  Advance Collet Design
•  Hex Cross-Sectuon
•  Deeply Knurled Grip
•  Blades can be resharpened

Availiable in seven satin anodized handle colors: silver, blue, red, green, gold, black, and violet 
Complete set in fitted  hardwood case; mcludesUber Skiver, together w ith  tw o vials containing
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15. and 20..............................................................$16.95

See yo u r dealer, o r order direct. Orders are shipped . . . . . . . . .  , . __ __
F irs t Class in the U.S A d d  10% o f to ta l order. F o ? ndm A ia  1 handles ,sPec i,V co lo r) ..........$6 95
overseas a ir mail, including Canada & Mexico, add Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 1 5 ) S4.00
50% o f  to ta l order. R em it b y  In ternational Money ιμ 0 i  o or ?0I no
Order o r  U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Postage
is pa id  on APO and FPO orders. Calif, residents add . , IC A ___ ι ι ι α ο τ ε ο α λ ο π_____ ,ϊϊ'ττ·“■ “ β  iSwiSKESEM O D E L  B U IL D E R  PRODUCTS a.ionda te  and signature.

California residents add 6% sales tax.
898 W. 16th. St., Newport Beach, California 92663 M in im u m  o rde r: $ 10 .00
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BILL HANNAN

"He turns not back who is bound to a star."

(Left) The late Walt Mooney, wearing his ever-present "regulation necktie," poses tor the camera 
with his North American Apache at the Otay Mesa flying site near San Diego. California. Photo by 
Frank Allen. (Above) Walt Mooney's full-size Piper Vagabond poetically photographed by Jiro 
Sugimoto, of Japan, in front of the San Diego Aerospace Museum hangar at Gillespie Field.

T he above quotation, by Leonardo da 
Vinci, sent to us by Ed Whitten, seems 
a most appropriate epitaph for our 
dear departed friend, W alter E. 

Mooney.
A memorial tribute, organized by Bill 

Chana, was conducted in the San Diego 
Aerospace Museum on March 10, 1990. 
Over three hundred people attended, and as 
Dick Baxter explained, it was not only the 
size of the crowd that was so impressive, but 
the variety. Walt's circle of friends was so 
al l-encompassi ng that practical ly every facet 
of the aviation and aerospace communities 
was represented in the gathering.

Curtiss Mooney, Ken Hannan, and Shirley

Baxter all reported that the mood was not 
gloomy, il was simply a large group of 
friends, relatives and admirers freely ex
changing fond memories of experiences 
shared w ith Walt. Frank Allen, another very 
close acquaintance, expressed the opinion 
that Walt would have much enjoyed it 
himself.

Condolence messages continue to arrive, 
con firm ing  the far-reach ing scope o f 
Mooney's influence, and we would iike to 
share a few extracts:

"W alt gone! Oh dear!" Merv Buckmaster, 
Airborne magazine editor, Australia.

"The Peanut movement has lost one of the 
greats. I can think of no other individual, 
however, who left a larger collection of 
testimonials. Imagine the welcoming com

mittee there to greet his last flight." Dick 
lohnson, Texas.

"W alt's positive attitude toward life in
stantly made him a favorite friend to Brenda 
and me. How could anyone resist loving a 
man like W alt, so broad o f smile and opti
mism that it was just plain catching!" Henry 
Frautschy, Wisconsin.

"Looking back on the times I shared with 
Walt at meetings and contests, I must say 
that it's the little flashes of his gestures and 
expressions that stick so v iv id ly ."  Bill 
Noonan, California.

"A great loss to all of us. How weird things 
are at times. I was in the process of cutting 
and pasting a Mooney plan that he did just 
for our (Flying Aces Club) newsletter, when 
I got the telephone call. Lin Reichel, Penn
sylvania.

"What a remarkable person. I still remem
ber his television appearance." (Walt did a 
m arvelous aerobatic sequence in his
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Close-up of the team 
racer flown by Tom 
Knoppl and John 
McCollum of the U.S. 
Another state-of-the-art 
tailless design. Jim 
Cameron photo.

able to answer.
Gregg has just finished a Tomahawk for 

some C/L sport flying and he's looking for 
some other old plane plans. He writes:

"For some time now, I have been trying to 
locate plans from many different sources for 
the Veco Thunderbird, Chief and Smoothie. 
John Pond, of O ld Time Plan Service, has 
Chief plans available but he hasn't got the 
others. Perhaps you or someone else might 
know o f sources where I could obtain plans 
for these old birds?"

I'll bet that there are readers out there who 
either have plans that they could copy, or 
know where they can be ordered. If you 
want to volunteer some information, write 
to Gregg Smith at 8755 Alpen Way, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84121 and send a copy to 
the address at the end of this column so we 
can pass along any useful information to the 
readers.

Now, on to some comments from two 
other writers who had some very useful 
information about line rake and tension.

First, from Lou Crane: "Finally, an excuse 
to write to say I enjoy your column in MB. 
You and Tom Stephens (who had asked 
questions that led to the line rake discus
sion— jt) went over some things I've studied 
for many years. Are there really C/L fliers 
who don't juggle leadout locations?

"OK, so who am I? No one special, just a 
guy who's flown C/L, mostly stunt, since the 
1950s in a quiet, for-me-mainly way. I've 
been in O ld Time Stunt a while, too. I'm 
retired Army; they didn't always station me 
where there was a lot of C/L. This often left 
more time to analyze control line than to fly 
it—a dangerous situation.

"The term * line rake' is useless unless you 
know how to measure it. Rake angle is 
important. A ll angles need a point where 
straight lines cross, and straight lines that 
cross at that point. The angle is how much of 
a circle drawn from the point is between the 
straight lines. Simple and obvious, right? 
This leads somewhere. Bear with me.

"I n an overhead view of you flying your C/ 
L model level, an imaginary line from you to

the model is straight. The lines sag behind 
the straight line, due to w ind drag. Still w ith 
me?

"The wind drag causes sag (rake) until the 
lines reach the leadout guides, whether the 
bellcrank is internal or external (if external, 
sag shows up between the guides and the 
bellcrank. It is insignificant, though).

"Rake angle, due to sag caused by drag, is 
the angle from the lines when they reach the 
leadout guides, to the imaginary line from 
you to the model. C/L models can be up to 
four feet long. Even from 60 or 70 feet away, 
four feet is pretty big. So where are we 
talking about when we say 'from  you to the 
model?' Let’s use the CG as the end o f our 
imaginary line.

"Strictly, the Center of Gravity applies to 
all three axes— across the span, top to bot
tom, and front to back. In C/L, we deal 
mostly w ith the front-to-back (or longitudi
nal) balance point, and call it our CG. Ver
tical and spanwise CG don't make much 
difference. We can say two important things 
about any real object:

"First— All forces that pass through the 
object's CG try to move the whole object in

the direction the force points.
"Second—All forces affecting the object 

that don't pass through the CG try to rotate 
the whole object around the CG. (This is 
what a moment really is.)

"Each C/L model is a unique 'object w ith 
a CG.' Four forces apply to all flying ma
chines— thrust/drag and lift/load. In control 
line, we also have centrifugal force (CF). 
(This is centripetal acceleration and tether 
force.)

"CF comes from flying on a 'tether' we 
call the control line(s). It is unique to C/L 
flight. No other form of flight has it. And it is 
pretty strong. Even a 45 mph stunter w ill 
make over two 'g ' o f CF (if it weighs three 
pounds, CF pulls over six pounds).

"Let's say the body's center line flies per
pendicular to the imaginary lines from the 
handle to the CG (not 'yawed' into or out of 
the circle).

"Cable or wire lines are flexible. They 
can't push towards the model, or across 
their length. They can only pull along their 
length. When they get to the tip guides, air 
drag has caused a certain amount of sag 

continued on page 103

Soviet FAI team racer, photographed by Jim Cameron at the 1989 Tri-Cities 
Nats. These models look simple but are actually quite complex in design 
and construction.

Believe it or not, Roland Baltes is still campaigning the same Junkers JU-88D- 
1 that earned him a place on the 1978 U.S. Scale Team! Still looks great after 12 
years of active flying. MB has plans: No. 2802, $12.50. Cameron photo.
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wide range of ideas and research and am 
including many of these ideas in this issue of 
Model Builder free  Flight, so read on, future 
rubber powered free flighter.
FANTASY WAKEFIELD by Jim Quinn 

This state-of-the-art competition rubber 
ship was selected as the 1989 Wakefield of 
the Year by the National Free Flight Society 
Top Ten Committee, and it has an excellent 
w in record in competition. A complete 
description of the model can be found by 
buying the 1989 Symposium from Fred 
Terzian, 4858 Moorpark Ave., San Jose, CA 
95129.Toquote briefly, "Fantasy is a straight

forward model w ith no gadgets. Fantasy 
uses fuse determalizer and fixed rudder and 
stab (no gadgets for auto rudder or auto 
stab). The wing is shoulder mounted and the 
platform is held in place with tape, so that it 
may be easi ly moved to change the center of 
gravity. The w ing is covered with silk. |im 
says he has developed a system which 
completely fills the pores of the silk w ith 
only one coat of dope, and the result is only 
slightly heavier than Japanese tissue and 
dope.

"Jim Quinn has developed the design of 
the Fantasy by many hours of flying. Jim flies 
almost every week and has over the years 
refined his design into the model known as 
the Fantasy. The contest record of the model 
is impressive... Jim was the number one 
qualifier in 1986 for the 1987 FAI team. In
1988 he repeated as top qualifier for the
1989 team."

So, if you are properly impressed, please 
take a close look at these three-views. They 
are slightly larger than the ones that ap
peared in the 1989 Symposium, and the 
airfoils are presented full size for your con
venience. Craig Cusick drew them up and 
they are presented here courtesy of 
SCATTER, the newsletter Craig edits for the 
SCAT club.
DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL—
MAKAROV F1A

Once again, I turn to the pages of SCAT
TER for this month's airfoil. Cusick obtained 
the coordinates from Alberto Dona, who 
obtained them from a friend in Europe. This 
section has been used by a number of F1A 
Nordic fliers, including Peter Alnutt, from

JULY/AUGUST MYSTERY MODEL

Perry Peterson sent in this shot of Australian modeler David Anderson (left) and Wakefield flier Bill 
Lovins, of Colorado. David was just taking a leisurely trip through the U.S. when he happened to stop 
by Colorado on his way back from the World Champs in Argentina.

R
ubber Power! I know it's not as catchy 
as "power to the people" or "Grey 
Panther Power," but neither of these 
have anything to do w ith free flight. 

However, rubber power is where it started. 
W ith new and improved rubber motor stock 
available, it appears that rubber powered 
free flight of all sorts is continuing its growth, 
while other forms are remaining stagnant or 
actually decreasing in popularity. Addition
ally, rubber power gives practically anyone 
of any age or experience an event in which 
he or she can fly. The number of designs 
available is mind boggling, from indoor to 
outdoor, from scale to outright performance 
ships, from old timer to the most modern 
Wakefields, from ultra simple to the most 
complex.

W ell, you ask, so what? I have begun to 
tally the club surveys sent out earlier this 
year, and a number of changes have oc
curred in our free flight ranks over the last 
decades. It appears that the number of sites 
is decreasing around our country, almost all 
are shrinking in size, and some are con
strained by anti-noise requirements. In case 
you are inexperienced w ith rubber models, 
be aware that some of the rubber events can 
be flown in more restricted spaces, and of 
course, the loudest noise they make is when 
a motor breaks and does punitive damage to 
the fuselage. Compared to the noise from a 
gas model, there is no noise at all from a 
rubber ship. So let me encourage you to 
discover or rediscover rubber power. Since 
my experience w ith gumbanding is quite 
limited, and most of my correspondents are 
considerably more expert than I can ever 
imagine myself being, I have collected a
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Canada, w ho had his Silver Hammer 
equipped w ilh  them. Peter flew the Silver 
Hammer in the last W orld Champs in Argen
tina. The word is that the Californians have 
seen quite a bit o f this glider recently at Lost 
Hills, and apparently the performance is 
impressive enough that Juan Livotto has 
built a Silver Hammer of his own.

)ust a cursory look at the section indicates 
that it hasa minimal Phillips entry and quite 
a pronounced undercamber. Also, the high 
point is at 40%, which is quite far back for 
standard airfoil designs. The slightly flapped 
trailing edge would seem to work against 
controllable zoom launches, but would work 
in favor o f improving glide time. Could this 
be the replacement for the very successful 
and popular CH-407? Try it and see.

Now, usually I don't go back into the mid- 
1940s to find Mystery Models, because a 
good many of the readers of this column 
were not born yet, or have no access to some 
of the magazines that were printed during 
this time, but now and then I think it is a good 
idea to give the more mature members o f the 
readership an opportunity to have first crack 
at these thi ngs. So, here are a few tips to whet 
your interest: It is not a Goldberg Intercep
tor, it was designed by a well-known free 
flighter who published a great many ships 
well into the 1960s, it is a Class A ignition 
powered design, and it got its rather colorful 
name due to the unusual color scheme used. 
That's it. If you think you know the name, 
just drop a postcard or letter w ith the infor
mation on it to Bill Northrop, c/o Model

Bill Passarelli uses the winding-stooge-in-the-car-window approach to preparing his Gollywock. Photo 
taken by Jim Bocckinfuso at last year's Eastern States Champs, held in Pennsylvania.

JULY MYSTERY MODEL
I know, the first thing you'll say is that this 

is not a rubber model. You are pretty alert, 
I'd say. However, I get about one letter a 
year from Dan Ciesla, and he usually in
cludes some weird design for me to consider 
as a Mystery Model. This one comes from 
him, but he noted that he had help from his 
buddy, Les Alonzo, who actually spotted it 
in an old Model Airplane News. Anyhow, 
for Dan, who guides an 18-wheeler across 
the country, it seemed time to try it again.

Builder magazine. The w inner is the one 
who gets there first w ith the correct answer. 
Whaddaya win? Why, a year’s free sub
scription to Model Builder, what else? 
SELECTING THE RIGHT RUBBER AND 
PROP by Bill Gibbons 

This information was presented recently 
at a meeting of the Magnificent Mountain 
Men Free Flight Club in Denver. In it, Bill 
presents (along w ith the accompanying chart 
found elsewhere in this issue) the informa
tion you need to know about outdoor rubber

Bob Isaacson and his Tilka/Wakeup winner from 
the 1989 U.S. F/F Champs. See text tor more 
details on this entry-level FAI event.

and prop combinations. Let's get on w ith it: 
"At the annual planning meeting, Bill G ib
bons presented the chart and some useful 
discussion. When someone like Bill is avail
able you are always asking him how many 
turns and strands and how long of a motor 
you should use and all o f those other ques
tions. W ell, he must have got sick and tired 
of all those questions and wrote them down. 
One of the big things that Bill ascribes to is 
the length of the motor and the weight. That 
way you always get the proper cross section 
of rubber and don't have to count the number 
of strands. This makes up for the inconsis
tency in the various rubber strand sizes. Bill 
is also very emphatic about w inding w ith a 
torque meter.

"For his presentation, Bill suggested two 
articles, one of which is'Competitive Model 
Airplane Rubber Motor Testing,' by Earl 
Boteler (9-15-80). The other is 'Rubber, All 
You Need to Know,' by Fred Pearce in 
Model Aviation, March and April 1979. 
Pearce's article explains rubber in detail and 
shows how to evaluate rubber by energy 
storage capacity in foot-pounds per pound 
of rubber (3400 to 3600 is today's standard). 
Boteler's article explains the different testing

DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL— MAKAROV

STA 0.00 1.25 2.50 5.00 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.
UPR 0.75 2.42 3.25 4.66 6.64 7.93 8.85 9.41 9.81 9.88 9.46 8.47 7.11 5.41 3.13 0.21
LWR 0.75 0.05 0.00 0.21 0.82 0.60 2.31 3.04 3.79 4.89 5.36 5.22 4.49 3.34 1.84 0.00
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BILL GIBBONS 
JAN. 1990

F1B
Wakefield

Mulvihill & 
Unlimited

O.T. cl-D 
cabin or stick

O.T. cl-C 
C or 3

Coupe P-30

Motor weight 
* = fixed

•40 gm 80 gm 80 gm 40 gm *10 gm Ί 0  gm

Loop - length 
(inches)

19”  old 
1 7 "new

40" old
34" new

40" old 
34” new

30" old 
2 6 "new

11" old 
10" new

17" old 
16" new

No. Strands 
(average)

26 old 
28 new

28 old 28 old 16 old 
16 new

12 old 
12 new

8 old

Torque
(inch-ounces)

120 old 
120 new

80 80 60 old 
60 new

35 old 
35 new

20

Turns 400-425 old 
375-400 new

800 ± 800 ± 700 ± old 
650 ±new

350 old 
325 new

600

Propellor
Dia/pitch

24.5 D / 
29.0 P

24.5 D / 
29.0 P

Varies ave: 
18D 23P

Varies 
16 D 20 P

18 D /
25 P

Plastic
9 D / 7 P

Blade Area 
(inches squared)

±30 ±30 ±30 ±24 ±18 ±9

Prop run time 
(seconds)

40 120 60 40 30 ?

(P:QR) x 2D 
P + A

.98 .98 .86 .90 .91 .87

Bill Gibbons' Rubber Model and Propellor Chart. Discussed briefly in text, this chart should be used 
as a starting point for anyone interested in rubber powered free flight endurance events.

methods of full motors <ind the temperature 
relationship to storage and release of en
ergy. The accompanying chart is an empiri
cal compilation of model data summarized 
by Bill o f successful models over the years."

I hope you find the chart useful. My 
suggestion is that you photocopy it and put 
it on your workshop wall or in the book of 
important information that you keep close 
by. That's what I plan to do.
CHOOSING AN INDOOR RUBBER MO
TOR by Emanual Radoff

This in fo rm a tio n  comes from  the 
Brainbuster's F/F Newsletter, often used by 
this columnist for original material. This 
article, by indoor expert Radoff, w ill serve as 
a complementary piece to the outdoor chart 
noted above.

"Awell-known indoormodelerand physi
cist computed that an indoor rubber motor 
should weigh 1.3 times the model weight, 
sans rubber, for optimum flight time. In 
practice, I have seen the weights vary from 
1.0 to 1.27 on winning models. If these 
numbers are strange to you, you must be a 
beginner. In that case you should use the 
rubber size and length as recommended by 
the designer o f the model you are flying. If 
you are flying your own design, then previ
ous experience w ill enable you to know 
where to start.

"Propellers can be changed to accommo
date each motor, but we w ill assume that 
you are using your best prop and simplify 
the choice process by lim iting it only to the 
motor. Also, this discussion w ill be limited 
to high ceiling flying where il is believed that 
at the end o f a flight, the model should land 
with a half row of knots or less after being 
wound to capacity for the flight.

"There are two problems that occur with 
rubber motors if you are not lucky enough to 
guesstimate just right: either the rubber is 
too strong or too weak. If you aredeadstick- 
ing and your motor is underweight, increase 
the length about one-half inch at a time. If

you are up to weight, then go down in width 
about .002 inch at a time while keeping the 
same motor weight. If you are coming down 
w ith too many winds and you are up to 
motor weight, ask yourself if you put in all of 
the turns possible without hitting the top. If 
you didn't, then it is possible for the extra 
winds to take you all the way up, and you 
w ill use up the winds on the long cruise 
down. If you have tried that and your model 
is capable o f withstanding the extra torque, 
then add about .002 inch in width to each 
successive motor, keeping the same length, 
till you come down w ith the half row of 
knots. Ifyourmodel isfragileinspotsandthe 
extra torque would cause problems, then 
decrease your motor length about one-half 
inch at a time. The decrease in weight w ill 
let your model reach a greater height and 
have a better and longer cruise down, to use 
up all o f your winds.

"There are the basic rubber techniques 
w ith sizes cut from the one skein of rubber 
you bought. If your different rubber sizes are 
commercially cut, then these techniques are 
not exact, as the sizes may well be from d if
ferent batches w ith different torques.

"Low ceiling rubber choice is a whole 
other thing, even w inding techniques are 
different."
TILKA/WAKEUP TROPHY

George Schroedter wrote recently to an
nounce the second annual Tilka/Wakeup 
Trophy competition that w ill be/was held 
this year at the U.S. Free Flight Champs at 
Lost Hills. Although this announcement w ill 
be read too late for the 1990 competition, it 
w ill give ample time to pursue the competi
tion for 1991. Here's the deal: "The Tilka/ 
Wakeup competition is intended to encour
age modelers to give FAI competition a try. 
Building one of these two kits is the easiest 
and cheapest way to get started. Once they 
get a taste of what this type of competition is 
iike, Bror Eimar and I think that most w ill 
want to get seriously involved. Some may 
elect to start w ith Wakefield, others may try 
one or more of the other FAI events.

"To enter the TilkaAVakeup competition, 
the modeler needs to build a reasonably 
stock Tilka or Wakeup design. (Kits are 
available from FAI Model Supply or from 
Schroedter.) Substitution of tube fuselages is 
not permitted, but timers and VIT are okay. 
There is no entry fee. A ll that is necessary is 
one additional sheet be signed when regis
tering to fly Wakefield at the Free Flight 
Champs. The highest time w ith one of those 
models wins a nice trophy. If we can work 
the entries up to six or more contestants, 
then a nice perpetual trophy w ill be awarded 
to the Tilka/Wakeup winner.

"There are a lot of Tilkas and Wakeups 
that have been built. We certainly encour
age their builders to bring them to Lost Hills 
and fly them in this competition. They could 
easily w ind up w inning two trophies!"

continued on page 106

These three distinguished looking fellows are the 1989 America's Cup winners, photographed here by 
Al Hotard at the Max Men Annual in Lost Hills, California. From left: Bob Sifleet (F1C), Paul Crowley 
(F1B), and Matt Gewain (F1A).
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WANT TO TRY THE CHALLENGE OF FL YING R/C HELICOPTERS?
READ ON TO FIND OUT HOW!

DO YOU FLY RC NOW?
Then fo r $250, you are ready to fly  w ith  GMP's new  REBEL . Rebel is 
the firs t and only helicopter designed fo r a standard 40  airplane engine, 
an inexpensive 4 channel radio that is sm all enough to f it  in the back 
seat o f any car yet large enough fo r good v is ib ility  and stab ility . Rebel 
has several industry firs t features, including near "hands o ff" fligh t 
performance & high quality, rugged, yet simple, construction designed 
to take the abuse o f beginners & keep on flying. For about $ 75 more, 
you can add a gyro to  speed up the learning curve by autom atically 
stabilizing the ta il ro to r which helps you progress faster to sport & 
com petition helis like the GMP Cobra & Legend.

Send $2 fo r an illustra ted  catalog & technical literature.

Or receive the catalog and our 
exciting flight demo video tape for $34.00

Goftiam Model Products. Inc.. 23961 Craftsman Rd., Calabasas CA USA 91302 (818) 992-0195

ASSOC OATES PRESENTS THE (FINEST
STARTER BATTERIES.
12 Uolts 4.0 Amp. hour 
BOP ASSOCIATES Ulith 
more then 23 years 
Enperlence In the Design, 
M anufacturing, and 
Assembling o f Nickel 
Cadmium cells and 
b atte rie s , noiv presents  
the FINEST STARTER 
BRTTERV FOR VOUR 
STARTER, uilth Charger.
Just Charge It once, and 

it mill last the weekend for Starting your Plane. Also 2.0 and 7.0 Rmp. Hr.

088SCI0TE8 IP.®. Don 22®5« For rβHr obrβwr|Γte·nββd,’
BBcdsiBo ΤΓ0Β '!ι®'δι®2-2®54) dfflirJl><&®2-S3®tf

WORKBENCH Continued from page 7

number of new products and materials for 
the many new areas of interest in the model 
airplane hobby. In the 1930's there were 
free flight rubber-powered and gas-pow
ered airplanes, and there were gliders... 
period. Today? There isn’t space enough 
here to list them all... umpteen types of free 
flight, control line, and radio controlled 
aircraft. And most of them are in kit form. But 
the ARF (Almost Ready to Fly) and ERF 
(Entirely Ready to Fly) are really coming of 
age (Not really sure if we're proud of having 
been the inventor of those terms back in 
1965 while R/C Editor of another publica
tion, but they sure stuck!).

At first, the ARF was billed as a quick 
replacement for the modeler whose pet air
craft was out of commission (crashed) and 
who thus needed something to fly for the 
coming weekend. Then it began to fill the 
need for the impatient modeler, the slow 
builder, or simply the unskilled builder who 
needed an airplane to fly.

Today's market for (he ARF or ERF is all of 
the above, plus a whole new and very large 
element of total newcomers who also lack 
the skill or patience to build a model. In 
these days of the accelerated life-style, the 
ARFs and ERFs are finding most appreciative 
customers... those who want to fly a radio 
controlled plane, but have no intentions of 
building a model... period! R/C has become

a sport, if you w ill, the same as tennis or golf. 
You don't have to build your own tennis 
racquet or golf clubs, so why build an R/C 
model? Rest assured it w ill never happen in 
free flight. Can you imagine an ARF Class C 
Texan or Satellite in the hands of a new
comer? In control line, except for the little 
plastic .049 models by Cox and Testors, 
there has been no real attempt to reach a 
possible ARF market.

On the negative side of completing the 
circle, youngsters, except for the fortunate 
ones who have parents w illing  to spend the 
money required, and take the time to chauf
feur them to the distant hobby shop and 
flying field, are not in the scheme of things. 
The majority o f today's model airplane 
products are radio controlled models aimed 
at the young adult, the yuppies, and the 
older adult who has usually stayed w ith the 
hobby through the years. This is a sad con
clusion that we don't like making, but as we 
said before, the Golden Era of inexpensive 
model kits in every easily accessible nook 
and cranny, is not apt to occur ever again. 
We who have lived in that era can only 
chalk it up as a small niche in history that we 
were fortunate enough to experience.

The next era in model airplanes, which is 
now getting under way, would seem to be 
based on two types of enthusiast. The hard 
core modeler w ill continue to function, and 
w ill hopefully increase in number. Here you 
w ill find nearly all o f the control lineand free 
flight modelers. By necessity, they w ill 
continue to be the designers, the innovators, 
and the scratch builders, As there w ill be an 
almost total lack of F/F and C/L ARFs and 
kits. But these modelers don't really care, as 
they prefer to design, innovate, and scratch 
build... that is the hobby to them.

There w ill also be an even greater number 
of hardcore modelers in R/C, some of whom 
are additionally in the free flight and control 
line ranks. Again, as innovators, designers, 
and scratch builders, as well as kit builders, 
they branch out into the special interest 
areas, such as pattern, pylon racing, soaring, 
helicopters, ducted fans, scale, and Old 
Timers, as well as being competition fliers in 
all areas. On the other hand, the majority of 
R/C w ill be made up of the second type of 
enthusiast, the one who sees R/C as a sport 
only, not a hobby. This type is mostly "pass
ing through," giving the "sport" a casual try. 
Some w ill stick and become hard core 
modelers. Some may even graduate to free 
flight!. But the largest number w ill "buy and 
try to fly ," and that's a whale of a big market 
that w ill take all the skills of a well-founded 
industry organization to penetrate (There's 
another article in itself!).

One thing sure, the hobby needs both 
types; the hobbyist and the sport. The hob
byist is the person who keeps the pleasure of 
building and flying model airplanes alive. 
However, he cannot go on forever. And 
hopefully, enough non-modelers, young or 
old, who try the sport, discover the fascina
tion of the hobby and then decide to stay 
w ith it.
WHERE ARE YO U, KID?
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W h e n  it c o m e s  to  a e r o b a t ic s ,  
n o t h in g  c u ts  i t  l ik e  th e
E x tr a  3 0 0 .

HOBBICO*

EXTRA 300
Wing Spin: 5 5 V '  Fuselage length: 4 2 Ά ” Wing Ana: 543 iq. In. Weight: 71-95 oz. Engine Size: .40-.46 2-stroke .70-91 4-stroke

Any more good news? 
You can have the Extra 

at the flight line fast — it's 
ready for cutting-edge aerobatics 
not long after you open the box.

Out o f the box, Hobbico ASAPs 
are 80%  complete. All parts are 
top quality and extensively pre
built. The balsa and ply basic struc
ture is pre-covered with a light
weight, three-layer shell featuring

O n l y  a limited number of the 
full-scale, German-made Extra 300s exist. 
Most flying enthusiasts have to settle for 
seeing the international world-class aero

batic plane at airshows or in 
flying magazines. Hobbico's 

ASAP semi-scale model lets

Knife-edge maneuvers like this only hint at 
the ASAP Extra 300's snappy aerobatic 
performance in the hands o f an intermediate 
or experienced flier. And it's got the style to 
match: the details, including trim, colors, 
and full-view bubble canopy, have been care
fully documented from the full-size plane.

a foam core, a synthetic layer with bonded-in 
color, and a fuel-resistant film surface. The 
instruction manuals are brief and clear. After 
all, there's not a lot o f building to be done.

Easy assembly, carefully hand-crafted quality, 
superior flight performance. Nothing else cuts 
it like a Hobbico ASAP.

Write for free brochure about the ASAP series kits.
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BYRON 
ORIGINALS

The Staggerwing 
Beech has always 
been near the top 
of the list in classic 
aircraft popularity, but 
because of its unique 
fuselage design, it 
has always been nearly 
impossible to recreate in 
model form... that is until 
Byron Originals introduced 
its G-17-S. A handlayed 
fiberglass fuselage and cowl team with in
jection molded plug-in wings to make the Stag 
a rewarding project from building to flying. 
Custom retractable landing gear guarantees 
scale appearance both on the ground and in 
the a i r . . .  scale enough to have landed Mel 
Santmyers First Place in Static Judging at the 
1986 Scale Masters Competition~the first time

a civilian aircraft had ever taken the honors. 
Plus, Byron Staggerwings fly as well as they 
look.

If you're looking for a true classic in every 
sense of the word, make the Staggerwing 
Beech from Byron Originals your next project. 
For a detailed Info-Pack, send $2.00. 
Catalogs, just $3.00.

See Your Local Byron Dealer Today
For the Full Line of Byron Kits, Accessories and Fuels!

Byron Originals, Inc. ·  P.O. Box 279 · Ida Grove, IA 51445 · Ph: 712/364-3165

We are still receiving inquiries about the 
" Hey Kid!" series so wel I done by B il I Warner 
and illustrated by |im Kaman, that ran through 
our 1988 issues. As you may or may not 
know, Bill put the series together in book 
form for Tab Books. It is now in the hands of 
Tab, and we are awaiting word on when it is 
due to be released. The only prediction we 
can make is that it should be available 
sometime later this year.
THING S TO D O

A clin ic on electric R/C systems w ill be 
featured at the Northern Connecticut Radio 
Control Club's Third Annual Electric Fun- 
Fly. The NCRCC's clin ic w ill be conducted 
by Larry Sribnick, proprietor of SR Batteries, 
Inc. of Bellport, New York. The Fly-In is to 
take place on July 22, starting at 9 a.m. at the 
NCRCC field in Ellington, CT. For more 
information, call Ron Torrito, at (203) 528- 
2227. The flying w ill be a seven-minute 
precision flight w ith spot landing, and a lap 
pylon event. On August 8, the club w ill hold 
its Fifth Annual Soaring Rally, for Two- 
Meter, Standard, and Unlimited. For more 
information on this one, also check w ith 
Ron Torrito.

• ·  ·
The First Milwaukee Annual Radio Con

trol Sport & Hobby Show w ill take place on 
October 5, 6, & 7, 1990 at the MECCA 
center. It's a selling show. Mark your calen
dar and tell a friend. Get your models ready 
for the static display competition and be 
prepared for the swap shop. MB

DEAR JAKE Continued from page 7

running is required. But I am sure that radio 
silence is a must, however, so i f  you're 
thinking o f making a radio controlled model 
o f the B-2, you're out o f luck.

lake
• ·  ·

Dear lake:
The legend of gremlins has always fasci

nated me. These little guys are said to cause 
all sorts of mechanical trouble in an attempt 
to make crashes happen.

Flow do you suppose gremlins got to be 
associated w ith mechanical problems and 
accidents?

Ned in New Hampshire
Dear Ned:

I dunno. Probably because American 
Motors bu ilt them.

lake MB

BIG BIRDS Continued from page 13 

beautifully.
"After a few circles we estimated her 

speed at about 55, just like the computer 
said it would be. She tended to clim b a lot. 
Full down trim was added but she still 
climbed at any power setting over half 
throttle. She cruised nicely at 1/4 throttle 
and flew hands-off.

"At about 100 feet altitude and 100 yards 
out T) throttled back and made his first

approach. She flew past us, never getting 
lower than 25 feet. A second approach w ith 
the engine at a lower idle resulted in a 
perfect landing.

"W e shimmed the elevator, refueled and 
took o ff again. The shims corrected the 
climbing and she now flies level at any 
speed. Landings are pure joy! Throttle back 
to idle on base and glide her in. I love it.

"I recommend the book mentioned for 
anyone wanting to find a plane to scratch- 
build. The going rate building that way is 
now about $1.25 per inch of span, not 
counting the price o f the radio and engine.

"TJ and I always fly together so we in
stalled two figures in the cockpit. Then on a 
whim  I added pictures o f our family— our 
wives, my daughter and the four grandkids 
as passengers. One other thing, the Saito 
four-stroker sounds quite realistic swinging 
a 14x6-10 prop.

"Thanks for your time and keep up the 
good work... and let's build big and light so 
we can use small engines. Also, w hile build
ing this bird several guys said, "It would 
never fly, not enough power.' The world is 
full o f rocket experts."
BIG BIRD SOCIAL CALENDAR

June 22-24: The Billings Flying Mustangs 
(IMAA Chapter #203) w ill be hosting their 
AMA and IMAA Sanctioned 2nd Annual 
Regional Fly-In. Come on out, relax and 
enjoy the Big Sky Country. These guys know 
how to have a good time. They've got plenty 
of RV parking, motels w ith in 10 miles, a
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THE SKYWARD 40 FSR

K  uPerb engineering and hand crafted
quality are a tradition at SKYWARD R+D.

I  l l  >'he fact that our Model 40 and Model b() 
were voted ARF trainers of the year 
proves it.

And now, in the same tradition of excellence, 
we’re proud to introduce the SKYWARD 120. A giant 
1/4-scale version of the ultimate ARF trainer.

SKYWARD's reputation is founded on rugged design 
and leading edge technologs·. Our ARF’s are bu ilt to 
fly  right and land light. But at SKYWARD we know 
what trainers go through. So we build them tough to 
withstand punishment.

Skyward 2s 40 60' uo'
2-cycle engine 2 0 -2 5 3 5 -4 5 4 5 -61 108

4-cycle engine 2 0 -2 6 4 8 -6 1 6 0 -91 120

W ing span 5 3 ’ 6 3 ’ 72" 108 ’

Length 37 " 44 .2 5 " 5 6 ’ 76 "

R/C channels 3 -4 3 -4 4 4

W ing a rea * 449 730 909 2 1 2 7

All components pre-built, factory finished, 
ready to fly Quick assembly slotted joints for 
left and right wing segments Flat bottom 
airfoil | Model 25 and 40\ and Horner type 
svingtips to ensure maximum control Slotted 
fuselage provides perfect dorsal and stabilizer 
alignment for optimum directional stability· 

Zero-styrofoam, lightweight balsa construc
tion allows easy repair I’re-molded see through 
windows Highest quality hardware 
and fittings throughout.

At SKYWARD R+D we think ahead. When 
you’ve mastered the art of flight w ith your

SKYWARD 40. you can modify it 
using our high performance, 
semi-symmetrical Sport Wing 
(sold serparately).

Whatever your flying skill, 
SKYWARD is the way to go.

Sold only at better hobby 
shops the world over.

Engine Size: 40 
Displacement: 6.40 cc 
Net Weight: 420 gr 
Two Stroke/ Glow Plug 
.97 HP <ft’ 15,000 rpm
ABC Construction 

Double Ball Bearing
Schnuerle Porting 
Muffler included

* (sq.in.) 1 SIMI-SYMMCTRICAL AIRFOIL

orAt KK INQUIRIES ARt N'UfP·
Skvw.ird Kewarcli - Development I aborattm 
•InMi Dccarle Hlvd Montreal,
Quebec IHX2H5 
telephone: (> 14) -Ik I dil 
la c M iu lle  , 5 t4 i  4 8 " -5 3 8 3 R E S E A R C H  +  D E V E L O P M E N T

Black Anodized*
The SKYWARD Line 
of Engines includes:
Sizes 25*, 28, 40*. 46, 
and 61*
Skyward engines are hand 
cast and machined for 
superior performance.

IM~ Registered trademarks of SKY WARP R-fl) laboratory © 1990 SKYWARD R-tP Laboratory

»a r f  p l a n e  of t h e  v e a r
-M odel Builder M agazine, U » *
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The Spectra PCM Series radio control system is 
designed for the intermediate or advanced flier. 
The Airtronics Spectra offers compact size, light 
weight, and superior aircraft performance that 
outdistance other radio control systems.

The SP7P has been created to answer the de
mands of fliers who want a radio that will encom
pass all types of pattern, scale, or sport flying. The 
SP7P is a superior R /C  system in every respect.

Features on the SP7P include servo reversing on 
all channels, adjustable travel volume, plug-in RF 
module, modular transmitter battery pack, RF out
put meter, programmable fail-safe with inhibit, 
h igh-visibility LED indicators, dual conversion 
FM/PCM super narrow band receiver, dual rates, 
and low transmitter battery voltage alarm.

Specifications worth noting on the SP7P by Air
tronics include snap roll adjustable inputs; dual 
rate on elevator and aileron; automatic dual rate 
on rudder; adjustable travel volume on elevator, 
aileron, rudder and throttle; adjustable low throttle 
trim; flap/elevator mixing; elevator/flap mixing; 
aileron/rudder coupling; exponential on aileron, 
e levator and rudder; pulse mixer for flaperon, 
elevon, or V-tail models.

The SP7P is a 7-channel digital proportional nar
row band radio system It weighs 37 ounces, and 
has a power output of 600 MW. The frequencies 
available are 50, 53, and 72 Mhz. Modulation is 
FM/PCM. Power supply is from a 96-volt NiCd, 
with a current drain of 230 MA. Temperature 
range is 0-160 degrees, and the pulse width is 
1,5ms (nominal). The receiver type is a dual con
version FM/PCM super narrow band.

HERE’S ALL YOU DO
Just by subscribing or renewing your present subscription to Model 
Builder, you become eligible to win this outstanding Airtronics Spec
tra PCM radio system, or other valuable prizes for runners-up.

Well pick four names at random from the new and renewed 
subscriptions that have been received. The first-place winner will 
receive the Spectra PCM radio! Second place will win a complete 
Uber Skiver modeling knife set; and third and fourth place will 
receive a free additional six month's subscription to Model Builder 
magazine! What could be easier? There's nothing to do but sub-

scribe or renew your subscription!
To be eligible, just subscribe to the finest all-around modeling 

magazine available, Model Builder, by sending your name and 
address, along with your check or money order for $25.00 for one 
year, or $47.00 for two years. Mastercard or Visa orders welcome. 
The easiest way to do this is to call our toll-free subscription hotline: 
(800) 243-9593 (in California: 714/645-8830) and place your order. 
If you've been thinking about subscribing or renewing your sub
scription. now’s the time to do it!

Void where prohibited

WHEN CONTACTING ADVERTISERS, TELL 'EM MODEL BUILDER SENT YOU!



Radical Comfort 
With Two Channels 

On A Single Gimbal.
Hold the revolutionary Cox Cobra and you 

experience something new to R/C flying...a 
transmitter so comfortable that it seems to melt 
right into your hands.

The Cobra transmitter is shaped and textured for maximum pilot comfort. Whether 
you favor fingertip or thumb control, the two 
primary controls on a single stick are 
positioned for natural hand placement so you 
precisely control your model airplane. Tactile 
surfaces, including the shaped and textured 
oversized gimbal control stick, provide non
visual references and rough area for a firm grip.

Beyond your physical comfort, the Cobra's unique design 
satisfies another type of comfort . . .  the security of technical 
excellence.

/ / / Λ

Advanced circuitry and high quality integrated components 
provide Cobra pilots with outstanding range, sensitive response 
to control commands and exacting performance. Servo reversing 
switches, Nickel Cadmium charging port, trim levers and two 
channels controlled on a single, two axis gimbal furnish value- 
discerning R/C pilots with outstanding features, affordably priced.

H igh  Quality Components
Both Cobra and Cobra Three systems include 
two micro servos, receiver, on-board battery 
box and frequency identification. Cobra total 
on-board weight 4.24 oz. (120.2 grams) with 
AAA batteries installed. Cobra Three total on
board weight 4.01 oz. (113.67 grams) with AAA 
batteries and two servos.

Proportional 
third channel 
“Anger tip" control

Three Channel Version
If you desire to add a third function such as 
spoiler, tow release or throttle control, 
purchase the Cobra Three. The conveniently 
located finger tip trigger is fully proportional. 
We've also included a smaller receiver (.25 
ounces less than the Cobra two channel 
receiver) to offset the added weight of your 
third servo.

COX HOBBIES, INC. 
350 West Rincon Street 

Corona, CA 91720



RotorCraft Workstation
Available from major 
Hobby Distributors

Products
For R/C Helicopters 
• Building

The specially designed 
“ RotorCraft Skid Clamps”  
are fully adjustable 
securely hold helicopters 
to 60"
The unique “ RotorCraft 
Clamping System”  tilts  a 
total of 180 degrees and 
rotates a full 360 degrees, 
providing an infinite number of working angles;

• Repairing
• Displaying

n  *
*  %

• The “ RotorCraft Workstation”  heavy duty mounting pedestal 
and base tray provides a steady platform regardless of the 
work angle;

• The base tray can be mounted on any heavy duty camera or 
video cam tripod as a stand-alone, portable field workstation.

Disclaimer»: Helicopter, tools and tripod not Included.
"RotorCraft Workstation" Is not designed for use as a runnlng/testlng station.

Note: Some assembly required.

Products
12519 Wanda Lane ·  Magnolia, Texas 77355 

(713) 259-7537 ·  FAX (713) 259-7801
A Division of Signal Measurement Company

food concession, raffles, and drawings. For 
flyers, contact Event Director Donald Her- 
ington, P.O. Box22406, Billings, M T 59104, 
(406)656-3558.

June 28-july I : The International M in i
ature A ircraft Association (IMAA) 10th 
Annual Rally O f Giants at Wittman Field, 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. What a get-together 
this is going to be! Four great days of easy- 
to-take noncompetitive flying and fellow
ship. Got a biggie on floats or a flying boat? 
Then bring it along because there's also 
going to be a separate water-fly. And in 
addition to the traditional banquet and pic
nic, you'll have the EAA Museum to visit.

Pre-registration deadline is |une 15, so get 
your flyers/forms now from me or Les Hard, 
2909 West M ichigan Ave, Lansing, Ml 
48917.

July 14-15:The Puget Sound Rocs' (IMAA 
Chapter #108) 8th Annual Big Bird Bash & 
Tea Social at their new Rocs' Roost, which 
is even bigger and better than their old flying 
field. As usual, this is AMA and IMAA sanc
tioned w ith lotsa RV parking, a radio raffle, 
food, and drinks—and two full days of 
Northwest hospitality and fun. C'mon out 
and enjoy.

Need a map? I've got flyers or you can get 
them from Event Director Bruce Gale, 811 
9th Avenue SW, Puyallup, W A 98371, 
(206)845-0705.
TH O U G H T OF THE M O N TH

You're getting old when time flies whether 
you're having fun or not!

A lA lman, 1910 154th Street Court South, 
Spanaway, W A 98387, (206)535-1 549. MB

ENGINES Continued from page 17

enjoys a superb reputation as a high per
forming engine made of low-tech materials 
in the most modern configuration. You can 
bet it's made on W orld War II type machin
ery run by only a few very skilled modelers 
who want the best. My engine is serial 
number 443, and it’s my best judgement that 
the availability of a ll Eastern Bloc model en
gines w ill diminish and that each one w ill 
become more rare as economic restructur
ing in Central Europe causes industry to 
concentrate on things more needed for 
everyday living than model engines.

Four 7mm long bolts hold on the rear 
cover; four 8mm bolts hold on the front 
cover and four more hold on the head. 
Metal-to-metal fits are so excellent that the 
engine's only gasket is under the glow plug. 
The shaft's front and rear ball bearings are 
pressed in place and then four circumferen
tial punch pricks are made to further lock the 
bearings in place. A locking set screw also 
screws down onto the top surface o f the rear 
bearing— I've not seen this before. The bot
tom side of the cylinder head (which forms 
the top of the combustion chamber) is nearly 
the same shape as a Cox #1702 high com
pression glow head for .049/.051 sizes. The 
head is fin less. The cylinder's bore is .590

inch and the piston's stroke is 549 inch. The 
engine is well oversquareand has 160degree 
exhaust timing. It's designed to run on either 
a tuned pipe or an extractor pipe like the 
Nelson Quarter Midget engines use. A l
though the cylinder is steel, it has a slight 
taper to a smaller inside diameter at top 
dead center like other modern high per
formance engines. I'll bet it took hours of 
careful and meticulous hand honing inside 
the cylinder to get the piston to just barely 
pinch tight at top dead center... and it's this 
careful fit along w ith a drum intake valve 
that makes the MATAS' reputation.

I've shown you drum intake valves be
fore— most recently in the October '89 issue 
of MB, page 34— but this one is totally 
unique in that an aluminum deflector plate 
is pressed into the drum at a 45 degree angle 
to "bounce" the engine's incoming fuel/air 
mix up into the Schnuerle ports... a touch of 
brilliance!

The MATAS' glow plug is also unique in 
that its seal is ceramic porcelain like our 
Champion spark plugs and glow plugs of the 
1940s and 1950s.
RATINGS

The MATAS 2.5cc glow engine gets a full 
10 points for design excellence.

It gets 7 points for manufacturing excel
lence. Machining is relatively poor but that's 
offset by the piston/cylinder fit and the 
machining in the drum valve intake.

Since this engine is so rare and new, it was 
not run for a performance rating.
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CA  Adhesives That Are 
On Target For All 

Your Modeling Needs
Let's face it, all you really want ou t o f your C A  adhesive 

is the strongest possible bond at a great price. Hobbico's 
great new line o f Bullet CA adhesives is perfectly on target 
fo r your needs! Special quick-set form ulations which yield 
incredible bonding strength w ill get you from  the workshop 
and in to  action FAST!

You can also depend on Bullet CAs to  be on target fo r 
freshness. Fast delivery from  the factory to  the hobby shop 
means longer usable bonding power once the bottle  is in 
your hand.

Hobbico understands your m odeling needs and has 
created a Bullet C A  product fo r each o f them . Bullet CA is 
th in and instant-setting. It's ideal fo r pre-fitted parts.
Bullet CA+ is th icker w ith a 10 to  15 second set time, 
offering gap-filling capabilities. For high-stress areas requir
ing extra filleting, super-thick Bullet CA- has a 1 to  2 
m inute cure time. Plenty o f tim e fo r repositioning parts. 
Q ua lity  Bullet Activator and Debonder are also available 
to  keep your jobs m oving quickly.

When you're looking fo r a super glue jo in t at a great 
price, th ink Hobbico's Bullet C A  adhesives - on target fo r 
your m odeling needs.

DISTRIBUTED TO LEADING RETAILERS 
NATIONWIDE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

There's a Bullet CA product for every modeling need:

BULLET CA
Thin and in
stant-setting, 
ideal for pre- 
fitted parts.

BULLET CA +
A thicker CA 
with a 10 to 15 
second set time, 
offers gap-filling 
capabilities. 
BULLET CA- 
AVAILABLE 
SOON!!

Bullet CA, CA+, and CA- are available in convenient 1 and 2 oz. sizes.

a
♦ r

BULLET ACTIVATOR
Mist spray that speeds 
up the reactant time for 
CAs. Available in 2 oz. 
spray and 8oz. refill.

BULLET DEBONDER
Solvent that quickly re
moves CA build-up from 
models (or modeler!).
2 oz. size.

© 1990, Hobbico. Inc.



Putting maximum 
size power in a m in
imum size package 
has become a spe
cialty of Enya. And 
the 80XF 2-cyde 
takes this art form 
to yet another level.

With both its
plane and chopper versions, 
the 80XF produces 1.6 to 2.0 hp at up 
to 16,000 RPM. But what’s unique is that it packs 
this power into a size that fits  the mounting dimensions 
of our60XF-4.

80XF-H

Enya’s 80XF

For Chopper Pilots.
Think about it. If you’re fly ing helicopters, you know that 

space is at a premium and power is often the key to perfor
mance. Yet 'til now, if you needed more power in a .60 
chopper, you d id n ’t have much choice. A 4-cycle wouldn’t  
work, and a .90 wouldn’t fit. Enter Enya’s 80XF-H. For take-off 
power, solid lift and stable flight, you can put this 19.7 oz 
powerhouse, with its special engine-cooling heat sink head, 
into your .60 size chopper, and effortlessly lift up to 15.2 lbs. 
of helicopter with ease.

For Fixed-Wing Aircraft.
Swinging props from 12x8 to 14x12, the 80XF's extra 

torque lets you run bigger planes at lower RPM's and still get 
the power you need. It’s not only nice to know you have this 
reservoir of extra power, bu t running at lower RPM’s w ill also 
add life to your engine.

The engine is complete with a GM-I0S carburetor that’s 
adjustable in high-, m id- and low-end throttle  speeds and is 
Schneurle-ported with side exhaust. Most important -  it 
packs a major punch in a small package. ^ H n : V ; iMARKETING
For maximum safety and enjoyment, read and follow 
manufacturer’s instructions closely. ENYA MODEL ENGINES

PO. Box 391, Edison, N.|. 08818-0391 (201) 248-8738



ROAR 1:10 NATIONAL CHAMPION 
ORRCA NATIONAL CHAMPION

| K  J  ^ tv- _ J

THE TEAM DOES IT IN THE DIRT.
Race the car that beat the 

imports in the toughest Kind of 
off-rood competition.

The All-American Associated 
RC10 took home the gold in 
both the ROAR and ORRCA 
Notional Championships.

Our RC10 turned back the 
foreign cor invasion with the 
some racecor technology that 
has kept Team Associated on 
top of fhe RC cor racing world 
for over 15 years
A RACE CAR. NOT A TOY.

Sure, you've heard that before.
But Team Associated designs 

and engineers only model RACE cars
The new RC10 features fully adjustable, four 

wheel independent suspension, an aluminum 
alloy monocoque tub and race-proven hardware 
throughout.

Sealed gearbox
VoriLok
differential

Associated 
custom racing 
shocks

Competition
modular

T6 aircraft 
aluminum 
monocoque tub

Fullye 
4 wheel 
Independent 
suspension

And the RC10 doesn't need expensive 
accessories and modifications to handle the 
roughest tracks The strength and durability is 
standard equipment
RACE-WINNING ENGINEERING.

For maximum fraction ~  
the RC10 suspension 
is damped by long throw.

oil-filled racing shocks. These custom 
shocks use machined alloy cylinders and 
drill blank shafts for silky smooth oction

Rugged, yet light, the suspension gives 
you all the adjustability of full size, full race 
buggies The A-orm/Ball joint design allows 
precise comber, caster, ride height and 

spring rate tuning. Even anti-roll bars 
and a VoriLok dif are included 

Exceptional ground clearance and 
low center of gravity also contribute 
to the superb balance ond perfor
mance of the RC10 over all types 
of terrain.

GET THE JUMP ON THE COMPETITION.
Go RC off-rood racing with the 

leaders. The National Champion 
RC10 is available now and legal for 
ROAR ond ORRCA nationally sanc
tioned competition.
Complete RC10 kits, replacement 

parts ond spares are reodily available through 
model car racing's most extensive dealer 
network.

Take the challenge ond build yourself a winner.
Team Associated's RC10.

Smooth undercarriage 
moxlmum ground clearance

Front
skldpiate

Full race rear suspension includes bulletproof 
halt shall and u-jolnls with tapered and 
keyed modular wheels. Quick release knock 
o tt design tor last p it work and tuning.

Model cors tor Real racers.
Associated Electrics 
3585 Cadillac Ave., 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 
(714) 850-9342

0 1984 Associated Electrics
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CONCEPT (DX) COMBO............................ 764.95
CONCEPT (SE) COMBO............................ 824.95
CONCEPT PREBUILT COMBO .................814.95
CONCEPT PREBUILT KIT
W/0.SZ8H COMBO................................... 809.95

CONCEPT (SE) w/ JETRANGER
FUSELAGE COMBO................................ 934.95

CONCEPT (SE) w/HUGHES 500
FUSELAGE COMBO.................................929.95

CONCEPT (SE) w/HUGHES 300
FUSELAGE COMBO................................ 874.95

SHUTTLE XX (B.B) COMBO....................769.95
SHUTTLE Z COMBO...................................774.95

THE LARGEST HELICOPTER STORE IN USA’  35-40 HELI'S ON 
DISPLAY · BEST PRICE · FAST SHIPMENT · WAREHOUSE 
INVENTORY IN STOCK ALL ORDERS SHIPPED DAILY ·
I 00 FOR CATALOG

GMP»HIR0B0»KY0SH0»X-CELL*KALT»SCHLUTER»CENTURY*IMP0RT»EXP0RT

SHUTTLE ZX (B.B) COMBO.......................... 819.95
SHUTTLE ZX (B.B) w/PULL

START ENGINE............................................ 839.95
KALT BARON 30 MX COMBO....................... 729.95
KALT ENFORCER COMBO......... COMING SOON
X-CELL 30 w/STARTER COMBO..................869.95
X-CELL 40/EXTENSION COMBO.................879.95
GMP REBEL COMBO w/ MAGNUM 45 ENG.
4 SERVO. 4 CH. RADIO............................... 478.99
W'FUTABA 154 GYRO ADD........................... 64.99

CYCLONE II w/WEBRA 50H COMBO 894.99
CENTURY LITTLE AIRWOLF BODY.......129.99

•ALL COMBO INCLUDE:
HELICOPTER · 0.S32H OR ΕΝΥΑ 35H · 5. 6, or 7 
CH HELI RADIO w/5 SPORT SERVO · FUTABA 
154 GYRO TRAINING WHEEL · MUFFLER · 
GLOW PLUG · GLOW PLUG CONNECTOR · 
REMOVE WIRE · STARTER · 12V BATTERY · 
GLOW PLUG BATTERY · FUEL PUMP

HELICOPTER WORLD INC.
759 E. BROKAW RD.· SAN JOSE, CA 95112
TEL: 408 · 436-1025 · 436-1029

C H E E T A H  M O D ELS  1 4 7 2 5  B e s s e m e r S t. "B "
S LO P E  A C R O B A T IC . C O M B A T  G L ID E R S  V a n  N u T 8· Ca> 9 1 4 1 1

SUPER CHEETAH 
Span: 64 in.
Area: 496 sq. in. 
Weight: 34 oz.
Loading 1045 oz./sq. in. 
$52.95

CHEETAH 
Span: 48 in.
Area: 432 sq. in. 
Weight: 32 oz. 
Loading: 11 oz./sq. ft. 
$49.95

UNBREAKABLE
FUSELAGE

D E A L E R  IN Q U IR Y  IN V IT E D (818)781-4544

t u r n  y o u r  p r in t e r  in to  a n  a i r f o i l  p lo t t e r  w ith . . . .

FOILED AGAIN!!!

• PLOT AIRFOILS IN ANY CHORD UP TO 24 INCHES• MODIFY' THICKNESS. CAMBER. &  TRAILING EDGE• PLOT SKIN THICKNESS FOR SHEETED WINGS• ENTER DATA EASILY VIA ’INTELLIGENT EDITOR• USER-FRIENDLY, MENU-DRIVEN OPERATION
• INCLUDES 18-PAGE ILLUSTRATED USER MANUAL

24843 Del Prado #14IA  Dana Point CA 92629

In 1989 I heard of a MATAS selling to a 
collector for $300. Mine was a gift— it's not 
for sale! MB

SENSOAR Continued from page / 9

use thinner balsa sheeting for covering the 
bottom of the rear fuselage rather than the 3/ 
16 sheet stock provided. I also sanded the 
tailfeather structures and rear portion of the 
fuselage vigorously. I figure one ounce saved 
in the tail results in three ounces saved in 
counterbalancing nose weight.

To further reduce flying weight, the servos 
were installed in front of the F2 former as 
shown on the plans for the electric powered

version of the Sensoar. Any fixed weight that 
can be moved farther forward reduces the 
nose weight required, and thus reduces the 
airplane's overall weight.

And finally, to strengthen the fuselage I 
substituted 1/16 birch plywood for the balsa 
flooring from the nose block back to the F3 
former at the wing trailing edge.

These changes seemed to pay off. The 
second Sensoar required only one ounce of 
nose weight and weighs four ounces less 
than the first. Also, my fuselage has not 
cracked in more than 60 landings, and some 
of those landings were rough.
RADIO INSTALLATION AND FINAL 
CHECKOUT

Selection o f radio gear is not critical, as

there is plenty of space for standard size 
equipment. In my case, a Futaba FP-R4F 
four-channel receiver was installed, along 
w ith a 500 mAH battery pack—standard 
size and weight equipment. The receiver 
and battery pack, along w ith the pair of 
Futaba S-48 servos and the switch harness 
brought the weight of on-board radio equip
ment to 8.5 ounces.

W ith the lightened tail section and servos 
moved forward the model balanced at the 
center of the w ing spar w ith no additional 
nose weight. W ith  two 1/2-ounce steel 
washers at the nose block the balance point 
moved up to the front of the spar, the loca
tion specified in the plans. The ready-to-fly 
weight is 25-1/4 ounces, a bit higher than 
midway in the recommended range of 20 to 
28 ounces.

The elevator throw was set to 5/8 inch up 
and 5/8 inch down, and rudder throw was 
set to 7/8 inch each way. I took care to make 
sure the w ing center section was perfectly 
flat and that the tip panels have a bit of 
washout— the trailing edge is up 1/8 inch at 
rib W-9. After double checking control throw 
direction, and installing the towhook, I was 
ready for flight testing.
FLYING

Flying from the first hand tosses could not 
have been better. The model is quite stable 
and has a flat glide. O nly two or three clicks 
o f up trim were needed to achieve hand 
launch flights over 12 seconds and more 
than 300 feet.

Launching from a high-start is a joy. W ith 
the towhook in the location shown on the 
plans the model hasa brisk and steady clim b 
and smooth release off the line. Rudy and I 
decided to test the Sensoar's hands-off launch 
stability. We found that when the model was 
carefully trimmed for level flight, it would 
clim b to full height, release itself, and fly 
straight out into level flight— all without 
touching the transmitter. O f course, to per
form this demonstration successfully the 
wingtips must be level at release.

The Sensoar exhibits slow, stable, grace
ful flight and a low  sink rate. More than once 
during the first day o f fl ight testing I set up for 
a landing only to find the model kept flying 
and flying and flying. Several times I had 
enough time to make another 180 degree
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B O B  V I O L E T T  M O D E L S ,  IN C . 
P R O U D L Y  P R E S E N T S  . . .

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY MODEL PRODUCTS TO
B U I L D  ·  E Q U I P  ·  F I N I S H

TO BUILD:
SUPERB BALSA WING SKINS

12"x41", 14"x47"MIGHTY LITE PREMIUM PLYWOOD CARBON FIBER PRODUCTS
Strips, Sheets, Mat, Cord, Spars, Plate StockCOMPOSITE LAMINATES
Glass-Balsa, Carbon-Balsa ADHESIVES
Pacer Technology CA, Epoxy, ThreadlockerPOLY PLY & SMALL SCALE SCREWS
To make gear doors, access hatches, etc. C A R B O N  F IB E R  R E IN F O R C E D  W IN G

TO EQUIP:
• VIOJETT CARBON FIBER ACCESSORIES

Side Mount Adjustable Servo Trays, Flush Thin Wing Servo Mounts, Scale Flap and Aileron Control Homs, Hatch Latches, Hatch Guide Pin Set, Angle Braces,. BVM MECHANICAL RETRACTS
Also available, scale actuating BVM RoboStruts

S ID E  M O U N T  A D J U S T A B L E  S E R V O  T R A Y

TO FINISH:
• K&B SUPER POXY - ECONOMICAL SIZES• THE COMPLETE K&B FINISHING SYSTEM• FASCAL - PAINTABLE, IRON-ON FILM• DECALS• RUB ON RIVETS

HB V M  “IN L E T ” N E W S L E T T E R ^  
I $15.00 for a 6 issue subscription I 

regular features include 
^ F J N IS H J N G ^ F J N E S S E

For the illustrated VIOLETT SUPPLY “HOW TO” CATALOG send $3.50 or call toll free 1-800-899-1144 to charge by phone.
VIOLETT SUPPLY

1373 C IT R U S  R O A D  · W IN T E R  SPR IN G S, F L  32708 · F A X  (407) 365-4727



AV IAT IO N  A R T S  G A L L E R Y

"FLYING  TIGERS"
By S TA N  STOKES

Full-color, lim ited  edition lithographs, 
hand signed by the artist and 25 o f  the 
original Flying Tigers, 32  x 28 inches, 
double matted and framed in oak.
Price $395.00.

"THE PHANTOMS"
By D E N V E R  K IS S IN G E R

Full-color, lim ited  edition, signed and numbered 
lithographs, 37  x 22 inches, double m atted and 
framed in anodized silver metal. Price $169.00.

AVIATION ARTS GALLERY
533 S. Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, CA 92651 

(714) 494-4303 /  11 to 5 Daily

Phone orders accepted -  MasterCard -  Visa and American Express -  Checks. 
Free black and white catalog available. Unframed artwork also available.

(urn and fly it back to myself. (This trick 
works only in calm w ind conditions.)

Controlling the model in flight is smooth, 
positive, and relaxing. Stall characteristics 
are good; the model stalls gently and recov
ers flying speed w ith a minimum loss in 
altitude, and shows no tendency to fall off to 
one side or to spin. Loops are slow and 
graceful and can be easily performed by 
building airspeed in a shallow dive before 
entering the maneuver.

The Sensoar makes a good slope soaring 
trainerand w ill fly w illing ly  in light lift. Itcan 
also handle stiffer wind w ith a few ounces of 
ballast at the center o f gravity, which is 
another reason to move the servos forward 
and leave room in the fuselage compart
ment under the wing.
CONCLUSION

Rudy and I believe the Sensoar makes a 
good trainer, based on its ease o f construc
tion and forgiving flight characteristics. It 
looks great in the air and in addition to 
thermal soaring tasks itcan fly in light air on 
the slope. When you consider its inexpen
sive kit price, The Sensoar presents a combi
nation that's hard to beat.

Here are the addresses of suppliers men
tioned in this article:

Hobby Horn, P.O. Box 2212, Westmin
ster, CA 92683.

Futaba Corp. of America, 4 Studebaker, 
Irvine, CA 92718.

Sullivan Products, P.O. Box 5166, Balti
more, MD 21224.

Top Flite Models, 2635 S. Wabash Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60616. MB

PRECISION Continued from page 21

routinely weighed 9-11 lbs. without fuel, on 
an average w ing area of about 700 sq. in. 
They were crammed w ith so much equip
ment that crash sites resembled miniature 
airline disasters. The quest was for straight- 
line speed. Props were small, pipe lengths 
were short, and engine timing was radical. 
The flight characteristics of these high per
formance, heavily loaded missiles were jet 
fighterish, and the noise level was high, well 
over 102 db on the average. By the end of 
the '70s, pattern planes had a mostly de
served reputation for being fast, hot, hard to 
land, and tricky to handle in flight. The 
engines, retracts and other doodads of the 
day required more or less constant tinkering. 
In essence, what we had were airborne fuel 
dragsters, tuned to nine decimal places. In 
the modeling media of the time, R/C scale 
pilots were being advised to fly pattern 
planes as preparation for flying models of 
W W II fighters. Pattern pilots were increas
ingly looked on as a breed apart; noisy 
masters of speed and exotic technology. At 
far too many fields, a pattern ship turning up 
in the pits became an unfortunate signal to 
sport pilots to land or risk being intimidated 
out of the sky. New recruits were getting a 
little hard to come by.

Around 1981 or so, a few concerned 
comments over this state of affairs were 
starting to appear in the modeling press. By 
this time, almost all o f the new pattern 
designs that were appearing were styling 
refinements of old designs. Still, folks were 
saying that all pattern planes looked the 
same, and they were mostly right. The tech
nology needed to stay competitive had 
become mysterious and expensive. Noise 
was starting to be a recognized factor in the 
increasing loss of flying sites, and w ith the 
sites that remained, overfly space was shrink- 
ing as the suburbs expanded. All of these 
problems were even larger and more imme
diate in Europe and other places around the 
world than they were in America. Contests, 
already dim inishing in size since the late 
'70s, began to disappear from the calendar 
in some areas. Some of the key people from 
the heyday of the '70s began to drop out. 
Individual reasons varied, but for many of 
them, pattern had simply become boring as 
well as expensive and complicated. People 
are funny critters. They can tolerate expen
sive to an incredible degree when it comes 
to their hobbies, and a good many even like 
complicated, but few of them w ill sit still for 
boring. Fun-Flys and Giant Scale became 
the new rage. Pattern was at a low ebb, and 
as late as 1982, the future d idn 't look all that 
wonderful.

So what happened? The last two Nation
als have seen huge turnouts for pattern. The 
NSRCA has more than tripled in size since
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1983. New contests are popping up all over 
the calendar. New designs are multiplying 
like fleas in an old dog rug, and more 
important, they differ far more than they 
used to, both from their predecessors and 
from each other. Major engine and radio 
manufacturers are again using large amounts 
of pattern related advertising to promote 
their top line products. Pattern is, by any 
measurement, in the middle of a resurgence 
of interest. Why? What caused all this, and 
what do we feed it to keep it growing?

W ell, as I see it, the primary changes in the 
early '80s were the FAI switch to turnaround 
style pattern and the FAI noise lim it. The 
logic was that turnaround would require 
less space to fly (it does), and that a noise 
lim it would encourage the development of 
quieter airplanes (it did), and that both of 
these measures might stop the bleeding a 
little as far as the loss of fields went If there 
were any visionary souls who believed that 
the new approach would totally revitalize 
the sport from the top down, they weren't 
saying much, at least at first. Early on, what 
people were saying was that it wasn't as 
much of a change as you might think, and 
that the old designs would do just fine with 
a little tweak here and a little tweak there. 
Well, yes, as long as the old designs were 
flying the new pattern against each other! 
But ya see, the nature of competitors is to 
look for an edge or a way to improve... and 
it was becoming increasingly apparent that 
the room for improvement in airframe de
sign was huge.

In drafting rooms and workshops around 
the planet, the electricity bill began toclim b. 
Like it or not, the competition designs we fly 
are always created in response to the tasks 
that comprise our events. If an event has 
multiple skill levels, like pattern, the overall 
design parameters w ill be set by the tasks at 
the highest skill level. Nobody ever aspires 
to create a mediocre competition design 
that does about half the stuff pretty well. 
These designs exist, but they are usually 
called "sport" airplanes. This is a shining 
truth that applies to all facets o f competitive 
model aviation. It predates Winter, DeBolt, 
Lanzo, Ehling, Taibi, Grant, Maxwell Bas
sett, the Good brothers and all the rest of the 
names from the Golden Age. It may even be 
older than |ohn Pond!

When the old style Masters/FAI pattern 
was the top skill level, aircraft design was 
keyed accordingly. After all, what worked in 
Masters would certainly work in Sportsman 
or Advanced. As long as the event require
ments stayed static, the designs d idn 't 
change. Over the years, almost everyone 
had come to feel that the designs that had 
evolved were pretty well suited to the tasks 
and the style, so nobody felt the need for 
much change. It was much safer to copy the 
"formula," change the shape of the canopy, 
tail, and wing tips slightly, and call it a new 
design. But as soon as it became apparent 
that Masters was no longer the premier 
event, and that the road to the W orld Champs 
led through FAI Turnaround, the top pilots 
switched over with the speed and precision

Tony & Addie 
Naccarato switched 
to Micafilm
Tony &  Addie to ld us they covered 
C arl G oldberg ’s Jun ior C lipper 
w ith M icafilm , flew it over 70 times, 
and never got a single sag. T h ink  
of that next tim e you have to 
tighten up your film covered ship. 
P.S. Yes, tha t’s the master hisself, 
C arl Goldberg.

C 0V E R I T E
420 Babylon Road, Horsham. PA 19044 USA

The Only Way to Fly
Fabtronic* Mark 3 C.D.I pointless system

Works Great for Most 
2 and 4 Cycle enginesAutomatic Spark Control now available 

for most 4 cycle ongines.
Complete System (Lass B ittenet)

F A B T R O N IC S

.......................$69.95
(add $3 post. & Hand.)

375 lala Royala Rd., Galaaburg, IL 61401

Non-skid backing. 
Compact size - 2V* x 3’/«

Perfect fitting angles with the new "MITER MAGIC" 
to compliment your cyanoacrylate adhesives.
Use with your razor saw.

"MITER MAGIC" $2.98
Shipping and handling 1.00 

Total $3.98 
(Wl residents 5% sales tax)

DESIGN ENTERPRISE
R t 5 B o* 10. Richmond. Wl M 0 17

(715) 246-4040

G I A N T  S C A L E
3 S I Z E S

33% S C A L E
Wing Span: 95"
Engine: 2.5Cu In and Up

30% S C A L E
WingSpan: 87- 
Engine: ST2500, ST3000 

Q35, G-38, Etc.

25% S C A L E
WingSpan: 72-1/4"
Engine: .61 to 1.08 2-Cyde 

1.20 4-Cycle

E X T R A 2 3 0
This sport scale EXTRA 230 does 

everything in the book, then, when 
the performance is over, it lands 
without any unpredictable 
surprises. It’s proven capable in 
aerobatic competitions from 
Florida to California.

Included in kit are step-by-step 
instructions, full scale rolled plans.

50G5033 Extra 230 Kit, 33% $ 239.95 50G5030 Extra 230 Kit, 30% 229.95 50G5025 Extra 230 Kit, 25% 189.95

fiberglass cowl, formed canopy, 
aluminum landing gear, foam wing 
and fuselage parts, plus balsa 
sheeting for wing and fuse. Also 
available is a special photo pack for 
documentation.
How to get your EXTRA 230...
...check with your local dealer first. II he does not have 
one or cannot obtain one, you can order direct from 
Ace at the address below (add $3.00 P&H).

ACEK/C
116 W. 19th St., P.O.Box 511 Dept. *460, 

(B16) 584-7121 Complete 1990/9
Insvllle MO 64037 

only $2.00.
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PERFECT YOUR ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

• ALL NEW WHEELS SPECIFICALL Y FOR ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT.
•  REPLACES HEA VIER WHEELS INCLUDED WITH SOME KITS.

•  OUTER TIRE IS MADE FROM DURABLE, LOW BOUNCE FOAM.
•  INNER PLASTIC HUB WILL NOT JA M  ON TREADED AXLES.
•  HUBS CAN BE DRILLED OUT TO ACCEPT LARGER AXLES.

•  A VAILABLE IN  SIZES 13/4 TO 21/4 INCHES (SOLD IN  PAIRS).

DAVE BROWN PRODUCTS
4560 Layhigh Rd„ Hamilton, Ohio 45013 ·  (513) 738-1576 ·  Fax: (513) 738-0152

SERVO END POINTS

End Adjust Unit
(weight .4 oz)

% Tuo *"

Servo End Adjust Unit plugs into your radio bet ween the receiver 
and a servo allowing you to set the "end points" of that servo.

Landing gear (proportional servo) one trim pot will set the up 
position and the other will set the down position.
Great for throttle too!
Price: (less radio connectors) $22.50

connectors installed $28.50
CUSTOM ELECTRONICS 

P.O. Box 1332. Alta Loma CA 91701 
(714) 980-4244

(Free shipping with this ad. Calif, residents add 6% sales tax State 
type radio and connectors desired.)

Redundant Radio System. Servo Driver 
Send for a free brochure.

AMAZING TURBO-VAC

Miniature Cleaning Vacuum for: 
Models, Cameras, Computers, Guns, etc. 

As Seen On TV
An Absolute Must for Modelers! 

Satisfaction GUARANTEED, 
or return for full refund.

Only $19,95 + $3.00 shipping.
Rush money order or check to: 

The LESLIE Co.
1539 N. China Lake Blvd., #120 

Ridgecrest, CA 93555

QUALITY FREE FLIGHT KITS 
AND SUPPLIES

FOB COMPETITION AND SPORT, SINCE 1*»7S
RUBBER POWERED MODELS

COUPE DE VILLE (4Γ span) $32 00
SQUARE EAGLE 30 (29 ) $20 00
BLUE RIDGE SPECIAL (13 1/2") $7 00
BLUE RIDGE DART (13 1/2”) $7.00
LITTLE ZEPHYR (Indoor primer) $7 00
DRAGON ELI (Helicopler) $300

HANDLAUNCHED GLIDERS
WOULD CHUCK (15") $600
PUP CHUCK (12") $4.00
MIODLE CHUCK (16") $6.50
SUPER CHUCK (18") $7.00
SLICK CHUCK (18") $7 00
WING FLING (Tailless stunler) $4.00

ADD $3.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
Dealer inquiries

/B LU E  RIDGE MODELS^
BOX 429. SKYLAND. N.C. 28776

of a Marine drill team. We had a whole new 
ball game.

The demands o f the new turnaround style 
of flying and the noise lim it were tough and 
very different. All anybody knew for sure 
was that the old heavy iron flying at warp 
nine on a 10-inch prop didn't work for 
squat, and everybody had a fresh sheet of 
paper. Like John Madden says, "... all o f a 
sudden, Boom!" The excitement was back 
at the top level of the sport because every
body had a fist full o f new cards and a new 
stack of chips, and that excitement was duly 
documented in the modeling media and, 
over time, translated into renewed interest 
a1 the local level. Tons of stuff was tried, 
discarded, modified, and tried again. Con
versation at contests was animated about 
what was hot for turnaround and what was 
not. The radio and engine people got into 
the act w ith new products. Innovations by 
the top fliers like high-pitched props and soft 
mounts were picked up by the cottage in
dustries (thanks, you guys!) and became 
available to the average competitor. The 
most successful of the new designs were 
kitted, became obsolete practically before 
they were built, and were replaced by still 
newer designs, some o f which were even 
furnished as ARFs! To a certain extent, this is 
still going on; at the last W orld Champs, two 
biplanes showed up, along with a dizzying 
variety of airframe sizes and powerplant/ 
prop schemes. This revolution in pattern 
design is by no means over; in fact, there is 
good reason to believe that all we have seen 
is the beginning o f Act One.

Certain trends have emerged, though, and 
some ofthem are likely to stay with us. Ifyou 
take a look at what the "average" bird of 
today looks like, compared w ith the usual 
flightline squatter of 1980, the first thing you 
notice is that although fiberglass and foam 
are still the standard, about two pounds of 
excess weight are missing w hile the whole 
airframe is around 5-10% larger. W ing area 
is up to around 800 sq. in. for two-strokes 
and over 900 sq. in. for four-strokes. Where 
tricycle gear was nearly the absolute rule, 
conventional gear now is more common. 
The nosewheel brake left w ith the nose- 
wheel. The pipe no longer hangs out in the 
breeze like the plumbing in an unfinished 
basement. The engine is factory equipped 
w ith a pump or pressure regulator, and the 
fuel tank is at or near the CC. Noise and 
vibration (and maintenance requirements) 
are low because the engine sits on a soft 
mount. The high-pitched prop is much more 
efficient while turning thousands of rpm 
less, and the average noise level is down to 
around 94-95 db. The flying surfaces are 
likely to be finished w ith plastic film to save 
weight. Control surfaces are much larger. 
On the whole, aspect ratios are lower and 
wing leading edge sweep greater. Airfoils 
are thinner, leadingedges have smaller radii, 
and tail moments are much, much longer. 
Horizontal and vertical stabilizers are larger. 
The horizontal stab is set at or near the thrust 
line, and thecommon wing position isslightly 
below same. In-flight mixture controls have
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all but disappeared, as have flaps and anhe- 
dral stabs. Flight speeds are down, but ac
celeration out of slow flight conditions is up. 
Spectacular vertical performance by yester
day's standards is common, and as the wing 
(or cube) loading would indicate, behavior 
in the landing pattern is very gentle, with 
low landing speeds. As an aside, I was 
amused to note some months back that my 
new Cursor design, at 812 sq. in. and 7.5 
lbs., is a closer fit to the "trainer" profile than 
the "pattern" profile on fellow MB colum
nist Francis Reynold's cube loading 
chart!

Back to considering our "average" bird of 
the '90s, we see that some of the complexity 
has been removed from the radio compart
ment (extra servos, mixture controls, brake 
hookups, etc.) and added to the airframe 
(plug-in wings, light weight honeycombed 
panels, belly pans, removable canopies, 
carbon fiber reinforcements, soft mounts, 
etc.). Most of today's airplanes area positive 
pleasure instead of a heart attack to fly, do a 
pretty darned good job of flying the FAI 
pattern, and don't take nearly as much tink
ering to stay up and running. They also do a 
great job o f flying the AMA style tasks, 
handily beating the older designs at their 
own game w ith nothing but slight changes 
in prop/pipe setups. We w ill talk about this 
last point later.

As kind of a bonus, the new quiet power- 
plant setups have greatly enhanced the image 
of pattern at the local club level. On any 
given Sunday, the loudest ship at the aver
age field is far more likely to be somebody's 
.40 sized trainer or a Quickee 500 racer with 
a flow-through muffler than a pattern plane. 
On noise control, pattern pilots now occupy 
the high moral ground, which is not only an 
astonishing turnabout, but kind of fun for a 
change! And since it is hard to be intim i
dated by something you can barely hear, the 
sport pilots don't land and make nasty 
remarks anymore, and new recruits are no 
longer in such short supply.

You can draw your own conclusions from 
all of the above. A couple occur to me. Since 
the new designs even fly the old tasks (AMA 
style pattern) better than the old designs ever 
did, it is pretty obvious that, while years of 
no change in the primary nature of the event 
had led us to believe we had arrived at some 
sort of pinnacle of pattern plane design, then 
at that point, all we had really arrived at was 
kind of a plateau of complacency and stag
nation.

W hile the idea of maintaining stability in 
the rules of an event has a lot of good things 
going for it, overly stable conditions main
tained for too long can become boring, and 
I believe this is what the ebb tide of the late 
'70s and early '80s. Conclusion number two 
is that, knowingly or not, and mostly against 
our w ill, the FAI fed us all just about exactly 
the right medicine at about the right time. 
And yes, this includes those of us still flying 
the older style. I don't say this because turn
around is more fun to fly (although I believe 
it is), or because there was a positive need to

SPORT/PATTERN FLYING 
FOR ENGINE OR MOTOR

SIMPLE TO BUILD — EASY TO FLY DESIGNS
Featuring extensive pre fabrication including pre cut fuse
lage sides and tail feathers, and accurately die and machine 
cut parts.

HAMMER 20
"Pocket" size pattern ship fo r 20-30 engines o r 25 size electric motors. 
Wing span  50", 400 sq. in. area, and 3'h-4 lbs. fly ing  weight. Sym m et
rica l a irfo il, tapered wing, and generous side area fo r superb pe rfo r
mance. Has a unique s im p lic ity  o f design fo r qu ick  and accurate co n 
struction.

HAMMER 40
Big b ro the r o f the H am m er 20 w ith a ll o f the attributes- p lus la rger 
size, w ing span 60", 620 sq. in. area, and  4-5'/? lbs. fly ing  weight. For 
35-45 two-cycle, 40-60 four-cyc le  engines, o r 40 size motors. Does all 
o f the pattern manuevers, bu t can s till fly  like a docile  trainer.

CESSNA 150
A real p re tty  spo rt scale copy  o f the fam ous tra iner fo r 20-30 two- 
cycle, 30-40 four-cyc le  engines, o r 25 size e lectric motors. Wing span 
50", 410 sq. in. area, 3'h-4 lbs. fly ing weight, sem i-sym m etrica l a irfo il 
and optiona l flaps fo r a wide speed range and realistic performance.

28 KITS TO CHOOSE FROM!

| ^ A V E Y  ( i7 3  T O W E R  L A N E

S ystems  w e s t  C H E S T E R  p a  i  ( tw o
C o r p o r a t io n  - ^ * * > * ^ >
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— 1990 SUPER-MICRO & NOVA
WORLD’S SMALLEST R /C  SYSTEMS- NOW AVAILABLE!

MICRO SYSTEM PRICES (72 MHZ)

MSM910-22A $244.95 
MSM910-33A $291.45 
MSM910-44A $338.95 
MSM910-54A $349.95

MADE New 910 Transmitter has servo reversing, end 
IN point adjustments, lite-touch sticks, optional 

U .S .A . dual rate & mixer circuits. Tx with Gold Sticker 
— meets new AMA specs.

New Super-Micro Rx. still smallest, & Super- 
Nova Rx. the most versatile, are Narrow- 
Banded on new Ireqs. & work on 1991 20 KHz 
Narrow Band spacing. Super-Micro servos, 
now .43 oz., are tougher, faster than ever. 
Available separately - $45.95

2 CH. (2.37 OZ.)
3 CH. (2.81 OZ.)
4 CH. (3.25 OZ.)
5 CH. (3.25 OZ.)

1990 Narrow-Banded SUPER-NOVA 
and Charlie's CLASSIC  Systems are 
both slightly larger, at lower cost. 
Please write for newest brochures.

TX DUAL RATES $15.00 MIXER $39.95

G-MARK 03 R / C & 061 R / C, PLUS 
SPARES ARE NOW IN STOCK!

ι / ι ς .  S&H: Sys.$9.75; Paks $7.75; Rx,Servos $5.75. CA Add Sales Tax.
1 COD'S 20% Deposit. Catalog $1.00 U.S., $3.00 Foreign. Cash Prices

Shown; When Using Charge Cards Add 6% Below $100, 5% Above.

___28i f  Cochran St.^uite 281_ Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 FAX 8055279114 (805) 581-5061

U.S.PatenP 4,660,307

T h e  P O L I S H E D  

A p p r o a c h  t o  

M O N O K O T E ® 

A P P L I C A T I O N !
T h e  N E W  M o n o K o t e ®

H O T  S O C K -
A simple, easy-to-use cover for your 
iron's shoe that virtually eliminates 
surface scratches. It's a buffer of 
100% cotton between the hard shoe 
of your iron and the mirrorlike finish 
of MonoKote.
Results? Even easier MonoKote 
application without hazing or 
scratches. New life for your old 
iron shoe. Fantastic on wingtips, 
solid surfaces ... wherever you 
cover with MonoKote.
Only from TOP FLITE! Who else?

TOP FLITE MODELS, Inc.

2635 So. Wabash Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616

To understand much of what we're doing with 
respect to cancer research, you'd need a graduate 
degree in microbiology or biochemistry.

But to understand how well our educational 
programs and service resources help both patients 
and their families, simply talk to tine out of 
every 100 Americans who are part o f our volunteer 
program. Or talk to one of the 3 million who've 
survived cancer.

The battle isn't over but 
we are winning.

Please support the American 
Cancer Society. tAMERICAN

CANCER
SOCIETY'

CER I

y

USTO M
RAFTO RS

CUSTOM
M O D E L
B U IL D E R S

Why nol try an ARF of YOUR choice? High wing, 
low wing, mid wing, biplane. Great Planes 

Super Sportsters? Ace R/C 4-20 thru 4-60 series’

Send SASE for particulars to:

Tp/” USTOM i i ) \  RAFTORS
Suite 200 2069 Zumbchl Rd 

SI. Charki. MO 63303 
(314)946-7154

save fields, but just because it was different! 
Not just a little different, but enough differ
ent to cause some real excitement at the top, 
and force our most creative designers and 
best competitors to make fundamental 
changes in theirentireapproach to the event. 
Change and new challenges are a sure cure 
for boredom. Think about it. Next month we 
just might take a short peek at the future, and 
talk a little about computer radios. See ya at 
the field.

Rick A llison, 15618 N.E. 56th Way, 
Redmond, W A 98052, (206)883-3047. MB

'NINETY ONE Continued from page 23

fu llo f helpful hints on electric circuit board 
assembly, including detailed instructions 
on soldering and component identification. 
Their instructions were complete and rela
tively easy to fo llow. Electronic kits and their 
instructions tend to overpower you when 
you open the box, but by taking them one 
step at a time, you soon discover the kit is 
relatively easy to assemble. The encoder 
board took a couple of evenings to com
plete. Assembly o f the transmitter took only 
a week and that includes a couple of eve
nings of non-radio work for my wife.

The only components from the old Kraft 
transmitter requiring conversion/modifica- 
tion was changing the voltage of the battery 
pack and shortening the antenna. A Dremel 
w ith a cutoff wheel quickly made the an
tenna the required 39.5 inches and the old 
antenna tip was easily soldered back in 
place. If you have problems soldering, just 
remember one simple rule: clean and tin 
both parts whether you think they need it or 
not. You w i I i be amazed how easy solderi ng 
is, fo llow ing this simple rule. The other 
modification was converting the transmitter 
battery pack from 6 to 9.6 volts. Three 
additional sub-C Ni-Cd batteries converted 
the pack. The old 6-volt Kraft system used 
the larger Sub-C 650mAH batteries as op
posed to the standard 550mAH batteries 
found in most radios. You can add batteries 
to old packs but you must use the same amp 
rated batteries in a pack. The space problem 
with this larger size battery was solved by 
mounting the pack on the inside of the case 
lid.

The Model 91 receiver kit is a relatively 
new kit, therefore the building instructions 
were more detailed and the parts were more 
easily identified than in the transmitter kit. I 
used the standard "p igtail" connector rather 
than the optional Deans or Futaba plug-in 
strip that is built on the receiver circuit 
board. I felt that during extra-hard landings 
(normal for some of us), the Deans pigtail 
connectors would unplug easier, causing 
less damage to the receiver circuit board 
than the built-in connector strip.

I must warn builders that there are a lot of 
small parts in a very small area, so take your 
time. Assembly of the receiver was easier 
than the transmitter and the purchase of a 
headband magnifier, one that magnifies 2- 
1/2 times, is a good investment. By using the
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Wingspan: 6 4 "
Wing Area: 736  sq. in. 
Fuselage Length: 4 9 "  
Weight: 4 .5 -5 .0  lbs. 
W ing Loading: 14.0- 

15.6 o j./sq . ft.
Radio: 4-Channel 
Engine: 2-stroke .40

SaOES
m

Flightstar comes w ith built-in 
high quality, ready fo r assembly. 
Light plywood and balsa are used 
in the factory jig-built fuselage. 
The classic “ D-Tube”  wing is con
structed w ith spruce spars, balsa 
ribs, and balsa sheeting. The fuse, 
wing, pre-built tail grouping all 
come pre-covered w ith brightly- 
colored, durable polyester film . 
C ontro l surfaces come already 
hinged, and wheels, tank, metal 
m o to r m ount, and pushrods are 
all included. W ith  the detailed, 
step-by-step, photo-illustrated

instruction manual, a modeler with 
no previous build ing experience 
can take the Flightstar from  the 
box to  the field in about 10 hours.

See the new Hobbico Flightstar 
at your hobby retailer today. You 
can be flying w ith hand-crafted 
style tom orrow .

DISTRIBUTED TO LEADING RETAILERS 
NATIONWIDE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

* O D E L  D l S T R ^ J ^ a  
p o. aox « ·*  *0·?/

Send to our address for a FREE brochure 
from Great Planes.

Introducing Flightstar 40 “ Top Quality Construction 
That Lets YouTake All The Credit.

T i e  exciting Flightstar has a colorful personality and flying characteristics to  match. As a member 
o f Hobbico's new AW ARF (All-W ood, A lm ost Ready To Fly) Series, this 9 0 %  pre-built tra iner 
possesses the hand-crafted quality usually found in kits that must be built from  the plans up. And you 
can take the credit fo r the Flightstar's top-quality construction; your flying buddies will never know 
the difference.

Flying characteristics are extremely stable due to  the newly designed fla t-bottom  airfo il. This 
makes the Flightstar a superb tra in ing craft. A  modern tr im  scheme o f A ll-Am erican red, white, blue, 
and p latinum  is more than colorfu l — it improves the plane's visibility in the air (im portant fo r any 
new R/C pilot) and displays an attractive scale-like appearance.
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mixture
I  am sure that you know of, and  maybe have had, an 
old, well browned m otor tha t seemed to run  jus t a little  
bit better than any o f the others o f  the same make around 
it. I  have come to feel that the magic ingredient these 
occasional extra eager motors have is related to the

f  ctiveness o f the crankcase seal. When a piston comes 
m, the gas in  the crankcase is compressed in  prepara

tion J o r the bypassing. I f  the case is not tight, some o j  
this gas escapes and there goes part o f  y o u r power. “ But 
where does it  go?”  you ask. “ My rear cover gasket is 
absolutely tight, and I  am sure it  is not leaking.”  Well, 
there are several other places case pressure can go. One 
is out alongside the crankshaft and into the intake. One 
is up between the skirt o f the piston and the inside o f  the 
liner and out the exhaust port. “So,” you say, “ Let’s make 
thesefits tight so the gas cant escape.”  That is fine, except 
that when you get the surfaces too close together, fr ic tio n  
goes up and the power output goes down. Make it  too 
loose, and you lose case compression. A large num ber o f  
experiments over many years has brought me to the 
conclusion tha t the residual castor o il in the motor w ill 
effectively seal a clearance up to .0 0 1 5 (.003 on the 
diameter). With some o f today’s very thinfuels, using low 
viscosity synthetic lubricants, this critical clearance would 
be smaller. As a matter o f experience, we have arrived that 
.0 0 1 S to .002 being a good crankshaft clearance, .002  
being a good piston skirt to cylinder bore clearance below 
the ports, and .001 being a good case to cylinder 
clearance. In  the case o f  racing motors or h igh per
formance motors, we tend to make these looser.

Now, a lot o f our customers like to take the ir m otor apart 
and clean and inspect a ll the parts, and sand o ff  any 
rough surfaces or carbon build  u p  What happens? The 
clearances get a little  b it greater. Sometimes there may 
be a b u rr o r piece o f g r it o r sand. This w ill abrade a little  
b it more out o f  the sleeve, and a little  b it more o ff o f  the 
piston, resulting in a little b it more clearance. Also, putting 
the motor back w ithout coating the surfaces w ith  castor 
o il causes a little  more leakage. The synthetic lubricants 
often used today with their high detergent characteristics, 
prevent any carbonized o il bu ild  up which would 
normally help f i l l  and seal these leakage areas. My advice 
is do not remove a crankshaft o r a cylinder o r piston 
unless it  is really necessary, f fy o u r  m otor gets a snoot 
fu l l  o f  d irt, I  suggest cleaning it  by removing the rear 
cover and the plug, and immersing it in Stoddard solvent, 
and sloshing it  around and tu rn ing  the m otor over.

Now, on another problem. We get quite a few complaints 
about glow plugs burn ing  out. In  9 out o f  10 cases, it 
turns out that the user has bu ilt h im se lf a power panel 
in which he uses resistors or a rheostat to bring the starter 
battery voltage down to glow p lug  voltage. This is f in e  
i f  you are able to tap one cell q j y o u r battery, and use 
resistors a nd /o r rheostat that have a 10 am p rating. But 
i f  you use a rheostat and resistors having only a 4 o r 5 
am p rating, o r less, what happens is tha t you f in d  your 
adjustment after the resistors and rheostat have warmed 
up considerably. Then when you are ready to fly, and they 
have cooled off, the resistance drops considerably, and  
when you connect the plug, you get a rush o f  power, 
which overheats the plug element. I  recommend that you 
never build  a power panel pulling  the fu l l  battery’ voltage 
down to the 1.1 volt the plugs want. Tap into just one 
cell and then use rheostat a n d /o r resistors tha t have at 
least 10  amps rating.

s '

F o x  M a n u fa c tu r in g  Co. 
5305 T o w s o n  A ve n u e  
F o r t  S m ith ,  A R  72901  
P h o n e  (SO I) 646-1656

ADAPTOR
THROW A-WAY YOUR COULETS, 
CHUCK & WRENCH. USE OUR 
ADAPTOR & [KEYLESS CHUCK I 
(0 TO 5/3? CAP) WALL 
[DBEMELl POWER TOOLS. 
RUNS 100% TRUE A

CONCENTRIC AT FUll R PM

NO. 501 · ADAPTOR + KEYLESS CHUCK · $18.95 
(DREMEL 850,395 DO NOT NEED ADAPTOR 

TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK)

STEEL SAW AND ARBOR
HARDENED, GROUND i  POLISHED STEEL 
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC, WOOD, SOFT 
METALS, LEXAN, PLEXIGLASS i  ETC. 
AVAILABLE IN .006, .008, .010, .012, .014, 

.016, .018, .020, .023, .025, 

.028, .032 THICKNESS: 
f  OUTSIDE DIAMETER @ $6.75 EA

NO. 502 · ARBOR · $6.00
NO. 503 · 1 * X .014 X 1/4· SAW · $6.00
(OUR SAWS ONLY WORK WITH OUR ARBOR)

PIN VISES
SUPPLIED WITH 2 REVERSIBLE COLLETS 
0 T01/8' CAP. LARGE KNURLED HANDLE- 
STAINLESS STEEL THROUGHOUT. HOLDS 
TAPS UP TO 6-32.

No.504 — 4 · -$  4.00 Λ SETOF 
No. 505 -  6 · -  11.00 I ALL4 
No.506—10·- 16.75 ( $38.00 
No. 507 - 1 5 · -  19.00 J

EASTERN TOOL & SUPPLY CO.
149 GRAND ST. - N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013

WRITE FOR CATALOG $3.00 
WHEN ORDERING - PPD ADD $3 00 

CODADO $5.00

ORDERS: 212 925-1006 
OFFICE 212-2263749 
FAX: 212-9261010

Electric Flight
On off Controller

Perfect for 05 Motors 5-10 cells

2 month
m onr> back

K uuran lcc

H as Brake 
Lightweight 1.2 or.
A d justable  sw itch ing point 
S olderless term inal for  easy hookup

Controller $24.95
M ore Power, save weight 

Very h igh e ffic iency on ly  0.06V  loss 
at 20 A . S ize 2^x1 Jx .6J

Add S1.00 for shipping 
California residents add 6.5% $1.63 Taa 

Send C heck o r  m oney order  to
High Sky

3929 Kansas St. #9 
San Diego,CA 92104

SUI1SCRIBE!ΓΟ
ΛiO D EIL

1
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SEE RAGE 9 0

magnifier, I found a couple of solder bridges 
that would have been nearly impossible to 
find without it. You must check for solder 
bridges after every connection. Ace warns 
that most problems are caused by solder 
bridges and in my case that was good ad
vice.

Finally, I hooked up the batteries, turned 
on the transmitter and plugged in the re
ceiver and, you guessed it, it d idn't work. 
However, since there was no smoke, I started 
through the troubleshooting guide, looking 
for the cause. The first test was to check if I 
was getting interference on my television. I 
showed some interference on Channel 2 but 
not nearly as much as one o f my other 
factory built transmitters. The interference 
pattern and sound d idn 't change when I 
moved the sticks, thus indicating trouble in 
the encoder board. After checking part 
numbers against the instructions and testing 
everything I could test (you need a digital 
voltmeter), I called a friend w ith an oscillo
scope. We checked patterns, we checked 
voltages, we wiggled wires and poked parts, 
and finally after two evenings, I reluctantly 
called Ace and asked to talk to a technician. 
After a few moments Steve came on the line 
and asked if he could help. I briefly de
scribed my problem and Steve quickly said 
I had reversed two capacitors. He even gave 
me the part number of the reversed capaci
tors. I couldn't believe he could be correct in 
just 10 seconds and I emphatically stated I 
had rechecked all the parts and placement 
before calling, but got out my magnifiers 
and checked as instructed, and sureenough, 
I was wrong, Steve was correct. The parts 
were incorrectly installed.

My embarrassment quickly passed, the 
parts were switched and the transmitter 
worked. It sure is amazing how reading the 
directions correctly makes things work bet
ter. After the transmitter was transmitting, I 
started checking the receiver and found my 
solder bridges, repaired them, and tuned the 
receiver. I used my voltmeter in itia lly but 
asked my friend, John Mayfield, over w ith 
his oscilloscope again and fine tuned it. The 
voltmeter worked but a scope sure made the 
job easier and more fun. You can, of course, 
send the completed unit to Ace or an Ace 
repair station to be tuned and checked, as I 
am doing for this article, but it's a great 
experience to do it yourself and not nearly as 
difficu lt as you would think.

If you do damage a part during construc
tion, or later during a hard landing (we never 
have crashes), all parts used in the radio are 
listed in the Ace catalog and can be ordered 
very inexpensively. During assembly o f the 
encoder board, my three thumbs damaged a 
10uhy choke. I looked up the part number 
on the directions, and for fifty cents they sent 
me a new one.

I did encounter some difficulties building 
the transmitter and receiver. They were 
disheartening at the time but no more so 
than the frustration o f building anything. It 
required far less time to build the radio than 
to scratch-build the Newport 28C I put the 
radio in, and when I had trouble, the folks at
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An ideal electric trainer, the 46.9' 
span Cessna Cardinal com bines 
stable slow-speed perform ance 
w ith  authentic scale looks.

Kyosho has changed the face 
o f electric-powered flight.

Electric-powered flig h t — what 
an idea! Install a charged NiCd 
pack and you 're  ready fo r takeoff j 

_ i  Replace a used pack, and you 're  j 
right back in the air. Your kit's 
fin ish stays clean and bright. And 
the quiet hum o f an electric motor 
is welcom e almost anywhere.

Kyosho takes th is great idea 
and makes it fly. Really fly.

The exciting perform ance of 
Kyosho electric planes results from 
solid, proven designs. By study
ing the suggestions and recom
mendations o f skilled, experienced 
fliers...by examining current tech 
nology and using the best ideas 
to develop even stronger designs... 
and through plain ingenuity, 
Kyosho has changed the face o f 
electric-powered fligh t.

An evening or tw o is all you 
need to  have a durable, attractive 
Kyosho electric ARF ready fo r the 
field. Wings are already assembled 
and covered. C learly detailed in
struction manuals are included.

You asked fo r it, and Kyosho 
delivered: e lectric-powered RIC 
aircraft that meet the toughest 
production and performance stan 
dards — and set some new high 
standards o f the ir own. An idea 
whose tim e has come.

DISTRIBUTED TO LEADING RETAILERS 
NATIONWIDE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

^GREtfPlANfc
O O D il 0 » Τ « 1 » £ Ϊ  »
■Ol BOX «·*» ‘ « i,

Write for your FREE copy of 
Kyosho's Mini Catalog.

Cessna Cardinal

K y n sH D  Γ
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PRECISION b u il t  m o d e l s

U L  T I M A  T E

p e r f o r m a n c e

F O R

r r

THE FOLLOWING COMPETITORS 
HA VE PURCHASED "ULTIMATES". LOOK FOR THEM AT
THE TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS

30%  S C A L E  " U L T I M A T E "
Wing Span 70.5 Inches Engine 3. cub ic  Inches 

Wing Area 1685 sq. Inches Weight 17 to  21 Lbs.

Precision Built M odels
1822 6th A v e . W e st, B ra d e n to n , F L  34205

B e s t  W i s h e s  

t o  a l l  t h e  C o m p e t i t o r s

Tony Frackowiak 
Steve Helms 
Chip Hyde 

Ivan Kristensen 
George Manning 

Wolfgang Matt 
Giichi Naruke 

Hanno Prettner 
Steve Rojecki 

Jeff Tracy 
Dave Von Linsowe 

Don Weitz

ALTERNATES:

John Beasley 
Bill Cunningham

Satellite City P.o. BOX 836, SIMI VALLEY, CA 93062 (8 0 5 )  5 2 2 -0 0 6 2
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I n v e m t e u d  jby  N i k o l a  T e s l a

Try to visualize yound t if you will, living back in circa 1898 for 
just a moment. You're reading the newspaper when you come across an 
article about a man by the name of Nikola Tesla, whom sailed a boat 
without wind or steam, without a crew, without anybody on board! This 
actually happened. Tesla's boat, which resembled a submarine conning 
tower, was controlled without wires, but a new form of wireless control 
that would be called RADIO years in the future.

In  1897, Nikola Tesla, submitted a patent application for his inven
tion (leleautomatics) to the United States Patent Office. Tesla's application 
stated a device capable of being controlled remotely and without wires! 
As the patent examiner began to scrutinize the patent application, he just 
oouldn’t believe what he was reading. He was awestruck! In faa. the 
application was so farfetched, the chid  patent examiner decided to pay a 
personal visit to Nikola Tesla’s laboratory to see the invention for himself.

.Pa t e n t e d  in  1898

Nikola Tesla 
Patent Lithograph: $20 

For foreign orders please add 
S5 for shipping cost 

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Dealers welcome.

T he lithograph highlights Nikola Tesla’s U.S. patent 613,809 by 
emphasizing the 10 figures of the invention and background information 
alongside Nikola Tesla's portrait This museum quality lithograph is beau
tifully printed on 16' by 2 0 ' heavy parchment type paper, and color 
matched ink to give it the look and feel of the 1890’s. Also included 
with the lithograph is the complete text of the patent which not only de
scribes the workings of the invention, but its use as a new weapon of war.

There is so much history contained on this lithograph, it is a must 
have. Why not order your edition of this very interesting and curious 
conversation piece today. Your patent lithograph, and complete patent 
text, both suitable for framing, will be shipped in a mailing tube for 
utmost protection. And soon you'll see what bewildered a United Slates 
chief patent examiner from days gone by.

G r a h a m  E n ter p r ise s

Depl. CKA, P.O. Box 286, Duvall, WA 98019

Ace were most w illing  to help.
Was it worth it? On the plus side, I have 

seven-channel radio with dual rates, servo 
reversing, endpoint adjustment, and it is 
1991 Gold Label approved (whatever ex
actly that means) w ith several add-on fea
tures— not bad for the price. On the minus 
side, I have to remove four small screws to 
flip the servo reversing switches. My new 
radio doesn't look as fancy as the one the kid 
down the block has for his model race car, 
the radio doesn't have the fancy graphics on 
the case and it doesn't have an "ergonomi
cally designed, comfort contoured case and 
adjustable length control sticks." I do be
lieve I have a radio with quality U/S.-made 
electronics and with better than local serv
ice— I have Home Service. The radio w ill 
perform with the best built; after all, I built it 
and I can truly say when asked about my 
latest flying machine that it is "scratch-Built" 
right down to the radio. MB

SOARING Continued from page 25

After sheeting the assembled foam core 
wings, Myles takes the wing panel over to a 
band saw to cut off the ailerons and flaps. He 
sets up a fence on the saw table to keep the 
hinge line straight, then buzzes off the ai
leron or flap surface.

Once free of the main cores, the ailerons 
are placed upside down on top of some 
trailing edge stock (or anything that elevates 
the trailing edge off the saw table). This gives 
the ailerons the leading edge bevel needed 
when using Scotch tape hinges. The same 
fence is used again to buzz o ff a triangular 
strip o f aileron leading edge (the bevel).

Finally, either epoxy or foam-friendly 
cyanoacrylate adhesive is used to bond 1/64 
plywood strips to the exposed foam areas of 
the w ing and control surfaces. Once sanded 
flush w ith the balsa wing sheeting, you're

GILMER HOBBY AND  
MACHINE INC.

MANUFACTURER OF 1/4 SCALE 
RADIO CONTROLLED MIDGETS.

"KAWASAKI POWERED" 
SEND $2.00 FOR INFORMATION 

AND PRICES.
DEPT. RCM 1213 4TH AVE. 
HOWARD LAKE, MN 55349

M anufacturer of High 

Performance Sailplanes 

and E lectric  A ircra ft

C U L P E P P E R  
M O DELS INC

2526 WaskmftoR, Dubuque.lA 52001 319/563-4830

done! The result is a very stiff, accurate, light 
flap or aileron that is quick and easy to 
produce. The hinge area edges are very 
sharp, hard, straight, and they look very 
neat.

Another trick Myles uses to keep from 
stripping his flap servo gears on flaps-down 
landings is to employ R/C car (specifically 
RC-10 car) "servo savers." These are de
signed to protect car steering servos when 
the car driver hits a wall or rock w ith his front 
wheel. The impact is similar in effect to our 
flap-hits-rock or clump of grass scenario. 
The servo saver is spring-loaded to give on 
sudden forceable impact.

If there is a disadvantage to using servo 
savers, it is that they can sometimes be a 
little on the sloppy side. This, combined 
w ith their elastic nature, prevents their use 
on F3B or other such high speed sailplanes 
where aerodynamic flutter is a concern. On 
cruise-around-and-spot-land thermal ships, 
they are just what you need... unless you 
don't mind changing servos or servo gears at 
the flying field in the middle of a contest!

Myles also likes to vacuum form small

Lexan fairings tocover up the exposed servo 
arms and Z-bend pushrods which invariably 
hang down in the breeze below the wing. 
This is believed to cut aerodynamic drag 
and give a small margin o f protection to 
these parts.

These fairings could just as easily be 
formed out o f epoxy resin and fiberglass 
cloth for those without access to a vacuum 
forming device. All that is needed is a balsa 
mockup of the shape you want glued to a 
piece o f scrap wood, then covered in 
MonoKote. A little carnuba car wax w ill 
help prevent the epoxy from sticking to the 
MonoKote. Lay up a couple o f layers o f two- 
ounce cloth w ith epoxy resin over the form, 
let it harden, then pop off your fairings! 
Apply paint if you like, then cut to size and 
tape in place over your pushrods.

Myles likes beefy stabs, so that's why 
you'll see a set of Gemini MTS stabs on 
practically all o f his contest gliders. They are 
all interchangeable w ith each other because 
they all have the same pivot to drive pin 
separation and pin size. A few guys in his 
club also practice this standardization so
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NEW!  

H o b b y  L o b b y ’s  
C A  T A L O G  1 6  

F R E E !
If you are a beginner 
our Catalog tells you 

everything you need to know 
about Radio Control.

If you are already in the hobby 
CATALOG 16 is full of brand 

new things that no one 
has seen until now . . .

ALL NEW ... fiberglass biplane, 
ready built helicopter, 

electric powered (EP) aerobatic plane, 
EP jet engines, EP racer,

EP U-2, new motors, 
new sailplanes, boat drives, 

fast boat hulls, new adhesive, 
new airbrush, new hardware, 
new retractable EP drive ... 

more new items than ever 
can be found in Catalog 16

Callus a t (615) 373-1444 
or send the order form.

FREE IN THE USA 
Outside USA send $2.00

Call fo r FIRST CLASS mail 
$2.00 — bill to your credit card.

mb

Name

Street Address

City

State Zip

HOBBY U t f f Y
IN TE R N A TIO N AL, INC.»

5614 Franklin Pike Circle 
Brentwood, TN 37027 

(615) 373-1444

CHECK ’EMBOTH OUT

NEW STARHAWK BIPLANE 
NEW MISS STARHAWK POSTER
See your Starhawk Dealer for details or write 

Thorpe Engineering Corporation 
1715 E. Fairfield · Mesa, AZ 85203 
Poster: $5.00 + $2.00 P&H Prepaid

HAYES WHIP ANTENNA

Vertical whip 
antenna replaces any 

18 or 36-inch receiver 
antenna for R/C cars and 

boats. Connec tors, vertical 
and horizontal mounts and 
safety ball all included. 

Stainless spring steel 
whip only 1/32 diameter for 
minimum wind resistance. 

Available at your 
local dealer.

HAYES PRODUCTS
14325 Commerce Wy. Garden Grove, CA 92643

that should any lose, break, or forget a stab 
during a contest, a set may be borrowed.

Myles uses extruded, 1/4-inch diameter 
carbon fiber rods from Aerospace Compos
ites as pivots for his stabs. They are stronger 
than typical brass tube rods and they weigh 
less than equivalent diameter steel rods.

4. KEITH SCHWEMMER CUMIC VARI
ANT

Keith found himself wanting to fly an 
aileron and flap model, and having a stan
dard Curnic already flying, realized how 
easy it would be to build a new set of wings 
for a conversion. After all, what's the point 
of having an Airtronics MD7SP modified 
w ith a Vision-type, ATRCS computer if you 
are flying rudder/elevator?

What he did was acquire a custom cut 
foam core w ing of 113.5 inches total span 
with ten-inch root and six-inch tip chords. 
The resultant aspect ratio from this double 
taper wing is a visually pleasing 14:1. Keith 
says the sailplane weighs 78 ounces, has a 
w ing area of 908 square inches for a 12.4 
ounce w ing loading. The Selig 3021 was the 
airfoil o f choice. Control functions include 
rudder, elevator, ailerons, and spoilerons 
for landing (45 degrees upward deflection of 
both ailerons), but no flaps.

The wing was set up like an Adante wing 
so that it could be bolted to the fuselage like 
a Curnic, but be taken apart at the center like 
a Sagitta (see photo). The small center sec
tion, barely the w idth of the fuselage, was 
made from 1/16 and 1/8 plywood ribs and 
formers w ith balsa sheeting for a smooth 
shape.

Keith says the plane flies best w ith a rather 
aft balance point of 40% of root chord. He 
tried 35% at first but says it flew as if it were 
nose heavy. The Curnic variant, says Keith, 
"Flies good. I really like it. It penetrates very 
well and yet it can 'mush' in a breeze." He 
added, "The w ing tips have a 30 degree 
upsweep at the tip. I can't say if they benefit 
the plane's performance, though, as I never 
flew it w ithout them." Obviously Keith is 
satisfied w ith his new Curnic variant or he 
would remove them.
WINNERS OF THE NINTH ANNUAL 
FRESNO SOARING CLASSIC

Q uickly now, here are the trophy winners 
of the Soaring Classic (computer scoring by 
"Stretch" Collins):
EXPERT CLASS (top 10):

1. Bob McGowan, DVSS, 1902 points
2. Chris George, CVRC, 1886 points
3. Randy Spencer, SULA, 1884 points
4. Myles Moran, TOSS, 1874 points
5. Pete Russell, SBSS, 1871 points
6. Steve George, CVRC, 1867 points
7. Paul Rose, CVRC, 1844 points
8. Dick Pantzar, HSS, 1837 points
9. Paul Lowrie, MRCC, 1825 points
10. Phil H ill, CVRC, 1820 points 

SPORTSMAN CLASS (top 5):
1. Mark Puchalski, SULA, 1794 points
2. Claude Turner, CVRC, 1775 points
3. Gene Diaz, MRCC, 1767 points
4. Mike Ratner, PSS, 1725 points
5. Mary Holley, SWSA, 1721 points 

2-METER CLASS (top 4):
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1. Chris George, CVRC, 1894 points
2. Bob McGowan, DVSS, 1894 points
3. Tony Martin, HSS, 1892 points
4. Jerry Arana, SBSS, 1840 points 

CONTEST ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Changing the subject from California to 

Texas, the Fourth Annual Southwest R/C 
HLG Contest is an opportunity for R/C hand 
launch gliderfans tocompete w ith the newly 
formed bi-cluborganization, the North Texas 
Soaring League. Contest w ill feature hand- 
toss or 3-pound pull Dynaflite Up-Starts 
with 20-foot monofilament line, normal
ized scoring, one ten-minute time slot max 
duration round, 1 -3-5 minute precision flight 
rounds. Date: Sunday, luly 8. Contact "Bud" 
Black, 1322 Magnolia Dr., Richardson, TX 
75080.

Ronald Torrito of 1625 Main St., East 
Hartford, CT 06108 asked me to mention 
that his club, the Northern Connecticut R/C 
Club, w ill be hosting a soaring rally for 2- 
Meter Class, Standard Class, and Unlimited 
Class gliders on August 5. Task w ill be 6- 
minute precision with spot landing bonus 
(CD is Gerry Knoblauch, 203-658-1538). 
Also, the NCRCC w ill be hosting an electric 
fun-fly for soaring and pylon racing with 
clin ic on July 22 (CD is Larry Neal, 203-537- 
4001). In both events the location w ill be 
Ellington Field, Ellington, CT. Contact the 
CDs or Ronald Torrito for additional info. 
TIME TO GO

Lots more stuff from the mailbag, as usual, 
that w ill have to wait till next time. Letters, 
photos, and comments always welcome. 
Bill Forrey, 3610 Amberwood Ct., Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92330. MB

JET TRAILS Continued from page 28

consisting of the engine, pipe, fan, and some 
very scale looking and operating retracts 
available for an additional $475.00.

Tom Cook, of jet Model Products, is 
coming out w ith a line of performance hard
ware for jets. Two items currently available 
are a carbon fiber tuned pipe holder for 
$9.95, and two sizes of steel threaded cou
plers .062 inch and .072 inch I.D. They 
come four to a pack for $4.95.

Bob Violett showed me his much awaited 
F-16C kit. He says it's the most prefabricated 
jet kit ever! Some of the features include an 
epoxy glass Kevlar fuselage with molded-in 
panel lines, and scale details. It also has a 
gray skin color to minimize paint work. 
Wings, stabs, and fins are pre-built o f foam 
and balsa w ith carbon fiber spars installed. 
Scale looking, scale operating retracts and 
gear doors are also included in the kit. These 
are just a few o f the too-nu features of th is kit. 
For a complete list, contact Bob. The intro
ductory price is $1000.00, w ith scale re
tracts. Bob also has some new fully func
tional steel oleo struts for his Aggressor/ 
Viper kits, called Robo struts. They sell for 
about $100.00. Also new is a scale docu
mentation book for the F-86 Saber Jet. It 
features lots of color pictures of F-86s as well 
as 3-views and lots more. The book sells for

Sport Free-Flight 
o rSmallRC

*  30 Watt High Efficiency Motor 
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reverse and monitor. λ
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Millcott Corporation 
177-F Riverside Ave. Newport Beach CA 92663
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$ 1 5 . 9 5  Kit «110
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K&S Engineering 
6917 W. 59th St. 
Chicago, IL 60638 Soldering Tool»

*  Model 212 — Pencil type iron gives 30 watts capacity
of fast heat for field repairs using a 12 volt battery for power.

*  Model 300 — Iron gives you 30 watts capacity, is light weight, 
pencil type Iron.

*  Model 910 — Iron has a capacity of 60 watts, heavy duty iron.
*  Model 1210 — Gun provides 100 watts capacity, heats instantly. 
Send $1.00 for catalog and prices. — Telephone: 312/586-8503

Model 300

Model 212
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BEEMER R/C WEST, INC.
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$1.00 for 
Complete 
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'H igh -A m p 11 Powerpole
Modular “Silver Plated" Connector
Rated 30 Amps *6 0 0  V0C Eledncal Resstance 250 Mcrohms 
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112 OO lor three packages o f 4 Powerpo*es{ 13 50 per package 
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SNAP CONNECTORS
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$25.00. Bob tells me that his new quiet pipe 
(selling for $85.00) works w ith either the 
KBV 82 or the new K&B 82 engines. K&B 
says their engine lists for $310.00 for the 
small-head version for use in Dnyamax and 
Viojets, and $320.00 for the large-head 
version for use in pusher designs, such as 
Byron's and Bob Parkison's Pusher. Both 
engines come w ith a crank extension.

Bruce Sanders of Century Jet Models, 
Rantoull, Illinois, announced the company 
is moving lo Sumter, South Carolina and 
John Kasprak w ill remain behind as their 
Rantoul sales rep. The latest kit from Century 
is their F-105 Thunderchief. It has a span of 
44 inches, weighs 11 to 12 pounds, and uses 
either the Dynamax or Viojet fan units. All 
kits are now available in basic or deluxe 
versions. Century also has some neat acces
sories such as 1/10-scale and giant-scale 
retracts which feature functioningoleo struts 
made from Ch rome- mol y, p I us sta ί n less stee I 
scissors. Also available are single and dual 
adjustablespeed retract selector valves. They 
combine a selector valve, air tank filler, and 
speed adjuster all in one. Coming soon w ill 
be a Model 3 valve which w ill allow you to 
independently adjust the up and down speed 
of the nose gear and the mains. I would like 
to say "good luck" in your new location, 
guys!

Finally, at the show I ordered video from 
Barry Cohen of R/C Video Review. It's called 
the "Guide to Ducted Fans;" building and 
flying sequences as well as interviews with 
some manufacturers, plus a look at the latest 
in ducted fan ARFs. The video sells for 
$24.95. I'll try to review it in a future article. 
I'd again like to congratulate Jerry Caudle 
and Terry Nitsch on their wins. Thanks to all 
the manufacturers for their generous sup
port w ith information for this article. I hope 
to see you next year at the 37th Annual 
Toledo Trade Show, April 5-7, 1991.

Till next time, keep your gear up, your 
burners lit, and watch you six. MB

CHOPPER Continued from page 43

First, let's examine Bell control action. 
Figure 1 shows how helicopter designers 
label the rotor disk from 0 °  to 360° for ease 
of reference. Figure 2 shows a two-bladed 
teetering rotor w ith Bell control. It is a two- 
bladed flybarless rotor. Examples of heli
copters w ith only Bell control are; the GMP 
flybarless Legend, the full-size Bell let Ranger, 
Bell AH-I Cobra, Bell 222, and A irwolf on 
the television show. The drawing shows that 
swashplate tilt leads to cyclic change in the 
main rotor blade pitch (blade pitch change 
is called feathering). Cyclically varying blade 
pitch angle produces asymmetrical lift dis
tribution on the rotor disk to tilt the main 
rotor. Simple, right? (That's easy for you to 
say! wen) Since all multi-bladed rotor sys
tems also have the blade pilch control linked 
directly to the swashplate, they can also be 
called Bell control method.

The advantage of Bell control method is 
that it is very direct and simple. Swashplate
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Training gear made of two 
36" long 3/8" diameter 
dowel rods w ith plastic golf 
— balls on the tips can 

prevent rotor damage 
and tipovers.

C o n c e p t  3 0
As a product reviewer, Ray 

Hostetler can be tough. After 
all, this popular columnist has 
a reputation to protect as a 
model helicopter expert and 
design consultant to many R/C 
helicopter manufacturers. But 
the Kyosho Concept 30 is ready 
for scrutiny. It’s engineered to 
let you learn quickly, and have 
fun doing it.

. .  the design is almost 
revolutionary.

The Concept 30 assembles 
easily. You can build a solid 
machine in just seven and a 
half hours. The Concept 30 DX 
is also available assembled, 
with an O.S. .28 F-H engine 
already installed, and can be 
flight-ready in two hours.

The Concept 30's strong 
mainframe and flexible landing’, 
gear are made to withstand |  
rough treatment.

. . excellent du rab ility . . .  you 'll 
always walk away with the guts in 
one piece!"

The main rotor head is compact, with 
shorter linkages than other models for more1 
precise control. The composite main blades.^ 
are aerodynamically designed, with the best 
center of gravity found in any .30-sized heli
copter blade. Aluminum stabilizer paddles 
on the DX version further improve the bal- 

■ ance for easier handling.

"The Concept 30 is the most simple 
yet sophisticated helicopter. . . "

C o n c e p t  3 0  D X  is  s u p e r b .
Ray Hostetler

The entry-level Concept 30 DX can easily 
be upgraded to the aerobatic SE with plastic 
stabilizer paddles and complete ball bearings.' 
It will do anything that a .60-sized helicopter 
can — and costs much less!

Take advantage of our Concept 30 Sup
port Hotline — manned by an expert tech
nical advisor who can answer any questions 
you may have. \

You'll love the Concept 30. But don't ju$t 
take our word for i t . . .  listen to the experts 
who know.

beTRIBUTEO TO LEADIN', RETAILERS 
NATtONVJBC EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

Send to  our address fo r your FREE copy o f Kyosho's 
Concept 30 catalog from  Great Planes.

For expert advice call our Concept 30 Support
Hotline at (217) 398-2834. 1989 Hobbiro. Inc.



T h e F reed om  2 0 . P ro o f p o sitiv e

commands are fed directly to the blades, 
thus the control response is almost instanta
neous, with only about a 1/4 to 1/2 revolu
tion delay. (We can easily calculate the 
delay time. Assume the main rotor is spin
ning at 1500 rpm, that means each revolu
tion takes only 0.04 second. If the delay is a 
1/2 revolution, then the delay is .02 second, 
which is also called 20 milliseconds.)

Next, let's look at H iller control method. 
Figure 3 shows a helicopter w ith H iller 
control system only. Examples o f this con
trol system are the old 1980 version of the 
Kalt Baron 28 collective pitch helicopter, 
GMP Cricket, and CMP's new beginner 
Rebel helicopter. Figure 3 illustrates the 
sequence of action after the pilot feeds in 
forward cyclic stick on a Rebel. First, the 
swashplate tilts forward which leads toangle- 
of-attack change on the two small H iller 
paddles. One paddle produces positive lift, 
and the other negative lift. The middle draw
ing in Figure 3 then shows that the asymmet
rical lift o f the paddles causes the flybar to tilt 
forward. On Rebel, or any other fixed pitch 
helicopter, the main rotor hub is underslung 
from the flybar, thus, as the flybar tilts, the 
main rotor blade pitch angle w ill change. 
Figure 3 shows that the retreating blade w ill 
have an increase in pitch angle. The advanc
ing blade w ill have a decrease in pitch 
angle. This produces asymmetrical lift distri
bution that causes the rotor disk to tilt for
ward as shown in the bottom of Figure 3.

The disadvantage of the H iller control

method is that it is an indirect method; it 
must make the flybar tilt first, which then 
leads to main rotor blade pitch change, then 
the rotor disk w ill tilt. The delay time for the 
flybar is around a 1/4 to 1/2 revolution. 
Then, add an extra 1/4 to 1/2 revolution 
delay for the blade aerodynamic effects to 
set in to tilt the rotor disk. As we can see, the 
delay in pure H ille r control system is almost 
double that of the Bell control method.

The advantage of the H i I ler control method 
is that it reduces the wear and tear on control 
actuators (the servos). The reason is that the 
servos are not linked directly to the main 
rotor blades, thus the unsteady aerodynam ic 
loads acting on the blades w ill not go d i
rectly to the little servos. On Bell control 
helicopters, blade loads go through the pitch 
arm, then directly through the pitch links, 
and swashplate to shake the poor servos. 
This is why the GMP flybarless Legend has 
extra lever arms at the rotor hub to provide 
mechanical advantage to cut the feedback 
load in half. The picture shows the extra 
levers on my modified GMP flybarless 
Prohead.

On H iller control helicopters, such as the 
Rebel, the two cyclic servos only control the 
tiny H iller paddles. As the paddles are very 
small aerodynamic surfaces as compared to 
the surface area of the main blades, it is 
significantly easier for servos to move the 
paddles, than moving the blades. Once the 
paddles deflect, aerodynamic lift acts as a 
natural power boost to tilt the flybar and

change the blade pitch. Hence, in a H iller 
command system, it is through H iller paddle 
action, that we get Bell-like action.

Above was a very brief explanation of the 
differences between Bell and H iller control 
methods. Next month we w ill continue w ith 
discussions of modern R/C helicopters that 
have combinations o f H ille r and Bell con
trol. W ith Bell-H iller control, we w ill also 
have to explore the meaning of how Bell- 
H iller mixing ratio influences cyclic control 
feel. We w ill also talk about whether it is 
better to have more Hiller, or Bell in a Bell- 
H iller control model helicopter. By the way, 
all modern kits, like X-Cell, Legend-Elite, 
Cobra, Magic, Champion, Concept, Excali- 
bur, etc., employ the Bell-H iller control 
method. See you next month. MB

ARFS Continued from page 31

1940s. To quote Cox Hobbies, "The Cox 
.049 Fairchild 24 is an easy-to-assemble 
ARF model airplane. This model w ill take 
about two or three hours to assemble. Each 
assembly step is illustrated in detail, making 
the model very easy to complete. The Cox 
Fairchild's blow molded fuselage and OPS 
thermal bonded laminate foam wings and 
tail surfaces provide maximum strength and 
durability. A high w ing provides the stability 
beginners need to learn to fly. Large rudder 
and elevator control surfaces enable experi
enced pilots to perform aerobatic maneu-
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th at b a sic  ca n  b e  b ea u tifu l.

FREEDOM 20
WINGSPAN: 

WING AREA: 
LENGTH: 
POWER:

FLYING WEIGHT: 
RADIO:

55te INCHES 
440 SQUARE INCHES 
43 INCHES 
20-.30 2-CYCLE 
•20-.30 4-CYCLE 
52-60 OUNCES 
4 CHANNEL

Kit includes engine mount, C.G. 
spinner, fcathcrlight wheels, formed 

cowling and wheel fairings.

At last A superb sport-trainer that looks as good as it flies.
Lots of “ experts" will say you shouldn't 

worry about looks when you choose a trainer.
Easy for them to say.
They’re not the ones who have to show up 

at the field with a clunky-looking model. And 
besides, most experts will admit that a better 
looking plane can actually be a better jlying plane.

BETTER LOOKS THAT COME FROM BETTER FLYING,
The Freedom 20’s clean lines are really the 

result of superior aerodynamics.
From its sharp-looking formed cowling 

to the tip of its swept fin, every contour of the 
Freedom 20 is carefully refined to help it “ track" 
like it was on rails.

Takeoffs, landings and ground-handling 
couldn't be easier. Even the classy taper of the 
Freedom 20’s wing isn’t just for looks—it’s 
designed to dampen the effects of turbulence

C l l l l l l l l C l l C d  Ι ΐ μ  M d l U I l g .

A DREAM TO FLY THAT’S A DREAM TO BUILD.
Even if you're an inexperienced builder, 

assembling your Freedom 20 will be a breeze.
YouII work with self-aligning components 

of precision-cut balsa and plywood. All the 
fittings and hardware you’ll need are included, 
plus you’ll be guided by clearly illustrated, 
easy-to-follow plans and instructions.

What’s more, its featherlight wheels, engine 
mount and C.G. spinner plus its formed cowling 
and wheel fairings make your Freedom 20 a 
value that's hard to top.

See the Freedom 20 at your local dealer’s

timeyoinvere C ^ G 0 1 J 3 B E R G  
flying in style! M I° R E L S , I,N C ·

vers that require quick response and agile 
execution."

Except for seeing this model fly in a pro
motional video, I have only examined it at a 
static display, but finally, after a long delay, 
I hope to actually flight test ihis model and 
report to our readers about it in a forthcom
ing column.

Another release just announced by Cox is 
the Piper Cub, an ARF with a 40-inch w ing
span, powered with the same Ranger .049 
engine as the Fairchild 24. Again, it is hoped 
that we soon w ill have an opportunity to 
evaluate this very interesting model.

Not to neglect their electric R/C fans, Cox 
has also introduced the Electric Sundance 
for 1990, a 55-inch wingspan ARF which 
comes equipped with a Mabuchi RK-370 
electric motor already installed. Also in
cluded is a two-channel Cobra radio and a 
15-minute charger. The manufacturer slates 
that this airplane is suitable for beginners in 
R/C, and further claims that "This is the best 
flying electric ARF ever sold."

Those who may have purchased Cox two- 
channel aircraft radios in the past w ill lie 
interested to learn that it is no longer neces
sary to settle for a transmitter w ith elevator 
control on one stick and rudder control on 
the other. The new Cobra transmitter now 
places both controls on one stick, and w ill 
be easier to use by those who fly Mode 2, the 
prevailing system in use today.

Though not radio control led, I wasgreatly 
amused by another ARF just brought out by

Cox, the "Space Probe." To quote the manu
facturer once again, "The Space Probe is a 
Cox .049 powered disk that really flies. Start 
the engine, hold the Space Probe high in 
front of you, and spin it up into the air. The 
Space Probe accelerates away from the 
ground and climbs hundreds of feet. It flies 
great, sometimes stopping to hover before it 
again increases its altitude. When the en
gine runs out of fuel, the Space Probe slows 
its spin and slowly returns to earth for a soft 
landing." Sounds like a lot of fun to me, so 
I’m going to get my hands on a Space Probe 
as soon as possible.

The last bit o f news from Cox for 1990 is 
that the Tee Dee .010 is back! Yes, those of 
you who have been hoarding your .010 
engines as collector items can now buy 
them again, and that includes spare parts, 
particularly glow heads! It's nice to know 
that a manufacturer sometimes listens to the 
requests of its customers, and in this case 
Cox has made a lot of modelers very happy 
by bringing back this truly remarkable en
gine.
A CHALLENGE TO THE 
MANUFACTURERS

Though I rarely build an airplane from 
scratch these days, I often do assemble 
Almost-Ready-to-Cover models. In keeping 
w ith my "get away w ith as little work as you 
can" principle, I usually use a heat-shrink 
covering such as Super MonoKote. What I 
want to see made available is a covering 
material which has a built-in design or pat

tern, such as stars, stripes, or even polka dots 
and plaid designs. As a matter of fact, a good 
camouflage pattern would also be nice to 
have. Actually, the possibilities are virtually 
limitless, so why hasn't one of these manu
facturers started the ball rolling in this direc
tion? The technology is certainly available, 
and modelers w ill welcome such a product 
w ith open arms.
ARFS BY HANNO PRETTNER

A most interesting ARF has just made its 
appearance in this country. Actually an 
Almost-Ready-to-Cover model, thisairplane 
is an authentic reproduction of the famous 
clipped-wing Piper Cub. It is produced by 
the Roga Technik firm in Austria, under the 
direction of world champion R/C pattern 
flyer Hanno Prettner.

The quality of this model has to be seen to 
be believed. The hardware, such as wing 
struts and tail wheel assembly, are painstak
ingly pre-finished and detailed. Wingspan is 
111 inches, but the manufacturer claims a 
ready-to-fly weight o f 15 to 19 pounds, 
using an engine w ith a displacement of 30 to 
50 cc. At this w riting a U.S. distributor does 
not seem to have been named, but watch 
these pages for further information coming 
soon.

Always happy to answer your questions, 
just don’t forget a SASE. W rite to 2267 Alta 
Vista Drive, Vista, CA 92084, or phone me 
at (619)726-6636. As I usually fly all day, 
evenings are the best time to phone. My FAX 
number is (619)726-6907. MB
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CORNER Continued from page 33

early, but a reminder that we w ill soon be 
using all o f the frequencies which became 
available to us back in January 1982. This 
process w ill require some rethinking on our 
parts, and the acceptance of new equipment 
and field procedures. The material to follow  
has appeared in other publications, includ
ing AMA's Model Aviation magazine, but I 
think that it is important enough that every
one everywhere should study it and that it 
bears repeating. W hile you are doing so, 
please keep in mind that all o f this is not a 
scheme on the part of the radio equipment 
makers to force you to buy new radios, 
though some have dragged their feet in 
providingthe better equipment possible with 
today’s technology or providing the recom
mended documentation. It is not AMA's 
plan to make life difficult for you— all of this 
is intended to allow more of us to fly under 
as safe conditions as possible!
Quoted from AMA's release:
72 MHZ BAND CHANGES 
RECOMMENDED PLAN 

The AMA recommended frequencies for 
R/C operation in the 72 MHz band are fifty 
"Aircraft UseOnly" channels, CH 11 through 
60, inclusive. Narrowband receivers and 
transmitters must be used to operate on all 
50 channels. Use of the 50 channels can be 
controlled with the commonly used fre
quency pins, using as many channels as 
other considerations permit. The only re

striction is that a ll receivers and transmitters 
must be narrowband.
INTERIM ALTERNATE PLANS

The AMA recommends the use of narrow- 
band equipment for R/C, but recognizes that 
some R/C flying sites may continue to use 
some wideband receivers and transmitters 
during the changeover. In recognition of 
this, the AMA recommends the interim use 
of two alternate frequency management 
plans.

Both interim plans restrict wideband trans
mitters (silver sticker) to even-numbered 
channels 38 to 56. These are the wideband 
transmitter channels currently in use. This 
emphasizes the recommendation that old 
wideband transmitters not be converted to 
the new channels. Better yet, convert them 
to narrowband.
ALTERNATE PLAN NO. 1:

The interim alternate plan no. 1 recom
mends use of 25 "Aircraft Use O nly" even- 
numbered channels 12 through 60. Use of 
narrow- or wideband receivers on any even- 
numbered channel is acceptable. Narrow- 
band transmitters (gold sticker) are required 
on all channels except even-numbered 
channels 38 to 56. Either wide- or narrow- 
band transmitters can be used on those 10 
channels. Use of the 25 channels can be 
controlled w ith individual frequency pins as 
is common now. Four flight line restrictions 
are recommended:

1. Keep aircraft's flight path away from 
other operating transmitters.

2. Maintain pilot's flight station spacing, 
10 to 20 feet apart.

3. For fixed-wing powered aircraft, flight 
path and line o f pilot's flight stations should 
be along parallel lines separated by a m ini
mum of 25 feet.

4. Keep transmitters operating on adja
cent numbered channels near each other. 
Avoid usingchannels numerically neareach 
other at extremes in distance from each 
other.

At sites where random use of frequency 
pins for frequency control does not provide 
adequate interference protection, Five Sta
tion Plan is suggested (see page 33). Note 
that it employs a paddle containing the fre
quencies assigned to a specific station.

Details of how to implement a flight sta
tion plan w ill be provided in the 1991 
Manual.
ALTERNATE PLAN NO.2:

The interim alternate plan no. 2 recom
mends use of Flight Station Plans. This plan 
is recommended for sites where a mix of 
wide- and narrowband equipment w ill be 
used along w ith a mix of odd- and even- 
numbered channels. One of the Flight Sta
tion Plans to be listed in the Membership 
Manual is described here, the Six Station 
Plan.

This station plan uses 37 channels— 24 
lower- and 13 higher-numbered channels. 
Six frequency paddles are used to maintain 
frequency control at six flight stations. Each 
paddle controls avai labi I i ty of six or seven R/
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C channels.
The Flight Station Plan requires narrow- 

band transmitters and receivers on the lower 
band. Upper band can use either wide- or 
narrowband receivers. Wideband transmit
ters are only permitted on CH 38-56. All 
other channels must use narrowband trans
mitters. Three flight line restrictions are 
recommended: (see page 33).

1. Keep aircraft's flight path away from 
other operating transmitters.

2. Maintain pilot's flight station spacing, 
10 to 20 feet apart.

3. Flight path and line of pilot's flight 
stations should be along parallel lines sepa
rated by a minimum of 25 feet.

This briefly summarizes the AMA recom
mendations for 72 MHz frequency band 
management at R/C model aircraft sites in 
1991. The same frequency management 
plans may be used at AMA sanctioned events 
with one additional requirement: A ll trans
mitters used at sanctioned events must be 
narrowband and display an RCMA/AMA 
gold sticker.
OTHER CHANCES:
CHANNELS 00-09

The AMA recommendations for manag
ing R/C channels 00 to 09 (6-meter band, 
Amateur frequencies) are similar to those for 
channels 11 to 60. All channels can be used 
only if all equipment is narrowband. Use of 
wideband receivers requires use of even- 
numbered channels only. Wideband trans
mitters cannot be used on any channel. 
CHANNELS 62-90, SINGLE, AND TWO- 
COLOR FREQUENCIES

No changes w ill be made in the recom
mended frequency management of these R/ 
C bands. The R/C frequencies on 75,27, and 
53 MHz w ill continue to be used without a 
requirement for narrowband transmitters or 
receivers. However, the AMA notes that use 
of narrowband equipment on these bands 
decreases the chance of interference from 
non-R/C transmissions.

A T  LAST...
A  Free Flight Model 
Retrieval System that 
works . . . EVERY TIME
An ultra ligh t w e igh t, long range
miniature transmitter combined with a 
h igh ly sensitive receiver and directional 
antenna w ill quickly help you track and 
locate your plane.
NEVER LOSE ANOTHER MODEL!
Send SASE For Brochure

Jim Walston 
Retrieval Systems
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E 
Smyrna. GA 30080 
404/434-4905

Eloy Marez, 2626 W. Northwood, Santa 
Ana, CA 92704. MB

MODEL DESIGN Continued from page 35

The other function of dihedral is the one 
we are interested in here. If an airplane w ith 
dihedral yaws for any reason, the forward 
wing w ill operate at a higher angle of attack 
than the trailing wing. If this is news to you, 
conduct the follow ing little test. Take a 
piece of writing paper, put some dihedral 
bend in the middle of this "w ing," and look 
at the leading edge w ith your eyes in the 
plane of the wing. When you yaw the wing 
you w ill see the bottom of the nearest side, 
but only the top of the other side.

Therefore, this increased angle o f attack 
on one side of a yawed wing with dihedral 
produces roll. W ith rudder and elevator 
only we can therefore bank and turn an 
airplane w ith dihedral. But let's look at the 
inverted situation.

Upside down, a wing w ith dihedral acts 
as though it had anhedral or negative dihe
dral. Now let's apply right rudder as the R/C

W A N T E D
Sterling Control Line 

Scale M odel Kits
C-Series Example Kit C-6 SE5 

Kit C-1 Monocoupe, etc.
W i l l  P a y  T o p  D o l l a r  

Contact John Brodak 
228 Locust St. 
Carmichaels, PA 15320 
C a i2 )  9 6 6 - 2 5 5 3

pilot and his transmitter knows it. The rud
der swings left as seen from the ground and 
produces left yaw. Pick up your writing- 
paper wing again and invert it so its dihedral 
is negative. Sight at the leading edge w ith it 
yawed. The side on which you see the 
greater inverted angle of attack is now the 
side farthest from you, not the near side as 
with an upright wing. So the inverted yawed 
plane w ith dihedral w ill roll opposite to the 
direction of the yaw, producing a turn oppo
site to the deflection of the rudder. Talk 
about adverse yaw!

In grammar we learned that two negatives 
make a positive. Same thing here. The in
verted plane yaws left as seen from the 
ground when given right rudder, but it rolls 
right due to the effective anhedral. This 
double reversal resulting in "normal" rudder 
control when inverted makes life simpler for 
rudder fliers who want to fly aerobatics, and 
it gave us an interesting little mystery to 
solve.
PARTING WORDS

Propellers are notorious for inflictinggriev- 
ous bodily harm w hile vigorously defending 
their space. MB
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THERMAL CHARGERr

If what you are looking for in an electric 
sailplane is, good looks, easy to build, fun to 
fly, and great performance, Thermal Charger 
is the one for you.

Wing Span 60 Inches
Wing Area 545 Sq. Inches
Motor (Included) Leisure .05 Electric

G b f |  PRECISION 
~ l l l  PRODUCTS INC. (714) 592-5144 

510 E. A rrow  Highway, San Dimas, CA 91773

1300 R/C BLIMP
“NEW”

128,13 FT  LONG
O U T S T A N D IN G  C O N T R O L  

M O R E  P O W E R

K IT  $ 3 5 0 .0 0new cms/s
* / C  FLYING WING GLIDE*
59 INCH WINGSPAN, HAND LAUNCH 

CUFF SOAR · HI-START
K IT  $ 3 4 .9 5

RUBBER POWER KITSSUPPLIES\
P E A N U T  S C A LE  

K IT S  
8 .9 5

R U B B E R  S P O R T

F L Y I N G  A C E  M O T H  $ 9 . 9 5  

B O S T O N I A N  P U P  $ 8 . 9 5  

P R A I R I E  B I R D  1 8  $ 8 . 9 5  

R . O . G .  1 S T  M O D E L  $ 2 . 9 5

2-3 CH

A N D R E A S O N  P I P E R  C U B  

M U S T A N G  Z E R O

P I E T E N P O L  L A C Y

G I P S Y  M O T H  C O U G E R

N O S E  B E A R I N G S ,  B R A S S  W A S H E R S .  P R O P S  4 ~ T O  9 "  

R U B B E R  T A N .  D U M M Y  C Y L ,  C L E A R  V I N T A G E  W H E E L S .  

3 0 0  P L A N S .  T I S S U E . M A N Y  M O R E  K I T S .  C 0 2  E N G I N E S .  

H U N G E R F O R D  S I L K  $  S T E E L  S P O K E D  W H E E L S

C O M P LE TE  C A T A LO G  $ 2 .0 0

Peck-Potymers BOX 710399 -MB 
TEL. (619) 448-1818

SANTEE, CA 92072 
FAX (619) 448-1833

HAVE YOU TRIED FULL-SCALE ?
AFTER YOU DID ALL THE WORK, WHY LET YOUR 

AIRPLANE DO ALL THE FLYING?
INFO: $3.00 BUILD & FLY THE miniMAX YOURSELF! INFO: $3.00

AWARDED SUN-N-FUN '86 
"Most Innovative New Design'

TEAM INC. · BOX 338M, BRADYVILLE, TN 37026

• Computer Designed
• Part 103 Ultralight

Wood Construction 
3 Axis Control

■ Easy Construction

(615) 765-5397

MULTIPLEX Continued from page 37

don't overlook the fact that the operating 
time quoted is three to four times what most 
other computer-type transmitters are ca
pable of.

The battery is charged through a seven- 
pin DIN connector on the upper left side, 
which also makes necessary connections 
for what most of us refer to as a direct servo 
control cable, while Multiplex refers to it as 
closed loop operation. Same thing— a har
ness that plugs into the switch harness for 
transmitter-to-servo control w ithout putting 
a signal on the air. The same plug also makes 
the necessary connections for a trainer sys
tem with another mc3030; the optional

tachometer sensor; and to the Multiplex 
service instrumentation for checkout and 
adjustment.

Shou Id you have occasion to use a charger 
other than the one available from Multiplex, 
the SCE batteries can be revived at a fast rate 
of two amperes for one hour, or for normal 
overnight charging, 200 milliamps for 10 
hours. Refer to the diagram furnished for 
charger connections— the pins shown areas 
you see the female socket on the outside of 
the transmitter. It should be of interest to 
some of you that the Sanyo SCE cells are true 
high rate charge cells, contrary to those 
found in many other transmitters of this 
class.

The on-off switch might not appearworth

mentioning, but the fact is that it is a sore 
subject w ith a lot of other brands of equip
ment. The center mounted toggle switches 
on some transmitters have been blamed for 
a lot of crashes, as apparently they are often 
turned off by the neck strap. Those transmit
ters having slide switches mounted in the 
center have also caused their share of air
plane fatalities, as the pilots turn them off as 
they reach for a nearby trim lever. Frankly,
I am o f the opinion that if you can't tell a trim 
lever from a slide switch, you haven't fu lly 
graduated from ground school. But that is 
just an opinion— the mc3030 on-off switch 
type and location positively prevents any 
inadvertent or accidental operation. It is 
located on the upper left corner, away from 
everything else, and recessed flush w ith the 
surface o f the case and is the only one of its 
type on the entire transmitter. One has to be 
thinking "on-off switch" in order to operate 
it.

W ell, maybe I really shouldn't use words 
like "positively prevents," etc.; what w ith all 
of the otherwise impossible things we have 
all seen at the flying field. But if you continu
ously turn this one off accidentally, maybe 
you really ought to forget the whole thing 
and go back to baseball cards or macrame!

Frequencies on which the mc3030 is 
currently available include all o f the 72 
MHz channels now assigned, and w ill in
clude the odd numbered channels when 
their time comes. For non-fliers, 75 MHz 
w ill soon be on hand, but unfortunately, 
there are no plans for 50 or 53 MHz equip
ment. Frequency control is via an internally 
located RF plug-in module, for which the 
channel number and frequency appear 
through a clear portion in the transmitter 
rear cover. The entire unit is fu lly  FCC 
certified and is delivered w ith the R/CMA 
"gold" narrow band sticker affixed to the 
module.

Even the rear cover is an interesting fea
ture of this transmitter. As you know, most 
transmitters have the covers held on w ith a 
multitude of screws, often with some com
ponents attached to the covers, and others 
which fall out as the cover is removed. Not 
so the mc3030. It is almost as if Multiplex 
wants you to see and appreciate the in
sides— thecoverremovessimply and cleanly 
by depressing two catches on top o f the
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P R A C TIC A L S IZED  G IA N T S C A LE M O D E L  P LA N S

DC-3
PT-17 STEARMAN 
F4U "CORSAIR" 
A6M5 "ZERO"
P 40 "WARHAWK" 
AT 6 "TEXAN"
F8F"BEARCAT" 
FOKKER "DR-1"

€ '/ ?  inch =  1
2.4 inch =  1 

2 '/ i inch =  1 
2 Ά  inch =  1 
l ' h  inch =  1
2.4 inch =  1 

2 '/ ? inch =  1 
2.7 inch =  1

fool 140-inch
fool 77-inch
fool 93-inch
fool 91-inch
fool 94-inch
fool 101 -inch
fool 86-inch
fool 63-inch

Spon S42.00 
Spon $27.00 
Spon $30.00 
Spon $30.00 
Spon $30.00 
Spon $30.00 
Spon $30.00 
Tripe $27.00

Plans For RK-20 or 
RK-740 Ducted Fons

Phantom
Villen

Plan and Canopy

35- inch Span $12.00 
32-inch Span $12.00
36- inch Spon $12.00

$16.00

-  NEW ' / « - s a l t
B-2S

Send $2.00 for Catalog of Plans, Accessories, and Supplies 
Credited lo first Order of $25 or More

Order From: Nick Z iroli ■ 29 Edgar Drv Smithtown, NY 11787 , U .S .A . ■ 516-234-5038

case. Everything is secured, nothing falls 
out. If you have ever looked into any similar 
transmitter, you know how completely full 
they are, w ith parts and wires and things 
running seemingly without order. In con
trast, the mc3030 w ill appear almost as if 
some o f the parts were left out. A ll the 
electronics are on a center mounted printed 
circuit board, the gimbals are fully exposed, 
and all w iring is neatly routed to plug-in 
connectors around the perimeter of the 
board. This provides a versatility unheard of 
with any other transmitter that I know of— if 
you don't like a control or switch position or 
function, you can change things exactly as 
you like. The mc3030 comes w ith the nor
mal switches, dual rates and landing gear, 
for example, mounted on sub-panels in a 
standard configuration. However, just in 
case you prefer a different arrangement, 
blank sub-panels and self adhesive labels 
are provided so that you can arrange things 
exactly as you like them. If you own most 
any other type of computer radio, you may 
have already found out that even the parent 
company can't or won't relocate a switch or 
control for you.

If you are the type who takes pride in 
owning and using nice things, and taking 
care of them, you w ill appreciate the fo llow 
ing. The toggle switches in question are 
mounted not with regular hex nuts, but w ith 
round serrated edge dress nuts. A fine touch 
in itself; however, w ithout the proper tool to 
remove or tighten this type o f nut, you wind 
up w ith either a plier damaged nut ora loose 
switch. Not so for mc3030 owners— a dress 
nut wrench is included, with which you can 
jump switches around all you want without 
damaging the looks of your equipment. A 
small point, true, but to me it is an indication 
that the kind o f pride I talked about is shared 
by the people who bring us the mc3030.

The same thing applies to mode changes. 
We usually hear: "Can't be done," which in 
some cases really means, "We don't like

S C A L E  D O C U M E N T A T I O N

DRAWINGS -  PHOTOS

them or have the time to do them." Again, 
not so the mc3030. It comes mode-less! Say 
what? It comes with no ratchet action at all; 
both sticks are spring loaded at center. To 
make it into the mode you prefer, you simply 
remove a spri ng assembly and adjust a screw 
to the exact ratcheting action you like—  
that's all. To keep any channel sequence 
you might prefer, in a sequence referred to 
as "Correlating Servos," you then assign the 
throttle and elevator functions to the proper 
sticks through the computer programming. 
Mode changes are so easy you can even do 
it at the field if you fly one method and want 
your friend who flies another way to take a 
turn.

Helicopter, pattern and sport versions of
the mc3030 are not available! One version 
does it all— in sharp contrast to other brands 
that offer "different strokes for different folks" 
type of transmitters. Due to the program
ming, mixing, and function assignment 
capabilitiesofthemc3030, it can be tailored 
specifically for any one of the above appli
cations, limited only by the user’s under
standing of the model's requirements. The 
transmitter has the capability of storing the

Modern sizes to use today's moro powerful engines Faithful 
outlines of the 40s-50s c la s s *  that held many records ana won 
several Firsts at the Nationals

EASY TO BUILD AND FLY 
READY NOW' Partial Kits 0» detailed plans. complete instructions 
and finished balsa wing and stabilizer ro s  Bu>ider furnishes ah 
other materials This is the best and least expensive way to go. 
as explained m the instructions

$9.95
Pee Wee 30 Zeek: 146 sq in. - Use Cox .02 reed

$12.95
.049- 051 Zeek 286 sq in Use Cox or small diesel 
A d d  $1.75 e a c h  p e r  k it  fo r  s h ip p in g  & h a n d lin g

PREMIUM MFG. CO.
PO Box 12763 · Salem. OR 97309 

Send S A  S.E tor tree leaflet Express your wishes for new sizes

settings for 18, yes, eighteen different pro
grams. That is, you can store the control 
settings for 18 different models, so that you 
can program it not only for different types of 
models, but for more than one of each kind. 
Including trims, yet! To save time for you, 
once you have recorded a specific type of 
program and wish to adjust for another 
model o f the same type, say from your old 
helicopter to a new one, it is not necessary 
to start all over. You can simply transfer the 
complete information from the original 
machine to a different memory for the sec
ond one, keeping the first one intact, and 
tailoring the second one as required by the 
new model. To make initial understanding 
of your new me3030 even easier, it is deliv
ered with programs for ten different models, 
some of each type. They are basic, and you 
can modify them to your own needs quite 
easily.

Programming of a transmitter w ith the 
capabilities of the mc3030 can be quite 
intimidating to the uninitiated. It needn't be, 
as Multiplex obviously put a lot of effort into 
the development of a system which is de
scribed in the original German literature as
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D ARN ED  GO O D A IRM EN
Lightest pilots available. Lifelike vinyl latex rubber 

Build as a Sportsman or Barnstormer. Full Body or Bust
BUST PILOT KIT ------- - JET PILOT KIT

Pilot has molded on jet 
helmet. Contains lace mask 
and oxygen hose. Extreme
ly Realistic. Weighs less 
than % 02.

Price
#308-% scale 5.95
#307-% scale 6.95

Contains pilot head, helmet sport cap, goggles 
and jacket Easy to assemble and finish.

Price
#108-% scale NEW 5.95
#106*% scale 
#105-% scale 
#104-% scale 
#103-% scale

7.95
8.95 

14.95

FULL BODY PILOT KIT
Contains pilot head, hands, boots, helmet, 
cap. goggles, full templates and easy instruc
tions. Easy to assemble and finish.
Some simple sewing required Fully 
positionable too!

#206-% scale
#205-% scale
#204 % scale
#203-% scale

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
See your dealer first or order direct 

Add $1.00 shipping. N.Y.S. residents add 7% tax. 
Send check or money order COD'S OK. 

Send $1.00 for catalog

Pnc*·
B 95

10.95
1 6 .9 5

S o m e
s im p le
sewing

required

S e e  y o u r  D e a le r o r  a d d  O n e  
D o lla r  fo r  d ire c t  o rd e r  h a n d lin g

ini M.T.S.
(a  s u p e r io r  M u l t ip l e  Ta s k  s a il p l a n e )

Specifications:
Wingspan 100 in  
Wing area 930 sq. in  
Flying weigh t 44 oz.
Wing loading &8oz./sq f t  
Wing section MB-253S15 

(15% semi-symmetrical)
Max. ballast 4 lbs.

Pierce Aero Co.
9626 Jellico Avenue, Northridge, CA 91325 Phone (818) 349-4758

Standard Class R/C sailplane for 
sport, F3B, and AMA contests

COMPLETE KIT WITH 
PRECISION CUT PARTS, 
ALL HARDWARE, AND 
FULL-SIZE PLANS

Made in America 
With

American Technology

RJL Manufactures in the U.S.A. 
RJL R/C & U/C ENGINES .15 thru .61 

Forster Glow & Ignition Engines

FACTORY PARTS & SERVICE FOR:
HB Engines - Cox Conquest .15 

K ra ft .61 - Taipan .40 - HGK Engines 
Testor/McCoy Series 21 

Forster - Remco - Viking twin
C o ll o r  w r ite  f o r  f re e  in fo rm a tio n .

RJL Industries
P.O. Box 5 - Sierra Madre, CA 91025 

(818) 359-0016

WE SET THE PACE!
Michigan's most complete supplier of 
model kits & accessories— if it's 
featured in M od e l B u ild e r Magazine 
we probably carry it in stock.

We love to help beginners as well 
as the dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts. 
Give us a try!

I © E 5
+  HOBBY CENTERS 
7845 Wyoming · Dearborn, Ml 48126 · (313) 933-6567 
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd. · E. Detroit. Ml 48021 ·  (313) 773-8294 
35203 Grand River · Farmington, Ml 48024 · (313) 477-6266 
105 & Uvemois · Rochester, Ml 48063 · (313) 651-8842

MEMBER
Radio Control 
Hobby Trade 
Association

"User Oriented Transmitter Language." This 
does not require prior knowledge or experi
ence w ith computer programming, though 
it does not relieve or replace the necessity 
for the user to understand radio controlled 
models, their requirements and their reac
tions to different control inputs. Properly 
used, the capabilities of the mc3030 permits 
the transmitter/model/pilot combination to 
"be all you can be."

There is one very important point to 
remember in the use of a transmitter such as 
the mc3030 as compared to a basic four- 
channel no-frills unit. W ith the latter type, to 
do it properly, you have to start planning 
your R/C installation quite early, so that 
ultimately you wind up w ith the control

horns and servo arm pushrod connections 
on the proper side so that up is up, etc. Once 
your model is assembled, you adjust the 
clevises on the servo arms and control horns 
to get approximately the correct amount of 
control surface deflection. As you know 
from such experience, worse of all to adjust 
is the engine throttle, w ith the nose wheel 
being a close second. All of these frustrating 
problems are a thing of the past w ith the 
mc3030. You can install the R/C equipment 
however and wherever you want, for best 
utilization of space and most efficient link
age orientation. Then you make all the 
necessary adjustments at the transmitter, in 
the same order that you used to do so 
mechanically. First you get all the servos

running in the proper direction for up, down, 
left, right, etc. Then you adjust the throws, 
not "approximately" but to w ithin one de
gree, w ith whatever differential you may 
want. In the case of the throttle, you simply 
run the throttle stick all the way up, and push 
one of the buttons until the throttle is fully 
open. Throttle idle is set in a similar manner. 
What could be easier?

Control inform ation w ith in the mc3030 
isdisplayedon a 16-character-per-line, four- 
line LCD (liquid crystal display). Selection 
of the displayed information and inputs are 
made w ith a simple eight-key control pad 
located under a flip-up door on the lower 
front of the case. These keys are clearly 
marked w ith their function. Refer to the 
information flow  chart; it clearly illustrates 
the various sections and functions of the 
information contained or which you can 
program into the computer. I won't attempt 
to detail (he various steps involved in any or 
all o f the possible operations; it is all clearly 
detailed in the 78-page manual.

For most users, the manual is only neces
sary for programming the first model of each 
type. After that, one finds that the display 
"walks" you right through the necessary 
steps. Refer again to the flow chart; the 
"Status" is the first display to appear as the 
transmitter is turned on. The "M " button 
brings up "Menu 1 whi ch tells you which 
one of the four center buttons to push to 
bring up either of the "Servo," "Memories," 
"Control," or "Menu 2." Same process w ill 
bring up the information under the "Servo" 
orany other subheading. It is all much easier 
to do than to explain, and I find that it helps 
tremendously to have a working airborne 
system in front o f you so that whatever 
inputs are made can be seen translated to 
mechanical servo movements. This is espe
cia lly helpful in the case of mixing, which 
can be somewhat confusing anyway.

The four buttons in the center are used to 
select from the information seen on the 
display, each subheading also telling you 
which one of these buttons to operate.

The buttons marked w ith plus (+) and 
minus (-) signs are used to adjust such things 
as throws, which are displayed as percent
ages. Another nice feature: for large excur
sions during initial setup, a knob is located 
on the right upper panel which has the same
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control as the + and - buttons, except that its 
action is much faster. For those of you who 
have true computer experience, the knob 
works in the same manner as a "mouse."

The only other button is the one marked 
"R." It is used to reverse any function that 
needs reversing, such as servo travel direc
tion, the operating direction of a switch, to 
switch a function from "off" to "on," etc.

An individual code is programmed into 
each individual transmitter to prevent un
wanted or accidental inputs by your tinker
ing friends. Quite simply, it prevents the 
transmitter from proceeding past the initial 
display without the code being entered into 
the keyboard.

Failsafe? W hy yes, there is a failsafe, but 
with a difference. The one in the mc3030 is 
of the type that drives all flight control servos 
to neutral and throttle to idle under condi- 
tionsof signal loss due to interference. I have 
found that notall ownersof failsafe equipped 
systems understand this feature, and often 
blame it for in-flight problems for which it is 
not responsible. In short, not everybody 
likes failsafe. Those of you who don't w ill 
like the difference in this one— it can be 
turned off at the companion "PCM-DS" 
receiver.

On the subject of receivers, in addition to 
the PCM receiver mentioned, there is the 
Multiplex "PPM-DS," a double conversion 
nine-channel FM unit. Both are advertised 
as true narrow band receivers and are rec
ommended for maximum efficiency with 
the mc3030 transmitter. Size-wise they w ill 
fit most .40 and above models, measuring 
only 1-13/16x2-3/4x1 inch and weighing 2- 
1/4 ounces. However, in the PPM mode, the 
mc3030 transmitter w ill work with almost 
all other brandsof FM receivers. For sailplane 
fans w ith their fewer channel requirements, 
Beemer R/C recommends the Airtronics 
Micro FM Receiver No. 92245. It is a four- 
channel unit, merely 1.8x1.125x0.75 inch 
and weighing only one ounce. Please note 
that this is not a narrow band receiver, and 
no such claims are made by the Airtronics 
Company. As a matter of fact, it is offered 
only on wide-band channels 38 to 56. 
However, I was informed by a member of 
the Airtronics group that this receiver w ill 
soon be replaced by one of similar size and 
weight that w ill be narrow band and avail
able on all assigned 72 MHz channels.

All of the mc3030 features have not been 
listed here. There are dual and exponential 
rates, timers that count up or down, a ta
chometer for props with up to four blades, 
and you can program aux functions to occur 
at any selected position of one of the main 
sticks. You can fly V-tails, deltas, coupled 
flaps, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera!

Wanna talk money? As I stated initially, 
there are different classes of products o f any 
kind, and no one is going to try to tell you 
that M ultiplex mc3030 equipment is cheap. 
And I have to repeat something I said about 
the Multiplex Royal MC: it is not for every
one! If you are a plastic airplane or Ugly Stik 
flier, you really can't make use of all o f the 
capabilities of this type of equipment. Addi-

Hobby Horn
hobby specialties

E-POW ER SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES

ASTRO FLIGHT SYSTEMS:
Cobalt (4 cell) 020 Direct . .$74.96 Geared .. 
Cobalt (5 cell) 035Direct ..$86.96 Geared.. 
Cobalt (7 cell) 05Direct . .$112.96 Geared . . 
Cobalt (7 cell) FAI 05Dir . .$127.96 Geared 
Cobalt (12 cell) 15Direct .$149.96 Geared .. 
Cobalt (14 cell) 25Direct .$179.96 Geared.. 
Cobalt (18 cell) 40Direct .$209.96 Geared .. 
Cobalt (24 cell) 60Direct (Sport,Pattern or FAI) 
Astro DC/DC Constant Amp (up to 28 cells) ..
Astro AC/DC Charger (current adjust)...........
Astro DC PEAK Charger (up to 12 cells).......
Astro A/C D/C PEAK Charger (7 cells A/C) . . .

.$97.96
$108.96
$134.96
$149.96
$172.96
$202.96
$224.96
$299.96
.$97.96
.$59.96
.$74.96
$104.96

FOLDING PRQPELLQRS
Midway Model Folder 
1 2 x 7 ........... $10.95

Sonic Tronics Folders: 
7 x 4 or 8 x 4 ..$9.85 
11 x 7 or 12x7 $13.45 
1 3 x 7 ........... $14.35

SANYO WRW .seiifiS-BATTERY PACKS
4 cell 450mA ..$19.50 
6 cell 800mA .. S30.20 
6 cell 900mA ..$31.29;
6 cell 1200mA .. $31.29;
*AII packs wired flat. ‘ “Please specify connectors.

Individual -SanyP-Ή Ι series cells.

5 cell 450mA .. .$23.00
7 cell 800mA .. .$34.15
7 cell 900mA .. .$35.54
7 cell 1200mA . . .$35.54

450 A R ............$3.50ea
900 SCR ......... $4.l5ea

800 AR .. $4.05 ea 
1200 SCR . $4.15 ea

BOOKS on Electric flight:
Quiet Revolution (Bob Boucher).....................$7.00
Building & Flying Electric A/C (Mitch Poling) .. $8.96 
Hobby Horn Electric Info Book (Bob Sliff)....... $2.50

2A
Up tcT$8.00 add $2.00; 
$6.01 to $20.00 add 
S2.50; $20.01 to $45.00 
add $3.25; $45.01 to 
S70.00 add $3.75; Over 
$70.00 add $4.50 
Calif, add 6.25% tax. 
Send MO, VISA/MC (# & 
Exp) or Check (allow up 
to 30 days for clearance 
on checxs.)

82 Pape 199Q..CATALQGUE 
$2 pp/lst Class, or free when 

requested on 1st order.

Hobby Horn 
15173 MORAN ST.[B) 

P.O. BOX 2212 
WESTMINSTER,CA 92684 

(714) 893-8311 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9AM - 5PM

S c h l u e t e r  F r e e  F l i g h t  M o d e l s

PACIFIC ACE (PA) BLACK BULLET ( BB)

KIT NO. PRICE EACH POWER 
PA OR BB—20" $7 .95  RUBBER
PA OR BB—30" $ 1 4 .95  RUBBER
PA OR BB-40" $ 2 1 .95  RUB/GAS

KITS CONTAIN ROLLED PLANS, SELECT PRINT 
& STRIP BALSA, WIRE, WHEELS, PLASTIC PROP 
OR BALSA PROP BLANK, NYLON THRUST 
BEARING, BALL BEARING WASHER (30" & 40"), 
JAPANESE TISSUE, PLYWOOD. AND ALUM. 
MOTOR PEG. a d o  1 1 .o o  p * h  f o r  e a c h  k i t  o r d e r ,  c a .  r e s .
ADO 6 * . TAX.

3 5 0 8  POINSETTIA AVE. 
MANHATTAN BEACH, CA. 9 0 2 6 6

• C A L I  R/C V IK TA O K  S A IL P L A N E · K IT ·

1/6 SCALE**124 INCH W INQ8PAW I208

1/5 SCALE**111 INCH WINGSPAN,e$230 
BOTH KITS FEATURE:

■flberglate fuaelagatxjlft-up wing A U l’pre-cut wood parts' 
•complete hard* a/·* instruction book'rolted piers*

add $12 lor shipping & handling
TRITON
MODELS box 103 RD 1 

Reading, PA. 19607
s a n d  fa r  to *  b ro c tn jn !

RAHIMS
W INCHES & LINE  

RETR IEVERS

W INCH $300 
POW ERFUL 12 V O L T  

F3B Q U A L IT Y  
LA U N C H  A  P LA N E  
EV ER Y 60  SECONDS

R ET R IEV ER  $250 
6 -VOLT

R E TR IE V E  W IN C H  
LINE IN  20 SECONDS

RA H M 'S
9309 E. M aple St. 

Bellflower, CA 90706  
Phone (213) 866-2405
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INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY
ENDURANCE RUBBER MODELS

2 COPTORS THE' EASY B"
18" Span, , |  |— ·~\ ό  bpan

'2 · Span! $5.95
+  0 $6.50

THE SLOWPOKE 16 Span

I Weigh! 2 Pennys $5.95 
Plasitc Prop

3 Parlor Planes The Novice Penny Plane

S8.50 10' Span
NEW TOP FLYING MODELS 

FOR CONTEST & SPORT IN AND OUTDOORS 
20" DAPHNE EA. $8.50

"FLAPPING FLYER'·

13" SCALE AIRCRAFT KITS 
OUTSTANDING DETAILS. 3-VIEWS & HISTORY 

AERONCA K 1937
ALCO SPORT 1929 WATERMAN RACER 1921 
ZIPPY SPORT A.R.V. HEATH PARASOL 1928

ea $8.50
INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANES by Lew Gillow 
48 pqs. 100 llluet. (reprint) ♦ FREE PLAN. . $5.95 
INDOOR BALSA PACK $8.25 P-NUT PACK $8.25 
JAPANESE TISSUE -18" x 22" 7 color roll $6.95 
CONDENSER PAPER 2/$3.25 MICROLITE $3.25 
RUBBER LUBE $1.95 BALSA CEMENT $1.95 
THRUST BEARINGS Mini Dual or Dual $1.00
RUBBER 025 lo 090. 005 me ea $2.65
6:1 WINDER $5.95 16:1 MARK 1 $13.95

WE STOCK PECK. R/N. A BROWN A 23 CO*

ADD 10% POSTAGE—MINIMUM POSTAGE $2.00 
NEW 18-PAGE ILLUST CATALOG $2 00

BOX 5311, SALEM, OR 97304

tionally, and this is very important, you have 
to understand airplanes, you have to under
stand their reactions and requirements, 
before you can really understand R/C equip
ment like the mc3030. On the other hand, 
those who are serious about the R/C hobby 
can appreciate that before you can grow 
personally, your equipment has to allow 
you to do so.

As is done in Europe, Multiplex equip
ment here in the U.S. is sold individually, so 
that you can obtain only what you need. The 
basic mc3030 transmitter is priced at 
$819.00. The transmitter w ith PCM-DS 
receiver, airborne battery, and switch har
ness is $995.00. W ith a PPM-DS receiver 
and those items, the price is $965.00. A 
system consisting of the transmitter, PCM- 
DS receiver, battery, switch harness and two 
Profi ball-bearing coreless motor servos is 
$1100.00. Additional servos are available at 
$65.00. The transmitters are furnished w ith
out chargers; a dual plug-in wall charger is 
available for $22.00; a 12V "Delta Peak" 
charger for field use is $94.00. Those of you 
w ith either of the Ace R/C adjustable charg
ers can use them to good advantage here.

One of the major compla i nts w ith owners 
of other brands of advanced radios is the

BUILD YOUR 
OWN ROCKET 

MOTORS!
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW!

•40 POUNDS 
THRUST!

• 50C EACH!
•  With a rock tum bler and some srmple hand tcols 

we II show you how lo  build YOUR OWN rocket 
engines in your own garage or workshop lor 1 /5  to 
1/10 the cost of the com m ercia lly marketed motors

•  INTERESTED? Just, send us S2 00 and we II m ail you 
our brochure along w ith  a WORKING SAMPLE of an 
electric igniter lhat YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF from 
materials you II find around the house

TELL YOUR FRIENOS ABOUT US! We re the 00 IT 
YOURSELF ROCKET people

Write to: Department MB. TheTeleflite Corporation 
11620 Kitching St.. Moreno Valley. CA 92387-9978

unavailability of additional airborne equip
ment. And it is a logical complaint— what 
good is being able to program half a dozen 
different models if airborne systems are not 
cataloged or available? Multiplex airborne 
components, as well asall spares and acces
sories and any other information that you 
may need, are as near as Arizona: Beemer R/ 
C West, Inc., 17252 East Falcon Dr., Foun
tain Hills, AZ85268;Phone(602)837-0311, 
Fax (602)837-0155. MB

POWER Continued from page 39

on the wires melts from the heat of the stall 
currents and then a short circuit develops, 
which sets the plane on fire. Don't omit 
fuses.

Speaking of fire hazard, fire is the main 
reason I do not set up my planes with a 
charge plug. Yes, it is slightly inconvenient 
to remove the battery pack and charge it 
outside the plane. However, I learned the 
hard way about fire very early. Way back 
about 1975, I was flying w ith a plane that 
had its own charge plug. I had a hard land
ing, not a crash, and the battery shifted and 
pulled on the charge plug. This yanked on 
the charge plug contacts and shorted them 
across each other. The plane burned. I was 
flying in a grass field, it was dry, and there 
were some bad moments when I thought the 
field might take fire. I did get it stamped out. 
Since then I have not used charge outlets in 
a plane, and I do all my battery charging 
outside the plane. I have had no plane fires 
since. Enough said!

You might fuse right at the battery pack, so 
that the charge current must go through the 
fuse. If, however, you are using the Futaba 
receiver w ith built-in speed control and 
BEC, you cannot do that, since you then run 
the risk o f a blown fuse killing the radio in 
flight. It is better to keep it simple and don't 
bother w ith the extra w iring for "inside 
charging." Leave it out. Velcro is the ideal 
answer for holding battery packs in place.

Novak and Tekin have speed controls that 
can eliminate the fuse. They use TEMPFETs 
to control current. The TEMPFETs w ill cut 
power if the current gets too high. It really 
works well; I have the Novak T4 and I have 
overdriven it hard enough to have it cut out. 
Once it cools, it w il I operate again normally. 
The Novak can handle up to ten cells and 
retails for about $120. It is heavily dis
counted in mail order advertisements. It also 
includes a brake. The only drawback is that 
it and the Tekin are "frame rate" controls, 
that is, 50 cps pulse rate. This can lead to 
motor and battery heating. The Novak ad
vertises a "filtered output," which I believe 
means the pulses have been rounded off. 
This would mean less heating problems. 
The Tekin and the Novak throttles are very 
small, light and well made. I hope they 
come out w ith 2000 to 4000 cps units 
someday.

• ·  ·
In February I went to the Bad Nauheim 

meet, which is quite large. There were over 
70 pilots registered for the pylon racing on 
Saturday, and over a hundred pilots for the 
F3E events on Sunday. During the Saturday 
noon break I saw a very impressive electric 
helicopter demonstration by Kai Reuter and 
Horst Wiederhold. Horst flew a .60 size 
Craupner Star helicopter w ith hovering, 
freestyle flying, and lots of high-banked 
turns. No inverted flying or rolls, but it 
looked capable of it! Performance was such 
that you would have thought it was gas. The 
flight was between five and six minutes, Kai 
says five minutes are routine. They have 
been flying this helicopter for a year. It is a 
very attractive ship. They usea 355-5 Pletten- 
berg cobalt motor. I had not heard of Pletten- 
berg before this meet, but I saw several 
there, and they look very well made. They 
are apparently sold only by direct order from 
Plettenberg. I do not have that address, I am 
sorry to say. The battery pack was 24 sub-C 
cells. The speed control was designed and 
built by Kai. A ll-up flying weight was 4.8 kg, 
or 10.5 lbs.

There were two other electric helicopters 
on display, another Star by Graupner, and a 
Kyosho Concept 30. Neither was flown that 
day, although both looked like ihey have 
been flown. The Concept looked like it had 
a Keller 50 in it, and 14 cells. There w ill be 
a big electro meet at Weilmunster on June 
23 and 24, which w ill feature pattern flying, 
F3E, sport gliders, and electric helicopters. 
Thehelicopterswilldotasksconsistingof: 1. 
Hover, two 360 degree circles, and spot 
landing; 2. Hover at 5 meters, constant 
heading; 3. Simple hat flight going 4 meters 
horizontal, then 4 meters up, then 4 meters
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down and horizontal: 4. Simple turn; S. 
Flyby at 5 meters height, 30 meters along the 
runway; 6. Landing with a 180 degree volte 
(swap tail for nose) on the spot. Three flights 
are allowed to complete the tasks. It sounds 
like fun— Kai and Horst's helicopter should 
find this easy! Contact Rolf Eckold.Sudeten- 
strasse 30,6292 Weilmunster, W. Germany, 
phone 06472/7295 for more information 
about the Weilmunster meet.

I went to the Nuremberg Toy Fair in 
February, and saw a lot of new electric 
planes and items. Graupner supplied me 
w ith photos of some o f their many electric 
products. The Elektro-lunior is for begin
ners, flies fairly slow, and is 2.1 meter (83 
inches) span. It flies w ith six to seven cells. 
The Chili is a hot one, it flies w ith ten to 
sixteen cel Is (that should take it nearly straight 
up!) and is 2.15 meter (85 inches) span. The 
Fokker E-Ill is a fun sport model for seven to 
eight cells, 1.335 meter (53 inch) span. 
Hobby Lobby carries the Graupner line, 
contact them for availability and pricing: 
5614 Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN 
37027, (615)373-1444. For now, fly straight 
up, fly electric! MB

KALI Continued from page 46

Therefore, the canopy is a lot stronger 
than it appears. The reason is there are many 
molded ridges inside the canopy for sup
port. The molded instrument panel also 
added support. The windshield is a separate 
tinted piece glued onto the canopy, which 
can be purchased by itself.

The canopy deserves an Ά ' for ease of 
assembly. Unlike all other canopies on the 
market, Excalibur'scanopy requires no trim 
ming with scissors. It comes out of the kit in 
perfectly trimmed condition. A bottle of 
MEK is included. It took me only five min
utes to complete the entire canopy. It is 
molded in white. The windshield fit per
fectly to the canopy, again, no scissor trim 
ming required. It came with a nice, blue tint. 
Now I began to like Kalt canopies!

The vertical and horizontal fins are con
structed similar to the Concept main rotor 
blades, they have foam outer skin, and 2mm 
plywood on the inside. Again, they are 
stronger than they appear. However, not 
strong enough to survive the crash.

The main frames are beautifully black 
anodized. There were no rough edges or 90 
degree bends in the frame. Unlike other 
manufacturers' frames, Excalibur uses 90- 
degree angle brackets at the bottom of the 
frames for mounting the landing gear. Then, 
as the pictures show, there is an extra bracket 
outside each frame to prevent lateral bend
ing; similar to how the flying buttresses o f 
Gothic cathedrals prevent the walls from 
buckling. Very nice frames, and they did not 
bend in the crash.

However, the aluminum tail boom and 
tail boom support tubes were not finished at 
all. They were like pieces of bare aluminum 
pipe that just came out of the Alcoa factory. 
Therefore, I had my tail boom and support

Piper Cub

Sk?

►  o  
« t~ _r

Μ Ι Γ Β Γ ϋ ϋ  Box 1063 Lorain· Ohio 44055 IV I IU IS U ^  Phone (216) 282-8354
PEANUT SCALE 
Piper Vagabond 
Piper Cub 
Stinson 125 
1924 Farman 
Light Indoor

kits each. $7.95

OUTDOOR PEANUT
Super Scale. . .  $7.95 
Hornet P-30 . $13.95

SPORT SCALE
PC-6 Porter 
Taylor Craft 
Stinson Voyager 
Rubber or CO1 Power 
Kits each . . .  $9.95

SPORT MODELS
An Embryo Modal 
with 18" Span 
designed to winl 
For beginners and 
experts.. .  $9.95

HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS
Early Bird Tissue for Antique Aircraft.............$7.95
True Olde Japanese Tissue. 10 in 3 colors —  $9.95
Japanese Tissue. 12 in 6 colors..................... $6.95
Microfilm $4.95 Glue -  $1.95 Solvent — $1.75 
Plan Service over 17 Scale. Sport Scale & Peanut Scale
Rubber Strip 020 thru 085....................each $2.50

3/32 thru 5/32.................................... each $2.75
Winder 6:1 . $6.95 Mark I 16:1 ... $13.95

Complete Line of Brown CO2 Motors 
Balsa Wood Outdoor & Indoor Sheets & Strips 
Add 10°/o Postage — Minimum Postage $2.50 

COMPLETE CATALOG $1.50

PC-6 Porter

Hornet Embryo

*

FA I TAN RUBBER
Sizes: 1/4". 3/16", 1/8"

.042 thick one pound box.
Price: $14.75 Includes 4 oz. Slick lube 

$13.75 no lube (Slick costs $1.75) 
Postpaid in US via UPS, Cal. add 6% tax 

10 lb. Box $110 UPS delivered
Made In the USA Slow cure lor 

consistent quality. Ask for FAI-TAN

CROCKET HOOKS 
NOW MADE BY M l .

1989/90 Catalog S1-50

F. A.I. Model Supply
P O  BOX 3 9 V  lO B fU H C i CA9OM0

SATELLITE
FREE

FLIGHT
KITS

FREE CATALOG
Semi sell-addressed stamped envelope lo address shown 

O rders S h ipped  P re-paid  or C  O  0  
And S3 95 S hipp ing  end H and ling___________

7178 AUMSVILLE HWY. S.E. 
SALEM, OR 97301 -  (503) 588-8407

S h e l d o n ' s
P o s i - C u r e

2 oz. Cyanoacrylate
G A P  F IL L IN G  FAST CURE 

1 0 -2 5  S E C . 
i— SALE— |

$449

3 -5  SEC 
SALE— , 
$449

SHS702 SHS700

OUTSIDE CALIF.

ORDERS (800) 228-3237 
ONLY (800) 822-1688

INSIDE CALIF.

For Information Coll: (408) 943-0872

HOURS: Pacific Standard Time 
Monday & Friday 9:30 am -  7:30 pm 

Tuesday. Wednesday 8 Saturday: 
9:30 am -  5:30 pm 

Thursday: 9:30 am -  9.00 pm 
Sunday: 12 noon -  5:00 pm

If you are not satisfied with POSI-CURE 
please return the unused portion within 
30 days for a full refund -  No questions 
asked!

M attorCard
1 - _y_/

SHIPPING & HANDLING:
Basic $4 95 For UPS. Surface 

• U.P.S. Air and Parcel Post $4.95 plus 10% of 
Merchandise Total (Continental U S ]

• Parcel Post Air $4 95 plus 15% of Merchandise Total
(Continental U.S)

• U PS. Next Day Air $14.00 plus $1.00 lb. of shipment
• COD add $3.00

• Foreign Orders Parcel Post Air $4.95 - 20% of 
Merchandise Total

I f  You H ave Been 
L o o k in g  For The Lowest 
Prices In R/C Equipm ent, 

Your Search Is Over.

FREE

Write
For Your New 

Sheldon's Hobbles 
Color Cata log

OVER
10,000
ITEMS

V

SHELDON’S HOBBIES
2135 OLD OAKLAND RD 

SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95Ι31
J
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RUBBER-POW ERED

FLYING HELICOPTER KIT

_ o —
■ EASY SΙΛΡ-TOGETHER ASSEMBLY
■ NO GLUE NOR PAINT NECESSARY

:  ad ' u 5NTaT Le° r\ e H ^ ,ht\ S nG CEARS TRADE ENQ UIRIES PLEASE C O N T A C T :
m  AUTO ROTATION HEAD FOR EASY LANDINC 
SPECIFICATIONS:
ROTOR SYSTEM DIAMETER 375mm (14.759 
ACTUAL FLYING WEIGHT: 22 GRAMS (0.78 o r)
FLYINCCEILING: 3 TO 4M (9' TO 20 )
SUITABLE FOR ACES: 8 TO 80

H B B B &
S V O B L B

57 AU PUI WAN ST.( 9/F., UNIT 20, SHATIN, HONG KONG. FAX: 852 602 1742

F l y  W i t h  M c D a n i e l  P o w e r !
New Solid State On-Board Glow-Plug Drivers
Now you can drive 1 or 2 glow plugs 
efficiently and automatically with the new 
McDaniel On-Board Glow-Plug Drivers.
If your engine is a 2 or 4 stroke glow, and has 1 or 2 cylinders, then a Model 471 or 472 On-Board Glow-Plug Driver will ease the 
jobs of starting, and maintaining idle during taxiing and power down flight maneuvers.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Servo Reversing• Optically Coupled Circuitry (No RFI)• Automatic Shutdown (Via TX Or RX)
• Connector Plug For Battery Pack• Remote Glow Plug Indicator Panels 

(Available Separately)• Battery Pack And AC Charger NOT 
Included (Available Separately)

See Your Local Hobby Dealer O r Contact:

McDaniel R/C Inc.
1654 Crofton Blvd., Suite 4, Crofton, MD 21114 ·

tubes painted by Mr. Ray St. Onge, of Hy
brid Hobby in Connecticut, to match the 
neon paint job that he did for my canopy. 
Ray St. Onge does an awesome misty neon 
paint job. I call the color on my canopy "hot 
pink." He calls it magenta. You can reach 
him at (203) 276-8465. For $68, he w ill 
supply any Schluter, GMP, or X-Cell can
opy, build it and paint it for you. A fancy 
color scheme like mine costs slightly more. 
I mailed my Excalibur canopy to him for 
painting. Ray also sells wood rotor blades 
for many helicopters on the market. I have 
flown his wood blades; they were nicely cut. 
I w ill talk about his new double inflex airfoil 
design rotor blades in a future issue.

The collective pitch mechanism on the

Visa and MC accepted.
Phone (301)721-6303 ·  FAX (301)721-6306

Excalibur is far superior to that of the Cy
clone. TheExcalibur collective arm is sup
ported by a metal bushing, while the Cy
clone does not even have a bushing. 
Excalibur's sliding collective ring is also 
pivoted on bal I bearings, which reduced the 
slop to a minimum. However, the sliding 
collar sitting above the swashplate is plastic 
and gives some play. Kail could have in
serted a steel sleeve inside the plastic sliding 
collar. I hope that Hobby Dynamics w ill 
forward the message to Kalt and make the kit 
flawless.

The 90 degree roll bellcrank on the Ex
calibur is excellent! The close-up picture 
shows the superb workmanship. The cen
trifugal clutch and flywheel system is quite

unique. As the picture shows, the engine 
starting shaft is not bolted solidly to the 
clutch. Kalt calls the system a self-aligning 
flywheel and clutch. The kit supplies three 
different taper nuts to fit OS, Enya, or YS 
engines. Upon tightening the tapered nut, 
the cooling fan and flywheel w ill automati
cally seat properly. The clutch bell-housing 
and starting shaft sit loosely on the clutch. 
The starting shaft has a universal joint type of 
coupling, so turning the starting shaft w ill 
turn the engine, but the starting shaft does 
not have to line up w ith the engine crank
shaft perfectly. This design eliminates con
ventional dialing alignment requirements. I 
really like this system because it saves time, 
and also ensures minimal vibration. How
ever, I noticed that my clutch bell or the 
coupling unit must be drilled slightly off 
because the system wobbles slightly. I have 
checked two other Excaliburs. One of them 
was perfect, w hile the other had some mis
alignment. M ine had the worst wobble. The 
result is some vibration and zinging noise in 
flight. I have requested a new unit from Kalt. 
At the time of this review I had yet to receive 
the unit. I hope to receive it soon so I can tell 
you if the wobbling w ill disappear.

The tail rotor hub unit is probably one of 
the best metal units available. It is very 
similar to the TSK unit. It uses a modern, 
sliding, ballracedcollarpitchcontrol mecha
nism I ike that on X-Cell, Magic, and Legend. 
The unit is almost flawless, except the pitch 
arm has a very slight amount of play at the 
pivot. Each of the tail rotor blade grips is 
supported by two radial bearings. The feath
ering action has very little slop. However, 
upon closer examination, the tail rotor hub 
on mine was drilled off-center by two to 
three degrees. In other words, the hub is not 
exactly 90-degrees to the main rotor shaft. 
As the tail boom does not vibrate exces
sively, the tail rotor blades must have elasti
cally flapped to compensate for this prob
lem. O ld H irobo tail rotor hubs were also 
sometimes drilled off-center. I had an old 
Hirobo tail rotor hub that was at least 10 
degrees off. Schluter Magic and X-Cell use 
teetering tail rotor hubs, so there is no worry 
about a miss-drilled hub. Now I think that a 
teetering tail rotor hub may be a good idea!

The instruction manual said to take pliers 
and squeeze the special ball links on the 
mixing scissor unit to loosen the ball links. 
Do not squeeze them! They are very brittle. 
I squeezed them, and one of them snapped 
immediately. As the instruction said the unit 
is sold as one unit, I bought a new scissor 
mixing unit. It retails for $68. So don't make 
the same mistake! To loosen any ball link, 
just take a Philips screwdriver that fits the 
ball link and move the screwdriver in and 
out and pry the ball link hole slightly. Don't 
over do it, or the ball link hole w ill become 
too big.

The gear ratio for Excalibur is 8.7:1:4.5 
(engine : main rotor : tail rotor). The lapa- 
nese market version of Excalibur, called 
Baron Alpha has 9.78:1:5.52. I tached my 
Excalibur w ith the MAS Skytach and my 
main rotor speed was 1700. This means my
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engine was running at 14,790 rpm which is 
exactly where a tuned pipe engine develops 
its maximum horsepower. Japanese like to 
fly w ith lower head speed, thus they use 
higher gear ratio. If their engine also turns at 
14,790 rpm, then their head speed w ill only 
be 1512. Actually, I would have preferred 
the 9.78 ratio because 1700 rpm is turning 
pretty quick. High rpm makes the collective 
pitch jumpy. High rpm also puts tremen
dous centrifugal stress on rotor blades. Kalt 
rotor heads require blades with 18mm thick
ness at the root, so Kalt blades should be 
able to handle higher centrifugal loadings. 
Note that Schluter, GMP, Heim, Hirobo, 
and X-Cell all use blades with only 14mm 
root thickness. Onedrawbackof using 18mm 
blade root is that we can no longer use off- 
the-shelf fiberglass and wood blades de
signed for all other 60-size helicopters.

On mine and my friends Excalibur, we 
noticed air resonance phenomenon if the 
main rotor rpm fell to 1500. This is the only 
reason why I fly at 1700 rpm. I would have 
preferred to fly around 1500 to 1600. The 
symptom of air resonance is that the fuse
lage w ill rock fore/aft or side-to-side by 
itself. A ir resonance is a self-induced oscil
lation due to blade lead-lag frequency coin
ciding w ith fuselage fore/aft pitching or lat
eral rolling natural frequencies. In Excalibur's 
case it is a fore/aft oscillation, because the 
lead-lag frequency coincides with body fore/ 
aft natural frequency. Note, every helicop
ter has different body frequencies. In the 
Cyclone's case, it has fore/aft oscillation at 
1400 rpm and lateral oscillation at 1550 
rpm. Therefore, I fly my Cyclone at 1750 
rpm to avoid air resonance. At that rpm it 
flies beautifully, but sounds kind of scary. By 
the way, I could have flown my Cyclone at 
below 1400 rpm, or at between 1400 and 
1550 w ithout any resonating effect. But the 
rotor rpm can fluctuate during different flight 
conditions, thus you may inadvertently get 
too close to 1400 or 1550 rpm. For example, 
Excalibur has a fore/aft resonating problem 
at 1500 rpm. As I fly my Excalibur at 1700 
rpm, there is no oscillation. But in an autoro
tation maneuver, rotor speed w ill bleed off 
at the end o f the auto. As main rotor speed 
decays, we noticed the Cyclone or the Ex
calibur nodded and oscillated at the end of 
an auto. People have suggested lubricating 
the rubber O-ring. We tried that and it did 
not eliminate the problem. Weighted blades 
help a lot. Modelers in England suggest 
removing the brass bushing that holds the 
teetering pin. But I don't like that idea be
cause then the floating axle may pull closer 
to one blade than the other. I did notice that 
after 50 flights or so, the oscillation problem 
almost disappeared, but it would still nod a 
little at low rotor speed. However, during 
normal flight condition, the Excalibur is as 
steady as a rock. Just keep the rpm at 1650 
to 1700. (The instructions say 1600-1650.)

I have tried two exhaust systems on the 
Excalibur; a standard Kalt side exhaust 
muffler and a Hatori U-shape tune pipe. The 
Kalt muffler is extremely quiet, and it is 
designed to fit in the groove molded in the

A SUPER STAND CAN...

BE USED FOR—FIELD 
MAINTENANCE ·  CARRIER · 
BUILDING/ALIGNMENT JIG · 
PAINTING JIG · STORAGE 
STAND ·
COMES COMPLETE WITH 
BUILT-IN TRAY AREAS.
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL 
HOBBY SHOP. _

■j f ^ . g - g r a f l

P.0. Box 1247 
St. Charles. IL 60174

B u ild  a  P ap e r A irp la n e
That Look* Like a R «al Airplane'

Beachcraft Siaggerw ing 
10’  wingspan

Printed in color, yellow with black detailsM blue 
windshield on gloesy white paper 

Build as a glider or for powered flight. A ll parts 
Included.

Send S5.00 check or money order to1 
SABO Designs in Paper

PO  Box 101742
Altamonte Springs FL 32710-1742

INSTANT TEMPLATES
SEE TEMP is a special soft mix of vinyl, calen

dered on both sides. It Is .01S in. thick for rigidity 
and sized 27^x5'/,, large enough for most projects, 
or tape two pieces together. It will not crack or 
shatter. A frosty finish prevents glare or distortion.

It's easy and quick. Lay SEE TEMP over plan, 
score with a modeling knife, and break on score 
line. Templates are permanent and can be labeled 
for filing.

IT S SEE-THROUGH.
YOU GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME!

2 sh. - $10.00 ppd 4 sh. - $20.00 ppd
3 sh. - $15.00 ppd 5 sh. - $22.00 ppd

SEE GRIP
Not your regular velcro, but specially designed 

for heavy-duty applications. Comes with adhesive 
precoat and is great for attaching battery packs, re
ceivers, hatches, etc. Endless uses in home and 
shop.

36 in. strip - $6.00 plus $2.00 S&H per order 
SEE TEMP - P.0 BOX 105 - SUSSEX, Wl 53089

THEY’RE
BEAUTIFUL
They ’re also powerfu l, reliahle and precise.

Any o f  the fine scale radial engines from  
T ech n opow er Π w ill add realism like nothing 

else can. See fo r yourself, today.

9 Cylinder “O ' Series 
73 Ounces ·  4.0 Cubic Inches ·  9’  Diameter

7 Cylinder B ig B ore Series 
30 Vi Ounces ·  2.0 Cubic Inches ·  6Μ0 Diameter

5 Cylinder B ig  B ore Series 
26 Ounces ·  1.39 Cubic Inches ·  6r Diameter

3 Cylinder
30 Ounces ·  1.35 Cubic Inches ·  ( f  Diameter

TECHNOPOWER II INC.
610 North  Street, Chagrin Falls, O H  44022 

Te lep h on e  (216)564-9787
Complete Brochure $3.00 · Visa &  MC Accepted
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T.Q. SERIES
C y tU ^ tJ T

Super strong m agnets and thick can, com b ine 
to create l i fe  threatening amounts o f  torque. 

C om puterized  dynam  ic balanced.

C om  is diam ond trued to ± .  0003.

A ero-space quality  ba ll bearings.

Ad justab le tim ing.

A va ila b le  in ten various w inds, including 
M onster &  pu lling trucks, drag, planes, &  boats. 
Hand w ound in  the U .S .A . A sk  you r dealer 
fo r  the right w ind  fo r  you .

Speed ? W arp  Factor 10 (to o  fast to count). 

D on 't b e  beaten w ith  the rest. G e t the best!

ONLY $65.00
V te e  C y c lo n e  Ί Γ  

O r  b e a t e n  I

f o r  a 'M E 4A" C olor C a ta lo g  
Yrogress’W.wy. .̂^o/glLon. O\\o HHi}}

C 3 ·  How Do You Get Longer Run Times 
& Higher RPM's with Less Weight?

. NOVAK Speed C ontro ls .
Novak Electronics wants to introduce to the 
ELECTRIC AIRPLANE MODELER a device which 
every serious car racer in the world knows 
about...

MOSFET Speed Controls.
Why use the traditional high power loss me
chanical switch when you can use a fully pro
portional speed control which is better than 
99% current efficient? You get higher RPM's, 
fully proportional throttle and lower weight (re
places servo, switch, &  messy wiring). 
Interested? Send for more information.

128-C E. Dyer Road, Santa Ana, CA 92707 ELECTRONICS, INC .

S u p e r i o r (C b o l l y ~ T r P R O P S ^ j
★  PROPS ★ Merco CL Engines

4  RUBBER POWER PROPS 4 Classic CL & RC Plans
■  ■  ■  BALSA ■  ■  ■  j Merco Parts & Service

FREEWHEELING: 4"-14" * CL Stunt Engine ReworkMach-Cut; Any Pitch CL Kits4  ■  FOLDING PROPS ■  4
*  10"-24" Any Pitch ^ Catalog $3.00 

Order Line (404) 973-0004HARDWOOD PROP FORMS *
^  Free Info. S.A.S.E. ^ TO M  DIXON

SUPERIOR PROPS (904) 944-1972
2412 Tucson Ave. 1938 Peachtree Road, Suite 401
Pensacola. FL 32526 Atlanta, GA 30309

canopy. I like this muffler very much. You 
do need to install a pressure nipple on it for 
pressurizing the fuel tank. 11 ike to fly fast and 
push my helicopters to Mach 1, therefore, I 
sent my OS 60 SFNH engine to Miniature 
Aircraft Supply for Blue Printing. MAS claims 
their special engine Blue Printing technique 
w ill increase horsepower. We believe en
gine tim ing was raised because MAS says 
now a tuned pipe must be used. A Hatori 
tuned pipe distributed by Futaba was then 
installed. The Hatori #765 header was used. 
This header was intended for Schluter heli
copters. Put the header in a vise, and heat it 
up w ith a hot air gun, then bend it clockwise 
15 degrees, it w ill a llow  the pipe to fit the 
Excalibur perfectly. Look at the picture for 
the shape. Do not use a torch, it w ill melt the 
header (this idea was offered by Frank Dykes).

The new MAS/OS 60 engine with Hatori 
pipe is a powerhouse. There is a noticeable 
20% increase in power. What more can I 
say; the combination works... a nice power 
increase w ithout hurting the idle. I asked 
Ted Schoonard what hedid to the engine, he 
said that's a secret. O f the noticeable power 
increase, some may be due to simply adding 
the tuned pipe, and some can be attributed 
to engine rework. The Hatori pipe is about 
$90, the header is another $35, and the MAS 
Blue Printing modification costs another 
$ 70. So, just ask yourself, do you really want 
that extra 20% in horsepower to blow your 
fellow club fliers away? The pipe does re
duce exhaust noise even further, so in this 
respect, it is a nice investment. And it looks 
serious! Frank Dykes says a Whisper Tech 
muffler w ill also give power increase. I have 
not tried one, so I can not give you a com
parison to the Hatori pipe. For now, I am 
very happy w ith the Hatori pipe.

The kit came w ith narrow-chord main 
rotor blades. I found that they do not load up 
the engine sufficiently. I am now using a pair 
of wide chord rotor blades such as used on 
the X-Cell or Schluter Champion. The Ex
calibur does better aerobatics w ith wide 
chord blades (Kevin, are you taking notes?).
I have also tried a pair of Miniature Aircraft 
Rotorsport Pro Kevlar fiberglass blades. The 
ones I used were designed for X-Cell. They 
had a symmetrical airfoil and weigh about 
185 grams. Because they had a 14mm root 
section, two 2mm washers were added to 
increase the blade root to 18mm. The ma
chine was extremely stable w ith these fiber
glass blades. The blades were made in Austria 
for MAS, and they came pre-balanced and 
ready to use. Yes, they really didn 't need any 
balancing. I just bolted them on and there 
were no vibrations from the blades. The best 
thing about them is that the Excalibur does 
beautiful slow, floating autorotation with 
these blades. Yale sells weighted wood 
blades w ith 18mm blade root for Excalibur, 
but they only weigh about 170 grams each 
so you cannot stretch the auto for a long 
time. Both of these blades have w ide chord. 
Yale's pre-built wood blades are $55. MAS 
glass blades are $ 139, but they are a work of 
art. They come in shiny white gelcoat finish, 
and have sawed-off tips similartoSitar blades.
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A set of Len Mount's fiberglass blades 
w ith reflexed airfoil was also tried. But the 
result was horrible. The model was not as 
stable in hover, and it was jumpy. But that 
same set of reflex blades was great on my 
Legend. Len also used that same reflex blade 
to w in seventh place at the World Champs. 
W ell, this simply means a set of blades w ill 
work more optimally with one particular 
helicopter than another. I found Excalibur 
seems to like heavy, wide chord, symmetri
cal airfoil blades. GMP helicopters seem to 
like reflex blades. The GMP Cobra flies great 
with MAS Rotorsport wood reflex blades.

W ell, what else can I add to describe the 
kit? The plastic main gear is very nice, it 
looks like it was machine cut, rather than 
molded. I had a discussion with a colleague, 
a fluid dynamic professor, regarding the 
correct direction for angling the cooling fan 
blades. Kalt and IHirobo have their cooling 
fan blades angled in opposite directions. 
W hile GMP and X-Cell simply have their 
blades straight out. The conclusion is that 
we are not sure which direction is best. Then 
my friend recalled that he knew an M.l.T. 
professor once conducted an experiment to 
find the best blade angle for a water pump. 
After umpteen designs, he discovered that 
they all worked about the same!

W ell, the engine in my Excalibur seems 
to cool down just fine. One reason is the 
Excalibur has the best cooling shroud on the 
market. Most cooling shrouds, like X-Cell 
and Schluter, leave the bottom of the shroud 
below the fan open. There is a back plate 
underneath the cooling fan, but the centrifu
gal fan works on the principle of throwing 
the air out against the shroud wall, and 
whirls the compressed high pressured air to 
the cy I i nder head .The opened bottom shroud 
allows the high pressured air to escape, 
which reduces efficiency. Excalibur's cool
ing shroud is closed on the bottom, thus the 
efficiency is increased by at least 20%. This 
deserves an Ά '  in shroud design.

Please do not forget to cut a hole in the 
shroud for the engine carburetor, the in
structions forgot to say so! Also, when in
stalling the seesaw collar on the flybar, 
make sure that the collar w ith the shoulder 
side faces the seesaw bearing.

The tail rotor on Excalibur is on the right 
side, w hile most models have it on the left 
side. For helicopters with a clockwise rota
tion main rotor, the tail rotor should be on 
the right side to achieve higher tail rotor 
thrust efficiency, because it's better to have 
the tail rotor thrust blow cleanly away. You 
do not want the tail rotor thrust to impinge 
on the vertical fin and tail boom. Seems like 
Kalt has done its homework. Modern de
signs like Concept 30 and Legend all have 
the tail rotor correctly facing right.

Finally, there were no parts missing. All 
ball bearings were pressed into the parts by 
the factory. It is a highly prefabricated kit, 
and attention to detail was done at most 
places. For example, the tail rotor drive wire 
was ground flat by the factory to ensure the 
tail rotor drive shaft would not slip at high 
rotational speed. The starting shaft was also

< 5 H >
K&B MANUFACTURING

12152 Woodruff Avenue 
Downey. California 9024 i_____

“ Matched Performance System” 
for TOP PERFORMANCE

Κ&Θ ENGINES 
Airplane Marine

K&B FUELS K&B GLOW PLUGS 
9 Blends 4 Choices

“ Matched Finish System” 
for BEST APPEARANCE

K&B FIBERGLASS CLOTH K&B Micro-Balloons FILLER 
K&B SUPER POXY RESIN K&B SUPER POXY THINNER 

K&B SUPER POXY PRIMER K&B SUPER POXY PAINT 
K&B MIXING CUPS

VINTAGE R-C FUNS

CONSOLIDATED 
P B Y -5A  "CATALINA”

9 FT. WING SPAN
ALL RIBS 8 FULL FORMERS SHOWN ON PLANS 11 
PLASTIC ENG.COWLS $10-90 PR 
CLEAR GUN BLISTERS $7.60 PR

A LARGE PLAN SHEETS — ΡΙΟΓΙβ $18.95 
6  f t . WING SPAN MODEL PBY-5A  
ENGINE COWLS $7.50 PR. PIOHS $14.95 
GUN BLISTERS $5.50 PR AD0 < 3 0 0  POSTAGE

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS $1.00 DEALERS WRITE 

WORLD ©  WIDE

SID MORGAN
13157 ORMOND.BELLEVILLE. MICH.48IIIU.SA.

of o u r linkage  accessaries. 
Prices increase 2-1-90

103 W ho lesa le  Avenue N.E. 
H un tsv ille , A labam a 35811

F re e  Catalog

AVAILABLE NOW:
Vibration Absorbing 

Mounts for Large Engines

1.2-1.8 Beam Mount

•  SoftMount gives you ve ry  soft mount
ing for large engines w ithout excessive 
engine shake at idle or undesireable 
engine thrust line deflection under 
high-G maneuvers.

•  The SoftMount system is ve ry  soft at the 
engine neutral position to provide su
perior vibration damping at high RPM.

•  The SoftMount system prevents large 
engine position deflection because it 
rapidly becomes much stiffer as the 
engine is deflected from its neutral 
position.

•  Vibration mounts are loaded in com
pression and shear. Thrust forces can’t 
cause tension failures.

•  Light weigh standard aluminum hard 
mount. Allows lighter front end 
construction.

β

oftware
ssociates

TO ORDER CALL:
10319 Pine Pass Dr. 
Houston. TX 77070

713-482-7744
Mon-Sat 9-9 CST

*  1990 Soft were Associates

P.A.W. DIESELS
•049 τ ο  -3 5 , RC & S TD

m s s o n a l  a  paiiNO kv a a a v ic a

SEND S1 FOR LISTS & 
USEFUL DIESEL INFO. 
ERIC C LU TTO N ,
913 CEDAR LANE, 
TU LLA H O M A .TN . 37388 

FREEDOM FROM 
GLOWPLUGS 

AND BATTERIES! 
D iese ls are q u ie t and 

e co n o m ic a l— ju s t like  a 4 cyc le  
g lo w  bu t cheaper and better!
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major decals

DECALS

Over 750 To Select From
7 1 /4  S ca le  ............................................ (18 Sheet»)
•60 s u e  (3 8  S heets)
•40 S ize  (3 8  Sheet»)
P rope lle r D ecals W.T. on ly  (6  S h e e ts *3  s izes on  ea.)
K ill M arkings W.T. o n ly  (8  S h e e ts )
N om encla tu re  M ark ings 
(3  S izes -1 2  S heets) In B lack o r W hite copy  
Le tte rs  and  Num bers
( ΐ / 4 " * 3 /β " - 1 /2 " · 5 /β ' ’ - 3 /4 " - 7 /8 " - 1 " · 2 ,,·3 ” ·4 ’'· 4 -1 3 /1 6 " 
In 10 C o lo rs . See c o lo r ch a rt.)
F lags (A m erican . U n ite d  K ingdom  and C on fede ra te ) 
S tars In 10 C o lo rs  ( 9  S izes p lus  one  S heet o f 

A sso rted  S ize s )
T rim  S heets  ( 4 -3 /4 "  « 2 6 "  In 10 C o lo rs , see co lo r ch a rt)

PRESSURE S E N SITIVE  · W ATER TRANSFER 
A u th e n tic  m o d e l in s ig n ia s  (p re ssu re  s e n s itive  
o r w a te r tra n s fe r)  fo r  1 /4  sca le . .4 0  a nd  .60  
sU e  p ro p e lle r  d e ca ls , W orld  War II k il l m a rk 
ings , s ta rs , f la g s , le tte rs , n u m b e rs  and  tr im  
sheets .

NORTHEAST SCREEN GRAPHICS 21 FISHER
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HERES 2 OLD TIME FAVORITES FOR 
3 CHANNEL ELECTRIC SPORT FLYING

C i n d y ' s  ^ e c t r i c
AN  05 ELECTRIC  VERSION OF THE FAMOUS  
S P IR IT  OF ST. LO U IS. W HICH LINDBERG H FLEW  
IN TO  H ISTO RY IN  1927.

SPAN 51 IN. $35.95

PIETENPOL AIR CAMPER
A ROBUST FLYING ELECTRIC  VERSION OF A 
POPULAR HOME-BUILT O F THE 30 's ERA.

SPAN 49  IN.

m m

$45.50

MODEL
PRODUCTS

12258Vz WOODRUFF AVE. DOWNEY CA 90241 
PHONE(213)803-1897

SHIPPINQ.
#3.00

FOR INFO SEND A SELF 
ADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE

CAM CACC ■ When your equipment fails,
■ #%■!■ w#m· E· ■ Ram keeps your models safe!
#  RED 09 Battery Backer (redundant Rx. battery system) $39.95
#R ED  10 Dual Servo Setter (auto, controls 2 servos) $39.95
#  RED 11 Audio Battery Alarm (monitors 4.8 or 9.6 volts) $19.95
#  RED 17 Transmitter Switch Alarm (beeps when Tx. is “ON") $19.95
#  RED 18 Big Airplane RF De-Glitcher (kills long wire RF) $ 8 .9 5
#R ED  25 Big Model Battery Backer (V* scale version of 09) $49.95
#  RED 32 Battery Peak Detector (protects R/C car battery) $29.95
#R ED  37 Simple Servo Setter (auto, controls 1 servo) $19.95

THE O R IG IN A LS... Still the best!
•  SEE YOUR DEALER ·  SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR RAM INFO 

unavailable locally, send check money order or full credil card info for the cost of the item i 
$2.00 ($5.00 foreign) for immediate shipment Include full address for U PS Sorry no C.O.C

<R3m 47 3 6  N. M ilw aukee Ave. — Chicago, IL 6 0630

ground flat, to ensure the starting cone set 
screw w ill seat properly. But the instructions 
forgot to mention adding grease at all mov
ing joints! Use your common sense and add 
oil and grease. I am very happy w ith this 
model. I hope the replacement parts w ill 
come soon so I can continue the flight test 
and report the second half to you next 
month. Stay tuned. Next month we w ill 
cover programming the jR PCM-10, setting 
up the Excalibur for aerobatics, and discuss 
the high performance JR-120 gyro. MB

SPARKS Continued from page 51

Peterse with Carl Goldberg at the Toledo 
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Trade Show tells it all.
The photo is particularly interesting as 

this was the last time Carl attended the 
Toledo Show. Art Peterse was just tickled 
pink to have Carl pose w ith him and his red 
and yellow transparent MonoKote covered 
Sailplane, one of Goldberg's outstanding 
designs kitted by Comet Model Supply Co. 
READERS WRITE O .M .T .

One of the best-looking Dietrich "Con
vertible" Class C rubber models is seen in 
Photo No. 13. Built by Mark Sexton, 8717 
17th N.W., Seattle, W A 98117, the Convert
ible is an excellent model for the Commer
cial Rubber event.

Mark comments it should fly great if and 
when he gets it sorted out. This writer has yet

to sort out the glide properly. Looks good 
under power!
IS YOUR DIESEL DIESELING?

Just received a most informative booklet 
from Eric Clutton of 913 Cedar Lane, Tulla- 
homa, Tennessee 37388, that is probably 
the most informative publication on the art 
of starting and running a diesel (compres
sion ignition engine to you).

Eric has been the distributor in the USA for 
P.A.W. (Progress Aero Works) diesel en
gines for as long as this writer can remem
ber. As Eric says, he has been in modeling for 
fifty years and has never owned a flight box 
or electric starter. The only essential item is 
a w iping rag (that fuel w ith ether does have 
a smell all its own) which can be easily 
carried in the back pocket.

To show the reader Eric flies what he sells, 
Photo No. 14 shows a Flying Quaker (taken 
at last year's SAM Champs at Lawrenceville, 
Illinois) w ith a diesel conversion of a Merco 
35.

This writer is quite enthused over this 
book; he highly recommends you invest 
$10.00 immediately (add $1.00 postage). 
Anyone who cannot start a diesel engine 
after looking the book over better take les
sons in reading comprehension.
SAM EXPANDS

According to Jim Adams, SAM Prexy, in a 
telephone call, the latest Chapter to form is 
SAM 78 based in Svitavy, Czechoslovakia, 
headed up by Jarslov Rybak. As proof that 
things are loosening up in the Soviet sphere 
of influence, this is the first SAM Chapter to 
be formed behind the Iron Curtain.

Rybak indicates they have better than ten 
members to start. If the old timers grow as 
this writer has witnessed, this club should be 
a major modeling club in a year or so.

Adams also indicates that w ith interest 
growing in a SAM European Champs, Aus
tria w ill be the next nation to found a SAM 
Chapter. Great stuff!
O LD  TIME CONTROL LINE

We recently received a photo from Glen 
Allison, 7417 E. Edgewood Ave., Mesa, AZ 
85208, via Howard Osegueda, of an un
usual control line model, the "Dreamer" 
manufactured by Eagle in 1945/46.

As seen in Photo No. 15, the Dreamer is 
powered w ith an Ohlsson 60. Glen sez it 
started on the second flip  after 35 years in 
storage!

Allison hopes to fly this 1946 Ohlsson 60 
powered model in the Nostalgia Control 
Line Contest at Tucson, Arizona. In talking 
to the Contest Director, Glen was informed 
that the competition flying w ill be over by 
1:00 or 2:00 p.m. Then the circles w ill be 
cleared and the fun flying starts. This should 
be a fun meet. After all, that's what it is all 
about, right?
THE WRAP-UP

At the last SAM 21 meeting, this writer 
was struck by the thinness of Carl Hermes, 
who was attending in the company of his 
son, Bill. Carl thoroughly enjoyed the meet
ing hi-jinks, show and tell, and just the all 
around camaraderie. Bill was so pleased he 
wrote me a letter commending the actions of
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JOHN POND 
Time Plan Service
The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
reasonable prices. Each list $1.50

No. 20 OLD TIMER F/F GAS 
No. 20 OLD TIMER RUBBER/TOWLINE 
No. 20 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE A through K 
No. 20 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE L through Z

New plans prices effective Jan. 1990 to Dec. 1990

P.O.Box 90310 
San Jose, Calif. 95109-3310 
Phone (408) 292-3382 (Tues. or Fri.)

#  6

TY-SEX OF WALT MOONEY’S FAVORITE
PEANUT SCALES REDUCED TO EIGHT INCH G SPAN ************ $ 5.00 POST PAID

,WALT MOONEY P.O. BOX 231192 SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92123 *** FIRST FIVE PEANUT SCALE BAGS STILL AVAILABLE AT $ 5.00 EACH.
The MIDWAY MODEL COMPANY

MASTER CRAFTSMEN OF QUALITY MODEL R/C KITS

OLD TIMER KITS-SAILPLANE KITS--ELECTRIC KITS
SAILPANE KITS: The Sky Knight-05 direct.........$39.95The Gnome HLG.....................$39.95 "" »·■ '·.·&■  — *------The Gnome 2 meter................$56.95 The Lightning-05 direct.........$39.95The Fast Eddie 05 direct.........$39.95
ELECTRIC POWER KITSThe Ultra IV Glidcr-05G......$56.95The Electraglide II—05 direct ..$44.95 The Thermic Traveler—05 dir. $44.95

OLD TIMERS KITS:The Airtrails Sportster 50".......$44.95The Powerhouse 50".................$44.95The 70% Bombshell 51"...........$44.95
The MIDWAY MODEL COMPANY

P.O. BOX #9
M IDW AY CITY, CA 92655 

___________  (714) 895-6569

See your dealer or add 
$3.00 per order for 
UPS. Ca. Res. add 

6.25% for tax.

SAM 21.
Despite all our hopes, I received a tele

phone call from Bill stating his dad had died 
from cancer one week later, on March 17th, 
at the age of 68. Carl is survived by his 
daughter Barbara, granddaughter Carrie, son 
Bill, and first wife (mother) Louise.

Carl can be remembered for his good 
flying O.T. design known as the Hayseed. As 
can be seen in Photo No. 16, the model not 
only looked good but flew just as w elI. Quite 
a few have been built w ith good results and 
this electric powered version by Don Hughes 
is no exception.

Although Hermes was characterized by 
his quiet demeanor and soft talk, we are 
going to miss his easygoing manner. Here's 
hoping you have joined the gang up there 
where they have no crackups, only "max" 
flights. MB

HANNAN'S C o n t in u e d  f r o m  p a g e  5 3  

membership.
The Detroit Cloudbusters model airplane 

club is donating a Walt Mooney Trophy to 
the Flying Aces Club Nationals, according 
to Don Campbell. The design concept is the 
work of artist/modeler Pres Bruning, who is 
well-known for his outstanding productions.

M o d e l  B u i ld e r  readers who may feel 
moved to make memorial contributions in 
Walt Mooney's name may send them to 
your choice of: The National Free Flight 
Society, 2810 Chiles Road, Suite B, Davis, 
California 95616; The San Diego Aerospace 
Museum, 2001 Pan American Plaza, Balboa 
Park, San Diego, California 92101; The 
American Heart Association, P.O. Box 3625, 
San Diego, California 92103. Thank you.

W alt Mooney's Peanut plans w ill remain 
available, w ith the service being operated 
by his son, Douglas Mooney. The first five 
"Bags of Peanuts" construction drawingsare 
$5 each, postpaid from Doug, at P.O. Box 
231192, San Diego, CA 92123. MB

CONTROL LINE C o n t in u e d  f r o m  p a g e  5 7

beh i nd the i maginary straight I ine to the CG. 
The pull through the lines aims at the model's 
CG— theCG 'tows' that end of the lines. The 
sag—or rake— angle depends on the model 
weight, line diameter and line length. I 
d idn 't 'forget' to mention speed: speed af
fects both line drag a n d  C F , in exactly the 
same way. Speed does n o t  affect rake angle 
for the same model weight, flying rad ius a nd 
line diameter, under most conditions. The 
exceptions don't count unless you are at the 
top end in speed.

"The angle, caused by 'sag' behind the 
straight imaginary line, can be calculated. 
We've mentioned the CG as our imaginary 
target: The rake angle is the direction in 
which the lines apply CF or pull, when they 
get to the leadouts. The leadout guides should 
be where they point the pull straight at the 
CG. If they aren't, they cause a force that 
does not pass through the CG. It forms a

moment' which wants to yaw the body 
away from right angles with our imaginary 
line. The model w ill crab one way or the 
other, and not fly as streamlined as it should.

"If the model is pulling six pounds, and 
the guides aim the pull two inches ahead of 
the CG, the moment is (force times distance) 
12 inch-pounds, or one foot-pound. It is 
exactly the same as if something were push
ing the tail out with a force of 12 pounds, 
one inch behind the CG. N o t  a safe condi
tion!

"So, leadouts must be where model weight, 
flight radius and line diameter point CF 
carried by the lines at the CG location along 
the rake angle. There is no single answer to 
what the rake angle should be. No two

models weigh exactly the same. The flier's 
arm extension is part of the flight radius. 
Going from .015-inch to .018-inch lines, or 
from 51-foot to 65-foot lines changes it.

")ohn, you're correct that rudder and thrust 
offset are minor factors. If the engine pulls 
four pounds and offset is five degrees, the 
'outward' part of the thrust force is just over 
5-1/2 ounces. Not much compared with 
from six to 15 p o u n d s  of CF, eh? But when 
things go slack, live w ith the 5-1/2 ounces— 
it may be all you get. The fin and rudder can 
help keep the model tangent, or at right 
angles to the imaginary flight radius. And 
besides, I fly a lot of stunt; stunt planes 
without rudders don't look right.

"Something else: the 'curve of C/L flight.'
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HELICOPTER SCHOOL, live days and nights, all 
equipment supplied plus room and board on a 67- 
acre airport with lodge used exclusively for R/C 
training. Located in North Central Florida. Owned and 
operated by Ernie Huber, five time National Helicop
ter Champion and Helicopter designer. Get the hands 
on training you need NOW1 Send $2.00 for complete 
package to R/c Flight Training Center. P.O. Box 727, 
Crescent City, FL 32112-0727.

MAKE A BEERCAN BIPLANE. 9 inches long, with 
14-inch wingspan. Instructions, photographs, pat
terns. $10.95 plus $1.00 postage. Kit Nine, Box 
72104, Marietta. GA 30007.

GIANT SCALE plans by Hostetler. We fly what we 
draw. Send SASE to Wendell Hostetler's Plans. 1041 - 
C Heatherwood, Orrville. OH 44667.

SCALE RUBBER PLANS. Over 50 Collector’s quality 
plans. Scale 3/4” to foot. Spans to 34". 1950s to 
1940s Golden Age. American Military, British, French, 
German, Japanese. $6.00 each PPd. SASE for list. 
Flying Scale Inc.. 1905 Colony Rd., Metairie. LA 
70003.

1930s MODEL SHOPI Sawed prop blanks. WWI/ 
Balloon/Streamline balsa wheels. Hinoki wood, color 
nitrate, slicks, tissue, bobbins, prop hinges, bamboo, 
old Scale/Contest plans, and more! Illustrated mail 
order catalog: $2. Oldtimer Model Supply, P.O. Box 
7334, Van Nuys, CA 91409.

WANTED: Pre-1950 model airplane engines and 
model race cars. James Clem. Box 524, Sand Springs. 
OK 74063. (918)245-3649.

■THE SPORT OF R/C SKYDIVING” Send SASE for 
FREE illustrated booklet. Bob Patterson. Box 662MB, 
St. Croix Falls, Wl 54024.

WANTED: Model engines and race cars before 1950. 
Don Blackburn. P.O Box 15143, Amarillo. TX 79105. 
(806)622-1657.

SCALE DOCUMENTATION—Drawings, photo 
packs, monographs, unusual aircraft. Illustrated cata
log: $2 pp. Bill Young, 8105 Teesdale, North Holly
wood. CA 91605.

ENGINES. IGNITION, GLOW, DIESEL. New, used. 
Sell, trade, buy. SASE for list. R. Eierman. 504 Las 
Posas. Ridgecrest, CA 93555. (619)375-5537.

TORQUE STANDS: Measure engine horsepower 
.049 to .60 or .15 to 1.2 Precision machined from bar 
stock, adjustable engine mount, $300 or $385. For 1/ 
4 scale engines measure up to 5 horsepower at 8,000 
rpm. $6.5 Postpaid U.S.A. Armstrong Research 8 
Technology. 21234th Ave. North, Irondale, AL 35210

BERKELEY. CLEVELAND, etc., replica kits, duration 
rockets for jet models. Send two stamps to: WIL- 
LAIRCO, 2711 Piedmont Road. NE. Atlanta, GA 30305.

“METICULOUS” 1930s SCALE AIRCRAFT PLANS by 
Vern Clements (MB). 308 Palo Alto, Caldwell, ID83605. 
Catalog/News/Info $3.00, refundable.

FREE RC CAR PARTS CATALOG. One of the largest 
selections. 1-800-HOBBY-98. Hobby Stop. 10002 
Aurora N., Seattle. WA 98133.

RUBBER POWER PROPS/PROP FORMS/ACCES- 
SORIES. Hardwood Prop Forms. Molds props 6” to 28” 
diameter. Folding Props: 10” to 24” diameter. With Zbar 
assembly. Balsa, machine cut. Freewheeling props: 4” 
to 12” D. Any pitch. Free information. Send SASE to: 
SUPERIOR PROPS, 2412 Tucson Ave., Pensacola, 
FL 32526. (904)944-1972.

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLS, proportional for
ward, utilizing HEX MOSFETS for maximum efficiency. 
Two models: SEC-1 lor stock motors. 180 amps 
($24.95): SEC-2for modified motors. 400 amps ($49.95). 
Both weigh less than 1 ounce and are warranted for 45 
days. Specify radio make with order. Add $2.00 S&H 
within U.S.. $1.00 for catalog. Flightec, 21 Juniper Way, 
Hamilton, NJ 08619.

HELP—Novice trying to build scale helium dirigible for 
purpose of taking outdoor aerial photographs without 
leaving the ground. Any ideas?? Call collect (513)891 - 
3594 or write Charles Lineback. 10921 Reed Hartman. 
Cincinnati, OH 45242.

NORTH COAST ROCKETRY offers the advanced 
rocketeer more! Fly models over a mile high, or as big 
as 7' tall! Send $3 for a catalog to: North Coast Rock
etry, Dept MB. P.O. Box 24468, Mayfield Heights. OH 
44124.

STUNT KITE—Too windy to fly? Try a stunt kite. Does 
loops, eights and more. Plans and instructions $5 cash 
or Money Order. D. Spratt, 15 Creekside Lane, Roch
ester. NY 14618.

NOWLEN AERO P-NUTS: Wright Flyer $6.95, Aero
drome $7.95. Nieuporl $11.95. Deperdussin. Bristol 
$13.95. Postage $2.5139B Boardwalk. Greenbrae, CA 
94904.

REPRODUCTION PARTS for your Vintage Spark 
Ignition Engines. For full information on parts available 
and prices, send S.A.S.E. to D.P. Wilke, Metal Casting 
Labs. P.O. Box 188. Idyllwild, CA 92349-9988. 
Ph.(714)659-2460.

MODEL ENGINE BUILDERS! Titan .60 kits, supplies, 
tools, aviation literature. SASE for lists. Orven Sales. 
2050 Christina St. NW Salem. OR 97304.

EVERYTHING FROM THE NEW Anson AERO- 
PLANS II. ($11.50 Postpaid) to PEANUTS & PISTA
CHIOS #4 ($7 postpaid) to ZAIC BOOKS! Archives. 
Datafiles and much more. Complete brochures $1 
(your buck back with first order). HANNAN'S RUN
WAY. BOX 860. MAGALIA, CA 95954

FABULOUS COLLECTION of rubber scale plans, 
Peanuts to Jumbos. Large SSAE for list to: Martin 
Bradshaw. PO BOX 761. Placitas. NM 87043.

TRADE - New Cox .010 - Props - plugs, for Brown A 
23 motors, new, used.

WANTED: Spark Ignition Model Airplane engines 
circa 1930-46. Fair competitive prices. Tom For
sythe, 318 12th Ave.. Box 141, New Glarus, Wl 
53574. (608)527-2066.

FIVE NEW CONTROL-LINE KITS. All balsa and ply
wood. Randolph butyrate and nitrate dope, finest 
quality aircraft finish. Send $1.00 for prices. ABC 
Hobby Supplies. P.O. Box 2391 Clarksville, IN 47131.

OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK: 13 of Dave 
Thornburg's best essays on RC glider flying and de
sign. 160 pages. 50 illustrations. $16.45 postpaid. 
Pony X Press, 5 Monticello Drive, Albuquerque. NM 
87123

WANTED: Plans tor “Bouncy II”. a gas flowered 
model speedboat about 30 inches long, published in 
Mechanics Illustrated late 1940's. John Schmude, 
1596 Sullivan Drive, Saginaw. Ml 48603.

PEANUT TO JUMBO SCALE model plans for rub
ber, C02. electric. Unusual subjects, good fliers. 
Catalog #1.00. A.A. Lidberg, 614 E. Fordham, Tempe 
AZ 85283.

Fl/C BEGINNERS, save time, money and frustration! 
Read "EASE-OF-FLYING RATINGS” and learn which 
Fi/C trainers are hands-off easy to fly. which are 
terrible (and why). $3.00 plus 45 cents postage. The 
most extensive flight-testing project ever conducted 
in this hobby. Over 30 trainers evaluated. Guaran
teed to be the most enlightening R/C publication that 
you will ever read. Jim Waterman (MB), 3818 Deer
field, San Antonio. TX 78218.

"KING SIZE FUN SCALE MUSTANG” plans set for 
.90-3 .0eng. Span90”, area 1450sq.in„ 11-14lbs. 
Price $35.00 plus $5.00 shipping. 4 1/2” spinner 
$20.00, canopy $20.00. An easy to build and fly 
Sunday flyer. Free brochure with SASE. Order from 
Fun Scale, 220-65 Camino Corto. Vista. CA 92083, 
or phone (619) 726-0154.

Thedistance around one level lap lets us say 
the model thinks it is flying very close to 
straight! A little math to see this?

"From the CC of a large (four-foot-long) 
model to its prop may be 1.5 feet, so from 
CG to tail is the other 2.5 feet. These num
bers let us figure out the angle caused by the 
circular path. Playing w ith geometry, you 
can prove for yourself that the 'automatic 
offset' of engine and tail are the same as the 
angle between our imaginary line to the CG 
and an imaginary line to the prop (or to the 
tail).

"On 60 feet, with two-foot arm extension, 
and a two-foot inboard wing from the CG to 
the line clips, our flying radius is just about 
64 feet. Sag doesn't change much at all.

"Now  let's do some basic trig. Imagine a 
right angle formed by the imaginary line to

the CG, the line from CG to prop and— if you 
want a complete triangle— an imaginary 
line from the prop back to the handle.

"The tangent of an angle is the ratio of a 
right triangle's opposite side to its near side 
(not the hypotenuse). Still w ith me? If the 
prop is 1.5 feet ahead of CG, and the flight 
radius is 64 feet, the tangent works out to 
0.023, so the 'automatic offset' is about 1.3 
degrees.

"When we go through the same process 
for the tail, 2.5 feet back from the CG, the 
tangent comes out to 0.039, and even a 
straight fin/rudder has 2.3 degrees of offset. 
One of the first guys to notice this was Hal 
deBolt, in the late 1940s-early 1950s. His 
Speedwagons had curved fuselages, and in
thrust. As John points out in his April col
umn, in-thrust is still a good trimming trick,

mostly for speed and racing where CF can 
get humongous.

"Think about the numbers I just ran by 
you. We d idn 't make clear whereon the tail 
we were talking about when we said it was 
2.5 feet back of the CG. A few inches back 
there doesn't make much difference for this 
calculation. We used the back of the prop 
because it is easy to measure, and the engine 
thrust is applied to the model there. Also, a 
four-foot-long model is big, even for .60 
stunters. The 'automatic offsets' are smaller 
when the models are shorter.

"Over the years, I've found a few articles 
and reports which help put numbers on 
things so I could figure out which ones are 
important. I also enjoy bashing BASIC. So, 
I've developed a GW-BASIC program to 
design C/L models, mainly stunters.
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"It works. My last four or five computer
ized designs have no adjustable tip weight 
or leadout gimmicks—they don't need any. 
I only use such gizmos when a design is so 
offbeat that the program might not get it 
right.

"There's a lot more that I've studied—and 
confirmed by flying— that doesn't get any 
more technical than this. If you use an IBM 
compatible, I might be talked into furnishing 
a disk w ith my design program. The program 
is posted on CompuServe's ModelNet, in 
DL5, as Stunt.IIC, if you want a look at it 
w ithout much documentation or instruc
tions— it does need some."

Our thanks to Lou Crane for this excellent 
treatise on line rake. IBM computer users 
may want to sneak a peek at Lou's data.

Nagio Forbes, of Glenview, Illinois, takes 
a look at the same topic from a slightly 
different angle (rake?). Here are his com
ments:

"Couldn't resist commenting on the T. 
Stephens line rake letter in your last column. 
He mentions several designs and observed 
that none used line rake, just engine and 
rudder offset to achieve line pull— not a 
correct observation, at least as far as the 'A ll 
American' was concerned.

"One of the main points of this design was 
that it did not use engi ne or rudder offsets (or 
outboard tip weight) to achieve line tension, 
this (presumably) being accomplished by 
the extended inner wing panel. In fact I 
suggest that deBolt d i d  use w ingtip weight in

the sense that the fuselage was offset to the 
outside of the circle and that his models 
were kept out on the lines during the critical 
takeoff phase by engine torque (he flew 
clockwise, remember?).

"In any case, line rake is a difficult con
cept to discuss because, in a real sense, 
there ain 't no such thing. The angle meas
ured between the leadouts and the fuselage 
center line isn't relative to nuttin' nohow 
any more than it signifies squat just where 
the bellcrank is located! What is important 
is the location of the leadout guide in rela
tion to the center o f gravity! (N o t e  th at, in  

d iffe re n t  te rm s , N a g i o  is  s a y in g  b a s ic a lly  th e  

s a m e  th in g  L o u  s a id  a b o v e —jt ).

"And I repeat— you can bolt the bellcrank 
to the engine or fasten it to the tail skid and 
the model w ill fly just fine as long as the 
leadouts exit the wingtip in the proper place. 
The only reason for putting the bellcrank in 
the 'traditional' location is to avoid the 
mechanical problems attendant upon bend
ing the leadouts around corners; again, the 
important thing is the relative positions of 
the CG and the leadout guide.

"D o not take my word for this. Do what 
we did— take a G uillow  trainer, leave the 
line guide alone, move the bellcrank any
where on the airplane and it'll fly fine, but 
move that line guide any great amount and 
you 'll either get some interesting flights or 
(more likely) some w ild  crashes.

"But (the man wants to know) how can 
you tell where that point is? W ell, find the

CG, draw a line through it angling back 10 
or 12 degrees from the fuselage center line 
and where the line leaves the wingtip w ill be 
pretty close to right, but the e x a c t  best 
location w ill vary on the length, weight and 
drag of the control lines. Thick, heavy lines 
made of twine need a more rearward loca
tion than .010 music wire. That, after all, is 
why they make adjustable line guides. (A g a in ,  
h e r e  N a g io  is p r e s e n t in g  a  tr ia l/e rro r  v e r s io n  

o f  th e  s a m e  c o n c e p t  L o u  d is c u s s e d  a b o v e — 
w it h  th e  fo r c e  o f  th e  lin e s  p o in t in g  a t  th e  C G  

a t th e  fu s e la g e  c e n te r l in e —jt ).
"The line guide location also has a lot to 

do w ith the Ringmaster wobble.' It is seen 
when attempting tight (or square) corners. 
At this point the flier is usually using full up 
or down elevator and the model is, literally, 
being restrained by only one control line, 
which probably exits the w ingtip an inch or 
more ahead o f or behind the 'proper' loca
tion. Best bet here is to separate the leadouts 
vertically so they both exit at the same fore- 
and-aft location. (W i t h  r a c in g  p la n e s  th a t  

h a v e  in t e r n a l  l in e  c o n n e c to r s ,  a  c o m m o n  

p r a c t ic e  is to  h a v e  b o t h  lin e s  e x it  th e  s a m e  

h o le . T h is  c o u l d  b e  d o n e  w it h  le a d o u ts  i f  th e  

c o n n e c to r s  a re  s ta g g e r e d  to  a v o id  e n t a n 

g l in g  o f  th e  c l ip s — jt ) .

"Engineoffset has relatively littleeffect (as 
compared to line guide position) and the 
only reason a control line model needs a 
vertical fin is for reasons o f appearance. 
Consider the vertical fin area of any combat 
model—or just contemplate the effect on
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e MODEL PLAN SERVICE
All Full-Size plans purchased Irom MODEL BUILDER 
Magazine include a reprint of the construction ar
ticle, it building instructions were part of the article.

SEND TO: Model Plan Service
898 W. 16th St. Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 645-8831

Minimum order: $10.00

NEW ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
U.S. orders, including APO and FPO, add 20% of 
total order for shipping and handling. Overseas 
orders (includes Canada and Mexico) add 50%of 
total order. Remit payment by International Money 
Order or U.S. funds, drawn on U.S. bank. Please, 
no cash or C.O.D.'s. Mastercard or Visa include 
card number, expiration date, and signature. Add 
5% to credit card orders. California residents add 
6-1/4% sales tax.

No. 7721 FAIRCHILD 51 $7.50 No. 5901 ERSATZ BOMBER $10.00
One-inch scale Classic lor R/C. also FF gas or Adapt Midwest Twin-Stik or scratch
rubber. By Hurst Bowers. build, 54" span, .20 engs. Alex McLeod

No. 8901-CPCURTISSF11C-2 $7.50 No. 590-0T CRUSADER $5.00
Kil plan for ideal "Goshawk' biplane lighter, from Bob Romeiser's 38" span rubber cabin
1934, to 3/4-inch scale. model trom October 1940 Air Trails.

No. 6901 HIGH-Q $10.00 No. 4901 VICKERS OELTA $5.00
Winner of 1953 AMA R/C Nationals. Rudder- WW-II Canadian Vickers (Northrop)
only, 55" span, Jack Port. Delta. Double-size Mooney Peanut.

No. 6902 BLACKHAWK $7.50 No. 8731 FOKKER D-VI $10.00
Bird-like flying wing Fl/C hand launch glider. WW-I biplane fighter at 2"=1' scale for
By Keith Shaw R/C and .40 engines. By Philip C. Foster.

a > ,R/C GOODIES
A IR C R A F T  A C C E S S O R IE S

AIR-FLO HINGES
LITESPAN LITEWEIGHT COVERING
F O R  S M A L L E R  
A IR C R A F T  T O  
50 ' W IN G  S P A N  
L IT E W E IG H T ,
IR O N - O N  C O V 
E R IN G  N O W  
A V A IL A B L E  IN  
U .S .A .
U ses B a lsa loc  N o n -T o x ic  A d h e s iv e  put on  
w ith  sm all sponge. A l lo w  to  dry, th en  a ffix  to  
fra m e  w ith  iron . Shrink w ith  iron  o r  heat gun. 
F U E L  P R O O F , P A IN T A B L E .  W ork s 
com p ou n d  curves, easy  to  app ly , ve ry  tough 
(W e ig h t  is 1 oz./sq .yd .). A V A I L A B L E  N O W  
F R O M  C H A R L IE ’S R / C  G O O D IE S . 
C O L O R S :  R e d , Y e l lo w , W h ite , O ran ge . 
B lue, B lack , S ilv er , A n tiq u e  ( I v o r y )  and D ark  
G re e n . L IT E S P A N  $3.00 S h eet (2 0  x 36*) 
S P E C .  $ 2 .5 0 . 110 G ra m  B a lsa lo c  adhesive  
(a p p lie s  7-10 sh eets ) $4.00. SPEC $ 3 .2 5 . 
S H IP P IN G  &  H A N D L IN G , U te sp a n  (u p  to  7 
sh eets ) plus 1 B a lsa loc  $2.75.

IR O N -O N  C L O T H  
S T R IP  H IN G E S , 3 
W ID T H S , F IT  
S M A L L ,  M E D IU M  
A N D  L A R G E  
A IR C R A F T  
H in ges  e lim in a te  gaps, im p ro v e  con tro l 
e ffic ien cy . E asy-to -in s ta ll,tou gh ,flex ib le .
Γ  S IZ E  1-1/4· S IZ E  1-1/2* S IZ E  $1.85 $1.95 $2.05
H IN G E S  3 6 ' L O N G . S  &  H  $1.00 ( T O  6 )

GLOW HEAD ADAPTERS
F O R  C O X  
049/051, 
09, 15 
E N G IN E S

S A V E  $.
U se  S tandard  G lo w  Plugs, Im p ro ve  E n gin e 
P e r fo rm a n ce , M o r e  R P M 'S .

049/051 $2.50; .09 $3.10; .15 $3.25
S &  H  $1.00 ( T O  5 U N IT S )

Cash P rices  in B O L D  T y p e . C h a rge  C ards 6 %  M o re  U n d e r  $100, 5 %  I  
A b o v e .M in im u m  C h a rg e  $25.00. N o  C .O .D .'s . C A L I F  A d d  S A L E S  | 
T A X .  C a ta lo g  $1.00 In  U .S .A ., $3.00 F o re ign .

^  2828 Cochran St., Suite 281 Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 FAX 8055279114 (CE) (805) 581-5061

NEW ALUMINUM HEADS.

the stability of your Ringmaster the last time 
you knocked the rudder off (and haven't we 
all?).

"Two things that don't have much (if 
anything) todo with the'Ringmaster Wobble' 
are the airfoil and control moments. Leadout 
position has a small effect but the main one, 
I suspect, has to do with tip weight, or more 
accurately, the relation between the amount 
of tip weight and the weight and drag of the 
lines.

"Again, it is a matter of observation that 
this wobble can be made better or worse by 
changing the diameter and length of the 
lines and altering the tip weight. One thing 
that people tend to do is consider only the 
airplane, forgetting that a control line model

in flight is a dynamic system in which the 
lines play a considerable part."

Our thanks to Nagio for adding more 
insight to the line rake discussion. We have 
made some of the same observations re
garding bellcrank locations, having moved 
them around inside and outside our combat 
planes for construction convenience— as 
long as the leadouts are in the right place, 
bellcrank location has not shown any effect 
whatsoever.

A FINAL NEWS TIDBIT 
Another new club has appeared on the C/ 

L scene, this one in Vancouver, B.C. It's 
called the Pacific Aeromodellers Club.

Vancouver has for 50-plus years been 
home to the Vancouver Gas Model Club,

the sponsor of some major contests such as 
the annual Internals and the 1986 Canadian 
Nats. However, in 1989 there was some 
ugly political division w ith in the VGMC and 
a new club has been formed by some of the 
former VGMC control line members. Some 
apparently still belong to both clubs and 
some have stayed w ith the VGMC.

President of the new club is combat star 
Lyn Murray, vice-president is Larry Bell, and 
secretary-treasurer is Barbara Bell. Frank 
Boden is editor of the newsletter, Airwaves.

Let's hope peace can settle over the 
Vancouver area and the fun of flying can be 
restored.

As always, your contributions o f club 
news, photographs, technical tips, contest 
information, and questions help make this a 
democratic and informative feature. Send 
them to John Thompson, 1520 Anthony 
Ave., Cottage Grove, OR 97424. MB

FREE FLIGHT Continued from page 6 1

For further information about these kits or 
the other materials that George sel Is, contact 
him at Champion Model Products, 880 
Carmen Court, LaVerne, CA 91750 or call 
(714)599-3348.
PANDA RUBBER STRIPPING NOTICE

How's that for a headline? W ell, it has 
nothing to do w ith cute and cuddly bears or 
some kinky new wave device. What it means 
is that if you bought some of the Panda 
rubber that Champion Model Products was 
importing from China for a brief time, you 
should be careful w ith it. It seems that some 
of the Panda rubber was not very clean and 
contained contaminants such as grit, dirt, 
and other foreign objects. In fact, some was 
so gritty that it ruined the cutting edges of 
more than one rubber stripper. It seems to 
me that the best thing you might do with this 
rubber, unless you have an unusual batch, is 
to tie it into loops that can be used to hold the 
w ing on your model.
O R IG IN A L  ZEEK M ANUFACTURER IS 
BACK IN  BUSINESS

In the 1950s Premium Manufacturing Co. 
in California was a major free flight kit outfit. 
That organization was operated by Bill 
Cranford, and he tells of thousands of kits 
that were die-cut, packaged, and shipped 
around the world in (hose days. W ell, Bill 
has since moved to Oregon, and he is once 
again in business as Premium Manufactur
ing Co. Needless to say, it he were to pro
duce thousands of kits today, he would need 
to buy storage space for the unsold. How
ever, he is producing a Zeek short kit that 
contains excellent plans, complete instruc
tions, building and flying tips, a lot o f testing 
time, and a complete hand-cut set of w ing 
and stabilizer ribs. Two versions are avail
able: the Pee Wee 30 Zeek, which has 146 
square inches in the 30-inch span wings, 
and the 286 square inch Zeek, which can be 
flown w ith any .049 or .051 engine. This 
model is Nostalgia eligible and would be a 
great combination w ith a Hornet or Space
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COVERUP!
Sturdy, high quality, rich dark 
green vinyl-covered binders for 
your valued copies of MODEL 
BUILDER Magazine. Gold lettering 
on spine and front cover.

One Binder................... $695
Three Binders.............$1795
Five Binders...............$27.95

(For more tnan 5, include 
$5.00 for each additional 
binder.)

S h ip p in g :  B in d e r s  s h i p p e d  in  U .S . b y  

U P S  o n ly . F o r  o n e  b in d e r, a d d  $ 2 .2 5 . F o r  

e a c h  a d d i t io n a l  b i n d e r  a d d  $ 1 .0 0 . F o r  

b in d e r s  s h i p p e d  o u ts id e  U .S .,  a d d  $ 6 .0 0  

fo r  o n e  b in d e r . F o r  e a c h  a d d it io n a l  

b in d e r, a d d  $ 4 .0 0 . F o r  A i r  M a il  ra te s  o v e r

s e a s , p l e a s e  in q u ire .

PLEASE . All payments must be in U.S. 
funds, drawn on a U.S. Bank.

California residents add 6% Sales Tax

M O D E LS
BUILDER

898 W. 16th Street 
Newport Beach, CA 92663

Hopper. Short kit cost is $9.95 for the Pee 
Wee version or $ 12.95 for the larger one. An 
added $1.75 is required for packaging and 
shipping charges. Contact Bill at Premium 
Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 12763, Salem, 
OR 97309. If you would like further infor
mation, send a SASE for rapid response. 
NEW OLD TIMER MODEL SUPPLY 
CATALOG

I just received the newest catalog from 
Ken Sykora's O ld Timer Model Supply. This 
isa small but jampacked illustrated listing of 
what you can buy from this cottage industry 
source. However, if you are really turned on 
by the rubber powered movement, then this 
is one of the prime sources for supplies, such 
as balsa, bamboo, plywood, rubber lube,

nitrate dope, tissue of various types and 
colors, and other goodies. Additionally, Ken 
handles both black and tan FAI rubber in 
smaller amounts than the standard skein, 
free flight books and publications, rubber 
winders and stooges, and probably at least 
500 plans from current to ancient. So, if you 
want to know exactly what he has, contact 
him at O ld Timer Model Supply, P.O. Box 
7334,VanNuys, CA 91409. Send two bucks 
and you'll get your own catalog to peruse.

One of the neat things Ken does is to 
include clever or poignant quotes in some 
corners of the catalog. It's fun to search them 
out and savor their reading. One example to 
pique your curiosity: "W hile you're putting 
off starting that next model, just remember 
life is what happens... while you are looking 
at more plans."
AND FINALLY, HOW  ABOUT A MIDYEAR 
HOROSCOPE?

I've never been a reader of those horo
scopes that appear in the newspapers, but I 
always read my Chinese fortune cookies. 
So, in the same spirit, here are some spe
cially tainted horoscopes for free flighters, 
compliments of the Minneapolis Modeler, 
who swiped them from the San Diego Aer- 
oneers newsletter, Aero News, edited by |im 
Alaback.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Romance w ill 
pass you by if you insist on staying in the 
basement. Seek legal advice before coming 
upstairs.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Your stub
born attempts to fly in high winds w ill only 
bring you grief. Cancel all plans and drift 
aimlessly.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Try a twin 
pusher, chew Doublemint, double your fun. 
You have every reason to be suspicious, but 
for reasons you w ill never know.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): The good 
news is that you w ill find that engine you 
have been looking for for years; the bad 
news is your wife w ill be w ith you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your parents w ill 
continue to badger you about why you still 
spend good money on this junk. Don't forget 
to wash the dishes regularly.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You're not as 
smart as you think you are. A fat lady w ill sit 
on something special in your workshop.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Stick w ith hand 
launched gliders— something your limited 
intelligence can cope w ith. Be careful of 
saying "I love you" to the wrong stranger.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your trail 
bike may run out of gas at a critical moment. 
Your past catches up when your spouse goes 
revenge shopping.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): W hen
ever you go flying, keep a sharp lookout 
behind you, someone is out to get you. Eat 
a lot o f chili this month; you w ill be free at 
least.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Clean up 
your workshop this month— you w ill find 
something precious you lost 25 years ago. 
You aren't getting older, you just look like it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): If you 
thought last year was bad, you ain't seen

nothing. Cowling in your Rossi and slapping 
on Ohlsson decals w ill fool no one.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Yield to car
nal passion if you must, but avoid picking 
your nose while using CA glue. You w ill 
feel out of control and inferior. This is nor
mal!
SO, THAT'S IT DEPARTMENT

Thanks for sticking w ith me for another 
month. I hope you enjoyed the information 
about rubber modeling. Please follow  up 
w ith orders to some of the manufacturers, if 
you want to get yourself into this really 
enjoyable part of the free flight hobby.

That should do it for July. I hope you are 
having a good contest summer. I hope I do. 
Thermals to all. MB

NEW!
BY POPULAR REQUEST

LARGE SCALE 
ENGINE CYLINDERS

Molded of high-impact styrene, 
these dummy cylinders feature 
deep cooling fins for utmost 
realism. Both the Wasp and 
Whirlwind types of cylinders 
are available in two different 
large scales: l/5th (2W  = 1')

l/4th (3" = 1')
Kits include assembly instructions. 

Smaller sizes are also offered.

Note: These units may be modified 
to resemble other cylinder types.

Send $3 for full-color catalog, featuring 
aircraft paintings suitable for framing.

W ILLIAMS BROTHERS INC.
r  181 PAWNEE STREET

ΛΜβ SAN MARCOS
—  CALIFORNIA 92069

◄ W RIG H T 
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how το Get Η
You’re ready for 

takeoff with Futaba's new 
Conquest Series. These are 
the systems that can take 
you from fledgling flyer to 
confident RC pilot, and 
make it easier than ever.

CABLE READY. F M .
AND MORE.

The Conquest 4NBF 
is a perfect first system with 
everything a beginner could 
ask for, and then some. For 
starters, the FM signal of

the 4NBF has superior noise 
rejection to ward off in
creasing interference, and, 
of course, it’s 1991 ready 
The 4NBF also has servo 
reverse for easy installation, 
adjustable control sticks 
for a custom fit and it’s 
equipped with transmitter 
and receiver NiCd packs.

And with its built-in 
trainer system all you need 
is our optional trainer cord 
to make teaching or learn
ing a breeze.

t h e  Sy s t e m s  f o r
1991 AND BEYOND.

Conquest 4NBF 
4NBP 6NFK and 6NPK 
systems all use state-of- 
the-art, dual conversion 
1991 receivers. The 4 and 

6 channel FM 
systems use 
the R127DF 
which utilizes 
SMT assem
bly, ceramic 
and crystal 
filtering

and voltage regulation. 
Conquest PCM system re
ceivers are equipped with 
Futaba's exclusive PCM 
microprocessor to further 
reduce the possibility of 
glitching and interference.

F u ta b a  a
F P - R 1 S 7 D p ]irH
7 C H A N N E L  R E C E IV E ^

I  ! Inverf -

PULSE C ' *

J j :

I

-iililllllll j a j  j  ,  ,

Release the trainer switch and control 
ot the airplane is instantly and safely 
transferred to the instructor.

The heart ot the new R124DP/R127DP 
PCM receivers is Futaba's custom mi
croprocessor circuitry.

The Conquest 4NBF

OUTPUT

ipewEia

D IG ITA L PR O P O R TIO N A L 
R AW O  C O N TR O L SYSTEM

WORLD LEADING MANUFACTURER OF R/C

OMOUEST



ELEVATOR

M W O k

CONQUESTF P - T 6 M F K

Take oft with confi
dence. Futaba Conquest 
systems offer the number 
one combination of features, 
value and performance, 
whether you're a novice or 
just looking for a high quality 
second system. And like all 
Futaba radios, Conquest sys
tems are covered by our full 
year warranty.

Futaba
Futaba Corporation ot America 
4 Studebaker/ Irvine, CA 92718

The Conquest 6NFK

ι - € Δ Γ Τ Γ  A  \J C E  F v. G M T

The Conquest 4NBP is 
identical to the 4NBF except 
it's Futaba's first 4 channel 
PCM system and includes 
our R124DP receiver. If it’s 
more channels and features 
you need, consider the 
Conquest 6NFK or 6NPK.

tJGJTAL

F M

O/P

INTERNAL RADIO FREQUENCY 
MODULE SYSTEM

PCM
The Conquest 4NBP 
and 6NPK

CONQUEST SYSTEM
Specs

System Signal Receiver Servos(#)
4NBF FM R127DF S148(3) 
4NBP PCM R124DP S148(3) 
6NFK FM R127DF S148(4) 
6NPK PCM R127DP S148(4)

PICK THE PERFECT 
CONQUEST FOR YOU

There are four new 
Conquest systems to 
choose from.

These 6 channel FM and 
PCM versions incorporate 
dual rates for aileron and 
elevator plus a retract 
switch and a 3-position 
sixth channel.



SIZZLING SUMMER SPECIAL

This incredible summer special is for a 
limited time only. Buy yourself the MRC-Tamiya

buggy you've been thinking about. Two- or 
four-wheel drive. Truck or car (any one except 
the Blackfoot). And the battery is yours free. 
(This quality battery could cost you up to $25.)

Here’s how it works. When you buy your 
buggy kit, send us the section of either end 
panel of the box that has MRC's address with 
the kit name above it, along with your dated* 
register receipt signed by your dealer. Include

your name and mailing address along with 
$2 for postage and handling. And we’ll 
send you the battery. That’s all there is to it.

Remember, this is a quality 7.2 volt 
nickel/cadmium battery with a retail value 
that could be up to $25 or more. But you’ve 
got to act now.
• Requests (or batteries must be U S postmarked by Sept. 10,1990 
Kit must be purchased between May 15 and September 10.1990 
Offer good only for kits bought in the U S

Rechargeable, 
7.2 volt.

nickel cadmium 
battery FREE

Model Rectifier Corporation 
200 Carter Drive. Edison. N| 08817
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